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Executive Summary 
 

AECOM, along with our partners R.K. Johns & Associates, Remline, Duffield Associates and Paul 

F. Richardson Associates, have prepared this Strategic Master Plan to augment the Diamond State 

Port Corporation’s decision-making process as it strives to meet its objectives, which include: 

• Governor Markell’s commitment to grow jobs that 

are tied directly to the condition of our roads, 

bridges, ports, buses and rail…. 

• Business Retention and Growth 

• Consolidation of resources and coordination with 

other state initiatives. 

• Increase of public and private investments 

specifically for port development. 

• Pursuit of federal and state funding for dredging 

and rail infrastructure improvements.  

• Alternative port between New York and Boston to 

help relieve congestion. 

The results of the Master Plan effort are centered on two specific scenarios as dictated in the 

assignment, considering that the scenarios are not mutually exclusive.  The analysis of these 

scenarios will serve to guide the DSPC to its desired pattern of growth and development, 

considering the ever-changing dynamics of the maritime industry.  The first scenario includes 

optimizing the existing port facility while attempting to sustain and grow the existing cargo.  The 

second scenario involves the evaluation of off-port properties 

on the Delaware River to capture additional market for 

development of a new terminal. 

The exiting Port, which opened in 1923, is an aging Port that 

has experienced significant changes over the last 90 years.  

Delaware’s legislature established the DSPC with the power 

to conduct its own business affairs.  In 1995, the DSPC 

purchased the Port from the City of Wilmington, partly to 

help provide funding streams to keep the Port operating in 

an increasingly competitive environment. 

The Port, situated on 308 acres of land at the confluence of 

the Christina and Delaware Rivers, is the first major port 

cargo vessels encounter on the Delaware River.  The Port is 

situated within a Foreign Trade Zone and includes seven 

ship berths for general cargo, one petroleum berth, one floating berth for bulk juice and one 

multipurpose Autoberth; 800,000 sf. cold storage in 6 warehouses, one of the largest in US; and 

250,000 sf. dry warehouse with covered rail service. 
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The aging Port infrastructure still remains an integral force locally in the City of Wilmington as 

well as impacting Delaware’s overall economy.  Some recent statistics for the Port come 

include: 

• 435 vessels / 6.8 million tons of cargo 

handled in FY2015 

• National leader in key import/export 

commodities 

• Landlord, terminal & warehouse operator 

and direct employer 

• Diverse cargo portfolio 

• Economic Impact (FY2015 cargo): 

– 5,600 family sustaining regional 

jobs 

– $417 million annual business 

revenue 

– $391 million annual personal 

income 

– $39 million regional annual tax 

revenue 

• Busiest terminal on the Delaware River 

The Master Planning process began with outreach to key stakeholders as well as the public.  The 

effort centered on identifying key opportunities and constraints of the existing facility and the way in 

which it operates.  Existing customers were interviewed to understand their business models and 

how the existing facility supports that model and areas where improvements can be made to allow 

growth.  Through this process, the following were identified: 

Key Opportunities Key Constraints 

 Location along the Delaware river  Existing main gate congestion 

 Growing niche port  Rail crossings 

 Well established cold storage and 
refrigerated cargo and auto market 

 Aging cold storage warehouses 

 Pigeon Point Landfill site use 
 Low utilization and material condition of 

floating berth 

 Availability of Wilmington Harbor South  Limited use of Berth 7 

  Petroleum berth siltation 

  Dredge material management site 

  Lack of double stack rail 

  Limited Port land for expansion 

  Christina River Channel/Berth Depth 
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The second step of the Master Planning process involved analyzing the historical cargo growth at 

the Port and preparing a market demand forecast for those same commodities 20 years into the 

future.  The historical growth has been phenomenal over the last 5 years, as characterized by the 

following graph and statistics: 

 

• 6.8 million tons in 2015 

• 5% of East Coast ports’ 

international waterborne trade volume 

• Primarily import destination 

• Exports growing faster than imports 

• Heavy seasonal fluctuations 

• Over last 5 years – growth is 75% 

 

To develop the 20-year forecast, R. K. Johns utilized various national and regional economic 

metrics and trends, including but not limited to population growth, employment and disposable 

income statistics.  The outcome of the analysis takes into account three key factors in the 

immediate future: 

 The extremely mild winter of 

2015-2016 following the prior two 

years’ severe conditions resulted 

in considerable overstocking of 

industrial salt.  As an example, 

the New Jersey Department of 

Transportation reported that its 

road salt use declined 61 

percent this past winter 

compared to prior year.  Larger 

post-winter stocks will limit the 

need to import additional salt for 

replenishment.   

 Imports of ilmenite have been discontinued at the Port because Chemours Company, a 

chemical maker split off from DuPont Company, closed its titanium dioxide white-pigment 

plant at Edgemoor, DE.  This was the only importer of ilmenite at Wilmington.   
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History 5-Years 10-Years 20-Years

'10 - '15 '15 - '20 '15 - '25 '15 - '35

Imports 9.7% 3.7% 2.5% 1.1%

Exports 20.9% 8.5% 5.6% 3.4%

Total 11.7% 4.8% 3.2% 1.7%

Compound annual volume growth rates

 Exports of petroleum coke this year will decline as a result of a temporary 2-month closure 

of the Delaware City refinery coke cracking operation for unplanned maintenance.  This 

refinery is the sole-source of petroleum coke exported at the Port.  

In addition, the market demand forecast assumes an expansion opportunity is realized in the near 

future and is included in the base volumes.  Growth is above and beyond this new opportunity.  The 

growth for the next 5 years is projected at 4.8%, tapering off to a long-term growth of 1.7%. 

 

 

 

 

The analysis of the existing Port facility to establish a capital improvement plan that would satisfy 

the first scenario aimed at optimizing the Port and recommending improvements to meet the market 

demand growth centered on two ideas: 

Improvements to keep the Port in a State of Good Repair while meeting commitments made to 

existing customers.  The improvements, identified through the data gathering and stakeholder 

outreach process, are grouped together and identified as Alternative 1 throughout the Master Plan.  

In addition to the commitments to existing customers, the improvements include a new main gate 

complex, reconstruction of existing cold storage warehouse units and specific improvements to 

support the near-term expansion opportunity.  The total capital cost of these improvements totals 

$181.5 million, to be allocated over the next 5-10 years.   
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A second set of capital improvements were identified and grouped as Alternative 1A to 

accommodate the market demand growth for the existing commodities.  The key improvements 

identified include replacing the floating berth with a full crane-served berth, constructing 10 acres of 

addition upland storage and construction of a 50 acres auto storage lot at the Pigeon Point landfill.  

The total cost of these improvement is $145M. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The second scenario involved evaluating three off-Port properties to support Port expansion 

through the development of a new terminal on the Delaware River.  AECOM analyzed: 

 Wilmington Harbor South (the Army Corp Dredge Disposal Site immediately adjacent to the 

existing Port. 

 Riveredge Industrial Park, immediately south of the Delaware Memorial Bridge in New 

Castle County 

 Chemour’s Edgemoor Facility north of the existing Port on the border of the City of 

Wilmington and New Castle County. 

Several key characteristics of each site was evaluated to determine viability as a new terminal 

including:  

 Land Use/Acquisition Challenges 

 Likely Environmental Permitting 

 Legislative Action 

 Dredge Management 

 Time to Implement 

 Scalability 
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 Operation 

 Navigation 

 Rail Access 

 Operational Impact to existing 

Customers 

 Highway Access 

 Alternative 
2B – 
Wilmington 
Harbor 
South 
(River) 

Alternative 2C – 
Wilmington 
Harbor South 
(Land) 

Alternative 3 
– Riveredge 

Alternative 4 
- Edgemoor 

Land 
Use/Acquisition 
Challenges 

No Land Use 
issues for a 
Container 
Terminal 

Acquisition of 
the USACE 
WHS 
disposal site 

No Land Use 
issues for a 
Container 
Terminal 

Acquisition of 
the USACE 
WHS disposal 
site 

No Land Use 
issues for a 
Container 
Terminal 

Acquisition of 
a dredge 
disposal site 

No Land Use 
issues for a 
Container 
Terminal 

Acquisition of 
Private 
Property 

Likely 
Environmental 
Permitting 

NEPA EA 
anticipated 
for federal 
(USACE) 
permit 
issuance. 

NEPA EA 
anticipated for 
federal (USACE) 
permit issuance. 

NEPA EIS 
anticipated 
for federal 
(USACE) 
permit 
issuance. 

NEPA EA 
anticipated 
for federal 
(USACE) 
permit 
issuance. 

Legislative Action None None Federalizatio

n of channel 

None 

Dredge 
Management 

Low dredge 
load—secure 
alternate site 
to meet DMP. 

Moderate 
dredge load—
secure alternate 
site to meet 
DMP. 

Heavy dredge 
load 

Moderate 
dredge load 

Time to Implement 
Including 
Construction 

Total time to 
implement = 
5-6 years 

Total time to 
implement = 5-6 
years 

Total time to 
implement = 
7+ years 

Total time to 
implement = 
4+ years 

Expansion 
Opportunity 

Additional 
berths to 
South 

Additional berths 
to South 

Additional 
berths to 
North 

Expansion 
requires 
additional 
land 
acquisition 

Rail Access NS Adjacent 
To Site 
No Access to 
Double Stack 

NS Adjacent To 
Site 
No Access to 
Double Stack 

NS Adjacent 
To Site 

No Access to 

Double Stack 

NS Adjacent 
To Site 
No Access to 
Double Stack 
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Operational 
Impact to existing 
Customers 

Significant 
impacts on 
existing users 
of the Port 
(alternate 
access to 
Pigeon Point 
Road) 

Significant 
impacts on 
existing users of 
the Port 
(alternate 
access to 
Pigeon Point 
Road) 

Additional 
Rail Traffic on 
Terminal 
Avenue 

None 

Highway Access Terminal Avenue 
– 4 lanes  
(Pigeon Point 
Road – 2 lanes) 

Terminal Avenue 
– 4 lanes  
(Pigeon Point 
Road – 2 lanes) 

Rail Crossing 
Cherry Lane - 
Residential 
New Castle 
Avenue – I-295 

Immediate 
access to I-495 
at Exit 4 

 

In addition to these characteristics of each site, the cost to develop similar terminals at each site 

was prepared as a comparative tool to assist in decision making. 

 

Among the Key Findings and Recommendations of the Master Plan, the following are highlighted 

here.  More findings and recommendations are included in Chapter 5. 
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• The Port handles a wide variety of commodity types, sharing the Port’s infrastructure 

• The Port will be near capacity with addition of expansion opportunity, with 70% berth 

utilization in peak season 

• $139 million of unfunded capital improvements are necessary over next 5-10 years to bring 

facility into a State of Good Repair and meet current commitments 

• Base Demand is expected to grow 4.8% annually for next five years, 1.7% long-term 

• $144 million needed to increase the capacity of the Port to meet base demand, with a 

positive return 

• Wilmington Harbor South Dredge Material Management Site is a strategic asset that should 

be secured for future Port expansion opportunities 

• Existing Rail connectivity has clearance limitations – build support for enhancing freight 

movement to support additional cargo opportunities 

 

 



2 AECOM 

 

Introduction 

1 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The Strategic Master Plan for the Diamond State Port Corporation (the Plan) has been developed 

to guide the Port of Wilmington to sustain and build upon its role as a significant contributor to 

Delaware’s economic vitality and to expand the Port’s vision as being “The Port of Personal 

Service”.  The Plan has established and advanced conceptual strategies for providing appropriate 

and efficient cargo handling facilities and 

infrastructure for both now and into the 

future.  In so doing, the Plan provides a 

framework for the Port’s maintenance and 

expansion program though the next 20 years 

within five-year planning horizons, and builds 

upon previous planning documents that 

served to take the Port of Wilmington to its 

current level of development with diversified 

operations. The Port is considered an 

essential part of Delaware’s economy, 

generating local, regional, and statewide 

economic benefits; supporting 4,321 jobs 

annually, generating $337 million in business 

revenue, $316 million personal revenue and 

$31 million in state and regional taxes.1 The 

Port remains committed to ensuring that its 

activities enhance widespread job-creating 

growth while maintaining its environmental 

stewardship.  This commitment is reflected in 

the Port's mission statement and the goals and objectives (see Chapter 5, Implementation Plan) 

that will govern the Port's maintenance and expansion activities over the 20-year planning period. 

Since its inception in 1923, the Port of Wilmington has been a mid-Atlantic import/export gateway 

for a wide variety of maritime cargoes. 

It has successfully established itself 

as North America’s largest banana 

port and handles more juice 

concentrates than any port in the U.S.  

With its unique physical infrastructure, 

ongoing construction of new 45-foot 

water depths on the Delaware River, 

                                            
1
 Diamond State Port Corporation, The Local and Regional Economic Impacts of the Port of Wilmington, 

August 5, 2011, Page 4. 

Port of Wilmington Mission Statement 

To contribute to Delaware's economic vitality by 

sustaining and promoting the Port of Wilmington as a 

competitive and viable full service, multi-modal 

operation by providing for the efficient, economical, and 

safe handling of cargo. 
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accessibility to local international markets, and user-friendly operating infrastructure, the Port has 

maintained and grown a diversified cargo portfolio that includes Roll-On/Roll-Off (RO-RO) vehicles, 

container cargo, project cargo, breakbulk, and livestock. Users range from deep-water ocean cargo 

vessels to palletized reefer vessels. Today, nearly 400 vessels call the Port per year, carrying more 

than six million tons of import and export cargo.  

1.1  Port Of Wilmington Planning Area 

The Port of Wilmington is located at the confluence of the Delaware and Christina Rivers, south of 

the Port of Philadelphia, and 65 miles from the Atlantic Ocean. It is owned and operated by the 

Diamond State Port Corporation (DSPC), a corporate entity of the State of Delaware. The DSPC 

owns 308 acres that make up the Port’s operating area; and owns seven deepwater general cargo 

berths, a petroleum tanker berth, and a floating berth, all located on the Christina River.  An Auto 

and RO-RO berth, located on the Delaware River, is also owned by the DSPC. Storage facilities 

within the 308 acres include an 800,000 square foot on-dock cold storage complex, 250,000 square 

feet of dry warehouse space, and 50 acres of open storage space currently used for the various 

commodities handled at the Port, including automobiles, containers, steel, lumber, wind energy 

components and project cargo.  Figure 1.1 displays the limits of the Port-owned land and facilities.   

Figure 1 - 1: Port Planning Area  
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The Port of Wilmington operates within a competitive environment that includes other facilities along 

and surrounding the Delaware River. Access to the Port is available directly from the Delaware 

River navigation channel, which is maintained by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). The 

majority of the Port’s berths are located on the Christina River, also maintained by the USACE.  

Controlling depth along the Delaware River channel is currently 40 feet (to be 45 feet by 2017), 

mean lower low water (MLLW).  Controlling depth along the Christina River channel from the 

Delaware River to the upper end of the Port’s turning basin is 38 feet MLLW.  Depth alongside the 

Auto and RO-RO berth on the Delaware River is 38 feet (to be 45 feet by 2017); depth alongside 

the Christina River berths ranges from 38 feet at berths 1-4 to 35 feet at berths 5-7.  Harbor pilotage 

is provided by the Pilots Association for the Bay and River Delaware. 

Highway access to and from the Port is via Terminal Avenue, which directly connects to I-495 and 

then to I-95.  I-495 is slightly less than one-half mile from the Port. Northbound I-95 is another 9.5 

miles from the Port via I-495; southbound I-95 is another 3.0 miles from the Port via I-495. 

The Port is directly served by Norfolk Southern Railway (NS), a Class I railroad, with rail car sidings 

and loading facilities serving numerous Port terminal warehouses. NS is the largest rail freight 

carrier in Delaware and serves the entire state through operating rights over the Northeast Corridor 

(NEC) granted by the federal government. The closest NS yard to the Port is located less than four 

miles away, in the Edgemoor area of the City of Wilmington situated east of the NEC.  

CSX Transportation (CSXT) is the second-largest freight railroad in Delaware. CSXT’s service in 

Delaware, however, is limited to its line paralleling and west of the NEC across the northern part of 

New Castle County, north of Wilmington.  Most CSXT freight traffic passes through Delaware on 

this Philadelphia-Baltimore line segment (CSX’s Philadelphia Subdivision) through Wilmington and 

Newark. CSXT has two yard facilities located in Delaware, both in the Wilmington area. CSXT’s 

service into the Wilmington area is limited requiring operating rights over Amtrak along their NEC as 

well as along NS’s Shellpot Secondary Track to provide rail service to the Port of Wilmington. 

1.2.  Port History 

1.2.1  The Early Years: 1600 to 2000 

The roots of the Port of Wilmington date back 

to the early 1600s when Swedish explorers 

settled along the Christina River in an area 

two miles inland from the Delaware River.  In 

1656, the Swedish settlement was overtaken 

by the Dutch; and in 1664 was overtaken by 

the British.  In 1730, a large tract of land was 

deeded to Mr. Thomas Willing, who named 

the settlement “Willington”. At that time, the 

town was predominantly a small farming 

community of 15 to 20 houses. In 1739, the 

town was renamed to “Wilmington” and 
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shortly thereafter, the first vessel built for waterborne commerce sailed from Wilmington to Jamaica.  

Shipping trade soon prospered for brick-making, pottery, tanning and flour mill industries.  After the 

American Revolutionary War, Wilmington had a fleet of ships engaged in coastal as well as 

European trade.   

By 1812, Wilmington’s population had grown to 5,000 residents and the town began a westward 

expansion.  Between 1808 and 1815, five turnpikes were built to support the growing trade 

generated by Wilmington industry. Steamboats sailed and stagecoaches ran regularly between the 

town of Wilmington and Philadelphia carrying passengers and freight.  In 1832, the town was 

incorporated by the Delaware legislature as the City of Wilmington.  New enterprises, including 

shipbuilding, paper milling, and manufacturing of machine tools, iron, railroad cars and cotton 

evolved along the Christina River to support existing industries. In 1913, Wilmington’s citizens voted 

to build their own deepwater seaport and in 1920, the City approved a bond issue of $2.5 million for 

the purchase of 101 acres of land and the development of port facilities on the Christina River at the 

Delaware River.  Construction began immediately thereafter and in 1923 when it officially opened, 

the Port of Wilmington offered the following: 

 1,210 linear feet of berthing space 

 10 acres of open storage 

 48,000 square feet of transit storage 

 120,000 square feet of warehouse storage 

 23 feet water depth 

 3 cranes with 5- to 30-ton capacities 

Initial commodities that were shipped in and out of the Port included lumber, wood pulp, quebracho 

logs, cork, jute, burlap, lead, ore, fertilizer and petroleum products.  Tonnage volumes during its first 

year of operation reached 17,000 tons of cargo; by 1938, annual tonnage reached 540,000 tons. 

Numerous expansions and improvements continued over the next several decades and in 1961, the 

Christina River channel was deepened from 30 feet to 37 feet, and widened from 450 feet to 650 

feet.  In 1972, Del Monte made Wilmington its 

principal North American port for the discharge of 

bananas and pineapples. In 1978, the first 

shipments of Chilean fruit arrived at the Port.   In 

the 1980s, the first multipurpose crane with 1,000 

tons per hour lift capacity for bulk cargo and 35 

tons lift capacity for containers was purchased; 

615 acres were designated as a Foreign Trade 

Zone; construction was completed on a new 

100,000 square foot fruit handling facility; Auto 

Port launched auto processing operations; 

Citrosuco Paulista began importing bulk juice concentrate from Brazil (their facility in the Port was 

the nation’s largest juice concentrate storage facility at dockside); and Dole and Chiquita initiated 

their weekly services for the shipment of bananas and pineapples from Costa Rica, Honduras; and 

Ecuador.   
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The Port’s waterborne commerce continued to grow in the 1990s, most notably with auto imports.  

An $11 million wharf extension project was completed in 1992 creating the seventh berth; and a 

140,000 square-foot cold storage facility was added adjacent to the new berth.  In 1995, the state of 

Delaware purchased the Port from the City of Wilmington and created the Diamond State Port 

Corporation (DSPC) to manage and operate the Port.   

1.2.2  Continued Expansion and Diversification after 2000 

Since 2000, the DSPC has continued to 

improve and expand its assets to serve 

growing market demands.  A new 

90,000 square-foot dry cargo warehouse 

was constructed in 2000, the 

construction and commissioning of the 

autoberth structure on the Delaware 

River was completed in 2002, a 92,000 

square-foot cold storage warehouse was 

constructed in 2006, and the Port of 

Wilmington became the first U.S. 

seaport to incorporate the Transportation 

Worker Identification Credential (TWIC) 

card in its security access control system in 2007.  In 2010, Orbital Sciences shipped the first 

Taurus II Booster Cores for resupply missions to the International Space Station via the Port of 

Wilmington. 

Currently, Port facilities comprise 308 acres of land. On the Christina River, there are seven berths 

totaling 3,444 linear feet, a floating berth, and a petroleum berth. On the Delaware River, there is an 

Auto and RO-RO berth 870 feet long.  Berths 5, 6 and 7 have 35-foot drafts; the remaining berths 

have 38-foot drafts.  There are two 50-ton multi-purpose gantry cranes and 1 mobile harbor crane.  

Dockside cold storage warehouse facilities total 800,000 square feet; and dry warehouse facilities 

with covered rail service total 250,000 square feet.   

1.3  Corporate Environment 

The DSPC expansion and diversification efforts have created a solid corporate mix of terminal 

operators, stevedores, agents, and other users.  Each of the Port’s primary fruit, dry bulk, 

breakbulk, and liquid bulk terminal operators as well as the companies offering liner and 

stevedoring services have significant global reach, as evidenced by the brief profiles of some Port 

entities below.  
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 Dole.  Dole is an importer of fresh 

fruit (primarily bananas, some 

pineapple as well) through the Port of 

Wilmington. They also export other 

cargoes such as paper products on 

return trips to South America. These 

other cargoes arrive at the Port via 

rail and are stored in the same 

warehouse as steel products. Dole 

operations are a mix of wheeled and 

grounded containers, with one rubber 

tire gantry crane (RTG) run for 

grounding containers. Dole currently has two ship calls per week, with four separate 

vessels, each on 14-day rotations to South America. Current vessels call South America in 

Colombia, Costa Rica, and Honduras. They have been operating out of the Port since 1987.  

 Chiquita.  Chiquita Brands International, Inc. is a leading international marketer and 

distributor of fresh food products and was recently purchased by Cutrale and Safra Groups. 

They import fruit cargo from South America through the Port of Wilmington with two ship 

calls on alternating weeks with one ship call during the week between. Chiquita is currently 

a fully wheeled operation and has no warehouse space on Port property.   

 Auto Port.  Auto Port is a privately held auto processing/modification and vehicle 

conversion operator headquartered adjacent to the Port of Wilmington since 1981.  Auto 

Port leases 42 acres from the Port via a five-year lease that was last renewed in 2014; and 

they own 60 acres (two individual 25-acre and 35-acre parcels) outside the Port boundary 

for a total operational area of 102 acres. Enclosed facilities include a 20,000 square-foot 

processing center, a 50,000 square-foot modification center, a 10,000 square-foot truck 

shop, a 10,000 square-foot maintenance shop, a 40,000 square-foot processing/specialty 

shop, and a 72-car capacity rail head with six spurs. Operations include auto exports, 

terminal operator services, value-added services, and domestic distribution. 

 Intercontinental Services of Delaware (ICS).  ICS is a full service warehousing, 

packaging, trucking, and transloading company located adjacent to the Port of Wilmington. 

ICS was established in January 2008 and purchased Intercontinental Chemical Services 

shortly thereafter.  They handle the import (no export) of bulk and break bulk cargoes, but 

no container cargo at the Port.  ICS’ operations are concentrated on a 13.5-acre site outside 

the Port’s gate that includes a 265,000 square-foot warehouse. In 2009 ICS expanded their 

operational footprint with an additional 13 acres and a 100,000 square-foot 

warehouse. Norfolk Southern services both sites. 

 Port Contractors (PCI).  PCI is a stevedoring and material handling company for the import 

and export of bulk commodities.  PCI’s operations commenced at the Port of Wilmington in 
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the early 1980s and has since expanded to other east coast ports, including the Ports of 

Richmond, Palm Beach, Canaveral, Port Everglades, and Manatee.   They do not store any 

cargo onsite, so they rely on a fleet of trucks to cycle through the gate to load and unload 

vessels while at berth.   

 Murphy Marine Services and Delaware River Stevedores.  These are the two stevedores 

at the Port of Wilmington providing vessel-related stevedoring services for numerous port 

users, including fruit and fruit juice liner services (Dole and Chiquita), petroleum by-products, 

autos, steel, forest products, salt, and project cargo.  Most services are provided to fruit liner 

services.  Stevedores handle cargo from vessel to wharf and vice versa.  Cargo handling 

services from wharf to other resting places are provided by DSPC employees.     

 Citrosuco North America, Inc. Established in 1963, Citrosuco is one of the world's leading 

orange juice producers and shippers from Brazil.  The company operates a fleet of four 

specialized tanker vessels that call at the Port of Wilmington with concentrate and not-from-

concentrate juice.  Citrosuco North America is the company’s North American sales and 

operating entity, importing and exporting juice products. The company has three plants 

in Brazil and one in Lake Wales, Florida. 

 Magellan.  Magellan owns the longest refined petroleum products pipeline system in the 

country and marine terminals along coastal waterways storing approximately 26 million 

barrels.  The single largest commodity by volume handled at the Port is refined petroleum 

products that are discharged by domestic barge or vessel and transported by pipeline to 

Magellan’s 54-acre tank storage facility, one of five located throughout the US, located 

immediately adjacent to the Port.  The terminal’s total capacity is 2.84 million barrels of 

storage in 34 tanks.   

 

1.4  Public/Stakeholder Outreach and Agency Coordination  

1.4.1  Public Outreach Plan 

Paramount to the successful implementation of a master plan is the input of stakeholders, Port 

tenants, interested parties, general public, and governmental agencies.  The Port of Wilmington 

operates within a historically competitive environment and building trust has been key to 

establishing a framework of collaboration.  A public outreach plan was prepared as such that has 

provided guidance in the interaction and solicitation of input. It has also offered a systematic 

approach for reaching out to the stakeholders and providing tools for the scheduling, 

documentation, and evaluation of public involvement and contribution.   

The overall goal of the outreach plan was to engage the active involvement of those currently most 

affected by, or interested in, the Strategic Master Plan. Public information was intended to be 

straightforward, factual and designed to be understood by non-technical audiences. Feedback was 

provided on how the public’s input was incorporated into the decision-making process. Other goals 

of the outreach plan included: 
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 Conducting public outreach using best practices to serve all stakeholders 

 Educating people who live, work and travel in and around the area about the benefits and 

opportunities provided by the Port and/or the Strategic Master Plan 

 Meeting periodically (Port Board/Administration) with elected officials to help create strong 

advocates 

 Providing positive, newsworthy information to the Port that they can transmit to the media  

 Providing stakeholders with channels for communicating questions, concerns and 

suggestions 

Stakeholder Identification.  Using input provided by the Port, a comprehensive list of individuals 

and groups that needed to be part of the public outreach process was identified and incorporated 

into a database. As the project progressed, the list was updated to include comments from the 

various stakeholders; that, in turn, was used as a resource when developing the Strategic Master 

Plan. Stakeholders included: 

 Port operators and users: Current and prospective Port users included shippers, shipping 

lines, stevedores, terminal operators, warehouse operators, freight forwarders/customs 

brokers, truckers, tug operators, pilots, and current Port tenants. 

 Elected officials:  Elected officials (City of Wilmington, New Castle County and State) were 

kept up to date throughout the project. This enabled officials to understand the initiatives 

and to be able to answer constituent questions.  

 Government Agencies:  Coordination with local, state and federal agencies was essential 

to ensure the successful development of the Strategic Master Plan. Agencies included the 

Delaware Department of Transportation, Delaware Department of Natural Resources and 

Environmental Control, Department of Safety and Homeland Security, Delaware Community 

Development Corporation, Wilmington Economic Development Corporation, City of 

Wilmington Office of Economic Development, and the Wilmington Area Planning Council. 

 General Public:  The focus for public outreach was on getting information out to the general 

population in New Castle County, while understanding that several segments of the 

population will have more of an interest in the Strategic Master Plan, such as those living or 

working in close proximity to the Port or near areas of expansion. 

 Media:  Keeping the local and regional media educated and updated on the project helped 

to ensure that the public was kept up-to-date with accurate and informative information. 

Press releases were issued by the Port at various milestones of the project, such as project 

start, open houses, meetings/workshops, and the announcement of the final Plan for 

adoption. Media representation included newspapers, radio, and internet (news outlets).  

Outreach Tools.  A number of one-way and two-way outreach tools were utilized throughout the 

strategic master planning process.  Every effort was made to promote transparency and to create 

opportunities to hear community values related to Port growth.   
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 Brand Management & Key Message Development:  A crucial aspect of the project’s 

outreach plan was to ensure that during interaction with the various stakeholders, the 

message of the strategic master plan was consistent, accurate and on-point. The project 

team developed three draft concepts of a graphic brand for the project that was provided to 

the Port for their review and selection. The selected branding is reflected in the footer logo 

presented herein, and has been used on all materials (FAQs, Fact Sheets, meeting boards, 

etc.) for the Strategic Master Plan. 

 Stakeholder Interviews:  Interviews and “listening tours” were conducted either in person 

or via telephone with key stakeholders. The purpose of these interviews was to determine 

the nature of stakeholder interest, their current and future business at the Port, operational 

requirements, operational constraints, wish lists for Port improvements; and any issues/hot 

buttons.  

 Project fact sheet:  A project fact sheet provided concise information on the need for the 

Strategic Master Plan, elements of the Plan, and how it will benefit the State and the region. 

The fact sheet was distributed to elected officials and stakeholders by the Port and were 

posted on the Port's website. 

 Public Meeting and Workshop:  Transparency and proactive communication were vital to 

reaching stakeholders, obtaining input, and gaining their support. A public Open House was 

held at the start of the project to introduce the team and to inform the public of the purpose 

of the project.  Prior to the 

Open House, a flyer and/or 

notice was circulated via mail 

or email by the Port to the 

stakeholder database. The 

date, location, time, and 

agenda for the meeting were 

announced in each notice. 

Press releases were issued to 

the media and an online ad 

was created and placed on the 

News Journal’s website, 

delawaronline.com. 

 

1.4.2  Open House January 19, 2016 

The DSPC held the Open House on January 19, 2016 regarding the Strategic Master Plan. The 

Open House provided an update on how the Plan was being developed at that point in time and 

progress to date; and solicited feedback in identifying issues, alternatives, and potentially significant 

impacts for consideration for future analyses. Information was provided on four areas of study: 

Operations & Capacity, Marketing & Economic Impacts, Environmental Concerns, and Expansion 

Opportunities.  Details about the Open House are provided in Appendix A. 
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Format. The Open House was conducted 

in an informal, drop-by format allowing 

visitors to learn about the study at a pace 

reflecting his or her own level of interest 

and expertise, and to engage in dialogue 

with the Strategic Master Plan Consulting 

Team on the issues important to them. 

Textual and graphic display boards for 

each area of study (including maps of the 

expansion opportunity sites and the 

project schedule) were on display and 

were made available to the public on the 

Port’s website after the Open House. A 

project Fact Sheet was also distributed to each attendee and comment forms were provided for 

participants to complete and either deposit in a drop box at the event or at a later date.  

Notifications. A variety of methods was used to inform stakeholders, elected officials and the 

public about the Open House including electronic invitations (email) direct mail (postcard), online 

advertisements (www.delawareonline.com), a press release (to 30 targeted media contacts) and 

announcement on the Port’s website. 

Attendance. The total sign-in attendance at the Open House was 115 with roughly five to ten 

additional people who did not sign in. Attendees included 

residents, elected officials, Port operators/users, 

government agencies, community organizations and 

members of the press. Delaware Secretary of State, 

Jeffrey W. Bullock, and New Castle County Executive 

Thomas P. Gordon were in attendance as were 

representatives from the Wilmington Area Planning 

Council (WILMAPCO), New Castle City Council, 

Wilmington City Councils and Congressman John 

Carney’s office. 

Summary of Comments. There were 14 comments 

received in total: 12 were submitted at the Open House, 

one was physically mailed, and another was emailed.  The 

following major themes were raised in the comments: 

 Market and economic impacts 

 Expansion opportunities 

 Local employment opportunities 

 Environmental issues 

 Funding 
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 Transportation linkages 

 Project schedule 

Responses to Comments. All comments 

received were reviewed, entered into the project 

comment database, and evaluated for the 

decision-making processes. All attendees who 

requested a meeting and/or response from the 

project team were contacted. All other 

commenters received a response from the 

consulting team thanking them for their 

interest/input and were added to the project 

mailing list for future project updates. Recipients 

were also referred to the Port website, where 

the Open House board displays and Fact Sheet were posted. 

1.4.3 Tenant and Stakeholder Interviews 

In addition to the Open House, as the strategic master planning process got under way, interviews 

were held with many of the Port’s tenants and stakeholders to understand their operational needs 

over the 5-, 10- and 20-year planning horizons.2  Questions asked of the respective tenants 

included both how they viewed their future operations at the Port and what types of infrastructure or 

other improvements would be desirable to facilitate their operations.  The consensus among those 

interviewed was that the future was bright in terms of their cargo throughout and that the Port was 

on the right track in terms of improving operating efficiencies, increasing capacity, and maintaining 

open-door management.  Most tenants did comment, however, on limited berth space and lack of 

available land for expansion. 

1.5  Federal, State, and County Initiatives Relevant to this Plan Update 

1.5.1  Federal Freight and Logistics Initiatives 

MAP-21. National, state, regional, and local initiatives have given new prominence to the role of 

freight mobility, an essential factor in a seaport’s ability to compete in the global marketplace. 

Freight has moved front and center in transportation planning, particularly since 2012, a banner 

year in advancing efforts to improve freight mobility and connectivity.  In July 2012, the national 

transportation bill, Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21), was signed into 

law. This act included requirements for developing a national freight network.  

Since MAP 21 was passed, states, including Delaware (see Section 1.5.2), have worked to 

implement the legislative requirements and to improve the essential intermodal connectivity 

required to move goods to and from their destinations for domestic and international trade, 

                                            
2
Among those interviewed in person or by telephone were Dole, Chiquita, Auto Port, Murphy Marine, 

Delaware River Stevedores, Intercontinental Services, Port Contractors, Magellan, ILA 1694 and ILA 1694-1   
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New Federal Transportation Bill. A new five-year federal transportation bill, the Fixing America’s 

Surface Transportation (FAST) Act,  which passed in December 2015, following House-Senate 

reconciliation, reauthorizes highway and mass-transit programs to improve the country’s surface 

transportation infrastructure and includes close to $11 billion in funding slated for freight programs,  

One of the hallmarks of the bill is the focus on commerce and the movement of goods by updating 

the nation's freight network to link rail and port hubs with the highway system and refocusing 

existing funding for a National Highway Freight Program (NHFP) and a Nationally Significant 

Freight and Highway Projects Program. Among the specifics of the bill relevant to the nation’s 

seaports are the following: 

 Freight Formula Funding:  To help connect ports to the surface transportation network, 

the bill includes $6.3 billion in dedicated apportioned funding over five years as part of the 

NHFP. The NHFP will have broad applicability to ports, large and small, in addressing first-

and-last mile’ and connector project needs. 

 Nationally Significant Freight and Highway Projects Program: This program will be 

funded at $4.5 billion over five years. Additionally, it includes a provision requiring state 

freight plans. This program complements the NHFP in that it provides dedicated funding 

for larger projects, including multimodal freight projects such as rail-highway grade 

separation and on-dock rail at ports. 

 National Highway Freight Program Redesignation: The bill expands the national freight 

network from 27,000 miles to 41,000 miles, specifically targeting those last-mile 

connections between roadways and intermodal terminals, such as ports. 

Also of benefit to the seaports are Ex-Im Bank reauthorization and various Congestion Mitigation 

and Air Quality (CMAQ) provisions legislating port eligibility, including port-related equipment and 

vehicles within CMAQ.  

The benefits to Port of Wilmington from this new act are at least two-fold. First, the Port, perhaps in 

conjunction with its private sector users, may find opportunities to take advantage of the additional 

funding available for seaport projects. Second, the increased attention to the efficient movement of 

goods over the nation’s surface transportation network serves to enhance the status of maritime 

interests from east to west, north to south, including the Port of Wilmington.   

1.5.2 Delaware Department of Transportation 

The Delaware Department of Transportation (DelDOT) prepared the Delmarva Freight Plan in 2015 

to support key national freight planning goals in compliance with MAP-21. This plan also 

summarized current and future freight planning and transportation needs for the 14-county tri-state 

area referred to as the Delmarva Peninsula.  The entire state of Delaware is included in the 

Peninsula; along with the counties along Maryland’s Eastern Shore (east side of the Chesapeake 

Bay), as well as Cecil County, and two counties in Virginia due south of Maryland’s Eastern Shore.  

The Freight Plan was prepared in collaboration with the following: 

 Maryland Department of Transportation 
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 Virginia Department of Transportation 

 Wilmington Area Planning Council 

 Dover/Kent County Metropolitan Planning Organization 

 Salisbury/Wicomico Metropolitan Planning Organization 

While the Freight Plan is not considered a formal programming document and does not have the 

authority to commit priorities or funding, it does, however, serve as a reference to support and/or 

enhance future decision making.  Nearly 200 potential candidate projects were identified and 

weighted to establish relative top priorities that can influence freight volumes.  A number of these 

candidate projects were in the vicinity of the Port of Wilmington.  Evaluation criteria used to weight 

priority projects included levels of service, daily truck volumes, congested travel speeds, and fatal 

crash activity. 

1.5.3  Wilmington Area Planning Council  

The Wilmington Area Planning Council (WILMAPCO) is the regional transportation planning agency 

for New Castle County, Delaware and Cecil County, Maryland.  As the federally designated 

Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), WILMAPCO is charged with planning and coordinating 

transportation investments for the region based on federal policy, local input, technical analysis, and 

best practices. The Wilmington region is home to nearly 640,000 residents, most of whom (84 

percent) live in New Castle County, within which Wilmington is the principal city. WILMAPCO's 

mission is to create the best transportation plan for the region, one that meets all the requirements 

mandated by the Federal Clean Air Act and its Amendments (CAAA) and Moving Ahead for 

Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21). 

The Port of Wilmington falls under the jurisdiction of WILMAPCO and is represented on its 

Technical Advisory Committee. Recent initiatives that are specific to the Port are summarized 

below: 

 Port of Wilmington Truck Parking Study:  Completed in 2013, this study examined the 

practicality of locating/developing a truck parking facility outside the Port, and reviewed 

implications associated with truck traffic on residential streets and truck idling noise and air 

impacts.  Due to heavy truck use and staging in the vicinity of the Port, the study found a 

potential to develop a truck parking facility to manage the truck traffic generated by the Port 

and overall truck flow through South Wilmington.  It was estimated that an offsite facility 

could cost upwards of $500,000 for 30 to 50 parking spots that would include land 

acquisition, electrification, fencing, security cameras, sanitation, and food/cafe.  Potential 

sites identified were the F&H Transport and Pigeon Point LLC properties. Along with the 

electrification, both sites would reduce noise and air impacts to residential neighborhoods 

surrounding the Port generated by truck idling.  Several measures were also proposed that 

would restrict truck passage on residential streets, which included GPS directional 

adjustments, a comprehensive truck signage program; and the designation of truck access 

routes.   
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 Regional Freight and Goods Movement Analysis Study:  Completed in 2007, the 

purpose of this study was to examine the movement of freight through the Wilmington region 

by truck, and to a lesser degree, by rail.  Potential deficiencies and bottlenecks along freight 

corridors between 2005 and 2030 were identified, along with recommendations.  Not 

surprisingly, freight moves primarily north and south along I-95, connecting primary 

population centers to the north (Philadelphia and New York) and to the south (Baltimore and 

Washington, D.C.) In 2005, 135 million trucks were reported for the Wilmington region.  By 

2030, that total was projected to increase by 84 percent to 249 million trucks.3 The vast 

majority of the Port’s cargo is moved inland to customers and distribution centers via truck.  

The primary markets for over two-thirds of the cargoes are within a one-day drive of the Port 

to western Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York, Massachusetts, and Eastern Canada.  On an 

average day, between 650 and 700 full truckloads of international cargo arrive and depart 

the Port’s facilities; and between 1,300 to 1,400 total truck trips when empty moves are 

considered.4  Study recommendations included the creation of a methodology to identify 

issues, the establishment of a regional freight planning and funding program, and a 

commitment to freight delivery.  This study was completed prior to DelDOT’s Delmarva 

Freight Plan of 2015.   

 

1.6  Administration 

The Port of Wilmington is owned by the Diamond State Port Corporation (DSPC) created and 

enacted in 1995 (Title 29, Chapter 87 the Delaware Code).  

The Port functions as a landlord port, and leases land to private terminal operators to handle cargo. 

These entities are then responsible for their own operations.  The Port also operates non-leased 

public facilities and provides support services to users of its berths, aprons, building and 

maintaining berths, channels, over 800,000 sq. ft. of refrigerated and 200,000 sq. ft. of dry cargo 

warehouses, on-site road and rail, intermodal transportation facilities, and other necessary Port 

infrastructure. 

1.7  Plan Organization and Content 

Following this introductory chapter, the following chapters are presented for this Strategic Master 

Plan: 

 Chapter 2 Market Assessment – identified market trends affecting the Port’s current and 

prospective business and updated cargo market forecasts. 

 Chapter 3 Capacity Analysis – identified facility utilization and capacity shortfalls. 

 Chapter 4 Implementation Plan and Development Alternatives – developed a Strengths, 

Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis; evaluated environmental and site 

                                            
3
 Wilmington Area Planning Council (September 2007), Regional Freight and Goods Movement Analysis, 

Page 27. 
4
 Ibid, Page 43. 
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civil permitting; produced detailed development alternatives for capital improvements’ and 

quantified order of magnitude costs. 

 Chapter 5 Financial Strategy and Economic Impact – created a process to prioritize projects 

for phased implementation, identified funding sources, and developed a cost-benefit 

analysis.   
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Chapter 2 

Market Assessment 

2.1 Introduction  

This chapter contains an analysis of the Port of Wilmington’s historical cargo flows and a projection 

for import and export volume over the next twenty years.  The aim is to provide an explanation of 

the Port’s most likely future trade patterns by examining the activities of key clients; the trends in 

leading commodities; competitive port performance; and the impact of forecasted macroeconomic 

conditions in the U.S. and globally.  An understanding of the dynamics of trade establishes the 

basis for planning the Port’s facility requirements
1
.  

The charts included in this chapter are displayed in summary format.  Detailed statistics can be 

found in Appendix B.   

 

2.2 Trade Overview                                                                                                 

2.2.1 Historical Trade Volume Trends at the Port of Wilmington               

In 2015, the Port of Wilmington accounted for approximately five percent of East Coast ports’ 

international waterborne trade volume based on U.S. Census Bureau tonnage data2.  Internal 

Diamond State Port Corporation (DSPC) statistics show that over 6.8 million tons of cargo were 

handled at the berths last year, comprised of 5.3 million tons of imports and 1.5 million tons of 

exports3. 

The category of general cargo, primarily containerized goods, accounts for the largest share of the 

Port’s business at 36 percent of total tonnage.  Dry bulk, breakbulk goods and liquid bulk shipments 

comprise 32 percent and 29 percent of trade, respectively.  Roll-on/Roll-off (RO-RO) and project 

cargoes make up the remaining small share of trade.  The dry bulk and breakbulk markets have 

outperformed the other trades since 2010, resulting in a gain in share of 13 percentage points.  

The seasonality of key trades is a significant factor in the Port’s volume fluctuations throughout the 

year.  The first quarter has accounted for 30 percent of annual volume, on average, over the past 

five years.  The summer months tend to be the low trade season.  Winter weather is a positive 

factor for trade for a number of reasons.  The Port handles fruit from South America during that 

region’s harvest season; imported industrial salt for road applications during hazardous driving 

conditions and inbound steel for Midwest mills which cannot use Great Lakes ports due to winter 

navigation restrictions.     

                                            
1
 To allow for an unbiased analysis of terminal infrastructure requirements, import and export volume forecasts are modeled as 

unconstrained opportunities. The enhancements to Port facilities needed to meet future demand expectations can then be evaluated 
independently. 
2
 All historical and forecast volumes are expressed in short tons on a calendar year basis. 

3
 In addition to vessel cargo, the Port handles over-the-road commodities.  These goods enter the terminal by truck from other ports, are 

combined with similar cargo discharged from the ship and are again trucked to their final destination.  The volumes related to over-the-
road trade are excluded from this analysis. 
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The Port’s overall performance has been impressive over the past five years, although the trends 

were mixed across trade direction and commodity.  Total port volume grew 74 percent since 2010, 

which is the equivalent of a 12 percent improvement compounded annually.  On a yearly basis, 

import volume only declined once in 2012. Export volume declined in both 2013 and 2014.  For both 

trade directions, it only took one year to recover the previous volume losses. 

Figure 2- 1: Port of Wilmington Cargo Shares by Volume  

 
Source: Port of Wilmington internal statistics 

The gain of nearly 2.9 million tons in total volume over the past five years resulted from an increase 

of 2 million tons of inbound freight and 900,000 tons of additional outbound cargo.  The import gain 

equated to an average annual increase of 10 percent.  The export expansion averaged 21 percent 

compounded on a yearly basis; albeit an advance built upon a much smaller base of trade.  

Figure 2- 2: Port of Wilmington Historical Volume, in short tons 

 
Source: Port of Wilmington internal statistics 
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2.2.2 Key Commodities  

As a multipurpose port, Wilmington’s base of business is concentrated among a diverse but 

moderate number of commodities and trade partners. 

Imports - For the inbound trade, the five largest volume commodities currently account for 89 

percent of total imports.  These include refined petroleum products, bananas, industrial salt, various 

minerals and pineapples.  The five leading international origins for imports hold a 64 percent share 

of inbound volume and are concentrated in Latin America which has an abundance of fruit 

plantations and mining operations4. These countries include Chile, Costa Rica, Mexico, Honduras 

and Guatemala.   

Figure 2- 3: 2015 Top Import Commodities (000 short tons) and International Cargo Origins 

 
Source: Port of Wilmington internal statistics 

 

 

                                            
4
 The U.S. Census Bureau only captures data on internationally traded commodities.  Therefore the country shares exclude domestic 

trades such as gasoline being imported by barge. 
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau 

Petroleum Products 

The single largest commodity by volume handled at the Port is refined petroleum products that are 

discharged by domestic barge or vessel and transported by pipeline to an adjacent tank farm.  This 

petroleum storage terminal is owned and operated by Magellan Midstream Partners.  Magellan 

purchased the 54-acre facility from the Delaware Terminal Company in 2005.   

In 2009, Magellan announced it had partnered with Wawa Inc. for storage and service of gasoline to 

this company’s convenience stores in Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Virginia.  

To accommodate the growth, Magellan undertook a $72 million expansion adding storage tanks, a 

new truck loading rack and Port dock enhancements.  The terminal’s total capacity is 2.84 million 

barrels of storage in 34 tanks.  Wawa is leasing 13 of these tanks and reportedly has the capacity to 

store one million gallons of product including gasoline and ethanol.   

Besides gasoline and ethanol, Magellan stores and distributes ultra-low-sulfur diesel, heating oil, 

heavy fuel oil and marine diesel oil for various other clients.  Initially, Wawa reported that the 

Magellan terminal would service 60 of its convenience stores, 34 of which were in Delaware.  They 

planned to expand distribution throughout the region where they operate more than 250 gasoline 

stations.   

Port imports of refined petroleum products increased as Wawa and other Magellan clients 

expanded distribution of fuels.  Wilmington’s volume of nearly 1.9 million tons in 2015 was 65 

percent higher than import trade in 2010.  

Bananas and Pineapples 

Fruit from Central and South America are staple commodities handled at the Port.  Two of the three 

largest global banana shippers – Chiquita and Dole – have been calling at Wilmington for over 28 

years and 33 years, respectively. 
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Both shippers operate their own fleet of container vessels and call at a limited number of U.S. ports.  

Del Monte, the third largest dedicated banana shipper, uses a combination of breakbulk pallets and 

containers for transport and also maintains a limited port rotation.  Locally, Del Monte also uses the 

Gloucester, NJ terminal. 

Based on U.S. Census Bureau data for 2015, Wilmington is the nation’s top ranked port for 

handling bananas with 25 percent of total waterborne imports.  The second busiest port is 

Philadelphia (including Gloucester, NJ) with 14 percent.  Besides Del Monte’s volume at 

Gloucester, Philadelphia includes banana imports by Turbana.   

Figure 2- 4: Top U.S. Ports for Banana Imports in 2015 (000 short tons) 

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau 

Over the most recent five years, total U.S. banana imports have only exhibited a 2.5 percent 

compounded annual gain in volume, while Wilmington’s increase was slightly more than double that 

rate at 5.2 percent.  As shown below, America’s per capita consumption of bananas has remained 

relatively stable for three decades.  Wilmington’s stronger performance most likely indicates a 

market share grab by Dole and Chiquita over smaller importers such as Turbana and Banacol; and 

to a lesser degree over Del Monte.   

DSPC data shows total banana imports of 1.4 million tons in 2015, up from 1.1 million tons in 20105.  

Published vessel schedules show that both Chiquita and Dole import bananas from Costa Rica, 

Honduras and Guatemala.  Dole also imports from Colombia, and Chiquita from Mexico and 

Ecuador.     

 

                                            
5
 Internal Port statistics on the volume of bananas handled differs slightly from what is reported by the U.S. Census Bureau due to the 

use of different source documents from importers and vessel operators, plus rounding errors.  
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Figure 2- 5: U.S. Per Capita Consumption of Bananas and Pineapples (in pounds annually) 

 
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture 

The trade in pineapples is more port-competitive, although the majority of the imports are carried by 

the same three leading banana shippers.  Wilmington is currently ranked second nationally, holding 

a 19 percent share of imports.  Philadelphia is the lead port with 20 percent of the inbound volume.  

Wilmington has held the top spot over Philadelphia four times over the last ten years; most recently 

in 2014 according to U.S. Census Bureau statistics. 

Pineapple demand is increasing as demonstrated by the steady rise in per capita consumption.  

Marketers have found new consumer interest in the convenience of fresh-cut servings in restaurant 

salad bars and supermarkets.  New uses of pineapples in yogurt and as a pizza topping are 

examples of how marketers are building brand loyalty.  Additionally, growers are expanding market 

reach by customizing product.  Chiquita sells a “Gold” brand that promotes extra sweetness. 

Consumption is also increasing do to the introduction of crownless pineapples and organically 

grown fruit. 

In 2015, Wilmington handled 210,000 tons of pineapples, a slight drop from prior year but still a 

sizable gain in volume compared to the 145,000 tons imported in 2010. 

Industrial Salt and Minerals 

The Port’s industrial salt imports topped one million tons in 2015. Salt is in plentiful supply in the 

U.S. and globally.  Trade volumes are impacted by weather, the competitive transport costs 

between domestic and foreign sources and the value of the dollar.  The U.S. Census Bureau cites 

Chile and Brazil as the primary sources of salt discharged at Wilmington. 

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) estimates that highway de-icing accounts for 46 percent of 

nationwide demand, making consumption and imports very much weather dependent.  Global 
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mining and reserves are vast around the world and USGS statistics show the import share of 

consumption has doubled to 33 percent over the last two decades. 

Severe winters in 2014 and 2015 most likely contributed to the significant rise in the Port’s imports, 

which had only averaged 400,000 tons annually over the prior four years.  Regional port 

competition has intensified as Wilmington and a neighboring private terminal now handle about the 

same import volume in total as Philadelphia, according to U.S. Census Bureau statistics.  The 

private, 55-acre terminal in Claymont DE is owned by Granite State Minerals through its subsidiary, 

Oceanport LLC.  News releases on their website indicate they won a number of state and city road 

de-icing contracts over the past two years.  Oceanport’s berth is limited to 34 feet of water and most 

inbound ships lighter a significant portion of their salt at Wilmington before discharging at Claymont.      

In addition to salt, over the past five years, Wilmington has handled more than fifteen different 

categories of dry bulk minerals.  The current top commodities are sodium nitrate, aragonite, olivine 

sand, ilmenite and chrome ore.  Import volume reached 212,000 tons in 2015 with the leading 

products sourced in Australia, the Bahamas, Chile, Norway and South Africa. 

These minerals are used as raw materials for a wide variety of industrial, agricultural and energy 

applications.  Examples include olivine sand as a slag conditioner for steel making; chromite ore as 

a refractory material or a dye; and aragonite as a replacement for limestone in steel manufacturing.   

Miscellaneous Imports 

Among the “Other Imports” category, Wilmington is a preferred U.S. entry port for a number of 

commodities.  The DSPC is the top port for Moroccan clementines with a 44 percent share among 

all American ocean gateways6.  Similar statistics show the Port is ranked second nationally for 

Chilean grapes with a 28 percent share; and third for orange juice imports with a 20 percent share. 

Recent noteworthy events that have impacted these imports include the dampening effect of “El 

Nino” weather in South America, the boost from a sustained strong dollar and select growers and 

traders dropping out of the fruit markets.  As an example, the Port’s main client for orange juice 

imports, Citrosuco, is benefiting from the planned exit of Louis Dreyfus from the trade.  Reuters 

reported in 2015 that Dreyfus had appointed banks to assist in selling its global orange juice, dairy, 

fertilizer and metals operations because of poor margins.  In 2015, ships’ manifest data from 

Datamyne shows Dreyfus’ total U.S. imports of orange juice declined 65 percent, while Citrosuco’s 

total inbound trade advanced 80 percent.  Wilmington’s orange juice imports echo this trend with 

2015 volume of 90,000 tons having advanced over 100 percent in just one year.   

                                            
6
 Based on U.S. Customs inbound ship manifest data as reported by the private statistics vendor, Datamyne.  
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Exports - The Port’s outbound trade is even more concentrated among the top five commodities 

which hold a 93 percent share of exports.  Leading exports include petroleum coke, paper and 

paperboard, new vehicles, food products and used vehicles and parts.  Export destinations are 

more diverse, reflective of both the nature of the liner trade taking return cargo to Central America 

and the one-way outbound bulk and RORO cargo markets to Europe, the Middle East and China. 

Figure 2- 6: 2015 Top Export Commodities and Destinations in (,000) tons 

 
Source: Port of Wilmington internal statistics 

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau 
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Petroleum Coke 

Wilmington’s total export volume expanded at nearly twice the pace of imports in the most recent 

five year period owing primarily to the escalation in overseas sales of petroleum coke.  PBF Energy 

took ownership of the nearby Delaware City petroleum refinery in 2010 and began exporting dry 

bulk petroleum coke as a downstream byproduct the following year.  The refinery’s former owner, 

Valero Energy, primarily reused the material to run its gasifier to provide internal power generation 

for the plant.  To expedite product storage and vessel loading, Port Contractors Inc. built a 100,000 

square-foot storage facility adjacent to the Port.  The environmentally compliant warehouse 

includes a fully enclosed railcar unloading system.  Port Contractors Inc. is a stevedoring and 

material handling company that has provided services from multiple importers and exporters at 

Wilmington since the 1980s.  

Of the four operating petroleum refineries on the Delaware River, only PBF Energy’s Delaware City 

and Paulsboro, NJ terminals have the capacity to produce downstream petroleum coke.  The U.S. 

Energy Information Administration (EIA) lists their capacity at the equivalent of 13,600 and 7,500 

barrels per day, respectively7.  According to the EIA, the two operating Pennsylvania refineries 

primarily generate alkylates as downstream byproducts, which are high octane gasoline 

components.  

In 2015, U.S. Census Bureau statistics indicate that the petroleum coke export split between the 

two PBF Energy facilities was 85 percent of product from Delaware City and 15 percent from 

Paulsboro.  

The following is a summary of the demand for, and uses of petroleum coke provided by the 

American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers Association (AFPM):   

The majority of U.S. petcoke has historically been exported.  Petcoke is typically used as an 

alternative source to coal in energy generation, or as a source of carbon for industrial 

applications. Fuel grade petcoke represents nearly 80 percent of worldwide production and 

is a source of fuel for cement kilns and electric power plants. Calcined petcoke has the 

highest carbon purity and is used to manufacture energy, as well as in the aluminum, 

graphite electrode, steel, titanium dioxide and other carbon consuming industries. 

In 2010, the Port’s exports of petroleum coke totaled just 85,000 tons.  Over 500,000 tons of coke 

were handled in 2011 and volume jumped up to 770,000 tons in 2015.  The U.S. Census Bureau 

statistics show the top five destinations as the Netherlands, Italy, China, Tunisia and the United 

Kingdom. 

Paper, Food and Autos/Trucks & Parts 

As liner service operators, Chiquita and Dole make use of their vessels returning to Central America 

for their own exclusive cargo, as well as selling container space to U.S. exporters.  The primary 

southbound commodity is paper and kraft linerboard used by the shippers themselves to package 

                                            
7
 The EIA lists the conversion for petroleum coke at 5 barrels per short ton in its dry bulk formation. 
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bananas and other fruits being delivered on the headhaul northbound trade.  DSPC statistics show 

Chiquita and Dole exporting a combined 300,000 tons of paper in 2015.  Volume growth has been 

moderate but in line with the increase in imported fruit. 

The largest category of non-proprietary exports are grocery store products such as meats, poultry, 

frozen french fries, vegetables and beverages.  Central America is also a market for used 

automobiles and parts.  Outbound volume for all commerical customers totalled 210,000 tons in 

2015.  The trend in exports has shown slower gains over the past five years, owing to only 

moderate improvements in most Central American economies.  

Automobiles 

In 2002, the DSPC built a dedicated RO-RO berth and causeway to the Port’s vehicle processing 

areas to handle an expanding trade in new vehicle imports.  At that time, Volkswagen was a key 

client importing over 100,000 vehicles annually.  Volkswagen began service at Wilmington in 1976; 

however 32 years later the company consolidated its importing activities at other East Coast ports.   

After Volkswagen’s departure, the Port continued to be General Motors’ export hub for automobiles 

to the Middle East.  In mid-2015, Fiat/Chrysler (FCA) relocated its Middle East car export activities 

to Wilmington to take advantage of the experience in this market offered by the Port’s auto 

processor, Autoport North America.  Autoport leases 42 acres at the Port and owns adjacent and 

nearby properties for vehicle storage and processing.    

In 2015 Wilmington reported handling more than 60,000 automobiles for export, which totaled over 

140,000 tons.  Betweeen 2010 and 2014, the volume of automobile exports loaded out of the Port 

averaged 100,000 tons annually.  

Miscellaneous Exports 

The Port regularly handles smaller trades in scrap metal and live cattle, although volumes have 

historically been cyclical.  Additionally, on a more inconsistant basis, the Port has exported 

petroleum products, project cargo, coal and bulk juices.  Combined, these commodities generated 

107,000 tons of exports for the Port in 2015. 

Export demand for most of these commodities tend to be price sensitive and subject to the 

overseas buyers’ economic conditions.  The prolonged strength of the dollar between 2012 and 

2015 curtailed volume across many of these smaller trades.  As an example, the USDA reported a 

total of 73,000 heads of cattle exported in 2015 versus 194,000 in the most recent peak year of 

2011.  The decline has been most pronounced with Russia and Turkey, the two leading markets for 

oceangoing trade.    
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2.3 Competitive Ports Performance 

2.3.1  Background To gauge the market opportunities available to Wilmington, an assessment 

was undertaken of the commodities moving through competitive ports in calendar year 2015.    The 

source data for this research was the U.S. Census Bureau.  Additional analyses on leading importer 

and exporter activities were conducted using Datamyne’s ships manifest database.  All statistics 

and evaluations refer to international cargoes only. This section of the report focuses on dry bulk 

and breakbulk cargoes moving through key ports on the Delaware River.  An analysis and forecast 

of container volumes for the top ports in the range from NY/NJ to Norfolk, VA are discussed in a 

later section of the report. Petroleum and related liquid bulk cargoes were only reviewed as to 

identification of the refinery/terminal.  This market is not considered a competitive factor owing to 

Wilmington’s facility layout and current operations. No analyses were conducted as to competitive 

ports’ current, developing or planned capacity to handle future cargo volumes. 

2.3.2  Overview Similar to Wilmington’s trade profile, the leading ports on the Delaware River are 

primarily import gateways.  Inbound bulk and breakbulk cargo volume outweighs outbound trade by 

nearly eight to one.  In 2015 U.S. Census data shows imports of 10.6 million tons and exports of 1.4 

million tons for the Delaware River ports, including Wilmington. 

Wilmington’s share of trade ranges from 22 percent of imports to 26 percent of exports8.  

Philadelphia is the leading port by volume for both trade directions.  The small ports account for five 

to eight percent of trade with Camden handling more imports and Gloucester City more exports9. 

Figure 2- 7: 2015 Delaware River Ports Bulk and Breakbulk Tonnage 

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau in 000 short tons, excluding all petroleum and related products 

                                            
8
 These market shares omit all petroleum volumes at all ports including the import of gasoline and export of 

petroleum coke at Wilmington. 
9
 U.S. Census Bureau data is not always consistent in classifying cargo as containerized or bulk.  As an example, Del Monte’s vessels 

carry both fruit in containers and on pallets. 
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Key competitive ports’ exports are scrap steel and paper/board/waste, with 74 percent and 11 

percent of total volume, respectively.  The larger volume of inbound cargo creates for more diversity 

among the leading commodity shares.  The top four imports are manufactured steel (35 percent), 

salt (26 percent), foods and fruits (15 percent) and finished paper and boards (10 percent).   

Statistics from Datamyne that identify actual importer and exporter names indicates that the 

majority share of non-container cargo moves through the closest port to the BCO’s (Beneficial 

Cargo Owner) location; be that a storage yard or manufacturing/processing facility.  Examples are 

the petroleum coke exported via the Port of Wilmington that originates at the Delaware City refinery 

and the import of abrasives by GNA Garnet via their land lease at the Keystone Industrial Port 

Complex in Fairless Hills, PA. 

Steel, a critical import commodity, requires rail access at or near the port of discharge to facilitate 

timely and cost-effective inland distribution.  As an example, the area’s largest steel importer, 

NLMK, rails slab to its Farrell, PA facility via Norfolk Southern. 

Some stevedores operate private facilities with limited terminal berthing.  Examples include Port 

Contractors and Kinder Morgan terminals in Fairless Hills.  These are classified as Port of 

Philadelphia operations in U.S. Census Bureau statistics.  Additionally, cargo owners operate their 

own private terminals, although these are also classified by the U.S. Census Bureau under the 

nearest public port authority.  Examples include National Gypsum in Burlington NJ and Holcim in 

Camden NJ. 

Similar to Dole’s warehouse lease at Wilmington, a number of importers lease facilities at 

competing ports that ties their business to that port.  Examples in Philadelphia include Dependable 

Distribution’s cocoa terminal at Pier 84 in Philadelphia and Stora Enso’s paper operation at Pier 

78/80. 

Philadelphia 

Over the past six years, the volume of Philadelphia’s imports of dry bulk/breakbulk commodities has 

grown at an annual average rate of 14 percent versus Wilmington’s gain of 16 percent.  Holt 

Logistics has been successful at servicing the majority of steel importers either at their Packer 

Avenue terminal in Philadelphia or starting in 2016 at their new Paulsboro, NJ facility.  

Table 2- 1: The Port of Philadelphia's Import Cargo Profile 

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau for commodities and tonnages, Datamyne for key customer names 
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In addition to these leading commodities, the port began handling Hyundai/Kia automobile imports 

in 2010 from South Korea.  Annual unit volume exceeds 150,000 vehicles.  As noted above, many 

of the areas’ single use and private terminals are classified as being in the Port of Philadelphia by 

the U.S. Census Bureau. 

Since 2009, the volume of Philadelphia’s exports of dry bulk/breakbulk commodities has declined at 

an annual average rate of nine percent versus Wilmington’s loss of five percent.  Both ports’ 

dependence on scrap steel and metal exports has negatively impacted performance.  

Table 2- 2: The Port of Philadelphia's Export Cargo Profile 

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau for commodities and tonnages, Datamyne for key customer names 

The outbound linerboard trade at Philadelphia has managed to stay in positive territory.  Dole does 

not have vessel calls at Philadelphia, but does take space on other carriers to handle southbound 

linerboard shipments.  This trade predominantly moves in containers at Wilmington. 

Philadelphia is primarily an exporter of petroleum and related liquid products. 

Chester 

Dry bulk and breakbulk cargo volumes are small at Chester.  This port primarily handles a 

European container carrier’s northeast service.  A small percentage of northbound fruit imports from 

Latin America are palletized and the downturn in volume is related to shifts to both containers and 

vessel operator port choice. 

Table 2- 3: The Port of Chester's Import and Export Cargo Profile 

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau for commodities and tonnages, Datamyne for key customer names 
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Camden 

U.S. Census Bureau data is incomplete for Camden and often classifies vessels as calling at other 

NJ or Philadelphia terminals. 

As the steel import business has grown on the Delaware River, Camden has captured some 

customers/cargoes.  U.S. Census data credits the Port with approximately 10 percent of steel 

imports into the region.  Private database providers, such as Datamyne, show Camden with less 

than a five percent share of steel imports. 

Private databases do credit more cargoes to Camden in other categories such as scrap metal, 

fertilizers and cocoa beans.  As examples, ships manifests show Olam International importing over 

15,000 tons of cocoa beans, and Nitron International importing 12,000 tons of urea at Camden in 

2015.  

Table 2- 4: The Port of Camden's Import and Export Cargo Profile 

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau for commodities and tonnages, Datamyne for key customer names 

 

Delaware River Ports’ Trade in Petroleum Products 

U.S. Census Bureau data reported a combined total of 24.3 million tons of petroleum product 

imports and 4.8 million tons of exports for the ports along the Delaware River in 2015.  

These statistics exclude domestic movements of oil, gas and other petroleum products.  It is not 

known how well the Census data captures trade at smaller, private terminals.  Wilmington’s 

petroleum coke exports are included in the statistics; however most of the refined product imports 

moving through the Port’s pipeline to Magellan’s tank farm are excluded as most of this volume is 

domestically sourced.  Import volumes have declined significantly for Philadelphia since 2009 with 

the closure of both the Marcus Hook and Eagle Point refineries10. 

For the remaining refineries, imported crude volumes fluctuate considerably based on the price of 

oil and availability of domestic sources by pipeline and rail (from North Dakota and Canada).  As an 

example, according to Reuters, PBF Energy invested in rail terminals at its Delaware City refinery in 

recent years to take delivery of large volumes of inexpensive crude oil coming from North Dakota’s 

                                            
10

 U.S. Census Bureau data classified both of these refineries within the Philadelphia port district. 
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Bakken oil fields.  In 2015, due to the reduced output in North Dakota, the cost of transport by rail 

increased significantly.  PBF Energy began sourcing some of its crude oil from Latin America, the 

Middle East and Africa.  U.S. Census Bureau classifies the Delaware City refinery within the Port of 

Wilmington district for international statistical purposes.  As shown below, Wilmington’s petroleum 

imports in 2015 reached 12 million tons.   

Crude oil accounts for about 95 percent of the regional ports’ petroleum imports, with the remaining 

trade in residual oils and gasoline. 

Figure 2- 8: Key Petroleum Refineries on the Delaware River 

 
Source: PBF Energy, May 2015, in barrels of oil per day for capacity 

 

Figure 2- 9: Delaware River Ports International Petroleum Products Trade, 2015 
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau, volumes in 000 short tons 

 

Exports include propane, gasoil, diesel and petroleum coke.  Although outbound volumes are much 

smaller than imports, the export trade growth for Philadelphia and Wilmington has been strong.   

As noted earlier, Wilmington’s gains are related to the local refinery’s exports of petroleum coke.  

Philadelphia is benefitting from the export of propane generated from the natural gas extraction at 

the Pennsylvania Marcellus Shale fields.  The Delaware River Marine Exchange reported 75 

propane vessel calls in 2015 compared to just 28 the prior year.  U.S. Census Bureau statistics 

show over a 200 percent rise in propane exports over this 2-year period with volume increasing 

from 378,000 tons to 1.2 million tons.    

2.4 Economic Trends and Forecast  

2.4.1 Introduction  

Macroeconomic assumptions for the U.S., the Mid-Atlantic region and key trade partner countries 

for the Port of Wilmington are based on an analysis of publicly available projections from various 

sources.  Information from the U.S. government’s economics authorities includes the Departments 

of Agriculture (USDA), Congressional Budget Office (CBO), Geological Survey (USGS) and Energy 

(DOE).  International forecasts are cited from the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF).  Private sector economics analyses were reviewed from such industry-recognized companies 

and associations as the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU), PNC 

Bank, Morgan Stanley and J. P. Morgan, among others. 

2.4.2 U.S. Outlook 

2016 marks the seventh year of recovery from the “Great Recession” that had a stifling impact on 

the economy and trade.  While the recovery is now the longest on record, it would not be called 

spectacular by historical standards.  In just two words, performance has been subdued and uneven. 

Moderation may be the main reason why the recovery has exhibited lasting power but has shown 

no real spark.  Real gross domestic product (GDP) has remained in a narrow band from 1.6 percent 

to no higher than 2.5 percent annually since 2009. 
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Traditionally, a healthy economy is measured by its job formation.  Estimates vary, but about 8.8 

million jobs were lost during the recession.  Entering 2016, the recovery is credited with the creation 

of over 10 million jobs; certainly a positive influence on performance but not an igniter this time.  

Minimal wage gains, not more jobs, have been the issue for the uneven recovery.  An annual 

increase in average hourly earnings of only 2 percent has kept the economy from hitting on all 

cylinders.          

Figure 2- 10:  Average Hourly Earnings in the Private Sector, yearly rate of growth 

 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 

Indeed job growth rekindled confidence, although consumers so far have been selective in their 

shopping behavior.  American consumers’ spending accounts for 70 percent of the nation’s 

economic activity.  The University of Michigan Consumer Confidence Index hit its highest mark last 

year since 2004.  Housing was a big beneficiary of this renewed confidence, which also received a 

boost from low interest rates.  Another winner was the sales of existing single-family homes.   

Transactions topped five million; a home sales level last seen in 2007.  The auto industry also set a 

new sales record, which was attributed to pent-up demand, the rapid decline in oil prices and 

cheaper borrowing costs. 

Cars were one of the few items consumers were willing to incur debt to purchase.  The recession 

memories of lost jobs, flat incomes and reduced wealth led Americans to pay down many of their 

financial obligations.  By Morgan Stanley’s calculations, total consumer debt to disposable income 

crested at 135 percent in 2008 and has since been pared down to 106 percent.  This fiscal 

prudence is another reason why the economic upturn has been restrained. 

While economists are still characterizing the economy as offering further moderate improvements in 

the near term, concerns are evident in their commentaries as to when this recovery may end.     

The April 2016 EIU “Viewswire” write-up on America included the following summary of economic 

prospects for the next few years:       

The U.S. economy will expand by around two percent in 2016. [Thereafter] stronger private 

consumption will be supported by steady job creation, decent real wage growth and higher 
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consumer borrowing. The strong dollar and weak business investment will prevent faster 

growth. The monetary tightening cycle will be gradual and will run until 2018. 

The IMF is in agreement with the EIU economic prognosis for America although this institute sees 

some further stimulus from housing and business balance sheets for a couple of years.  According 

to the IMF, declining energy investments and the eventual drag from higher wages on businesses 

will weaken manufacturing towards the end of this decade.  

Figure 2- 11: U.S. Economic Forecast Comparison to Global Partners, % change in real GDP 

 
Source: IMF, April 2016 

The Port of Wilmington trade forecast model is built on the assumption that the U.S. economy will 

sustain an annual real GDP growth rate averaging approximately 2.4 percent through 2018.  The 

drivers of this growth are further job and wage gains, a moderate advance in business investment, 

and continued consumer spending.  The economy’s GDP rate is expected to slow to a pace below 

two percent in 2019, which will mark the next cyclical trough. The IMF foresees the main factors 

causing the next downturn in America’s economy as higher interest rates being imposed to combat 

inflation expectations, a correction in the value of the dollar, and a gradual increase in the price of 

oil and other commodities.     

Table 2- 5:  U.S. Economic Outlook, key performance forecasts 

 
 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020-2025 2026-2035

Real GDP 2.4% 2.2% 2.7% 2.2% 1.9% 2.3% 2.0%

Industrial production 1.3% 0.0% 2.8% 2.4% 1.6% 1.7% 1.4%

CPI inflation 0.1% 1.3% 2.0% 2.3% 1.3% 2.0% 2.0%

Source: AECOM/R.K. Johns based on publicly available forecasts

U.S. Economic Outlook, key performance forecasts
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Looking longer term, the impacts of an aging population profile and a decreased pool of labor from 

slowing population trends is expected to keep the economy’s growth potential in check.   

The following is an explanation of these trends by the CBO in their January 2016 “Budget and 

Economic Outlook”    

CBO’s projections for the second half of the 10-year period [2021-2026] are not based on 

forecasts of cyclical developments in the economy; rather, they are based on the projected 

trends of underlying factors, such as growth in the labor force, the number of hours worked, 

and productivity.  According to those projections, productivity will grow faster than it did over 

the past decade, and both actual and potential GDP will expand at an annual average rate 

of 2 percent. That rate represents a significant slowdown from the average growth of 

potential output that was observed during the 1980s, 1990s, and early 2000s; the slowdown 

results largely from slower projected growth in the nation’s supply of labor. 

While labor’s contribution is waning, most forecasters continue to foresee a global economic 

leadership role for America owing to its technological advances and strengthening service sectors. 

2.4.3 Global Outlook 

In its “Global Economic Prospects” report issued January 2016, the World Bank summarized the 

improving but risky near term worldwide outlook as follows: 

Emerging market economies have been an engine of global growth during the 2000s, 

especially after the 2007-08 global financial crises. However, times are changing. Growth 

rates in several emerging market economies have been declining since 2010. The global 

economy will need to adapt to a new period of more modest growth in large emerging 

markets, characterized by lower commodity prices and diminished flows of trade and capital.  

The IMF forecasts align with the World Bank’s outlook.  The near term suppressed commodity price 

outlook is having a significant impact on Latin America’s economy, which is an important trade 

partner region for the Port of Wilmington.  Brazil is likely to remain in a recession for a second year 

in 2016, while Chile and many Central American countries are not expected to resume more normal 

economic growth averaging above 3 percent until 2018. 
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Figure 2- 12:  IMF Economic Performance Projections for Port of Wilmington's Key Trading 
Partner Regions/Countries 

 
Source: IMF, April 2016 

Key European trading countries for the Port of Wilmington such as Belgium, the U.K. and Italy are 

expected to exhibit GDP growth rates averaging 1.5 percent to 2 percent through 2020, which is 

slightly better than this region’s average growth projection.  The Euro appreciation will also boost 

the Port’s export opportunities.  The consensus economists’ forecast calls for about a 10 percent 

Euro gain against the U.S. dollar by 2020. 

China remains on a continuing path of gradual economic deceleration to levels below seven percent 

GDP in the near term.  The country over invested in industrial production and real estate.  The 

rebalancing from investment to a stronger focus on domestic consumption will take a number of 

years.  The dependence on exports to China is adversely impacting growth in much of emerging 

Asia.  However, improvements in India are benefiting Southeast Asia’s regional trade.  India is 

years ahead of China in its burgeoning private sector.  Growth is being fueled by lower energy costs 

and real income growth.  India’s outlook is likely to be restricted only by the government’s slower 

investment in infrastructure which is not keeping pace with increased private business investment 

and domestic consumption gains.   

Low oil prices are negatively impacting countries such as Russia and Saudi Arabia that depend 

heavily on oil export revenues.  Efforts are being stepped up to curtail government spending, cut 

subsidies and to find other revenue sources.  Geopolitical risks make such transitions difficult and 

slowly achievable at best, which prolongs economic stagnation.  

The EIU drew similar conclusions regarding the global slowdown in its 2015 “Long Term 

Macroeconomic Trends” publication.  In addition to raising concerns about the largest emerging 

economies such as China, the EIU noted the relationship between population growth and economic 
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gains in recent decades for many regions.  The EIU anticipates that the projected deceleration in 

population gains will be most impactful on the global economy starting in the 2030s.  

Figure 2- 13: Global Economic Projections by Region through 2050 

 
Source: EIU Long Term Macroeconomic Forecasts, 2015 

2.4.4 Mid-Atlantic Regional Economic Outlook  

As a metropolitan area, the Philadelphia region, including Camden NJ and Wilmington DE, ranks 

sixth in population with over six million people and seventh in terms of the value of the region’s 

gross metropolitan economic product (GMP)11.   

The U.S. Conference of Mayors’ research shows that the Philadelphia region regained all the jobs 

lost during the recession by the close of 2015.  Actual job losses were estimated at 137,000 or 

about five percent of the local work force.  Entering 2016, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 

positions the region’s performance moderately above the national average in terms of job creation, 

but below the fastest growing metropolitan areas in the U.S. Southeast and Southwest. 

                                            
11

 These figures are derived from the U.S. Conference of Mayors’  “Update of U.S. Metro Economies” published in June, 2015. 
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Figure 2- 14:  Total Non-farm Employment Year-over-Year Changes through February 2016 

 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 

In its 2nd Quarter 2016 Regional Market Outlook, PNC Bank summarizes the economic situation in 

Philadelphia and Wilmington as being stable with enough momentum to maintain job growth and 

industrial activity through 2017.  The U.S. Conference of Mayors concurs with this assessment as 

they are projecting regional real GMP growth of 2.4 percent through 2017.   

The real concern is the lack of sustainability in economic improvements for the long term.  The 

following is the explanation provided by PNC Bank in their report recent:  

Population growth in the Philadelphia area has slowed over the past few years and remains 

well below the national average. Because of consistent below-average economic growth, 

including a long-term decline in manufacturing, Philadelphia’s population growth has lagged 

behind the nation for decades. And that trend will remain in place for the foreseeable future. 

Over the next decade population growth will stagnate below 1 percent, thus remaining below 

the U.S. average, due to a low birthrate and consistently weak net migration. Slow 

population growth will also weigh on the local housing market recovery, limiting demand-

side potential. 

The prediction that the Mid-Atlantic regional population gain will lag the overall U.S. increase in 

residents is also the expectation of the U.S. Department of Energy as discussed in their “Annual 

Energy Outlook” of June 2015. To project energy consumption by area, the DOE builds its forecast 

models on key assumptions for future regional economic behavior.   

The following figure summarizes last year’s DOE long term economic performance expectations: 
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Figure 2- 15: Mid-Atlantic Region Population and Real Disposable Income Growth Rate 
Forecasts in relation to the U.S., expressed in 5-year percentage changes 

 
Source: U.S. Department of Energy, June 2015 

The expectations for both slow population gains and below-average increases in regional income 

will not only curtail future energy use, but will dampen consumer spending and the demand for 

imports.  Many economists note the shift in manufacturing away from the Northeast, Mid-Atlantic 

and Mid-West as a contributing factor.  While conditions can change, the Southeast offers lower 

taxes, cheaper energy and the opportunity to employ a non-union workforce.    

The U.S. Conference of Mayors has incorporated the changing demographic and economic 

environment in its long term outlook published last year.  Their forecast for the Philadelphia area 

gross metropolitan product in billions of dollars, unadjusted for inflation, reflects the region’s 

restrained expectations compared to other U.S. leading cities.  
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Table 2- 6: Projected Economic Growth for the Leading Metropolitan Regions of the U.S. 
(unadjusted for inflation) 

 
Source: U.S. Conference of Mayors, June 2015 

 

2.5 Port of Wilmington Trade Volume Forecast, 2016- 2035 

2.5.1 Base Case Outlook  

Background - The basis for determining the Port’s future volume is the actual historical trades that 

have been reported by the DSPC in their monthly vessel reports.  Volume forecasts are based on 

the business mix generated by current DSPC customers, with one exception; a new fully cellular 

ocean carrier service starting in 2017.  Although this service is not yet under contract to call at the 

Port, the DSPC requested that it be included in the market analysis to properly address the impact 

within the context of the overall Strategic Master Plan12.    

Port volume projections are established in short tons, and where appropriate in TEUs (twenty foot 

equivalent unit containers) for all key commodities on a calendar year basis for the period 2016 

through 2035.  Third party data sources such as Datamyne and the U.S. Census Bureau are used 

to fill in the gaps where additional commodity, trading partner and container detail are beneficial to 

the forecast. 

The accuracy of projecting future Port volumes on an annual basis reflects the reliability of 

macroeconomic forecast assumptions.  In the short term (2016-2020) the trade forecasts include 

the likely impacts from expected cyclicality in global conditions.  As an example, the changes in 

exchange rates in 2015 will affect trade one or even two years ahead due to the timing and length 

of international buyer/seller contracts.  In the long term (2020-2035), the relationship between trade 

and economic trends reflects an averaging-out of likely cyclical factors.  As an example, economic 

                                            
12

 The start date and the initial volumes for the new liner service were provided by the DSPC.  The future volumes were forecast by 

AECOM/R. K. Johns & Associates 

Rank Annual Avg.

(in'14) 2014 2021 Growth %

1 New York City/North Jersey 1,522       2,022       4.1%

2 Los Angeles/Long Beach 860           1,166       4.4%

3 Chicago 611           812           4.2%

4 Houston 543           768           5.1%

5 Dallas/Fort Worth 470           699           5.8%

6 Washington DC/Northern VA 477           666           4.9%

7 San Francisco/Oakland 409           580           5.1%

8 Philadelphia 394           526           4.2%

9 Boston 384           524           4.5%

10 Atlanta 321           453           5.0%

($ billions)
Metropolitan Area
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downturns and recoveries are inevitable but pinpointing such events to the actual year it will happen 

more than a decade into the future has a very low probability of success.  Therefore the forecast for 

Port volumes beyond 2020 are based on expected averages over a five to ten year period. 

Forecast Summary. Over the most recent five years, Wilmington’s strong volume growth was 

spread across multiple commodities which benefited the total trade in both imports and exports.  

The outlook for the next five years is still positive, although exhibiting more moderate growth which 

is forecast to average just under five percent annually.  Longer term annual volume gains will be 

limited to an average of two percent primarily as a result of a slowing of import demand as the Mid-

Atlantic region’s demographics and consumer behaviors continue to change. 

As has been the case since 2010, the Port’s exports are projected to increase at twice the growth 

rate of imports throughout the forecast timeline.  This stronger performance can be explained by the 

fact that export volume is relatively small which magnifies potential gains on a percentage basis.  

Additionally, improved global economic conditions and a moderating value of the dollar give traction 

to exports. 

Table 2- 7: Port of Wilmington Projected Trade Growth Rates 

 
Source: AECOM/R.K. Johns projections 

In terms of future milestones, the Port should see total volume reach 8 million tons in 2018 and 

surpass the 9 million ton level by 2023.  Imports are foreseen as remaining the primary focus of 

business at the Port despite a gradual but steady decline in volume expected to emerge in the late 

2020s.  In 2015, the Port handled 3.7 tons of imports for every ton of exports.  Twenty years from 

now, even with more robust outbound trade gains, the balance is expected to be 2.4 tons of imports 

for each ton of exports. 

History 5-Years 10-Years 20-Years

'10 - '15 '15 - '20 '15 - '25 '15 - '35

Imports 9.7% 3.7% 2.5% 1.1%

Exports 20.9% 8.5% 5.6% 3.4%

Total 11.7% 4.8% 3.2% 1.7%

Compound annual volume growth rates
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Figure 2- 16: Port of Wilmington Total Trade Volume Forecast, in million short tons 

 
Source: AECOM/R.K. Johns projections 

The Port’s overall growth trajectory will have to wait a year as 2016 is expected to show a decline in 

volume of about four percent.  The 2017 rebound will recover lost volume and set a new high-

volume achievement with the introduction of a new container service.  Such year-to-year trade 

fluctuations are not unprecedented at Wilmington due to the fact that a single, or a limited number, 

of cargo owners and vessel operators control specific commodity flows.  

Three very particular occurrences are dampening trade performance this year.   

 The extremely mild winter of 2015-2016 following the prior two years’ severe conditions 

resulted in considerable overstocking of industrial salt.  As an example, the New Jersey 

Department of Transportation reported that its road salt use declined 61 percent this past 

winter compared to prior year.  Larger post-winter stocks will limit the need to import 

additional salt for replenishment.   

 Imports of ilmenite have been discontinued at the Port because Chemours Company, a 

chemical maker split off from DuPont Company, closed its titanium dioxide white-pigment 

plant at Edgemoor, DE.  This was the only importer of ilmenite at Wilmington.   

 Exports of petroleum coke this year will decline as a result of a temporary 2-month closure 

of the Delaware City refinery coke cracking operation for unplanned maintenance.  This 

refinery is the sole-source of petroleum coke exported at the Port.  

 

In 2017, it is predicted that Port volume growth will be 21 percent, the fastest annual gain since 

2011.  The new container service provides the main impetus.  An additional boost will come from 

select export commodities despite the fact that overseas demand for U.S. products still faces 

roadblocks from lingering global economic weakness.  Steady growth is expected in the proprietary 

export cargoes handled by Dole and Chiquita; and the ramp-up of the new RORO business to the 

Middle East builds volume. 
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Wilmington’s new container service results from the port relocation of an existing liner operator in 

the U.S.-North Europe trade.  This carrier currently serves two ports along the U.S. East Coast and 

holds about a six percent share of the two-way transatlantic market based on published statistics 

from the Journal of Commerce.  In discussions with the carrier, the DSPC anticipates an annual 

start-up volume of 595,000 import tons and 487,000 export tons.  The initial yearly container count 

is assumed to be 119,000 TEUs, which includes empty containers. 

The impact on Port performance is immediate and lasting.  Upon introduction, this new carrier’s 

tonnage share at the Port will be 14 percent of total cargo volume.  The Port’s total short term 

volume growth through 2020 would only be 3.1 percent annually without this new service as 

compared to the base case forecast for 4.8 percent. 

Volume forecast details by commodity and trade direction are shown in Appendix B. 

Commodity Share Projections - As already noted, the launch of the new container service 

bolsters the share of general cargo at the Port.  The general cargo tonnage is forecast to increase 

from 2.5 million tons in 2015 to 4.7 million tons by 2035. 

Additional forecast events are expected to impact the shares of trade by commodity group.  The 

following are the highlights. 

 The U.S. Dept. of Energy (DOE) is projecting Mid-Atlantic gas-powered car sales (and 

gasoline sales) to begin a gradual, but steady decline starting in 2020.  This reduces the 

demand for petroleum products being discharged at Wilmington.  As a result, liquid bulk 

trade will decline as a percentage of total Port trade. 

 Salt imports are projected to decline slowly.  The DOE is also projecting a steady decline in 

the number of “degree days” in the winter months for the Mid-Atlantic States.  This 

conservative weather forecast diminishes the need for salt assuming a lessening of severe 

winter driving conditions. 

 The negative impact on total dry bulk trade from a drop in salt imports is offset by increased 

petroleum coke exports, assuming the local refinery continues to operate its byproduct coke 

cracker facility. 

 The RO-RO traffic forecast gains, based on Middle East demand remaining moderately 

strong for U.S.-made vehicles, helps this cargo category to gain share at Wilmington. 
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Figure 2- 17: Port of Wilmington Cargo Forecast by Commodity Group 

 
Source: AECOM/R.K. Johns projections 

Key Commodity Forecast Highlights. The following are brief recaps of the important factors 

affecting the key commodities that are handled at the Port of Wilmington. 

Figure 2- 18: Port of Wilmington Key Commodity Volume Projections, in 000 tons 

 
Source: AECOM/R.K. Johns projections 

Bananas – Per capita consumption is expected to remain relatively flat.  With only limited 

population gains forecast for the Mid-Atlantic region, the volume projection reflects measured 

growth in the market.  Both Dole and Chiquita have announced plans to add vessel calls at 

Wilmington.  However the market forecast does not consider potential shipping line share gains, 

only inherent consumer demand.  For the 20-year time period, the volume of banana imports is 

estimated to grow at an annual average rate of just under one percent.   
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Fruits – Mixed results are anticipated based on per capita consumption trends.  Clementine and 

pineapple consumption are on the rise, while demand for most other fruits are relatively flat and 

import gains are likely to mirror the very small increases in regional population.  Near term volumes 

are being impacted by the strong dollar on the plus side, but the “El Nino” weather is still hurting 

South America crop output.  A more normal trade pattern is forecast after 2017.  The long term 

annual growth rate is projected at 2 percent. 

Gasoline via pipeline – Wawa is a big positive influence in the short term.  In 2015, Wawa became 

the fourteenth largest convenience store operator in the U.S. with over 700 locations, of which 435 

serve gasoline.  They have publicly stated their intentions to continue store expansions, although 

the majority of new openings are planned for Florida.   

All of DSPCs pipeline business is with one adjacent tank farm operation.  The capacity of this tank 

farm and the velocity of product distribution to clients do not appear to be limiting factors for imports 

over the forecast timeline.   However, regional long term gasoline demand is projected to be on the 

decline due to slow population gains, greater automobile fuel efficiency and an increased 

percentage of new car sales being directed toward non-gas powered vehicles. 

The forecast for the Port’s petroleum imports indicates moderate volume gains through the middle 

of the next decade.  Between 2025 and 2035, volume is projected to decline steadily, with a total 

decrease of 15 percent.  In 2035, volume is estimated at 2.19 million tons compared to last year’s 

imports of 1.86 million tons.  The inbound petroleum trade will continue as the leading commodity 

handled at Wilmington. 

Industrial salt – According to the U.S. DOE, severe winters will not be the normal weather pattern 

for the Mid-Atlantic region over the long term forecast period.  Global warming is expected to cause 

heating degree days to decline 2 percent annually through 2035.  As note previously, the short term 

outlook calls for a sizable drop in salt imports from overstocking followed by a rather flat volume 

profile.  The long term outlook assumes that regional salt demand tracks the weather forecast, and 

hence results in a steady decline in imports. The volume of inbound salt at the Port is projected to 

fall to 560,000 tons by 2035, which is about half the volume handled in 2015.   

Orange juice – Per capita U.S. consumption of orange juice is declining fast and the Brazilian crop 

is starting to experience the same greening-disease seen in Florida.  As note previously, 

Wilmington’s volume gain in 2015 was not a market reversal but a competitive change.  Long term 

volume growth is forecast at less than one percent annually. 

Minerals – The DuPont/Chemours plant closure eliminates ilmenite imports but other mineral 

imports are still moving through the Port and providing volume growth.  Examples include the recent 

upturn in imports of aragonite and sodium nitrate.  Market demand in the short term is expected to 

benefit from the strong dollar of the past few years and a rebound in regional industrial production.  

Longer term, demand growth will likely slow due to the moderating economic outlook among Mid-
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Atlantic States for manufacturing.  The trend is for medium to heavy industrial activities to continue 

to migrate south or offshore. 

Petroleum coke – Once the Delaware City refinery coke cracking operation resumes full 

production in 2017, fairly strong export volumes are forecast until the facility reaches capacity.  

Capacity is a function of both the physical plant size and the input mixture of crude oil weights that 

impact the amount of coke produced as a byproduct.  The forecast assumes the current percentage 

of heavy crude oil used in the refinery will continue.  Heavy crude can produce as much as twice 

the coke byproduct as medium to light crude oil.   

The petroleum coke byproduct capacity at the Delaware City refinery is estimated at slightly less 

than one million tons, based on DOE and PBF Energy information.  The forecast anticipates coke 

export volume will reach this ceiling by 2023.  Thereafter, the Port’s volume remains fixed at 

995,000 tons per year through 2035.    

Vehicles – Middle East demand for American made automobiles is expected to be strong but 

eventually constrained by this region’s long term moderating economic performance.  Ernst and 

Young is projecting overall vehicle demand in the Middle East to expand at an annual rate between 

8 and 10 percent; but only through the end of this decade.  Fiat-Chrysler has announced a strategic 

objective to increase its U.S. vehicle exports worldwide 8 percent annually for the next three years.  

The base case forecast for auto exports at Wilmington assumes growth in line with these outlooks, 

but does not include expansion to other trades.  Vehicle export volume totaled 64,000 units in 2015 

and is likely to double by 2025.  Within the next 20 years, outbound volume should reach 170,000 

units, exhibiting an annual average gain of five percent. 

Containers – Wilmington is expected to handle 264,000 more containers on a TEU basis in 2035 

compared to last year.  This 75 percent gain is directly related to the start-up and growth of the new 

liner service with North Europe beginning in 2017.  This service is projected to account for 68 

percent of the total container volume growth; with Dole and Chiquita being responsible for 27 

percent of the improvement and the remaining 5 percent related to increases foreseen in the 

Chilean fruit trade. 

Figure 2- 19: Port of Wilmington Container Traffic Forecast, in TEU 
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Source: AECOM/R.K. Johns projections 

Today the drivers for containers are Dole and Chiquita imports, which account for nearly 50 percent 

of box counts.  This northbound business is projected to expand at the modest pace of 1.1 percent 

annually over the next twenty years.  As noted above, the dependence on the banana trade 

accounts for this subdued outlook.  Southbound container trade to Central America handled by 

these two carriers is forecast to grow slowly, as well. 

Into the next decade, the inbound TEUs generated by a new container service will also become a 

key driver13.  The North Europe trade, although considered a mature market, does offer a more 

diverse commodity base than Central America.  The outlook calls for imports to exhibit annual 

average growth of 2.5 percent, while export gains are projected at two percent yearly over the 

forecast timeline.   

Both the Central America and North Europe trades are heavily weighted in favor of loaded imports 

versus exports.  As result, the forecast includes a considerable increase in Wilmington’s volume of 

empty containers.  Empties are projected to increase approximately 30 percent by 2035.    

2.5.2 Forecast Sensitivities  

Background - Given the diversity of cargoes handled by the Port and the limited number of cargo 

owners and ocean carriers that control the freight, a simple “high/low” growth range against the 

base case was not considered a useful sensitivity analysis. 

Instead, analyses were undertaken to determine individual customer or commodity opportunities 

and risks.  Four separate “what if” cases were evaluated.  These potential market changes can then 

be evaluated as to the future impacts on Port facilities and infrastructure requirements.  The effect 

on Port operations is discussed in a subsequent chapter of this report. 

The three cases are: 

                                            
13

 An assumption is that the cargo mode split between breakbulk and containers remains fixed at 2015 
percentages by trade/carrier/commodity.  Further containerization trends are addressed in the sensitivity 
projections.  Empty movements are treated as a “matchback” with import loads = export loads + empties. 
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 Added industrial salt imports from an existing client who consolidates port choice and one 

importer who switches from Philadelphia 

 A modal switch for the import of Chilean fruit from reefer vessels to container ships 

 The start-up of an inbound automobile trade from Mexico 

 

Each of these cases is evaluated separately as to the impact on both tonnage and container 

moves.  As is the case with the baseline forecast, these sensitivities are unconstrained market 

projections without consideration of the Port’s terminal requirements or capacity. 

Increased Industrial Salt Imports. The Ports of Wilmington and Philadelphia both imported 

approximately one million short tons of industrial salt in 2015.  Only two importers use both ports – 

Morton Salt and Chemical Equipment Labs.  There are at least five salt importers that only 

discharge at Philadelphia, primarily due to their stockpile locations. 

The assumption is that due to truck transport costs, it will be difficult to move a significant volume 

and/or number of importers from Philadelphia to Wilmington.  A reasonable case can be made for 

capturing a moderate amount of new business.  The upside potential assumes: (1) an increase in 

Morton Salt’s share at Wilmington from 10 percent to 30 percent of its total salt imports starting in 

2017; and (2) having one other importer switch to Wilmington by 2020 with a yearly volume of 

50,000 tons. 

The results of this sensitivity case show an additional 200,000 tons of imported salt discharged at 

Wilmington by 2020.  This gain is equal to about a 27 percent increase over current volume.  After 

2020, it is assumed that the new business declines at the same rate as forecast for the base case 

cargo. 

Figure 2- 20: Impact of Additional Imported Salt Clients 

 

 
Source: AECOM/R.K. Johns estimates based on competitive port intelligence, in 000 short tons 
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Based on the current ship discharge profile of approximately 25,000 to 30,000 tons per call, the 

added business would generate from five to seven more ship calls annually starting in 2017. 

The main issue to be addressed with the increased salt volume and ship calls is the impact on the 

number of truck and gate moves at the Port.  As noted in the base case forecast, the volume of salt 

imports is expected to decline over time as warming trends reduce the severity of winter weather.  

The base case forecast calls for a 48 percent decline in salt imports at Wilmington between 2015 

and 2035.  With the added client business, volume is projected to decrease only 34 percent over 

the next twenty years. 

A Shift to Containerization for Chilean Fruit - Seatrade, the largest specialized refrigerated ship 

owner/operator has publicly stated they will have a fully cellular fleet by 2020 for their own 

operations.  Their website lists the company’s specialized fleet at 65 vessels, 32 of which were built 

over 20 years ago.  Many of these are chartered-out to other operators.  They only have one fully 

cellular vessel in operation today; the ‘Seatrade Orange’.  This ship was delivered in early 2016 and 

has a listed capacity of 2,259 TEUs with 674 refrigerated plugs for 40-foot containers (1,348 TEUs).  

Seatrade already has four container vessels being built and eight on order.  The ships have 700 

reefer plugs capable of handling 1,400 TEUs.  Total vessel needs are estimated at 25 based on the 

current rotations for all of Seatrade’s own services.  

Currently, Global Reefers, a joint venture of Seatrade and Pacific Seaways, operates the 

specialized refrigerated vessels in the fleet involved in moving Chilean fruit to Wilmington.  While 

the majority of fruit imports carried on these ships are palletized, about 32 percent already moves in 

containers either on-deck or in special holds on the ships.  The return southbound voyage is done 

in ballast. 

In 2015, this service deployed 14 vessels and made 24 voyages in the seasonal trade that runs 

from December to April.  The “what if” case assumes that Seatrade will phase in fully cellular 

operations at Wilmington by 2020 on the following schedule:  from the current 32 percent to 57 

percent in 2018; further containerization to 82 percent in 2019; and 100 percent cellular fleet 

deployment in 2020.  

It should be noted that this sensitivity only impacts the mode of transport, not the forecasted 

tonnage.  The base case calls for the current 154,000 tons of imported Chilean fruit to increase to 

170,000 tons by 2020; and eventually for volume to reach 190,000 tons by 2035.  

Based on the suggested container penetration timetable, total Port TEUs for Chilean fruit doubles 

from 9,000 in 2015 to 18,000 by 2018 and 33,000 by 2020.  These additional container counts 

include the repositioning of empty boxes back to Chile14.  By 2035, Wilmington will be handling 

25,000 TEUs more in the Chilean trade than projected in the base case, which is approximately a 

four percent overall increase in the Port’s total container moves. 

                                            
14

 Currently, these vessels only discharge at Wilmington and then return in ballast directly to Chile, the amount of empty containers 

evacuated should match the number of actual boxes unloaded.  This remains the assumption even when the ships are fully cellular and 
carrying considerably more containers. 
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Figure 2- 21: Impact on Port Container Volume from Fully Cellular Ships in the Chilean Trade, 
in 000 TEU 

 
Source: AECOM/R.K. Johns estimates 

 

The key issues for the Port will be in managing the yard storage requirements related to increased 

handling of loaded and empty refrigerated containers. Operating impacts include the need for more 

terminal refrigerated racks or plugs and dedicated acreage. 

A New RO-RO Service from Mexico with Imported Automobiles. Mexico’s automobile 

production is booming with 18 international manufactures including three from the U.S. 

(Fiat/Chrysler, Ford, and GM), nine from Asia and six from Europe.  For 2016, about two million 

light vehicles produced in Mexico will be sold in the U.S.  IHS Global Insight projects Mexican auto 

production will grow at an annual average rate of 7.1 percent through the next decade. As an 

example of the growth potential, in addition to their existing operations in Mexico, the top three U.S. 

auto makers expect to shift annual production of 600,000 compact and midsize cars currently made 

in the U.S. to Mexico by 2019.  

Currently, GM, Honda, Ford, Nissan and Toyota ship Mexican cars into the ports of Baltimore and 

New York, with 2015 unit volumes of 45,000 and 7,000, respectively.  No Mexican manufactured 

cars are currently shipped into Philadelphia. 

The trade opportunity under consideration is that as more vehicles are produced in Mexico and 

more manufactures sell into the U.S., Wilmington could become a competitive entry port in the Mid-

Atlantic region.  The sensitivity case assumes a new, weekly RO-RO service with an initial 250 

imported cars being discharged at Wilmington per vessel call starting in 2020.  Volume per vessel 

call is expected to ramp up to 500 autos by 2024.  Thereafter, the inbound trade volume is 

projected to advance two percent annually.  
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Figure 2- 22: Impact on the Port's Vehicle Trade with a Mexico Service, in units 

 
Source: AECOM/R.K. Johns estimates 

 

This scenario results in Wilmington handling 20 percent more vehicles than forecast in the base 

case at full ramp-up of the new service.  In 2024, the Port would be handling a total of 137,000 

vehicle units versus today’s count of 64,000.   

In evaluating this opportunity, consideration will need to be given to the added utilization of the 

Port’s RO-RO berth and required land for staging of the vehicles.  A new weekly service would add 

+50 inbound vessel calls to the current 60 to 70 annual outbound vehicle carrier calls. 

2.6 The Container Trade Outlook 

2.6.1 Background and Assumptions  

In this analysis, the historical U.S. container import and export trade flows by port for 2010-2015 are 

based on information from the American Association of Port Authorities (AAPA)15.   All statistics are 

shown in twenty-foot equivalent unit container counts (TEU).  Trade route details are aggregated 

from port/country data published by Datamyne from their ships manifest database.  These figures 

are then adjusted to match individual port totals with the AAPA information.   

Projections are prepared on a trade route and direction basis, assuming each port’s 2015 

competitive shares are fixed for the future.  Such an assumption is required to isolate the expected 

market impact on port performance from other exogenous factors that influence ocean gateway 

choice.  As examples, carriers will certainly be expected to change their vessel networks in 

response to market dynamics.  It is also likely that BCOs will locate new distribution warehouses in 

proximity to a number of ports and that railroads will develop inland port intermodal hubs to serve 

                                            
15

 For a limited number of ports, including Philadelphia, the AAPA statistics exclude the movement of empty containers.  These are 

estimated by AECOM/R. K. Johns on a trade lane-by-trade lane match back calculation. 
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select regional ports.  This analysis is not meant to make a judgment call as to which ports win or 

lose when carriers, cargo owners or railroads change transport logistics. 

The only exception to this assumption is the coastal port gateway impact from the Panama Canal 

lock expansion; once commercially operational in 2017.  It has been widely reported that the 

Canal’s new third set of locks will permit transit by container vessels with capacities as large as 

14,000 TEUs.  Before the expansion, the size and depth of the existing locks limited ships’ carrying 

capacity to approximately 5,000 TEUs.   

There is no consensus on how much cargo will shift to East and Gulf Coast ports from the West 

Coast for the Asia/U.S. trade, which is the primary market for the Canal.  Certainly, the removal of 

the artificial vessel size constraint via the Canal permits carriers to deploy larger, more cost 

effective ships between Asia and the East Coast. The G6 Alliance (Hapag Lloyd, OOCL, NYK, 

MOL, APL, and Hyundai) announced that starting in July 2016; their new “NYX” service will deploy 

10,000-TEU ships via the Panama Canal with calls at New York, Norfolk and Savannah.  While 

plans are still not finalized, it appears that the G6 will discontinue two all-water services that utilized 

Panamax vessels when the “NYX” is introduced.   

Many carriers had already up-sized ships to the East Coast when they began deploying post-

Panamax16 ships through the Suez Canal as long ago as 2006.  The Suez Canal is a sea-level 

canal that does not have locks and therefore does not limit vessel size.  Similarly, the U.S. West 

Coast ports generally do not present a limitation on the use of post-Panamax ships.  As an 

example, in December 2015 CMA CGM deployed an 18,000-TEU vessel between Asia and the Port 

of Los Angeles.  It should also be noted that the intermodal rail capacity is available to move larger 

volumes of containers from the Pacific gateways to inland America destinations. 

This forecast makes a conservative assumption that the East Coast ports’ share of the Asia trade 

will expand from an average of 27 percent of volume experienced over the past five years to 32 

percent on a sustainable long term basis.  Within the Atlantic seaboard, all ports are assumed to 

share equally in this market shift.     

As in the case of the Wilmington volume projections, the container forecasts are unconstrained 

without consideration of each port’s ability to handle future cargo opportunities.     

2.6.2  An Overview of the U.S. Container Market  

In 2015 the AAPA reported the leading 22 U.S. container ports handled 43.9 million TEUs17.  Total 

volume growth over the past ten years was 18 percent, although performance was quite mixed by 

direction and trade partner.  AAPA data shows how imbalanced America’s merchandise trade is by 

the fact that ports handled nearly 12 million empty containers last year, which is slightly more than 

one out of every four boxes. 

                                            
16

 Defined as vessels greater than 5,000 TEUs which were too large to use the existing Panama Canal locks. 
17

 Datamyne ships manifest database show approximately 45 ports that handled a minimum of 100 TEU in 2015.  The 22 leading ports 

covered by the AAPA statistics accounted for 99 percent of the nation’s container traffic. 
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Datamyne’s ships manifest database for loaded containers provides insights into trade patterns that 

are not available through the AAPA aggregate port statistics.  In 2015, America’s container trade 

was relatively balanced with both South America and the Middle East/India.  Exports outnumbered 

imports for trade with the Caribbean/Central America and the “Other” regions which includes Africa. 

The largest trade imbalance is with Europe and Asia where U.S. imports far outnumber exports.  It 

is well recognized that the Far East is the factory of the world producing most of the merchandise 

goods sold in retail stores.  Europe’s exports to America include auto parts, chemicals, wines and 

beers and home goods such as tiles and knock-down furniture.  

With few exceptions, the U.S. sells about the same types of products to all container trade partners 

globally.  Leading commodities include waste paper/pulp, plastics/resins, fabrics/cotton and various 

foods including meats and poultry. 

Figure 2- 23: U.S. Ports’ Container Trade Partners in 2015, 000 TEU 

 
Source: Datamyne’s ships manifest statistics 

2.6.3  U.S. Container Forecast  

Given the expectations for diverse economic conditions globally, future U.S. container market 

performance will vary by trade region and by direction. 

There are a number of future events that are anticipated to have a dampening impact on the long 

term rate of growth in U.S. oceangoing container imports.  Among these are the aging consumer 

profile for America; stagnant per capita consumption of imported fruits, vegetables and juices; the 

potential for re-shore of overseas manufacturing to North America; the already high penetration of 

containerization of goods transport; and the forecast for moderating economic gains.  The annual 

average increase in inbound container trade over the next 20 years is predicted to be 3.8 percent 

compared to 5.7 percent that was experienced from 1995 to 2015.  Asia and Europe will remain the 

top suppliers, however India’s container products sold to the U.S. will lead in terms of its growth 

rate.    
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Export growth is projected to match or exceed import increases among the majority of trade 

regions.  Europe is likely to provide the exception as its economic maturity keeps demand and 

imports from the U.S. in check. 

India’s rise among world economies is noted by many forecasters.  The Indian economy is already 

growing faster than China.  The International Monetary Fund (IMF) projects India to surpass China 

in total population by 2022.  However, it will take decades before the total value of India’s economy 

measured in gross domestic product (GDP) overtakes China. 

The long term export trade forecast does build off of the stronger Indian economic outlook with 

American outbound container growth averaging 6.1 percent through 2035.  This performance is 

only expected to be exceeded by trade to Africa which is included in the “Other regions” category.   

Figure 2- 24: U.S. Container Trade Projected Growth Rates, 2015-2035 by Direction 

 
Source: AECOM/R.K. Johns 

The long term export outlook for Asia remains positive although China’s role will diminish slowly as 

more manufacturing expands in Southeast Asia.  Brookings Institute estimates that Asia’s share of 

the global “Middle Class” population will more than double from its current 30 percent by 2030.  This 

bodes well for American exports of foods, beverages and other finished goods.  The forecast calls 

for export growth to the Far East to average 4 percent through 2035. 

2.6.4 The Mid-Atlantic Ports’ Container Forecast  

The four main container ports from New York/New Jersey (NYNJ) to Norfolk, VA handled a 

combined 10.2 million TEUs in 201518.  This volume represented 23 percent of the total containers 

moving through America’s ports as reported by the AAPA.  Volume is projected to double by 2030 

at NYNJ, Baltimore and Norfolk.  Due to a trade partner profile, Philadelphia is not likely to double 

                                            
18

 Port forecasts are not provided for Chester, Salem, Pennsauken or Gloucester due to the small volumes or specific carrier/trade at 
each port.  Trade with Puerto Rico for NY/NJ and Philadelphia are included in the history, but service stopped at both ports in 2013 and 
2014, respectively.  Only Crowley moves containers to/from Puerto Rico from Pennsauken, NJ as of 2015. 
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its volume until 2035.  Forecast TEU counts for each port by direction of trade are included in 

Appendix B. 

Over the past five years, the performance of the smaller volume ports of Philadelphia and Baltimore 

has been impacted by changes in carrier services in addition to market fluctuations.  As examples, 

Philadelphia and Baltimore currently have nine and seven weekly container services, respectively.  

This compares to 32 at Norfolk and 38 at NY/NJ, as reported by the BlueWater Reporting Service.  

A single service gain or loss at smaller ports certainly impacts volume but also may be the only 

entry/exit for that port’s participation in an entire trade lane.   

Trade growth through 2020 will remain well below the averages of the prior five years.  The 

prospect continues for one more year of declines in many export markets related to the lingering 

impact of the strong dollar and only a modest global economic recovery.  Import growth is expected 

to moderate as well due to an eventual slowdown in the U.S. economy that is likely to occur by 

2019.  

Over the next five years the regional ports are expected to see import growth slightly stronger than 

export gains.  Overall, the average annual growth rates are forecast to range between 4.5 and 5 

percent.  

Table 2- 8: Mid-Atlantic Region Top Container Ports' Forecast Growth Rates, compounded 
annually 

 
Source: Datamyne for 2015 statistics, AECOM/R.K. Johns for the forecast 

Port volumes are being supported by the handling of more empty containers due to the continued 

imbalance in trades and the need for carriers to reposition boxes overseas. 

For the next 20 years, the average volume gain for these four ports will be closer to four percent 

annually, with a bit slower growth at Philadelphia due to its limited participation in the Asia trades.  

The Asia trade contribution as a share of Philadelphia’s total container cargo is only five percent.  

The other ports’ shares accounted for by trade with the Far East ranges from 43 percent at Norfolk 

to 51 percent at NY/NJ. 

For the four ports shown above, the total new, incremental volume generated is projected at                 

2.6 million TEUs between 2015 and 2020; with another 6.4 million TEUs between 2020 and 2035.  

To put these gains into perspective, these ports handled 2.1 million additional TEUs between 2010 

and 2015. 

 

 

'10-'15 '15-'20 '15-'35

NYNJ 3.8% 4.8% 4.1%

Philadelphia 9.1% 4.5% 3.2%

Baltimore 6.8% 5.0% 4.3%

Norfolk 6.1% 4.6% 4.3%
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Figure 2- 25: Mid-Atlantic Region Top Container Ports' Forecast, in 000 TEUs 

 

Source: Datamyne for 2015 statistics, AECOM/R.K. Johns for the forecast 
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Chapter 3 

Existing Conditions and Capacity Analysis 

3.1 Existing Conditions and Capacity Analysis Overview 

The purpose of this section is to summarize existing Port infrastructure and operations from a 

capacity perspective, and to describe the port capacity with existing infrastructure and equipment. 

Key Port infrastructure which affects capacity includes the berths, vessel loading / unloading 

equipment, warehouses, and storage areas for containers, RO-RO, and other outdoor storage 

parcels. 

Appendix F provides detailed calculations and assumptions used in undertaking the capacity 

analysis which is summarized in this Chapter.  

Appendix G provides a summary of Port of Wilmington’s existing infrastructure and operations, 

with descriptions of the Port’s landside and waterside facilities, review of the existing lease and 

operations summary.  

The Port handles a wide variety of commodity types, including containerized fruit, palletized fruit 

and juice, dry bulk products, RO-RO, steel, paper products, bulk juice, livestock, and project cargo. 

Many of these commodities share infrastructure, such as berthing locations and warehouse 

storage. There is therefore no simple, straightforward method in determining Port’s capacity for 

each commodity type, because to optimize capacity for one product, Port may have to reduce or 

eliminate capacity for another.  

In order to provide meaningful capacity results for the Port as a whole, AECOM was tasked to 

determine relevant capacities for the following categories of products: 

 Containers (Dole, Chiquita, other existing, and potential new user) 

 Dry Bulk (berth only, no storage) 

 RO-RO 

 Palletized Fruits and Juices 

 Steel / Other Breakbulk 

 Bulk Juice 

The purpose of this capacity summary is to provide a baseline to determine how highly each of the 

Port’s key assets are utilized, identify cargo types in need of additional capacity, and to identify 

assets that are lightly utilized and could potentially be repurposed. This will form a baseline to aid in 

development of potential improvement projects, in conjunction with the market forecast for each key 

commodity type. 
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3.2 Berth Infrastructure and Capacity 

3.2.1 Existing Berth Infrastructure and Operations 

Figure 3.1 is a section of the Port’s facility map showing the locations of berth infrastructure. The 

main berths (Berth 1 – 7 and Floating) are along the Christina River, with an additional Auto and 

RO-RO berth along the Delaware River.  

Figure 3-1: Map Showing Port of Wilmington’s Existing Berths 

 

Berths 1 – 3 are in the majority of cases effectively two total berths due to current vessel sizes. As 

such, they are combined in the analysis into Berth 1 – 2 and Berth 2 – 3 in order to calculate berth 

capacity. Berth capacity analysis does not include the petroleum operation operated by Magellan, 

which has exclusive rights to the Petroleum Berth in Figure 3-1. The Port currently has two gantry 

cranes which can serve either containers, breakbulk or bulk cargos via a hook and bucket loader, 

as well as a mobile harbor crane (MHC) with the same container, breakbulk or bulk capability. The 

Port is currently in the process of adding two new gantry cranes, as well as extending the current 

crane rails to berth 5.  
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Table 3.1 summarizes key existing berth infrastructure, current cargo uses based on 2015 vessel 

calls, and equipment accessibility and types at each berthing location. 

Table 3-1: Port of Wilmington’s Existing Berth Infrastructure and Cargo Users 

Berth Depth Cargo Users Vessel Work Equipment Used 

1-2 38’ 

- Chiquita; weekly call arrives Monday morning, departs 
Wednesday night 

- Bulk 

- General Refrigerated Cargoes 

Gantry cranes, MHC, and ship’s gear 

2-3 38’  

- Dole; weekly call arrives Sunday morning, departs 
Monday night; second call arrives Wednesday. 

- Bulk 

- General Refrigerated Cargoes 

Gantry cranes, MHC, and ship’s gear 

4 38’ 

- Bulk 

- Breakbulk 

- General Refrigerated Cargoes 

Gantry cranes, MHC, and ship’s gear 
currently; rental cranes 

5 35’ - General Refrigerated Cargoes, breakbulk MHC and ship’s gear, rental cranes 

6 35’ - Refrigerated Cargoes, Clementines Ship’s gear or rental cranes 

7 35’ 

- General Refrigerated Cargoes (Chilean pallets primarily) 

- Bulk, rarely, for certain commodities only 

- Livestock, autos, project cargo 

MHC and ship’s gear 

Floating 38’ 
- Citrosuco bulk juice tankers 

- lay-by berth 

Bulk juice pipeline 

RO-RO 38’ 
- Autos and other RO-RO 

- Breakbulk (primarily steel) 

Ship’s gear for breakbulk 

Petroleum 38’ - Magellan tankers and barges Pipelines 
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Table 3.2 summarizes the capacity of each berth based on simulation results for Berth 1-2 and 2-3, 

and on a maximum utilization of 50% for the remaining Berth 4-7, the Floating Berth, and the Auto 

Berth. See Appendix F for detailed calculations and assumptions used to derive these figures. For 

containers, both container units and tons of containerized cargo at about 5.9 tons/TEU are 

presented. For RO-RO, both autos and auto tonnage at 2.2 tons/unit are presented. 

Table 3-2: Berth Capacity Summary by Commodity Type 

Berth 
Container Cargo Capacity 

(containers or tons) 
Bulk Capacity (tons) 

General Cargo 
Capacity (tons) 

RO-RO Capacity 
(units or tons) 

1 – 2 & 2 –3 
238,000 – 325,000 containers; 

2.8M – 3.7M tons
1
 

1.7M – 3.0M 
(1)

 300,000 - 

4 - 128,000 642,000 - 

5 - - 130,000 - 

6 - - 130,000 - 

7 - 166,000 99,000 - 

Floating - - 
530,000 (liquid bulk 

juice) 
- 

RO-RO - - - 
280,000 units; 
620,000 tons 

 

                                            
1
 Note that the capacity ranges for Berths 1-3 for containers and bulk are interdependent and depend on which commodity is maximized. The berths 

can accommodate 238,000 containers and 3.0M tons or bulk, or 325,000 containers and 1.7M tons of bulk (or some intermediate value of both). This 
also represents an aggressively high capacity with a very high level of berth and crane utilization. 
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3.3 Storage Facilities and Capacity  

3.3.1 Existing Storage Facilities and Operations 

Table 3.3 summarizes the capacity of each berth Port storage facilities include cold and dry 

warehouses, containers, RO-RO, breakbulk, and bulk juice. For both containers and autos, 

capacities are presented in both container or auto units and tonnage to compare capacities across 

commodity types.  

Table 3-3: Storage Capacity Summary by Area and Commodity Type 

Area Commodity Type Annual Storage Capacity 

Cold Storage Warehouses General Cargo  302,000 tons 

Existing Containers Containers 187,000 containers; 2.44M tons 

New User Parcel Containers 263,000 containers; 2.6M tons 

RO-RO RO-RO 75,000 units; 165,000 tons 

Bulk Juice Bulk Juice 188,000 tons 
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3.4 Existing Capacity Summary vs. Demand 

Table 3.4 provides a summary of all existing capacity findings by commodity type and user, versus 

recent annual throughput demand.  

 

Table 3-4: Existing Annual Berth & Storage Capacity vs. 2015 Annual Throughputs 

Commodity / User Units 
Annual Storage 

Throughput Capacity 
Annual Berth Capacity 

Dec 2015 – Nov 2014 

Throughput 

Existing Container 

Users 
Containers 187,000 (w/ added parcel) 238,000 169,000 (123,000 loads) 

New User Parcel  Containers 263,000 87,000 N/A 

RO-RO 
Tons (2.2 

tons/auto.) 
165,000 620,000 133,000 

Dry Bulk  

(Berths 1 – 3) 

Tons N/A 1.7M2 2.0M 

Breakbulk Tons 237,000 132,000 50,000 

Refrigerated & Other 

Cargoes 
Tons 

302,000 (Cold Storage 

Warehouses) 

1.0M annual tons (Berths 4- 7 

combined capacity) 
254,000 

Bulk Juice via tankers Tons 188,000 530,000 106,000 

Overall, Dole and Chiquita are both essentially out of storage capacity, but have sufficient spare 

berth capacities due to the structure of their berth window guarantees. Both Dole and Chiquita will 

need to either expand onto new parcels or increase grounding of containers in order to maintain 

growth. 

Existing berth operating methods will yield sufficient berth capacity for another 87,000 annual 

containers with typical historical service levels once the two new cranes are in place, whereas 

development of the backland for this purpose could yield a much higher capacity. This assumes 

that any new container calls will also have to utilize Berth 1-3.  

If all additional capacity at Berths 1 – 3 were dedicated to dry bulk activity, dry bulk capacity would 

increase from existing levels of 1.7M annual tons at these two berths to 3.0M tons with the two new 

cranes, or 4.8M tons with 24/7 berth operations, but this would be at the expense of the additional 

87,000 containers across the berth by a new user. Some additional dry bulk capacity is provided by 

Berth 4 – 7. 

                                            
2
 Note that bulk and container berth capacities are nominally based on the maximum container capacity case through Berths 1-3. Some 

additional bulk capacity is provided by Berth 4-7, but most bulk calls must use Berths 1-3.  
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Overall, RO-RO volumes through the Auto Berth are limited by storage capacity. Berth capacity can 

be shifted between the RO-RO and breakbulk cargo types as needed. For instance, in FY2013, 

there were 156,000 tons of steel, and 116,000 tons of autos. 

Refrigerated cargoes are limited by cold storage warehouse capacity to about 302,000 annual tons. 

Overall most Warehouses, cold and dry, are very highly utilized and near capacity from November 

through April. As noted in Chapter 2, it is possible that some of the palletized cargo utilizing these 

warehouses may shift to containers, however, the demand for reefer warehouse space will require 

further evaluation as the logistics between fumigation, storage and distribution evolves. 

Finally, the bulk juice facility has significant excess capacity, but it is unlikely to be realized by 

market demands. 
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Chapter 4 

Strategic Master Plan Development Approach 

The objective of preparing the DSPC strategic master plan is to guide the DSPC to its desired 

pattern of growth and development by identifying and incorporating the changing business trends 

and adjustments of the maritime port industry over the next five years and extending out to the next 

twenty-years and preparing recommendations and implementation strategies to provide useful 

guidance and direction for the DSPC’s future growth. 

AECOM began the master plan development process with the review of the Port’s current business. 

Total port volume has grown 74 percent since 2010; and 2015 volumes were 13 percent higher 

than 2014. Certain Port business lines performed better than others; some were impacted by the 

sluggish global economic growth, and some were impacted by capacity constraints. Opportunities 

do exist, however, for growth and expansion. The project team worked to address the broader 

planning and development factors facing the Port as other property owners/entities have vied for 

port-related expansion markets and how to best position the Port of Wilmington to fully take 

advantage of its strength in servicing the fresh fruit and refrigerated cargo along the Delaware river 

along with maximizing the value of the existing rail and highway connectivity the Port provides to 

the cargo operations. Existing highway and rail constraints were also factored into the planning and 

analysis. 

Understanding the special characteristics of the Port, therefore, and how these currently match with 

the market opportunities and constraints, was key to understanding what can be obtained in 

additional and sustained cargo business in the foreseeable future. It was also imperative to address 

the kinds and levels of investment that will be required in both physical and operating infrastructure 

to maintain the existing cargo base and to capture additional market opportunities.  

A successful investment strategy, from the DSPC’s 

perspective, must include a clear grasp of realistic 

market opportunities at the Port that can increase 

the economic benefits, create jobs and preserve 

environmental resources to the Port and to the 

region as a whole. 

As such, the DSPC developed an expanded vision 

as “The Port of Personal Service” was pursued, one 

that departs from the norm and looks at expanded 

relationships with new trading partners and 

operating attributes such as developing off-port 

warehousing, more efficient entry/exit gate, on-port 

rail, berth and yard capacity improvements to 

handle growing cargo, a deeper channel to 

accommodate larger vessels and expanded 

cooperation among the stakeholders of the Port that 
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will bring value-added benefits to the DSPC.  

Key drivers that were investigated and weighed for integrating in development of the Port’s 

Strategic Master Plan included the following: 

 DSPC’s mission to contribute to Delaware’s economic vitality by sustaining and promoting 

the Port of Wilmington as a competitive and viable full service, multi-modal operation by 

providing for the efficient, economical, and safe handling of cargo. 

 The Port’s strategic location at the confluence of the Christina and Delaware rivers, with 

respect to the Northeast Corridor and being the first inbound port from the Atlantic Ocean 

and availability of 308+ acres land, 7 general cargo berths and dedicated berths for juice 

concentrates, oil and auto/RoRo business. 

 Port’s leadership in serving as the North America’s largest banana, juice concentrates and 

cattle Port along with providing one of the largest on-dock refrigerated warehouse 

complexes in the US. 

 The ability to preserve the future of the Port’s position in the perishables industry by laying a 

groundwork for increased timely delivery of perishables to the end market at competitive 

costs through green transport measures and expanding the hinterland market. 

 DSPC’s goal to continue to be a major economic engine and job creator for the State of 

Delaware and the tri-state region by growing cargo activity within niche markets, investing in 

assets and development of real property to best position the Port to capture increased 

and/or new business and to be a major source of family sustaining jobs and economic return 

on shareholder equity.  

 Detailed studies and analysis of multiple locations that could be developed on the Delaware 

River, and to prepare an objective assessment of each site by including technical, 

environmental, and financial aspects of each, individually and comparatively, to determine 

the desirability for investment and successful Port expansion to continue DSPC’s growth 

strategy. 

The following section further describes the general approach in development of the DSPC strategic 

master plan. 

4.1. General Discussion on Approach to Development of the Strategic 
Master Plan 

For preparing the strategic master plan, AECOM has employed a collaborative and iterative 

planning process. Over the five month period, the concept plans were developed in consultation 

with DSPC and feedback from various review sessions has been integrated into development of the 

alternatives. AECOM conducted several interviews and workshops to review key Port assets, 

buildings and facilities to generate a list of project ideas in preparing alternatives.  

During each review meeting, AECOM attempted to jointly identify alternatives that were required to 

be evaluated, identified ways in which each alternative could be improved or integrated with the 

overall port development strategy. This process continued until the strategic implementation plan 

presented in this report was evolved. Identification of alternatives started concurrently with 
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development of the demand forecast and identification of the physical attributes of the sites being 

considered.   

Several iterations of development and refinement occurred towards development of each 

alternative, continually moving the assembly of different schemes into a composite that best met the 

market demand and DSPC development goals. Costing models for component elements were 

developed and integrated into the iterative planning process. 

Limitations of Analysis: AECOM is making projections/recommendations based upon limited 

information that has been made available or collected from public domain; such 

projections/recommendations are subject to many factors that are beyond the control of AECOM; 

and AECOM thus make no representations or warranties with respect to such projections.  

A rough order of magnitude cost estimate has been also prepared for the master plan. This cost 

estimates are provided for reference only, and represent a professional opinion based on a “macro” 

cost level and available site information. Actual costs may vary significantly from the provided cost 

estimates, depending on the construction timeline, changed market conditions, availability of 

materials, change of policy and other unlisted factors. Therefore, these budget cost estimates are 

not guaranteed figures for financing or carrying out any transactions.  

4.2. Key Opportunities and Constraints 

In development of the Strategic Master Plan, the following key opportunities and constraints were 

considered, which prepared the base of developing and evaluating master plan alternatives: 

4.2.1. Entry/Exit Gate Infrastructure and Traffic Circulation 

Existing Main Gate Constraints 

The Main Gate to the Port is located at the west end of the facility. An aerial image of the Main Gate 

and the roadways leading into it is given in Figure 4-1. The Port’s office is the building shown on the 

lower right just inside the Main Gate.  Also, in the vicinity of the gate are the Hiring Hall and the 

Seamen’s Chapel. 
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Figure 4 - 1: Port of Wilmington Main Gate (Google Earth) 

 

This is the main security gate for nearly all incoming and outgoing cargo, with the exception of 

autos. The gate also accommodates all privately owned vehicles (POV) into and out of the Port for 

employees and visitors. There are three entry lanes and two exit lanes.  

All incoming vehicles (cargo and POVs) stop at the Main Gate for identification checks. This can be 

a fairly quick process for cargo users with a TWIC card, particularly for Dole, Chiquita, and bulk 

customers who do not require additional cargo information processing at the main gate. The Port 

also has the ability to accommodate non-TWIC truck drivers and to process other cargo activity as 

required for users without internal gates, such as Chilean cargoes. However, the process to do this 

is lengthy and can result in delays at the gate which impact other users. 

While the Main Gate is currently not a critical factor limiting cargo movements, there are a few 

significant issues to be considered. Firstly, there is little space for incoming trucks to queue on the 

roadways leading into the terminal. Long queues can lead to significant impediments to local traffic, 

such as blocking access to Pigeon Point Road, which is just off the screen to the left in Figure 4-1. 

New cargo users will need to have cargo activity processed quickly through the Main Gate, possibly 

through additional internal gate facilities, or a new combined internal cargo gate for multiple users, 

in order to prevent a buildup of trucks at the Main Gate, especially if volumes are to grow.  

Secondly, there are also conflicts with the Norfolk Southern rail line shown on the left side of Figure 

4-1, just outside the Main Gate. There are usually daily train movements through this line, often 

twice a day (in the morning and in the evening). Each train movement blocks access to the Main 

Gate briefly. Separating rail and road traffic would help but is likely far too costly to justify its positive 

impacts.   

Finally, the Main Gate must process not just cargo activity, but also POV traffic. It has been 

proposed that ideally, POV activity should be separated, but as can be seen from the aerial image 

and the location of the Port’s main office, there is no easy roadway entrance to allow POV users 

into the Port while bypassing the Main Gate. This will require relocating Port employees off-terminal 
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entirely, potentially along with other cargo tenants on-site offices, such as Dole and Chiquita, to 

minimize the need for POV activity through the Main Gate. 

The Port has two additional as-needed gates for certain cargo activity. There is a back gate located 

at the far western edge of the Port. This is primarily used by bulk cargo trucks and must be 

requested in advance to ensure it is properly staffed by the security personnel. This is the preferred 

location for moving any oversized cargo as well. There is also a gate at the south end of the Port 

that is used solely by autos as needed. Autos are always driven onto the Port directly from the 

AutoPort property just outside of the Port boundary, and do not have to use the Main Gate. 

Opportunity – New Main Gate Complex 

Based on the above constraints, a new gate complex was envisioned that would alleviate the 

challenges experienced at the existing gate facility.  A conceptual gate complex would include the 

construction of new ingress and egress lanes and gates to accommodate existing traffic and 

additional traffic anticipated as the port grows.   

As envisioned in this plan, this project will require demolishing the existing main gate structure and 

relocating the Port administration building offsite. Further planning will need to be conducted to 

determine the appropriate size and exact location of the new gate structure, but some key 

considerations to be incorporated into the future concept include: 

 The future gate plan should include two separate structures: an entry gate, and an exit.  

 The new entry gate should be located further into the Port in order to increase on-terminal 

truck queuing space and to allow for a significant buffer of trucks to be stored past the rail 

crossing. This will enable some waiting trucks to still be processed through the entrance 

while rail blockages are ongoing. 

 The exit gate should be located in a similar position to the current main gate or further 

toward Terminal Avenue if possible, in order to maximize on-terminal queuing space for 

exiting trucks. 

A new gate complex, constructed with enough lanes to meet the 20-year demand, yet flexible 

enough to accommodate future expansion, will require more land than available at the existing gate.  

In the area of the existing gate, three building structures exist that could impact the ability to 

construct or expand a new gate complex. 

 Robert F. Senseny Administration Building 

 Seamen’s Center 

 Hiring Hall 

Consolidating and relocating the functions served in these facilities will free up additional space to 

allow for the desired flexible main gate complex.  At this time, an opportunity exists to move all 

administrative functions currently housed in the Administration Building, offsite, which is common at 

many ports in the US.  The operational function of the Port would remain onsite.   

Construction of a new hiring hall is currently on the Port’s list of Capital Projects.  For the Master 

Plan, it is envisioned that all three buildings would be relocated to a common building in a new 

location away from the new main gate area. 
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If a new container terminal or a multipurpose terminal is decided to be constructed along the 

Delaware river (as per Alternatives discussed in Chapter 5), a detail planning will be required for 

integrating the entry/exit gate requirement for a new terminal with the existing gate so that the 

revised location of the main gate complex infrastructure is planned to cater to the future 

requirements of the Port. 

Opportunity – New Gate over Lobdell Canal 

In addition to constructing a new main gate complex, a potential additional gate via a bridge over 

the Lobdell Canal was also investigated. Ideally, this gate would be primarily for bulk cargoes, as 

the adjacent parcel of land is already owned by Port Contractors. In addition, this would ease traffic 

congestion on the Hausel Road just inside the main gate, on the wharf, and at the T-intersection at 

the end of Ferry Road where trucks currently turn to access the wharf on the way in, and also pass 

back through on their way out. In current operations, palletized fruit cargoes are stored in 

warehouses on the west end of the terminal, so bulk cargoes are not allowed to pass into this area 

to prevent bulk materials from blowing onto the fruits cargo.  

4.2.2. Containerization of Chilean Fruit Trade and Cold Storage Warehouses 

Industry Trend and Timing 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the transition from moving palletized Chilean fruit to containers is 

possible in the near term, and may occur in the next five years.  The current Port moves the 

palletized fruit from the vessel to fumigation facility and ultimately to one of five cold storage 

warehouses, where it is held for distribution.  As part of the commitments made to Global Reefers – 

one of the Port tenant, the Port has programmed for 150 reefer plugs into the capital improvement 

program.  As discussed in Chapter 3, existing Warehouses B, C and D are all advanced in age and 

are nearing the end of their useful lives.  Each warehouse will require significant rehabilitation or 

replacement within the next 5 to 10 years.  The combination of the shift in mode of transport and the 

condition of the existing warehouses may become a constraint for future capacity.  

Fumigation Requirements 

The future of fumigation requirements and techniques has the potential to alter the flow of Chilean 

fruit through the Port of Wilmington.  Currently, the existing fumigation Warehouse F has a 

fumigation capacity of 4,000 pallets.  All fumigation is conducted at the Port with USDA oversight by 

a USDA-approved fumigation contractor. The process is time-consuming. While in Warehouse F, 

the fruit is covered, gas is applied for three hours; then vented for three hours; then vented again for 

another three hours.  The next day, air quality readings are taken. If levels are acceptable, the fruit 

then gets transferred to Cold Storage Warehouses D and E (for Chilean fruit).  From there, the fruit 

goes out in the market.   

It is imperative that Warehouse F, the primary fumigation warehouse, remain on-Port.  Before the 

Port were to consider relocating any of the other cold storage warehouses, the logistics including 

associated costs of transporting the cargo to an off-Port location(s) would be necessary.  Providing 

rail access to the cold-storage warehouse should also be considered to allow the operator to 

maintain the integrity of the cold or chilled products as they are transferred from rail cars to marine 
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containers. Improving turn times for truckers that handle these high-value products further helps to 

attract refrigerated cargoes.  Since, cold storage Warehouse E is assumed to be in the best 

structural condition and is the newest of all existing cold storage warehouses, it is recommended 

that it remains on Port. 

It should be noted that the Chilean cargo volumes are protected by fumigation requirements, 

because currently there is no way to fumigate in containers. It therefore is a very risky proposition to 

consider eliminating warehouses. 

Opportunity – Rebuild and Preserve Cold Storage On Site  

DSPC data indicates that existing cold storage warehouses are highly utilized in the peak season 

and contribute the largest share of Port revenues.  Refrigerated cargoes, especially those that can 

be handled across Berths 4 – 7, are capacity constrained due to warehouse storage capacity.  

To preserve the existing cargo and revenue base in line with the expected shift in containerization 

of the Chilean fruit market, the Master Plan evaluated two scenarios in which either Port rebuilds 

the aging existing cold storage warehouses or the Port foregoes rehabilitating or replacing the aging 

warehouses and systematically demolishes them and creates additional grounded container 

storage.   

4.2.3. Floating Berth 

The Port currently has a floating berth, used exclusively by Citrosuco for bulk juice product tankers 

and sometimes for lay-by vessel storage when the berth is not occupied. The floating berth is 

generally known to be old and in a state of 

significant disrepair. The construction type is 

a floating tethered barge. 

Currently, Citrosuco vessels use the floating 

berth only for a few days a month, so there 

would be significant spare capacity to 

accommodate bulk and container cargoes if 

this berth can be redeveloped into a full berth 

with proper infrastructure. Another benefit to 

reconstructing the floating berth is the 

potential ability to service dry bulk activities 

there, further away from fruit operations and 

separated from autos.  

Opportunity – Replace Floating Berth with Full Berth  

The opportunity to construct a full berth, with an extension of the existing crane rail and 38 feet of 

water draft to replace the existing floating berth was evaluated.  In addition to the berth, the area 

behind the berth would be filled.  Some minor modifications to Citrosuco’s intake are anticipated. 
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4.2.4. Berth 7 

Based on the capacity analysis and historical berth utilization, it was determined that Berth 7, with a 

draft of 35 feet, is lightly utilized and it is not served by crane rails. 

Opportunity – Add crane rail at Berth 7  

The possibility of adding crane rail to berth 7 was analyzed based on the understanding that the 

existing berth was designed to handle the proposed crane rail load.  The location of Warehouse C 

prevents the connection of the rail to the existing rail at berths 1-6, so a partial demolition of 

Warehouse C or re-building of the Warehouse C in the new location (to the West of existing 

Warehouse D) would be required to fully implement this improvement. 

4.2.5. Petroleum Berth Siltation 

The Christina River authorized depth for navigation varies from -38 feet mean lower low water 

(MLLW) near the confluence with the Delaware River to -35 feet MLLW at Berth 7.  Shoaling 

patterns in the Christina River channel, the turning basin and along the berths is irregular and varies 

by year and with location.  Historically, the location where sediments accumulate most quickly is 

along the petroleum berth nearest the Delaware River.  Of all of the vessels visiting the Port of 

Wilmington, the petroleum vessels have the deepest drafts and the rapid reduction of available 

depth at the petroleum berth impairs operations quickly between dredging cycles.  The faster 

shoaling rates are thought to be a function of tidal patterns, irregular currents (gyre) at the 

confluence of the rivers, and variations in river salinity with tidal and seasonal fluctuations.  

Shoaling at the petroleum berth generally serves as the impetus for commencing a cycle of 

dredging in the Christina River.  Those dredging events typically occur every eight to nine months.     

Opportunity – Construct the Corner of the Port 

Constructing a bulkhead/berth structure rounding off the Port’s corner where the Christina and 

Delaware Rivers meet would serve two purposes: 

 It would provide addition berths and backland 

 Although further study would be required, it could provide alleviation from the siltation issue 

Opportunity – Relocate the Petroleum Berth 

A second opportunity considered for a capital improvement project involves relocating the 

petroleum berth to a location away from the current berth.  For the purpose of this Master Plan, 

moving the berth adjacent to the ro-ro berth on the Delaware River was evaluated.  Moving the 

berth would also require moving the pipelines connecting the berth to the storage tank facility 

adjacent to the Port. 

4.2.6. Pigeon Point Landfill 

Pigeon Point Landfill has at least 100 acres of relatively flat land on top of the landfill as shown in 

Figure 4-2. The landfill properties have shared ownership between DRBA, the City of Wilmington 

and DSWA with conditions set forth in a Tri-Party Agreement dated July 15, 1980.  The site is 
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presently under control of DSWA.  The rights of the City have been transferred to the State of 

Delaware when the State acquired the Port asset under Governor Carpers administration.  Portions 

of the site remain actively used by the DSWA, but the majority is passively managed as a closed 

municipal waste landfill.  A principal disadvantage of outright acquisition or control of the landfill for 

Port expansion is coordination with DSWA regarding their active business interests and the 

assumption of operating maintenance.  This maintenance includes: 

 grass cutting,  

 roadwork maintenance,  

 operation of the leachate and gas collection systems,  

 groundwater and gas monitoring,  

 completing reports required by permits and;  

 other items required by the closure permit. 

Opportunity – Pigeon Point Landfill Utilization for Ro-Ro Storage 

Among several options considered for integrating the Pigeon Point site into the Port Master Plan, 

one possible use of the site would be to develop it as a ro-ro storage facility in comparison to the 

proposal of constructing an alternate ro-ro storage lot on WHS site. The Pigeon Point site offers a 

distinct cost advantage vs. developing a new site on WHS.  The location of the Pigeon Point site 

being relatively far (approximately 2 to 3 miles) from the ro-ro berth, it would have an adverse 

impact on the operating cost for the ro-ro tenant due to additional cost incurred in transporting 

imported cars from the ro-ro berth to the Pigeon Point site, however it has to be considered in line 

with the savings in capital cost for developing the Pigeon Point site vs. the WHS site. 

Figure 4 - 2 Pigeon Point Landfill (Google Image) 

. 

Backland Capacity at Wilmington Harbor South 

Any capital improvement project which adds berth capacity to the Port faces the issue of limited 

backland storage capacity.  There are very limited options to add storage capacity within the Port’s 
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current property; however, the Wilmington Harbor South dredge disposal site which is located 

immediately adjacent to the Port offers a unique opportunity for future development. 

The Port of Wilmington has an existing Dredged Material Management Plan (DMMP), approved 

September 2015, for its current operations which provided for disposal of maintenance dredging 

based on historical rates for the next 20+ years. The possible Port expansion scenarios along 

Delaware River at either the Edgemoor or Riveredge sites, offer little additional initial and 

maintenance dredge requirements.  Therefore, the existing DMMP would remain applicable in these 

expansion scenarios.  The Port expansion option in WHS will require the development of a new 

dredged disposal site, which have been identified and described further in Appendix C of this report.  

Because the Port operations are nearing its capacity and are otherwise landlocked, there are 

distinct short- and long-term advantages to the Port being able to expand into the contiguous and 

existing Wilmington Harbor South Dredged Material Management Area (WHS).  However, Port 

expansion into the active and vital confined dredged material management area will reduce the 

available volume for future dredged materials management plan.  As regular maintenance dredging 

is essential for the Port operations, any such expansion into WHS necessitates the development of 

additional dredge management areas.  Most of the costs to develop the additional dredge 

management areas and costs to transport the dredged materials from the Christina River is 

assumed to be federally funded.  Therefore, following alternative confined dredged material 

disposal sites were considered for further perusal by DSPC regardless of the expansion alternative 

selected.  

Opportunity – Additional Storage at Wilmington Harbor South  

A portion of Wilmington Harbor South can be developed for following objectives:  

 If Pigeon Point site is not considered for additional ro-ro storage, then a portion of WHS can 

be considered to increase auto storage capacity such that RO-RO berth capacity and 

storage capacity are in balance; and  

 Develop additional two berth container terminal with sufficient backland to cater for 

additional container terminal development opportunities as discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 

Since the Port does not own Wilmington Harbor South property, various intermediate actions would 

need to be undertaken to allow expansion on this site.  The Dredge Management Plan included in 

the Appendix C outlines multiple strategies, alternatives and costs to secure WHS. 

First State Crossing was initially considered as a port expansion opportunity for Delaware and 

considered in the scope of this Port of Wilmington Master Planning effort.  However, the timing and 

intent of landowner's plans for this site suggest that it may be more appropriately useful as a short- 

and mid-term dredge disposal alternative for one of the other Port expansion alternatives presented 

herein.  Detailed use of this site for dredged materials are described in Appendix C. The primary 

benefit from developing the First State Crossing site would be to gain expanded landward access to 

the waterfront parcels - which presently are impeded by the northeast rail corridor.  
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Assuming WHS can be secured and prior to construction, the dredge disposal site will require soil 

mitigation.  It is anticipated this will require surcharge and dewatering similar to that employed on 

other portions of the site in the past. 

4.2.7. Freight Rail Infrastructure 

The freight rail access is an important consideration in the development of any strategic plan for the 

Port’s future success. Currently, Norfolk Southern Railway (Norfolk Southern) serves the Port of 

Wilmington with access off of Amtrak’s Northeast Corridor (NEC). Norfolk Southern provides freight 

rail service to the Port operating over their Shellpot Secondary line. As can be seen in Figure 4-3, 

the Shellpot Secondary connects to the NEC north of the Port of Wilmington at the HOLLY 

interlocking (Amtrak NEC Milepost 20.4) and to the south at the RAGAN interlocking (Amtrak NEC 

Milepost 29.7). 

Figure 4 - 3: Existing Rail Network Connecting the Port 

 

The need to use the NEC imposes operating restrictions on the current freight rail service provided 

to the Port of Wilmington. The current limited overhead vertical clearance along the NEC potentially 

restricts the effectiveness of the type of rail car used to provide rail service to the Port.  

Based on an email exchange with Amtrak representatives, AECOM received the existing vertical 

clearance along the NEC that impacts or potentially could impact the type and level of rail service 

available to the Port of Wilmington offered by Norfolk Southern and CSXT.  
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Clearance envelops for rail cars are issued by the Association of American Railroads (AAR) in the 

form of “Plates”. Norfolk Southern can access their intermodal rail network via Harrisburg along the 

NEC through a connection at Perryville, MD. Both Norfolk Southern and CSXT can access their 

intermodal rail network via Philadelphia along the NEC through a connection in Philadelphia, PA. 

According to Amtrak, the existing vertical clearance along the NEC from Philadelphia, PA (PHIL 

interlocking) to Claymont, Del (HOLLY interlocking) is limited to AAR Plate “E”. Plate E provides a 

maximum height above the top of rail of 15’-8”. See Appendix D, Exhibit 1. The vertical clearance 

along the NEC between the HOLLY interlocking and the RAGAN interlocking is limited to AAR Plate 

“C” which provides for a maximum height above top of rail of 15’-1”. See Appendix D, Exhibit 2. The 

vertical clearance along the NEC between the RAGAN interlocking and Perryville, MD (PERRY 

interlocking) is limited to AAR Plate “F” or Plate “J” depending on the NEC tracks used to access 

the Port from the south. The AAR Plate “F” provides for a maximum height above top of rail of 17’-

0” and the AAR Plate “J” provides for a maximum height above top of rail of 19’-0”. See Appendix 

D, Exhibit 3 and Exhibit 4. 

Class I Railroad – Access to the Port of Wilmington 

Using the Amtrak NEC, Norfolk Southern and CSXT are able to provide Class I rail services to the 

Port of Wilmington as illustrated on Figure 4-4. Norfolk Southern services the Port from the south 

via the Port Road Branch with services out of Harrisburg, PA. Norfolk Southern and CSXT can 

access the Port via the Arsenal Connection from Philadelphia, PA. 

Norfolk Southern – Freight Rail Link South of the Port of Wilmington 

Norfolk Southern services the Port of Wilmington from their Harrisburg rail hub using their Port 

Road Branch and an existing connection south of Wilmington at Perryville, Maryland. Freight trains 

use the connection to access the NEC at Amtrak’s PERRY interlocking (Amtrak NEC Mile Post 

59.2). The connection provides Norfolk Southern access to the most westerly tracks along the NEC. 

Norfolk Southern trains are required to use crossovers along the NEC between Perryville and 

RAGAN interlocking to move freight trains to the most easterly track accessing the Norfolk 

Southern’s Shellpot Secondary. The Shellpot Secondary provides Norfolk Southern rail access to 

the track infrastructure serving the Port of Wilmington.  

CSXT and Norfolk Southern – Freight Rail Link North of the Port of Wilmington 

Both CSXT and Norfolk Southern are able to provide rail service to the Port of Wilmington from the 

North using the NEC from Philadelphia, PA. CSXT and Norfolk Southern trains from Philadelphia 

use the Arsenal Connection which connects to the Amtrak NEC at PHIL interlocking (Amtrak NEC 

Mile Post 2.8) and continue south along the NEC to the connection near Claymont, Del at HOLLY 

interlocking and the Shellpot Secondary to provide rail service to the Port of Wilmington.  

Constraint - Port Terminal - Freight Rail Commodity Access Limitation 

The Port of Wilmington is able to receive and depart trains north and south of the Port provided that 

the train consist is made up of rail cars limited to a Plate “E” clearance envelop. Rail cars that meet 
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the clearance envelop for Plate “E” include single stack container cars, typical box cars, tank and 

hopper cars as examples.  

Currently Norfolk Southern provides automotive multilevel rail service to the Port of Wilmington from 

the south because specific tracks have the proper overhead clearance along the NEC used to 

service the Port. Tri-level rail cars used to transport automobiles require a Plate “J” clearance 

envelop and only a single route along the NEC from the south has the available overhead clearance 

route of 19’ – 0” needed between Perryville and the Port of Wilmington.  

Norfolk Southern moves trains of finished automobiles using multilevel automotive rail cars between 

points west and the Port of Wilmington using the Norfolk Southern’ s Port Road Branch which runs 

along the eastern bank of the Susquehanna River to Perryville, MD. At Perryville, the trains access 

the NEC via a connection in the North West quadrant between the Port Road Branch and the NEC. 

Trains travel along the NEC to the REGAN interlocking where they access the Norfolk Southern’s 

Shellpot Branch serving the terminal tracks within the Port of Wilmington. 

Figure 4- 4: Class I Railroad – Access to the Port of Wilmington 

 

Opportunity - Port Terminal – Infrastructure Improvements  

The Port of Wilmington as well as the other potential sites under consideration for a new or 

expanded container terminal, all share the need to address a number of short comings from a 

freight rail access standpoint. Considering the strategy to develop or to initiate improvements to 
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existing facilities to create a new world-class container terminal, it is essential that the port planners 

consider the potential of offering double stack rail service and analyze the impact on terminal 

throughput and efficiency should such rail service not be included as part of the new container 

terminal throughput. 

Constraint - Norfolk Southern Double Stack Challenge 

From an intermodal container terminal perspective, the most efficient and economical way to move 

containers by rail is using double stack rail service. The Class I railroads have established double 

stack routes throughout their respective rail networks which serve to move containerized goods to 

the consumer markets.  

As consideration is given to the development of a container terminal facility, the Port of Wilmington 

and the other potential container terminal sites under consideration as part of this study, share the 

fact that these sites are located east of Amtrak’s NEC. Any of the rail lines included as part of the 

new container terminal infrastructure will be served off of the Shellpot Branch with current 

connections to only the NEC. The limited vertical clearance along the sections of the NEC 

connecting the port facilities to the Class I railroads serve as an impediment to fully utilize and offer 

double stack service to the proposed terminals. 

The Chesapeake Connector project studied alternatives to relieve a bottleneck on Amtrak’s NEC 

between Perryville, MD and North East Maryland. One of the contributing factors to the train 

bottleneck is the route freight trains need to negotiate along the corridor between those two points. 

The connection to the Port Road Branch connects to the westernmost track of the NEC. The 

connection to the Shellpot Branch and the Port of Wilmington connects to the easternmost track of 

the NEC. Consequently, freight trains need to negotiate from tracks on one side of the NEC to the 

other side of the NEC using a series of crossovers. 

While one of the alternatives studied identified a potential concept of constructing a railroad “jump 

over structure” eliminating the need for freight trains to cross the NEC at-grade and interfere with 

passenger train movements. This structure would avoid the vertical clearance restrictions along the 

NEC in the vicinity of the structure and could incorporate the clearance work in the additional track 

being contemplated as part of that alternative. The study covered approximately 6.3 miles along the 

NEC. The study’s primary objective was to relieve a bottleneck between Amtrak’s Mile Post 59.5 

(PERRY interlocking) and Mile Post 51 (BACON interlocking).  To complete the route to the Port of 

Wilmington, there is still approximately 20 miles between the BACON interlocking and the REGAN 

interlocking that would need to be considered to access the Port of Wilmington for double stack 

service. 

The cost associated with just the “jump over structure” was prohibitive without consideration of the 

additional cost associated with achieving the double stack clearances envelop for the route from the 

“jump over structure” to the Port of Wilmington. 

In addition to the cost to create a double stack route between the Port of Wilmington and Perryville, 

Md., along the NEC, there are additional clearance improvement project identified by Norfolk 

Southern to achieve a double stack route between Perryville, Md. and Harrisburg, PA. In order to 
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access Norfolk Southern’s double stack network, there are 20 locations that require clearance 

improvement to be completed along the Port Road Branch and the Enola Branch. 

Constraint - CSXT Double Stack Challenge 

At one time, CSXT had a route to access to the Port of Wilmington from their Philadelphia 

Subdivision at their Wilsmere Yard facility. CSXT’s Philadelphia Subdivision provides access to the 

CSXT’s Intermodal Terminal in South Philadelphia, Pa. and their double stack intermodal network. 

The former CSXT route used the Maryland Industrial Track to West Yard and then continued to the 

Port via a connection under the NEC and a switchback move under I-95 and along a former 

connection to the Norfolk Southern’s Shellpot Branch. The reestablishment of this CSXT route 

would allow access between the Port of Wilmington and Philadelphia as illustrated in Figure 4-5. A 

photographic log is included in Appendix E. 

 
Figure 4 - 5: CSXT Double Stack Challenge 

 

There are a number of drawbacks from an operational and constructability standpoint to reestablish 

this route to service the intermodal facilities under consideration.  

From an operational standpoint, this route does not provide the ability to make a progressive move 

between CSXT and the Port facilities. Without structural modifications to either the overhead bridge 

supporting structure carrying the NEC and / or I-95, it would be necessary for trains to be handled 

using a “switchback” move using a former industry track that ran along the wall supporting the NEC 
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as headroom. The length of the former industrial track, approximately 1,800’, presents another 

drawback limiting the length of train that can be moved at one time.  

From a constructability standpoint, there are challenges associated with reestablishing the former 

track connection between CSXT and Norfolk Southern using the connecting track and the former 

River Lead track. The former River Lead track has been removed and the area adjacent to the 

former alignment is the Heinz Wildlife Refuge and primarily a tidal marshland. The section of the 

former River Lead track paralleling the I-95 corridor has seen extensive redevelopment with a 

majority of the existing track removed with the development of retail stores, Movie Theater, a minor 

league baseball stadium, office buildings and greenspace along the former alignment. 

The current track between the West Yard and the track to be used for headroom to accomplish the 

“switchback” move passes under the NEC. The present overhead clearance is 18’-11” with a side 

clearance of 7’-4” from centerline of track. It would be necessary to lower this track in excess of two 

feet to achieve the proper overhead clearance for double stack train moves. 

In order to extend the length of train that can be operated along this route, it will be necessary to 

extend the length of the track used for headroom by constructing additional track in the green space 

along the NEC wall. 

CSXT has plans to improve vertical clearance along their I-95 corridor between Baltimore, Md. and 

Philadelphia, PA. This plan would include obtaining double stack clearances along the CSXT’s 

Philadelphia Subdivision. It is anticipated that this clearance improvement work would be completed 

within the next 5 years. 

Opportunity - Alternative to Double Stack Service 

In recent years, the Norfolk Southern and CSXT have worked closely with the federal and state 

governments to complete multi-state double stack clearance improvement projects for strategic rail 

corridors within their individual railroad networks. Where terminals are not directly served off a 

cleared double stack route, where clearance improvements have not been undertaken, railroads 

have employ less efficient train handling techniques such filleting” (removal of top container from 

rail car within a train prior to movement on a non-double stack rail line) and “topping” (replacing of 

top container on a rail car within a double stack train prior to movement s along a cleared double 

stack route) to overcome the double stack train clearance restriction on those connecting routes 

between the port terminal and the serving Class I with a cleared double stack route. This technique 

imposes additional train handling requirements and consequently impacts train movement 

schedules as well as increases the transportation cost of getting goods from the Port to intermodal 

container markets.  

The support yard where the “filleting” and “topping” would be performed ideally would be located in 

close proximity to the Port of Wilmington so as to maximize the length of travel fully utilizing the 

double stack capability while minimizing the length of travel utilizing the less efficient single stack 

portion of the trip. 
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Railroad Infrastructure Summary 

In view of the above track infrastructure improvements to enhance the service to the existing port 

facilities and initiation service to new alternative port facilities under consideration, it appears that: 

 From a constructability perspective, the Norfolk Southern Double Stack route will need to 

identify substantial added benefits to justify the projected high cost to obtain double stack 

clearance using this route. 

 From an operating perspective, the CSXT Double Stack route does not provide a Class I 

railroad an opportunity to handle double stack trains in an efficient and economical fashion. 

The additional train handling required and the inability to switch large blocks will serve to 

adversely impact terminal throughput. 

4.2.8. Opportunity - Onsite Power Generation 

Currently, the Port does not have backup power generation capabilities.  The feasibility of 

implementing a cogeneration facility to service the power needs of the Port as well as provide a 

basis for providing for a resilient operation has been raised for consideration during the deployment 

of this master plan.  Additionally, it has been suggested that the deployment of an appropriately 

sized cogeneration facility at the Port can be used to leverage the financial benefits associated with 

the reserve capacity markets within the current regional power supply system. 

Prior to considering the deployment of a cogeneration facility AECOM recommends the initiation of 
a detailed feasibility study that will full explore the benefits, requirements and potential risks 
associated with its’ deployment. 

At the minimum, the study will need to careful analyze the following key points: 

 Overall facility electrical and thermal loads and usage profile to support the deployment of a 

generation only facility or a combined heat and power plant. 

 Optimization potential for the electrical and thermal output of the proposed facility.  Will a 

facility only provide electrical energy or will it provide both electrical and thermal outputs. 

 Identifying potential off-takers for the thermal output of any proposed facility.  

 Current and future utility energy and demand rates  

 Applicable utility standby, buyback charges and capacity payment potential.  

 Potentially available landfill gas in the vicinity of the port to serve as optional fuel for the 

facility.  

 Implementation strategy for deployment and long term maintenance of the facility e.g., third 

party ownership with power purchase agreement between Port and Owner, Port Ownership 

through Design/Bid/Operate and Maintain scenario, etc.   

 Long term operations and maintenance consideration  
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Chapter 5 

Strategic Master Plan Development Alternatives 

5.1. Definition of Alternatives 

Based on the findings of the market study, review of the existing infrastructure and capacity, review 

of the opportunities and constraints at the existing Port and alternate sites under consideration; and 

input received from DSPC and project stakeholders; AECOM prepared various development 

alternatives that satisfy market forecasts and address the Port’s vision for the future.  

The philosophy behind development of various alternatives was to provide a strategic direction to 

DSPC in guiding the Port business to its desired pattern of growth and development. The 

development alternatives are also structured to incorporate the impacts of changing business 

trends and adjustments of the maritime port industry over the master planning horizon of up to 20 

years.  

The alternatives discussed in this chapter provide a short (5-year) and medium term (10-year) 

implementation plan to cater the needs of existing users of the Port by identifying critical 

infrastructure development projects at the existing Port which will enable the Port to continue 

catering to the growth in cargo business seen over last five years, as well as including a detailed 

assessment of multiple development sites to determine the desirability for investment and a long-

term (20-year) Port expansion plan. 

Preparation of development alternatives has been an extensive process over the last five months 

since the project was kicked off and has involved input received from numerous meetings with the 

DSPC’s staff, the DSPC Board, its tenants, the State, the business community and other project 

stakeholders.   

As stated in the Scope of Work for this project, the alternatives are primarily structured to consider 

two potential scenarios: 

1) A scenario limited to its current footprint and primary cargo activities being conducted on 

the Christina River along with potential development of the 60-acre Pigeon Point landfill 

site.  

The following two development alternatives are prepared to address this potential scenario: 

 Alt 1: This alternative is prepared to include required capital infrastructure improvement 

projects which have been committed to existing customers and which are required to 

maintain handling of the existing cargo base and current revenue streams. This 

alternative does not include any projects for building additional net capacity to 

accommodate growth in the business and serves as a baseline against which other 

alternatives are measured. It includes the general state-of-good repair improvements to 

maintain current levels of service to existing customers and commitments made by 

DSPC to customers. 
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 Alt 1A: This alternative is prepared to maximize the existing Port footprint and includes 

capital infrastructure improvement projects which are necessary to build additional 

capacity to support base growth projections (as discussed in Chapter 2) over the master 

planning horizon of up to 20 years.  

This alternative increases the capacity of the existing port to meet the demand of the 

growth in existing commodities at the port and addresses a number of key operational 

and infrastructure issues that were identified either through stakeholder interviews or the 

analysis of existing capacity. Each capital project in this Alternative was analyzed for its 

incremental capacity improvement. 

2) A scenario which reflects expansion and development of a new multi-use marine terminal 

on the Delaware River at each of three development sites – Wilmington Harbor South (Area 

adjacent to the Auto Berth at the Port), Riveredge (Industrial Park in New Castle) and 

Edgemoor (former Chemours Titanium Dioxide Plant) as shown in Figure 5-1. These 

scenarios identify capital infrastructure improvements required to support additional market 

demand and to allow for change in market dynamics – the effects of which is not included in 

the base growth projections. 

 Alt 2: This alternative evaluates the Wilmington South Harbor site to support additional 

market demand and to allow for change in market dynamics – the effect of which is not 

included in the base growth projections. This Alternative includes two options for berth 

placement. 

 Alt 3: This alternative evaluates the Riveredge site to support additional market demand 

and to allow for change in market dynamics – the effect of which is not included in the 

base growth projections. 

 Alt 4: This scenario evaluates the Edgemoor site to support additional market demand 

and to allow for change in market dynamics – the effect of which is not included in the 

base growth projections. 

For each development alternative, the following items are discussed in detail in the subsequent 

sections of this chapter. 

 Objectives and key elements of the alternative 
 Capacity improvements 
 Environmental considerations 
 Order of magnitude cost estimates 
 Key findings 
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Figure 5- 1: Alternate Port Development Sites Investigated Along Delaware River 

 

5.2. Alt 1 – State of Good Repair & Commitments to Existing Customers 

5.2.1. Alt 1 Objectives and Key Elements  

This alternative is prepared to include capital infrastructure improvement projects which have been 

committed to existing customers by DSPC and which are required to maintain handling of existing 

cargo base and current revenue streams. 

This alternative does not include any projects for building additional net capacity to accommodate 

growth in the business and serves as a baseline against which other alternatives are measured. It 

includes the general state-of-good repair improvements to maintain current levels of service to 

existing customers and commitments made by DSPC to customers. This Alternative will serve as 

the basis for comparison with the other Build Alternatives. 

The specific improvements included in this Alternative, listed here and illustrated in Figure 5-2, were 

provided by the Port as part of the committed projects to maintain the existing customer base, a 

new container service on the existing port and a state of good repair of the existing facility. A full 

size drawing for this alternative is provided at the end of this Chapter. 
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Figure 5- 2: Alt 1 Layout at Port of Wilmington 

 

The list of specific projects included in this alternative are listed below: 

 Phases 3 and 4 of Flood Abatement Program 

 Pile Repairs at Berths 5 and 6 

 Redecking and Pile Repairs at Berths 1-3 

 Remediation of LaFarge Stockpiles 

 New BMS System (Refrigeration Controls) 

 Remaining Cost for 2 Gantry Cranes 

 Miscellaneous Commitments to Existing Customers 

 New Maintenance Building 

 New Main Gate Complex 

 New Multi-Use Building to Replace Hiring Hall, Seamen’s Center of Wilmington and limited 

Administration 

 New Cold Storage Warehouses to Replace B, C and D 

5.2.2. Alt 1 Capacity Improvements 

There are two planned projects under the Alt 1 option which will impact capacity: the purchase of 

two new gantry cranes, and incorporating a new parcel of land for containerized cargo. Based on 

previous berth capacity analysis, the addition of the two new cranes will enable to Port to increase 

berth capacity from 336,000 annual TEUs to approximately 620,000 annual TEUs (including empty 

containers). At 5.9 tons/TEU, the two new cranes will yield a berth capacity impact of about 
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1,500,000 tons of containerized cargo. It was also estimated in the Existing Capacity Analysis in 

Chapter 3 that a fully grounded storage yard in the new container user area would have a capacity 

of about 447,000 annual TEUs, or 2.6 million tons of containerized cargo. 

Table 5.1 summarizes overall Port capacity under the Alt 1 scenario for general cargo and 

containers, dry bulk, and RO-RO. Dry bulk and general cargo capacities are based on usage of the 

Berths 1 – 3 segment only, the deepest and most heavily utilized berths at the Port. In the long run, 

more cargo is likely to shift to these berths from Berths 4 -7 due to their shallower draft, especially 

as more fruit cargo (such as Chilean fruit) shift to containers. Currently about 80 percent of dry bulk 

cargo also moves through Berths 1-3. RO-RO cargoes are limited by storage capacity. The 

capacities listed below for general cargo and dry bulk are also aggressively high, and will require 

similar levels of delay to the current operation. Especially in the peak season, vessel queuing rates 

are currently significant at the Port. This could eventually drive away some customers, such as bulk 

vessel calls.  

Table 5-1: Alt 1 Capacity vs. 2035 Demand Forecast 

Commodity Type 

Annual Capacity 

(tons) 

2035 Baseline Forecast 

Volume (tons) 

General Cargo (including containers) 4,000,000 4,745,051 

Dry Bulk 1,700,000 2,091,119 

RORO 165,000 374,346 

Total 5,865,000 7,210,516 

Note: Annual capacity excludes liquid bulk and bulk juice throughput. 

5.2.3. Alt 1 Environmental Considerations 

Alt 1 is not expected to generate environmental impacts or issues that would present difficulties 

during permitting.  Federal Nationwide Permit 3 is expected to cover in-water repairs to existing 

berths and structures.  Letters of authorization or Subaqueous Lands and Wetlands Permits would 

be required from the State of Delaware for similar repair work.  City of Wilmington demolition and 

building permits will be needed.  As with all earth disturbing work at the Port of Wilmington, 

approval of soil management and worker health and safety plans by the State of Delaware, 

Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC) will be required.  New 

construction in flood plain areas will require variances from the City of Wilmington.  Major site plan 

approval would be needed for the new maintenance garage as well as Fire Marshal approval.  

Costs to obtain permits are anticipated to be minor compared to other design costs and little 

additional time is anticipated to be needed to obtain permits and approvals beyond that needed to 

develop construction drawings. 
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5.2.4. Alt 1 Order of Magnitude Cost Estimate 

Alt 1 is estimated to cost approximately $181.5 million, which includes currently funded 
improvements in the amount of $43.2 million, details of which are provided in Table 5-2 with 
assumptions listed in Appendix I. 

Table 5-2: Alt 1 Cost Estimates 

 

5.3. Alt 1A – Increase Capacity to Support Base Growth Projections  

5.3.1. Alt 1A Objectives and Key Elements 

This alternative is prepared to maximize the existing Port footprint and include capital infrastructure 

improvement projects which are necessary to build additional capacity to support base growth 

projections (as discussed in Chapter 2) over the master planning horizon of up to 20 years.  

This alternative increases the capacity of the existing Port to meet the demand of the growth in 

existing commodities at the Port and addresses a number of key operational and infrastructure 

issues that were identified either through stakeholder interviews or the analysis of existing capacity. 

The specific improvements included in this alternative, listed here and illustrated in Figure 5-3, were 

determined based on balancing the market demand vs. the existing capacity. A full size drawing for 

this alternative is provided at the end of this Chapter. 
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Figure 5- 3: Alt 1A Layout at Port of Wilmington 

 

The specific projects included in this alternative are listed below: 

 New Berth and 2 Cranes to replace the Floating Berth 

 10 Acres of New Container Storage Area 

 50 Acres of New RoRo Storage at Pigeon Point Landfill 

5.3.2. Alt 1A Capacity Improvements 

Table 5-3 summarizes the key capacity impacts of each project, as applicable for Alt 1A. These 

numbers should be interpreted as essentially the additional volume that is enabled by each project. 

In other words, this table lists the capacity that would be lost if the project were not completed. 

Berth capacity values are divided between bulk and container/general cargoes nominally as 

necessary to ensure both commodities have sufficient capacity to serve the market forecast. All 

units are in tons, with containers converted to tonnage at 5.9 tons/TEU. Some values are identical; 

for instance, both extending the berth/crane rail through the floating berth and the purchase of two 

gantry cranes to serve the expanded berth have the same impact. This indicates that both of these 

items would be required to realize the capacity increases indicated, i.e. the capacity of the extended 

berth cannot be realized without purchasing cranes to serve it. 
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Table 5- 3: Alt 1A Capacity Improvements for each Capital Expenditure 

Capital Expenditures 

Berth Capacity 
Impact (Bulk 

Tonnage) 

Berth Capacity 
Impact 

(Container & 
General 

Tonnage) 

Storage 
Capacity 
Impact 
(RORO 

Tonnage) 

Storage 
Capacity 
Impact 

(Container & 
General 

Tonnage) 

Cranes - 2 Gantries to meet maximum 
2035 forecast  

400,000 2,000,000 
  

Extend Berth/Crane Rail through 
Floating Berth & Modify Citrosuco 
storage/intake 

400,000 2,000,000 
  

Acquire & construct 51 acres of auto 
storage backland in WHS or Pigeon 
Point Landfill to meet maximum Ro-Ro 
demand 

   
275,000 

Develop lots adjacent to Ro-Ro berth 
for additional grounded container 
storage (approx.. 10 acres to match 
berth capacity) 

 
  900,000 

 

Approximately 51 acres of RO-RO storage, either on Wilmington Harbor South or Pigeon Point 

Landfill, would enable the Port to service a new auto import account from Mexico as described in 

Chapter 2. These 51 acres will increase RO-RO storage capacity from 165,000 annual tons to 

440,000 annual tons, the 2035 projected demand with the new import service, with sufficient 

existing Ro-Ro berth capacity to spare.  

Finally, the Port will need to develop an additional 10 acres of grounded storage to accommodate 

both new container operations (e.g. the shift from pallets to containers) as well as to ensure the 

expanded berth capacity to be accommodated by the backland. This area could also be used for 

wheeled container storage, but a wheeled mode will provide 3.4 times less storage capacity than 

grounded mode, and eventually will require additional development acreage in Wilmington Harbor 

South. Note that this also assumes that the new container user area could be effectively utilized 

and provide around 400,000 annual TEUs worth of capacity (or around 2.7 million annual tons). If 

additional users require their own unique storage yards, additional acreages will be required, which 

can be potentially accommodated on Wilmington Harbor South site. 

Table 5-4 summarizes the total Port-wide capacity of the full Alt 1A plan.  
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Table 5- 4: Alt 1A Capacity vs. 2035 Forecast 

Commodity Type 
Annual Capacity 

(tons)  

2035 Forecast w/ 
new Ro-Ro 

Import Service 

General Cargo (including containers) 6,000,000  4,745,051  

Dry Bulk 2,100,000  2,091,119  

RORO 440,000  439,496  

Total 8,540,000 7,275,666 

5.3.3. Alt 1A Environmental Considerations 

While environmental and site civil permitting for Alternative 1A is anticipated to be more challenging 

than permitting for Alternative 1, available information suggests that environmental impacts would 

be relatively minor and could be mitigated.  Early identification of environmental resources and 

project design aimed at minimizing impacts to environmental resources are considered key to 

easing permitting issues.  These permitting activities are in addition to the requirements needed for 

Alternative 1 implementation.  A suggested budget for environmental assessments and permits is 

$100-200,000 and a suggested timeframe is 18 to 24 months.  This budget does not include land 

purchase for wetlands mitigation or construction of the mitigation.  A suggested budget for site civil 

permitting is $70,000 and a suggested time frame is 12 months.   

For the Pigeon Point Landfill to be used as an automobile processing (RoRo) lot would require the 

approval of plans by Delaware Solid Waste Authority (the landfill operators) as well as the State of 

Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC), Solid Waste 

Management Section (SWMS) and Division of Air Quality Management (DAQ), at a minimum.   

Based on prior conversations with DNREC-SWMS, any waste materials excavated to facilitate the 

development would require transport and disposal at a currently permitted, operational landfill.  

They would not allow reburial at Pigeon Point.   

5.3.4. Alt 1A Order of Magnitude Cost Estimate 

Alt 1A is estimated to cost approximately $144.9 million, details of which are provided in Table 5-5 

with assumptions listed in Appendix I. 
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Table 5- 5: Alt 1A Cost Estimates 

 
 

5.4.  Alts  2B and 2C – Wilmington Harbor South Container Terminal 

5.4.1. Alt 2 Objectives and Key Elements 

This alternative was prepared to evaluate expansion and development of a new multi-use marine 

terminal on the Delaware River at Wilmington Harbor South (Area adjacent to the Auto Berth at the 

Port on the Delaware River). This alternative evaluates the Wilmington South Harbor site to support 

additional market demand and to allow for change in market dynamics - effect of which is not 

included in the base growth projections. 

This alternative builds additional capacity by assuming that additional demand for a container 

terminal beyond the market demand assessed in this master plan will support the proposed terminal 

at Wilmington Harbor South. 

Two options were developed for this alternative.  Alternative 2B provides a berth immediately 

adjacent to the main channel and includes both a pile-supported deck and subaqueous fill to 

achieve the required backland.  Alternative 2C provides a berth along the existing riverbank, 

minimizing the impact to the river, but increasing the distance from the main channel and increasing 

the amount of dredging required. 

The specific projects included in this Alternative are listed here and the terminal configuration for Alt 

2B is shown in Figure 5-4 and Alt 2C is shown in Figure 5-5.  
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Figure 5- 4: Alt 2B Layout at Wilmington Harbor South (River) 

 
 

Figure 5- 5: Alt 2C Layout at Wilmington Harbor South (Land) 
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The major elements included in this alternative are listed below: 

 New 2 Berth RTG based Container Terminal at WHS  

 Pile-Supported Berth  Structure 

 6 Cranes 

 Heavy Duty Pavement 

 4 Freight Rail Lines 

 Terminal buildings 

 Reefer container storage racks 

5.4.2. Alt 2 Capacity Improvements 

Table 5-6 summarizes the total Port-wide capacity of the full Alt 2 plan. It is broken down into two 

categories, with the Wilmington Harbor South container terminal considered independently of other 

on-Port projects intended to serve the existing market and customer base.  

Table 5- 6: Alt 2 Capacity vs. 2035 Forecast (same for Alt 2B and Alt 2C) 

Commodity Type 

Annual Port 
Capacity (tons) 
[excluding new 

container 
terminal] 

Wilmington 
Harbor South 

Container 
Terminal 

2035 Forecast 
Volume (tons) 

General Cargo (including containers) 6,000,000 
970,000 TEU 

(5,700,000 tons) 4,745,051  

Dry Bulk 2,100,000 - 2,091,119  

RORO 440,000 - 439,496  

Total 8,540,000 5,700,000 7,275,666 

5.4.3. Alt 2 Environmental Considerations 

While environmental and site civil permitting for Alternative 2 is anticipated to be more challenging 

than permitting for Alt 1 or 1A, available information suggests that environmental impacts would be 

relatively minor and can be readily mitigated.  Dredging into the shoreline will need to carefully 

consider the substructure/stabilization of the WHS dikes.  An extensive area of geotextile stabilized 

river bottom extends into the river beyond the toe of the dike.  Dredging the mudflat will be more 

difficult to permit than the combination of filling and pile-supported structure.  Maintenance dredging 

likely will concern the permitting agencies and resource protection agencies.   

Early identification of environmental resources and project design aimed at minimizing impacts to 

environmental resources are considered key to easing permitting issues.  These permitting 

activities are in addition to the requirements needed for Alt 1 or 1A implementation.  A suggested 

budget for environmental assessments and permits is $730,000 and a suggested timeframe is 18 to 

24 months.  This budget does not include land purchase for wetlands mitigation or construction of 

the mitigation.  A suggested budget for site civil permitting is $70,000 and a suggested timeframe is 

12 months. 
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5.4.4. Alts 2B and 2C Order of Magnitude Cost Estimate 

Alt 2B is estimated to cost approximately $1,094.3 million and Alt 2C is estimated at $493.8 million, 

details of which are provided in Table 5-7, with assumptions listed in Appendix I.  

Table 5- 7: Alt 2B and 2C Cost Estimates 

 

5.4.5. Alt 2B and 2C Key Findings 

Table 5-8 summarizes the key findings of Alt 2 development opportunity.  

Key Item Alternative 2B Alternative 2C 

WHS River WHS Land

Property Acquisition -$                 -$                  

Site Demolition -$                 -$                  

Earthwork 103.7$            56.8$               

Dredging, Berm -$                 33.3$               

Berth Structure 674.8$            118.1$             

Bridges -$                 -$                  

Civil Infrastructure 76.0$              94.7$               

Rail 3.6$               3.6$                

Buildings 2.3$               2.3$                

Gate 2.2$               2.2$                

Cranes, Yard EQ, Reefer & Scales 151.1$            151.1$             

Permitting/Design/CM/Mitigation 80.6$              31.8$               

Total 1,094.3$         493.8$             

Alternative Cost Comparison 

(in $2016 Millions)
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Table 5- 8: Key Findings for Alt 2B and Alt 2C 

 Alternative 2B – WHS River Alternative 2C – WHS Land 

Land 
Use/Acquisition 
Challenges 

No Land Use issues for a Container 
Terminal 

Construction of a container terminal at this 
location requires the acquisition of the 
Army Corps’ WHS disposal site.  Prior to 
acquisition of WHS, a new dredge 
disposal site is required.  Appendix C 
documents potential sites for this purpose.  
Any scenario for a new DMP site will 
require acquisition of offsite private 
property for that venture 

No Land Use issues for a Container 
Terminal 

Construction of a container terminal at this 
location requires the acquisition of the 
Army Corps’ WHS disposal site.  Prior to 
acquisition of WHS, a new dredge 
disposal site is required.  Appendix C 
documents potential sites for this purpose.  
Any scenario for a new DMP site will 
require acquisition of offsite private 
property for that venture 

Likely 
Environmental 
Permitting 

Relatively minor impacts to wetlands 
under state and federal jurisdiction where 
+/- 6 acres of wetland impact = +/- 18 
acres of required wetland mitigation.NEPA 
EA anticipated for federal (USACE) permit 
issuance. 

Relatively minor impacts to wetlands 
under state and federal jurisdiction where 
+/- 6 acres of wetland impact = +/- 18 
acres of required wetland mitigation. 

NEPA EA anticipated for federal (USACE) 
permit issuance. 

Legislative Action None required assuming activities are 
limited to container terminal use.   

None required assuming activities are 
limited to container terminal use.   

Dredge 
Management 

Light dredge load 

Initial dredging = 50k CY, annual 
maintenance dredging = 400K CY to 500K 
CY 

Moderate dredge load 

Initial dredging = 2.7M CY, annual 
maintenance dredging = 400K CY to 500K 
CY 

Time to Implement Total time to implement = 5 – 6 years 

 Time to acquire, permit and 
construct new DMP site = 1 - 2 
years  

 Technical environmental studies, 
NEPA documentation, and 
environmental permit acquisition = 
2 – 3 years  

 Time for construction, including 
surcharge = 3 years. 

Total time to implement = 5 – 6 years 

 Time to acquire, permit and 
construct new DMP site = 1 - 2 
years  

 Technical environmental studies, 
NEPA documentation, and 
environmental permit acquisition = 
2 – 3 years  

Time for construction, including surcharge 
= 3 years. 

Scalability As considered in this Master Plan, 
Alternative 2B can expanded to the south 
to accommodate additional berths and 
backland. 

As considered in this Master Plan, 
Alternative 2C can expanded to the south 
to accommodate additional berths and 
backland. 

Operation Alternative 2B, as represented in the 
master plan, is a traditional container 
terminal. 

Alternative 2C, as represented in the 
master plan, is a traditional container 
terminal. 

Navigation Navigation is the same as the existing 
Port. 

Navigation is the same as the existing 
Port. 

Rail Access Rail connections from NS to a New 
Container Terminal through the existing 
Port will require relocation of existing Port 
resources or customers  

Rail connections from NS to a New 
Container Terminal through the existing 
Port will require relocation of existing Port 
resources or customers  
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OR  

An Alternate route through WHS must be 
explored. 

A progressive move for double-stacked rail 
cars is currently not available via NS or 
CSX.  For the challenges of progressive 
moves and offsite double-stack rail 
connectivity to the regional freight network, 
see Chapter 4.  

OR  

An Alternate route through WHS must be 
explored. 

A progressive move for double-stacked rail 
cars is currently not available via NS or 
CSX.  For the challenges of progressive 
moves and offsite double-stack rail 
connectivity to the regional freight network, 
see Chapter 4.  

Operational Impact 
to existing 
Customers 

The increased rail and truck traffic 
generated by a fully operating container 
terminal within the existing Port would 
have significant impacts on existing users 
of the Port. 

This Alternative also assumes shared use 
of existing Port Building Assets. 

The increased rail and truck traffic 
generated by a fully operating container 
terminal within the existing Port would 
have significant impacts on existing users 
of the Port. 

This Alternative also assumes shared use 
of existing Port Building Assets. 

Highway Access Terminal Drive is a 4-lane State highway 
connecting the Port to I-495 and the 
regional highway network.  For this master 
plan, access to Terminal Drive was 
assumed through the New Main Gate 
Complex proposed in Alternative 1.   

Off-Port, external delays due to two at-
grade rail crossings on Terminal Drive are 
intermittent; solutions to these conflicts 
were not evaluated in this master plan.  
Analysis of additional volume on Terminal 
Avenue and I-495 Ramps will be 
necessary. 

Terminal Drive is a 4-lane State highway 
connecting the Port to I-495 and the 
regional highway network.  For this master 
plan, access to Terminal Drive was 
assumed through the New Main Gate 
Complex proposed in Alternative 1.   

Off-Port, external delays due to two at-
grade rail crossings on Terminal Drive are 
intermittent; solutions to these conflicts 
were not evaluated in this master plan.  
Analysis of additional volume on Terminal 
Avenue and I-495 Ramps will be 
necessary. 

 

5.5. Alt 3 – Riveredge  

5.5.1. Alt 3 Objectives and Key Elements 

This alternative was prepared to evaluate expansion and development of a new multi-use marine 

terminal on the Delaware River at Riveredge site (Industrial Park in New Castle). This alternative 

evaluates the Riveredge site to support additional market demand and to allow for change in market 

dynamics – the effect of which is not included in the base growth projections. 

This alternative builds additional capacity by assuming that additional demand for a container 

terminal beyond the market demand assessed in this master plan will support the proposed terminal 

at Riveredge site.  

The specific projects included in this Alternative are listed here and the terminal configuration is 

shown in Figure 5-5.  
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Figure 5- 6: Alt 3 Layout at Riveredge  

 

Source: Paul F. Richardson Associates 

The major elements included in this alternative are listed below: 

 New 2 Berth Fully-Automated Container Terminal at Riveredge 

 Pile-Supported Berth Structure 

 8 Cranes, RMG Yard Equipment, IT System 

 Heavy Duty Pavement 

 9 Support Buildings 

 Electrical substation and Distribution System 

 Reefer Racks/Plugs 

 Access Roadway/Structures to Cherry Lane 

 Gate Complex 

 7 Freight Rail Lines 

 

5.5.2. Alt 3 Capacity Improvements 

Table 5-9 summarizes the total Port-wide capacity of the full Alt 3 plan. It is broken down into two 

categories, with the Riveredge container terminal considered independently of other on-Port 
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projects intended to serve the existing market and customer base. Note that the capacity of the Alt 

3 case on-Port projects is identical to the Alt 2 on-Port projects capacity.  

Table 5- 9: Alt 3 Capacity vs. 2035 Forecast 

Commodity Type 

Annual Port 
Capacity (tons) 
[excluding new 

container 
terminal] 

Riveredge 
Container 
Terminal 

2035 Forecast 
Volume (tons) 

General Cargo (including containers) 6,000,000 
970,000 TEU 

(5,700,000 tons) 4,745,051  

Dry Bulk 2,100,000 - 2,091,119  

RORO 440,000 - 439,496  

Total 8,540,000 5,700,000 7,275,666 

5.5.3. Alt 3 Environmental Considerations 

Environmental and site civil permitting for Alternative 3 are anticipated to be considerably more 

challenging than for the other port expansion alternatives being considered.  The sheer magnitude 

of wetland impacts could be difficult to mitigate and likely will attract the attention of environmental 

resource management agencies and environmental advocacy groups.  The large area affected by 

initial dredging has more potential to generate additional environmental impacts than the relatively 

minor amounts of dredging anticipated to be needed for the other alternatives.  The fact that the 

project site spans to separate municipal jurisdictions (City of New Castle and New Castle County) 

potentially presents a degree of complication that would not be encountered with the other 

alternatives.  All permitting and approval activities at this location would be in addition to the 

requirements needed for Alt 1 implementation. A suggested budget for environmental assessments 

and permits is $1,400,000 and a suggested timeframe is 24 to 30 months, assuming no unforeseen 

issues are discovered and significant opposition to the project does not develop.  This budget does 

not include land purchase for wetlands mitigation or construction of the mitigation.  A suggested 

budget for site civil permitting is $147,000 and a suggested timeframe is 18 to 24 months.   

5.5.4. Alt 3 Order of Magnitude Cost Estimate 

Alt 3 is estimated to cost approximately $882.4 million, details of which are provided in Table 10 

with assumptions listed in Appendix I.  
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Table 5- 10: Alt 3 Cost Estimates 

 

5.5.5. Alt 3 Key Findings 

Table 5-11 summarizes the key findings of Alt 3 development opportunity.  
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Table 5- 11: Key Findings for Alt 3 

Land Use/Acquisition 
Challenges 

No known Land Use issues for a Container Terminal on this site. 
Construction of a container terminal at this location requires the acquisition of 
private property.  In addition, a new dredge disposal site is required.  Appendix 
C documents potential sites for this purpose.  Any scenario for a new DMP site 
will require acquisition of offsite private property for that venture 

Likely Environmental 
Permitting 

Extensive Impacts to wetlands under state and federal jurisdiction where +/- 23 
acres of wetland impact = +/- 69 acres of required wetland mitigation. 
NEPA EIS anticipated for federal (USACE) permit issuance.   
Extensive site civil permitting as site is in two jurisdictions, and would require a 
variance from New Castle County Board of Adjustment. 
As this alternative will result in more extensive wetland impacts, demonstrating 
that this site is the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative will be 
challenging.   

Legislative Action This Alternative anticipates Federalization of the navigation channel to the 
facility.  No CZA Status Decision or Legislative Action required assuming 
activities are limited to container terminal use.   

Dredge Management Major dredge load—secure alternate site to meet DMP. 
Initial dredging = 7.5M CY to 8M CY, annual maintenance dredging = 1M CY to 
2M CY 

Time to Implement Total time to implement = 7+ years 

 Time to acquire, permit and construct new DMP site = 1 - 2 years  

 Technical environmental studies, NEPA documentation, and 
environmental permit acquisition = 4+ years  

 Time for construction, including surcharge = 3 years. 

Scalability As considered in this Master Plan, Alternative 3 can expand to the north to 
accommodate additional berths and backland. 

Operation Alt 3, as represented in the master plan, is a fully automated container terminal. 

Navigation Navigation to Alternative 3 is 2 ½ miles south of the existing Port and is also 
south of the Delaware Memorial Bridge, with a clearance of 174 feet. 

Rail Access Norfolk Southern is nearby and will serve this facility.   
 
There is enough open land to allow Rail connections from NS to a New 
Container Terminal.  
 
A progressive move for double-stacked rail cars is currently not available via NS 
or CSX.  For the challenges of progressive moves and offsite double-stack rail 
connectivity to the regional freight network, see Chapter 4.  
 

Operational Impact to 
existing Customers 

Additional train activity on the NS line will have some impact on traffic and the 
at-grade crossing on the Terminal Drive near the Port’s Main Gate. 
 

Highway Access For the master plan, the access roadway alignment from the terminal crosses 
wetlands on a structure, moves through the gate and onto Cherry Lane, a two-
lane roadway adjacent to a residential neighborhood. 

Off-Port, the master plan did not consider off port roadway improvements, 
however, it is likely Cherry Lane would require widening to handle the volume of 
trucks anticipated at a fully-automated terminal. 

Analysis of additional volume on New Castle Avenue and the I-295 Ramps will 
be necessary. 
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5.6. Alt 4 - Edgemoor 

5.6.1. Alt 4 Objectives and Key Elements 

This alternative was prepared to evaluate expansion and development of a new multi-use marine 

terminal on the Delaware River at the Edgemoor site (Former Chemours Titanium Dioxide Plant). 

This alternative evaluates the Edgemoor site to support additional market demand and to allow for 

change in market dynamics - effect of which is not included in the base growth projections. 

This alternative builds additional capacity by assuming that additional demand for a container 

terminal beyond the market demand assessed in this master plan will support the proposed terminal 

at Edgemoor site.  

The specific projects included in this Alternative are listed here and the terminal configuration is 

shown in Figure 5-6.  

Figure 5- 7: Alt 4 Layout at Edgemoor  

 

The major elements included in this alternative are listed below: 

 New 2 Berth RTG based Container Terminal at Edgemoor 

 Pile-Supported Berth Structure 

 6 Cranes 

 Heavy Duty Pavement 

 9 Support Buildings 
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 Demolition of Existing Structures 

 Electrical substation and Distribution System 

 Gate Complex 

 2 Freight Rail Lines 

5.6.2. Alt 4 Capacity Improvements 

Table 5-12 summarizes the total Port-wide capacity of the full Alt 4 plan. It is broken down into two 

categories, with the Edgemoor container terminal considered independently of other on-Port 

projects intended to serve the existing market and customer base. Note that the capacity of the Alt 

4 case on-Port projects is identical to the Alt 1A case, as well as the Alt 2 and Alt 3 cases on-Port 

projects capacity.  

The capacity of both the Edgemoor and Wilmington Harbor South container terminals are based on 

generic assumptions for two-berth container terminals and are assumed to be effectively identical. 

Table 5- 12:  Alt 4 Capacity vs. 2035 Forecast 

Commodity Type 

Annual Port 

Capacity (tons) 

[excluding new 

container 

terminal] 

Edgemoor 

Container 

Terminal 

2035 Forecast 

Volume (tons) 

General Cargo (including containers) 6,000,000 

970,000 TEU 

(5,700,000 tons) 4,745,051  

Dry Bulk 2,100,000 - 2,091,119  

RORO 440,000 - 439,496  

Total 8,540,000 5,700,000 7,275,666 

5.6.3. Alt 4 Environmental Considerations 

The most significant environmental issues that are anticipated to affect development of Alt 4 are the 

potential scheduling and cleanup objective conflicts that may arise between the current property 

owner’s management of hazardous substance related issues under RCRA and the developer of the 

property for container port operations.  The owner’s timeframe for action verses the project 

developer’s timeframe for construction would require careful consideration, before embarking on 

redevelopment of the property as a container port.  On-site management or containment of 

hazardous substances may not comport well with earth moving activities needed to regrade the 

property for use as a container port.  Conceptual level designs for both cleanup and construction 

would need to be developed in a coordinated and cooperative manner to minimize potential cost 

and schedule impacts to both parties.  From a site civil, land use perspective, redevelopment of the 

property would need to comport with New Castle County Uniform Development Code.  All 

permitting and approval activities at this location would be in addition to the requirements needed 
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for Alt 1 implementation. A suggested budget for environmental assessments and permits is 

$770,000 and a suggested timeframe is 18 to 24 months.  This budget does not include land 

purchase for wetlands mitigation or construction of the mitigation.  A suggested budget for site civil 

permitting is $135,000 and a suggested timeframe is 18 to 24 months. 

5.6.4. Alt 4 Order of Magnitude Cost Estimate 

Alt 4 is estimated to cost approximately $477.2M, details of which are provided in Table 13, with 

assumptions provided in Appendix I. 

Table 5- 13: Alt 4 Cost Estimates 

 
 

5.6.5. Alt 4 Key Findings 

Table 5-14 summarizes the key findings of Alt 4 development opportunity.  

Key Item Alternative 4

Property Acquisition -

Site Demolition 28.2$            

Earthwork 16.7$            

Dredging, Berm 18.5$            

Berth Structure 118.1$          

Bridges -

Civil Infrastructure 110.0$          

Rail 1.8$             

Buildings 10.2$            

Gate 4.1$             

Cranes, Yard EQ, Reefer & Scales 151.1$          

Permitting/Design/CM/Mitigation 32.1$            

Total 490.8$          

Alternative Cost Comparison 

(in $2016 Millions)
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Table 5- 14: Key Findings for Alt 4 

Land Use/Acquisition 
Challenges 

No known Land Use issues for a Container Terminal on this site. 

Construction of a container terminal at this location requires the acquisition of 
private property.   

Likely Environmental 
Permitting 

Relatively minor to moderate impacts to wetlands under state and federal 
jurisdiction where +/- 13 acres of wetland impact = +/- 39 acres of required 
wetland mitigation. 

NEPA EA anticipated for federal (USACE) permit issuance. 

Site civil permitting would require a variance from New Castle County Board of 
Adjustment. 

Possible logistical challenges and delays related to coordination of site 
redevelopment and RCRA closure. 

Legislative Action None required assuming activities are limited to container terminal use.   

Dredge Management Minor dredge load. 

Initial dredging = 50K CY, annual maintenance dredging = < 50K CY 

Time to Implement Total time to implement = 4+ years 

 Time to acquire, permit and construct new DMP site = 1 - 2 years  

 Technical environmental studies, NEPA documentation, and 
environmental permit acquisition = 2 - 3 years 

 Time for construction = 2 years. 

Scalability As considered in this Master Plan, Alternative 4 is landlocked by private 
properties.  Any significant expansion of this site will require the acquisition of 
adjacent property(ies) . 

Operation Alternative 4, as represented in the master plan, is a traditional container 
terminal. 

Navigation Navigation to Alternative 4 is 2 ½ miles north of the existing Port 

Rail Access Norfolk Southern currently serves the existing property and will continue to 
serve this facility.   

For this master plan, rail access connects to the facility and includes a near-
dock intermodal yard on the terminal.   

For the challenges of progressive moves and offsite double-stack rail 
connectivity to the regional freight network, see Chapter 4. 

Operational Impact to 
existing Customers 

None. 

 

Highway Access The access to this facility is immediately adjacent to I-495, Exit 4. 

Analysis of additional volume on Ramps will be necessary to determine if 
widening is necessary. 

A new gate is included in the Alternative. 
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5.7. Key Findings/Conclusions/Recommendations of the Study 

The Strategic Master Plan for the Diamond State Port Corporation (the Plan) has been developed 

to guide the Port of Wilmington to sustain and build upon its role as a significant contributor to 

Delaware’s economic vitality and to expand the Port’s vision as being “The Port of Personal 

Service”. The Port is considered an essential part of Delaware’s economy, generating local, 

regional, and statewide economic benefits; supporting 4,321 jobs annually, generating $337 million 

in business revenue, $316 million personal revenue and $31 million in state and regional taxes.  

The Plan has established and advanced conceptual strategies for providing appropriate and 

efficient cargo handling facilities and infrastructure for both now and into the future.  In so doing, the 

Plan provides a framework for the Port’s maintenance and expansion program though the next 20 

years with capital infrastructure projects identified to be implanted over a short, medium and long 

term planning horizon.  

The following summarizes the Key Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations of the study: 

 The Port handles a wide variety of commodity types, including containerized fruit, palletized 

fruit and juice, dry bulk products, RO-RO, steel, paper products, bulk juice, livestock, and 

project cargo. Many of these commodity types share infrastructure, such as berthing 

locations and warehouse storage. 

 Existing facility has been underfunded for years, requiring an infusion of capital to make 

improvements in order to maintain a safe, reliable and desirable facility for existing 

customers. 

 With potential new container carrier, facility will be at/near capacity with no additional 

capacity remaining to service existing cargo users, having the Port main berths 1, 2 and 3 

currently operating at or near 70% berth utilization during peak season.  

 Over the most recent five years, Wilmington’s strong volume growth was spread across 

multiple commodities which benefited the total trade in both imports and exports. The growth 

outlook for the next five years is just under five percent annually. Longer term annual 

volume gains will be limited to an average of two percent primarily as a result of a slowing of 

import demand while the Port’s exports are projected to increase at twice the growth rate of 

imports throughout the forecast timeline. 

 Similar to Wilmington’s trade profile, the leading ports on the Delaware River are primarily 

import gateways with majority of the cargo being bulk and breakbulk, with imports of 10.6 

million tons and exports of 1.4 million tons for the Delaware River ports in 2015. Along the 

Delaware river, currently a majority of the container cargo is being handled at Philadelphia’s 

Packer Avenue Container Terminal with 2015 throughput of 428,000 TEU and an estimated 

capacity of around 600,000 TEU. 

 The Port of Wilmington earns more than two third of revenue from Cold Storage and 

temperature controlled facilities which include 6 warehouses aggregating approximately 

800,000 sf of chilled and freezer storage space, and 16,000 sf of controlled atmosphere 

capability making the Port of Wilmington the nation's largest dock side cold storage facility.  
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 Due to the nearby at-grade rail crossings and multiple cargo type being handled from the 

Port, the Port’s main entry/exit gate is found to be a bottleneck and in need to be upgraded 

for efficient and faster processing of entry/exit cargo coming during peak seasons through 

the road.  

 The Port of Wilmington is situated immediately adjacent to over 300 acres of land that a 

portion of which could be acquired and developed to meet any growing demand scenario for 

long term beyond the 20-year timeframe of this study.  AECOM recommends the DSPC 

move to secure  

• Wilmington Harbor South and  

• Pigeon Point Landfill.   

 AECOM recommends planning for infrastructure development as noted under the 

Alternative 1A in this report, which provides sufficient capacity to meet the base cargo 

demand for next 20 years with a ROI of $179M over 35 years. 

 Three potential sites along the Delaware river for future container terminal scenario were 

evaluated for a throughput of 970,000 TEU (approximately 5.7M Tons). If future demand 

increases, the analysis presented in this report can help inform a decision for DSPC in 

implementing the long term growth strategy.  

 Funding requirements have been identified for meeting the current commitments and 

executing the state of good repair projects, as well as developing the additional capacity to 

meet the existing base cargo demand over next 20 years, with additional requirement of 

approximately $280M, excluding currently funded $48M in current commitments.  

 In addition, the Port will also need to undertake offsite Infrastructure investment , including:  

• Coordination with double-stack clearance from the Port of Wilmington. 

• Highway infrastructure improvements to Terminal Drive in coordination with the 

design of a new Main Gate Complex 

• Reconstruction of Pigeon Point Road from Terminal Drive to Pigeon Point 

Landfill. 

• For any of the three container terminal development sites, improvements primary 

access/egress routes, including: 

 Terminal Drive and/or Pigeon Point Road 

 Cherry Lane, New Castle Avenue and ramps to I-295 

 Interchange 4 ramp improvements 

 Through the development of this master plan, certain opportunities or constraints were not 

addressed due to limited available information.  The following three issues should be more 

thoroughly investigated to adequately address 

• Study potential for onsite power self-generation – as outlined in Chapter 4 

• Study refurbishment of Berth 4 – 7 for deeper draft vessels, and;  

• Study siltation issue at existing petroleum berth. 
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3
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Chapter 6 

Financial and Economic Impact of Candidate Projects and 
Possible Funding Sources   

This Section assesses three considerations for project implementation: 1) the direct financial return 

of the investment to the Port; 2) the economic impact of each recommended investment on the 

Delaware and broader economy; and 3) opportunities for funding the candidate investment.  The 

outline for this discussion is: 

1. Description and Assumptions for Each of the Candidate Investments 

2. Direct Financial Return of the Investment to the Port 

3. Economic Impact of Recommended Investments (those that yield a positive financial return) 

4. Funding Sources Mapped Against Recommended Strategies 

5. Candidate Funding Sources 

6.1 Description and Assumptions for Each of the Candidate Investments 

Six candidate investments are assessed. These are: 

Alt 1: State of Good Repair & Commitments to Existing Customers 

This State of Good Repair Scenario includes capital infrastructure improvement projects that have 

been committed to existing customers and are required to maintain existing cargo volumes and 

current revenue streams. This scenario does not add additional net capacity to accommodate 

growth in the business. 

The analysis assumes that growth in several of the Port’s existing lines of business will hit capacity 

in the next 20 years. Specifically:  

 General Cargo:  2026 at 4,300,000 tons 

 Liquid Bulk:   does not hit capacity 

 Dry Bulk:   2016 at 1,700,000 tons 

 Ro/Ro:   2018 at 165,000 tons 

Alt 1A: Increase Capacity to Support Base Growth Projections 

This investment adds General Cargo, Dry Bulk, and Ro/Ro capacity by rebuilding a floating berth. 

The new capacity estimates for these three cargo types are: 

 General Cargo: 6,000,000 tons 

 Dry Bulk: 2,550,550 tons 

 Ro/Ro: 620,000 tons 
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The additional capacity added in this Alternative is sufficient to accommodate projected growth in 

these markets as outlined in the Market Forecasts (Chapter 2 of this plan) through master planning 

horizon of 20 years.  

In year 2036, 

 General Cargo volumes are projected to be at 79 percent of estimated capacity 

 Dry Bulk volumes are projected to be at 82 percent of estimated capacity, and 

 Ro/Ro volumes are projected to be at 60 percent of estimated capacity. 

Alt 2: Wilmington Harbor South Container Terminal Capacity  

The investment scenario considers development of a new container terminal at the Wilmington 

Harbor South site to support additional market demand and to allow for change in market dynamics 

- factors not included in the base growth projections. This investment effectively doubles the Port’s 

existing General Cargo capacity, increasing it by 6,270,000 tons. 

Alt 3: Riveredge Container Terminal Capacity 

This investment scenario considers development of a new container terminal at the Riveredge site. 

It also effectively doubles the Port’s existing General Cargo capacity, increasing it by 6,040,000 

tons. 

Alt 4: Edgemoor Container Terminal Capacity 

This investment scenario considers development of a new container terminal at the Edgemoor site. 

It also effectively doubles the Port’s existing General Cargo capacity, increasing it by 6,270,000 

tons. 

As not all projects would be needed immediately given projected capacity and market demand, the 

candidate projects were divided into three time frames for the purposes of evaluation and beginning 

to frame the investment strategy. Investment alternatives are summarized by time horizon and cost 

in Table 6-1.  The costs shown are capital costs for on-port investment only. Operating costs and 

the cost of complementary landside investment in roads and rail are not included. 
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Table 6 - 1: Candidate Investments by Capital Cost and Time Horizon 

Short-term (2017 to 2021) Mid-term (2022 to 2026) Long-term (2027 to 2036) 
Alt 1: State of Good Repair 
(some of the cold storage 
warehouses are built in the mid-
term) 

Alt 1A: Floating Berth + New 
Capacity Addition 

Alt 2: Wilmington Harbor South 
Container Terminal Capacity 

(Land) 

$181,500,000 $144,866,000 $494,500,000 

 

Some Alt 1 Cold Storage 
Warehouses 

Alt 3: Riveredge Container 
Terminal 

  $882,440,000 

  
Alt 4: Edgemoor Container 

Terminal 

  $477,200,000 

 

6.2 Direct Financial Return of the Investment to the Port 

This section describes the Return on Investment (ROI) to the Port for development alternatives 

under consideration. Specifically, the analysis estimates the revenues associated with the projected 

volume of cargo that would utilize the new facility and compares those revenues to the total costs 

(capital plus operating) incurred by the new facility.  

It should be noted that some projects developed as part of the Master Plan, such as gate 

improvements, might be important investments for the Port’s overall operation and developed as 

part of the Plan, but they are omitted from the return on investment assessment as they do not 

generate additional monetary revenue stream. In other words, the reasons for making these types 

of investments are not monetary but to address the congestion issues and increase the operational 

efficiency of the Port. 

Alt 1 is considered the No Action alternative or baseline for the analysis. All other alternatives are 

considered in comparison to Alt 1 or net of Alt 1. This is because the analysis assumes that the 

investments made and cargoes, vessel calls and revenues generated will occur regardless of 

whether Alt investments 1A through 4 are completed. 

Assumptions to support the ROI analysis. The assumptions used in preparing the ROI analysis 

are detailed below. 

 Revenues and costs per passenger and unit of cargo. The operating revenue (rent, 

storage and other) earned by the port on a unit basis associated with a candidate 

investment, as well as the unit cost of its operation, were derived from the Port’s existing 

operating experience in consultation with Port staff. The last historical point at the time of the 

analysis was 2015; these values were adjusted to 2016 dollars to be consistent with each 

project’s capital costs. Due to the confidential nature of the data, the details are not provided 

in this report. 
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 Discount rates. The revenue generated and costs incurred from the candidate project will 

occur annually over several decades. In order to convert that stream of revenues and costs 

into today’s valuation, this stream is discounted back to a net present value. This is because 

a dollar earned today or spent today is worth more than a dollar in the future. Today’s dollar 

can be invested and used to generate additional benefits between now and the future date; 

the discount rate thus captures the impact of waiting. For the ROI analysis, two discount 

rates were used: 3 percent and a higher 7 percent rate. The two rates were selected as a 

high and low value to bracket the likely opportunity cost over the analysis period. 

 Analysis period. The ROI analysis assumes that each project is constructed over a three 

year period within the short-term, mid-term or long-term horizon to which it was assigned. 

The first year of operation is the first year after construction is complete. Several analysis 

periods were tested as summarized in results below.  

 Residual value. A residual value was added to the assessment to capture the remaining 

useful life for those assets with a particularly long life. 

Key Findings. Alt 1A offers a positive return on investment to the port, over and above the Port’s 

existing volume of business. All numbers are calculated in year 2016 US$. 

Table 6 - 2: Summary of Return on Investment Analysis of the Candidate Build Alternatives 

Incremental Benefit Assessment 2016$M  

Alternatives (Net Alt 
1) 

Benefit Accrual 
Period Total Discounted at 7% Discounted at 3% 

Alt 1A 2025-2049 $                    132   $                    (33.9) $                          16  

 

6.3 Economic Impact of Recommended Investments (those that yield a positive 

financial return) 

In order for an investment strategy to yield positive economic impacts for the State of Delaware, it 

must first yield a positive return on investment to the Port. The positive return ensures that the new 

facility can be maintained in a state of good repair,  that its operation does not impair the Port’s 

ability to maintain other existing assets, and that no subsidy is required from the state or another 

entity. While there are instances where a state might choose to subsidize an investment if the 

downstream economic benefits to the state’s economy exceeded the subsidy value, in this instance, 

because of the amount of unused capacity with many of the larger investments considered, 

sufficient downstream economic benefits to Delaware are unlikely. If a scenario were to emerge 

where the new investment was tied to a new market opportunity not modeled in the market 

forecasts, this assumption could be revisited. 

The economic benefits of two investment scenarios were considered. The first considers the 

economic impact of Alt 1, making investments to keep the Port in a state of good repair. The 

second considers the economic impact of the capacity improvements outlined in Alt 1A. 
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Alt 1: State of Good Repair & Commitments to Existing Customers 

The investments made to keep the Port in a state of good repair do not add new business to the 

Port. The economic benefit in this instance is the retention of existing business. Approximately 

1,400 workers are employed directly in Port operations (excluding surface transportation) across 

the ILA, terminal operators, pilots, agents and Port staff. By definition, these jobs are located in 

Delaware; a 2011 economic impact study concluded that about 76 percent of the Port’s jobs are 

held by residents of Delaware. There is also a multiplier effect as the Port makes purchases in the 

local economy and as those directly employed at the port, spend and make purchases of their own. 

It is estimated that the Port spends about $10 to $11 million on non-wage operations. These 

multiplier effects increase the jobs supported by Port operations to over 2,700 jobs. 

Beyond the employment associated with direct Port operations, some employers are located in 

Delaware (and the surrounding region) in order to have access to the Port. This is a secondary and 

important economic benefit of the Port’s operation. Because the Port’s cargo mix is dominated by 

imports of fruit destined for national distribution, this element of the Port’s economic impact is 

distributed well beyond Delaware’s borders and is less concentrated locally. 

In short, the Port is a major employer for Delaware; the cost of not keeping the Port in a state of 

good repair is that these jobs would leave the state. 

Alt 1A: Increase Capacity to Support Base Growth Projections 

The investments for this alternative increase capacity in the Port’s existing markets. Based on the 

existing base of business and the projected expansion of cargo, a preliminary estimate of additional 

direct jobs associated with the alternative is 280.  

6.4 Funding Sources Mapped Against Recommended Strategies 

Section 6.5 below outlines a number of candidate funding sources to support Port investments. For 

both Alt 1 and Alt 1A, the candidate funding sources are similar as both alternatives involve the 

same lines of business. It is unlikely that any single Alternative could be funded by a single source 

and that a package of funds would be required.  Given the scale of the investments required, this 

funding would likely be secured incrementally. 

6.5 Candidate Funding Sources  

As input to the Strategic Master Plan for Diamond State Port Corporation, the analysis of Potential 

Funding Strategies for Port of Wilmington in Appendix H provides an overview of potential federal, 

state, and local funding and financing strategies which could be used to advance the construction 

and operation of proposed improvements to the port’s assets and supporting infrastructure. This is 

identification of these programs and of their funding authorization over the short term, and an 

assessment of the applicability of those policies and programs towards the Port of Wilmington.   

The Appendix provides an overview of federal, state and local funding and financing programs 

which could be applicable for the Port of Wilmington.  DSPC already has funding for the Port 

allocated through some of these programs and policies; securing funding or financing through other 
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programs subsequently identified could be used to advance the construction and operation of 

proposed improvements to DSPC’s maritime assets and supporting infrastructure within and around 

the Port of Wilmington.  

Development of project specific financing strategies or cash flow analysis of candidate investment 

options is reserved for future work. Rather, the Appendix represents a first look at possible funding 

and financing approaches and is provided in order to open a dialogue about what strategies appear 

most promising in order to prioritize future work. It is anticipated that the listing of strategies 

provided here will be refined and augmented as specific project development advances. 

Port improvement projects are capital-intensive, increasingly requiring project sponsors to assemble 

funding from multiple sources as maintenance and expansion needs can outstrip the growth in 

program revenues.  This memorandum examines the options for Federal and State and Local 

participation.  Additionally, private investment opportunities and benefit capture strategies are 

explored so that non-governmental revenues can be identified and leveraged to demonstrate local 

commitment and support the case for Federal and State participation. 

Specifically, this report contains detailed information on the following two elements: 

1. Federal, State and Local Funding Programs; 

2. Opportunities for Private Sector Investment. 

At the core of each of the federal, state, local and private-public partnership programs and 

opportunities subsequently assessed is the promotion of three core objectives: safety, efficiency 

and economic development.  Many of the programs flow into one another, with the larger federal 

programs administering or committing funds to smaller federal and state programs.  DSPC and the 

Port of Wilmington have received, or currently receive, funding through some of these programs.     
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Open House and Comments Summary 

Tuesday, January 19, 2016 
Chase Center on the Riverfront 

Introduction 
The Diamond State Port Corporation (DSPC) held its first Open House on January 19, 2016 
regarding the Port of Wilmington’s Strategic Master Plan, which is being developed to guide the 
Port in sustaining and building upon its role as a significant contributor to Delaware’s economic 
vitality. The Open House provided an update on how the Plan is being developed and progress 
to date; and solicited feedback in identifying issues, alternatives, and potentially significant 
impacts for consideration in future analyses. Information was provided on four areas of study: 
Operations & Capacity, Marketing & Economic Impacts, Environmental Concerns, and 
Expansion Opportunities. 
 
Format  
The Open House was conducted in an informal, drop-by format allowing visitors to learn about 
the study at a pace reflecting his or her own level of interest and expertise, and to engage in 
dialogue with the Master Plan Consulting Team on the issues important to them. Textual and 
graphic display boards for each area of study (including maps of the expansion opportunity sites 
and the project schedule) were on display and are now available to the public on the Port 
website. A project Fact Sheet was also distributed to each attendee and comment forms were 
provided for participants to complete and either deposit in a drop box at the event or at a later 
date.  
 
Notifications 
A variety of different methods were used to inform stakeholders, elected officials and the 
public about the Open House including electronic invitations, direct mail, online 
advertisements, a press release and announcement on the Port website. 
 
Direct Mail 
Postcard announcements were mailed to approximately 5,044 people on the project mailing 
list. The mailing list included addresses within a 1-mile radius of the existing Port and expansion 
opportunity sites in addition to a comprehensive list of elected officials; federal, state, county 
and city agency staff; Port Task Force members; DSPC directors and senior staff, Port operators 
and users; local, regional and national media; and additional stakeholders and community 
organizations interested in or impacted by the project.  
 
Email Notifications 
An electronic letter and PDF of the physical postcard were sent to Delaware State, New Castle 
County, City of New Castle and City of Wilmington elected officials a few days before the 
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postcard mailing to ensure that they were informed of the Open House before their 
constituents received notice. The DSPC board and Port of Wilmington Expansion Task Force also 
received this same courtesy notice. 
 
Online Advertisement 
An online campaign ran on www.delawareonline.com, Delaware’s primary source for news, 
from January 12th to January 19th and was targeted specifically to New Castle County visitors. 
The ads received 60,023 impressions with a .07% click thru rate, which means that 42 people 
clicked on the ad to learn more. This was very good considering that the average click through 
rate for the site’s online banners is .02%.  
 
Press Release 
A press release announcing the Open House was distributed a week prior to the Open House to 
30 targeted media contacts. This included top tier local, regional and national (i.e., Delaware 
AP) print, radio, online and television news outlets. 
 
Port Website 
A PDF postcard was displayed on the Port’s homepage announcing the Open House. 
 
Attendance 
The total sign-in attendance at the Open House was 115 with roughly 5-10 additional people 
who did not sign-in. Attendees included residents, elected officials, Port operators/users, 
government agencies, community organizations and members of the press. Delaware Secretary 
of State, Jeffrey W. Bullock, and New Castle County Executive Thomas P. Gordon were in 
attendance as were representatives from WILMAPCO, New Castle City Council, Wilmington City 
Councils and Congressman John Carney’s office. 
 
Three media outlets sent reporters to cover the event including the Delaware Business Times, 
Delaware News Journal and WITN 22-Wilmington Television. 
 
Summary of Comments 
Overall, the Open House initiated widespread discussion and interest in the Port of Wilmington 
Strategic Master Plan. There were 14 comments received in total: 12 were submitted at the 
Open House, one was physically mailed to Remline’s office, and another was sent to the project 
email address info@strategicmasterplan.com. 
 
The following summarizes some of the major themes that were raised in the comments: 
 
Market and Economic Effects 
One comment questioned if the berths in Philadelphia ports were deeper and therefore more 
attractive to shippers than the Port of Wilmington. Another comment suggested a National 
Economic Analysis be conducted to determine existing port capacities, especially for any 
proposed new commodity shipments at Riveredge or Claymont that are outside the port’s 

http://www.delawareonline.com/
mailto:info@strategicmasterplan.com
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current niche market. This must also include shipments out, as the region has an import/export 
imbalance.  
Expansion Opportunities 
One comment was in full support of the Riveredge Opportunity because “all of the studies have 
been done”. On the other hand, another comment referred to this proposal as an 
“irresponsible waste of limited funds that may hurt the Port improvements and lead to loss of 
jobs in the future”. This commenter said a more detailed evaluation of environmental impacts 
and long term dredging should be conducted as a study already exists documenting the high 
sediment deposition rates. Another comment said that we need to improve and better utilize 
the existing Port and suggested that we move forward with the “South of Delaware Memorial 
Bridge” project immediately so that other states don’t beat us out. Another comment 
questioned the cost of off-site infrastructure requirements and wondered if there were any 
planned accommodations for deep draft vessels. 
 
Local Employment Opportunities 
Four comments referenced the need for local jobs, particularly high paying middle-class jobs 
that do not require a college degree. Another comment suggested a cost-value analysis 
compared to other port locations be conducted. We also received a letter from the Delaware 
Maritime Education Task Force in support of the expansion. The letter stressed the need to 
have an educated work force ready for the expansion (additional mariners, engineers, 
environmentalists, marine biologists, etc.) and suggested a maritime technology 
program/center that to provide DE citizens an opportunity to obtain Coast Guard certifications 
and educational training that will enable them to obtain good paying jobs as the Port expands. 
DelTech Community College is interested, but wants more statistical data on the need. The Task 
Force included a News Journal article that highlighted the topic this past year. 
 
Environmental Issues 
One comment showed concern for the Coastal Zone Act and how this would impact expansion 
opportunities and another emphasized the need to outline the full protocol and steps to meet 
the National Environmental Policy Act in the Plan. 
 
Funding 
One comment questioned whether private funding would be sought for the project and 
stressed the need for intergovernmental communication/support. Another comment 
questioned whether or not the endeavor would be union controlled. 
 
Transportation  
One comment wondered how public transportation and transportation linkages/needs will be 
factored into the Strategic Master Plan.  
 
Diversity 
One comment criticized the lack of male African American representation on the DSPC board.  
 
Project Schedule and Need 
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One comment questioned why the SWOT analysis does not occur sooner in the project 
schedule. 
 
Project Team and Boards 
One comment complimented the project team on their display boards and requested that they 
be added to the Port website. Whereas the Controller of DSPC said that the Expansion 
Opportunities map needs to correspond better with other project materials (i.e. number each 
site on all project collateral). Another comment said the existing survey & maps are inaccurate. 
 
Responses to Comments 
All comments received have been reviewed and entered into the project comment database. 
All attendees who requested a meeting and/or response from the project team will be 
contacted. All other commenters will receive a standard response from the team thanking them 
for their interest/input and will be added to the project mailing list for future project updates. 
Recipients were also referred to the Port website, where the Open House board displays and 
Fact Sheet are posted.  
 
Meeting Requests 
A few groups/individuals requested follow up meetings with the Master Plan Consulting Team. 
Those individuals are listed below. 

 Municipal Services Commission of the City of New Castle-contact Pamela Patone (302)-
323-2330 

o Interested in understanding water & electric load requirements 

 Wilmington Area Planning Council - contact Tigist Zegeye (302) 737-6205, ext. 114 

 League of Women Voters-contact Peggy Schultz (302) 598-9427 
 

Photos 
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2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2025 2030 2035

Imports

General Cargo 1,462,693  1,578,822  1,646,125  1,911,673  1,923,993  1,951,812  2,019,729  2,670,124  2,721,049  2,769,160  2,816,512  3,048,734  3,212,112  3,357,974  

Liquid Bulk 1,230,716  1,485,477  1,411,304  1,343,225  1,664,438  1,991,302  2,135,135  2,271,699  2,356,856  2,431,172  2,480,689  2,666,641  2,498,688  2,340,511  

Dry Bulk 654,758     839,748     475,193     646,954     1,232,014  1,390,393  1,038,109  1,056,994  1,071,031  1,080,080  1,088,428  1,085,153  1,053,620  999,742     

RORO 2,675          675              566              265              -              101              500              500              500              500              500              500              500              500              

Total 3,350,842  3,904,722  3,533,189  3,902,117  4,820,445  5,333,608  5,193,473  5,999,317  6,149,436  6,280,912  6,386,129  6,801,029  6,764,920  6,698,727  

16.5% -9.5% 10.4% 23.5% 10.6% -2.6% 15.5% 2.5% 2.1% 1.7%

Exports

General Cargo 336,580     408,874     384,722     422,254     483,725     526,312     527,579     1,028,721  1,075,620  1,105,193  1,126,750  1,240,797  1,313,387  1,387,078  

Liquid Bulk 39,649        -              9,594          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              

Dry Bulk 97,708        615,029     925,798     756,357     646,605     798,616     677,407     734,069     779,846     830,635     885,155     1,032,158  1,054,843  1,091,377  

RORO 92,729        137,885     115,386     139,069     82,265        140,029     154,032     159,577     166,598     177,427     188,960     265,026     314,768     373,846     

Total 566,666     1,161,788  1,435,500  1,317,680  1,212,595  1,464,957  1,359,018  1,922,367  2,022,064  2,113,255  2,200,865  2,537,981  2,682,997  2,852,301  

105.0% 23.6% -8.2% -8.0% 20.8% -7.2% 41.5% 5.2% 4.5% 4.1%

TOTAL PORT TONNAGE 3,917,508  5,066,510  4,968,689  5,219,797  6,033,040  6,798,565  6,552,492  7,921,684  8,171,501  8,394,167  8,586,994  9,339,010  9,447,918  9,551,027  

29.3% -1.9% 5.1% 15.6% 12.7% -3.6% 20.9% 3.2% 2.7% 2.3%

Source: DSPC historical statistics, AECOM/R. K. Johns forecast

Port of Wilmington Total Volume Forecast, in short tons
Actual Forecast



 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2025 2030 2035

General cargo

New Container Service 595,000     611,065     627,105     642,971     728,528     812,271     905,639     

Bananas 1,086,776  1,078,923  1,131,680  1,289,760  1,341,373  1,397,054  1,441,320  1,472,560  1,489,700  1,507,020  1,524,518  1,613,627  1,645,777  1,658,908  

Chilean fruit 125,969     158,283     138,571     181,506     143,756     153,606     158,415     162,818     166,341     169,939     173,611     186,954     189,163     189,722     

Argentine fruit 2,071          29,202        35,668        45,083        39,581        25,717        26,574        27,737        28,338        28,667        29,000        30,695        32,413        34,167        

Clementines 14,821        18,778        23,878        30,406        30,956        45,358        50,407        55,336        59,300        62,421        64,990        73,173        79,535        79,770        

Pineapples 144,951     161,622     184,631     215,759     226,559     210,625     222,054     233,717     241,329     246,791     252,010     278,249     307,438     336,448     

Vegetables 49,563        57,381        61,850        70,599        70,930        55,596        56,409        57,592        58,457        59,534        60,561        65,657        71,190        76,570        

Melons and misc. fruit 9,407          37,213        29,910        25,897        20,234        20,387        20,647        21,021        21,290        21,548        21,793        22,986        24,225        25,385        

Meat 7,956          10,531        8,043          9,250          6,188          7,263          7,335          7,409          7,557          7,708          7,862          8,681          8,900          9,124          

Miscellaneous 21,178        26,889        31,893        43,413        44,415        36,207        36,569        36,935        37,673        38,427        39,195        40,185        41,200        42,240        

Total 1,462,693  1,578,822  1,646,125  1,911,673  1,923,993  1,951,812  2,019,729  2,670,124  2,721,049  2,769,160  2,816,512  3,048,734  3,212,112  3,357,974  

7.9% 4.3% 16.1% 0.6% 1.4% 3.5% 32.2% 1.9% 1.8% 1.7%

Dry bulk

Industrial salt 438,682     635,985     223,052     306,530     968,924     1,068,202  747,742     755,219     758,995     758,995     758,995     721,797     652,447     560,279     

Steel 94,284        51,339        113,066     137,513     81,793        92,763        95,453        99,844        103,239     106,233     108,995     120,218     132,730     145,399     

Minerals 121,792     152,424     120,884     190,781     181,297     212,020     194,914     201,931     208,797     214,852     220,438     243,138     268,443     294,064     

Cement & Clinkers 18,191        

Grain (corn & soybean) 12,130        17,408        

Total 654,758     839,748     475,193     646,954     1,232,014  1,390,393  1,038,109  1,056,994  1,071,031  1,080,080  1,088,428  1,085,153  1,053,620  999,742     

28.3% -43.4% 36.1% 90.4% 12.9% -25.3% 1.8% 1.3% 0.8% 0.8%

Liquid bulk

Petroleum (via pipeline) 1,127,392  1,337,806  1,268,868  1,220,437  1,566,711  1,859,332  2,003,544  2,136,410  2,219,608  2,292,038  2,340,513  2,521,482  2,348,581  2,185,937  

Orange juice 37,302        40,887        72,670        60,112        41,742        90,294        90,590        93,201        94,809        96,357        97,077        100,523     103,943     107,031     

Apple juice 55,645        80,436        49,289        40,359        46,210        30,877        30,381        31,192        31,452        31,701        31,938        33,072        34,197        35,213        

Pear juice 10,243        26,245        20,061        20,992        8,056          10,005        9,845          10,107        10,192        10,272        10,349        10,716        11,081        11,410        

Other juices 135              103              416              1,325          1,718          795              776              788              796              804              812              848              886              920              

Total 1,230,716  1,485,477  1,411,304  1,343,225  1,664,438  1,991,302  2,135,135  2,271,699  2,356,856  2,431,172  2,480,689  2,666,641  2,498,688  2,340,511  

20.7% -5.0% -4.8% 23.9% 19.6% 7.2% 6.4% 3.7% 3.2% 2.0%

RORO

Wind products 2675 493 15

Project cargo 265 86

Miscellaneous 675 73

Total RORO 2675 675 566 265 0 101 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500

Total imports 3,350,842  3,904,722  3,533,189  3,902,117  4,820,445  5,333,608  5,193,473  5,999,317  6,149,436  6,280,912  6,386,129  6,801,029  6,764,920  6,698,727  

16.5% -9.5% 10.4% 23.5% 10.6% -2.6% 15.5% 2.5% 2.1% 1.7%

Source: DSPC historical statistics, AECOM/R. K. Johns forecast

Actual Forecast

Port of Wilmington Import Volume Forecast, in short tons



  

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2025 2030 2035

General cargo

New Container Service 486,820     523,332     543,218     555,441     620,803     654,087     689,156     

Cattle 16,758        54,076        44,060        47,538        24,504        3,652          3,652          3,652          3,652          3,652          3,652          3,652          3,652          3,652          

Paper 181,783     211,833     217,742     227,432     301,582     312,010     313,277     321,280     325,940     330,281     334,599     356,493     368,753     377,516     

Food 53,933        63,514        49,129        52,896        60,213        92,380        92,380        95,152        97,664        100,008     102,208     113,956     125,817     138,912     

Autos, Trucks & Parts 35,392        29,005        30,302        39,074        36,671        44,125        44,125        45,449        46,649        47,768        48,819        54,431        60,096        66,351        

Miscellaneous GC 48,714        50,447        43,489        55,314        60,756        74,144        74,144        76,369        78,385        80,266        82,032        91,461        100,981     111,491     

Total 336,580     408,874     384,722     422,254     483,725     526,312     527,579     1,028,721  1,075,620  1,105,193  1,126,750  1,240,797  1,313,387  1,387,078  

21.5% -5.9% 9.8% 14.6% 8.8% 0.2% 95.0% 4.6% 2.7% 2.0%

Dry bulk

Scrap metal 13,227        75,531        34,162        78,065        53,410        28,325        22,660        20,394        19,782        21,167        23,072        37,158        59,843        96,377        

Coal 13,818        131,743     5,125          

Petrocoke 84,481        525,680     759,893     673,167     593,195     770,291     654,747     713,675     760,063     809,468     862,083     995,000     995,000     995,000     

Total 97,708        615,029     925,798     756,357     646,605     798,616     677,407     734,069     779,846     830,635     885,155     1,032,158  1,054,843  1,091,377  

529.5% 50.5% -18.3% -14.5% 23.5% -15.2% 8.4% 6.2% 6.5% 6.6%

Liquid bulk

Juice 9,594          

Petroleum (via pipeline) 39,649        

Total 39,649        9,594          

RORO

Vehicles 92,729        94,903        115,386     115,156     82,265        140,029     154,032     159,577     166,598     177,427     188,960     265,026     314,768     373,846     

Project Cargo 42,982        23,913        

Total 92,729        137,885     115,386     139,069     82,265        140,029     154,032     159,577     166,598     177,427     188,960     265,026     314,768     373,846     

48.7% -16.3% 20.5% -40.8% 70.2% 10.0% 3.6% 4.4% 6.5% 6.5%

Total Exports 566,666     1,161,788  1,435,500  1,317,680  1,212,595  1,464,957  1,359,018  1,922,367  2,022,064  2,113,255  2,200,865  2,537,981  2,682,997  2,852,301  

105.0% 23.6% -8.2% -8.0% 20.8% -7.2% 41.5% 5.2% 4.5% 4.1%

Source: DSPC historical statistics, AECOM/R. K. Johns forecast

Actual Forecast

Port of Wilmington Export Volume Forecast, in short tons



 

 

Port
Direction/ 

Type

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2025 2030 2035

Norfolk, VA Import 766.7      768.9      870.3      934.1      1,017.9   1,082.5    1,128.2    1,200.8    1,262.0    1,303.5    1,362.1    1,690.9    1,968.9    2,296.6    

Export 824.3      855.3      936.8      998.8      1,034.5   997.8        942.5        1,025.0    1,109.1    1,178.7    1,233.1    1,555.4    1,838.9    2,197.3    

Empties 304.0      293.8      298.8      298.8      340.6      468.9        528.0        528.4        534.4        554.6        594.3        850.3        1,110.2    1,447.8    

Total 1,895.0   1,918.0   2,105.9   2,231.7   2,393.0   2,549.3    2,598.8    2,754.2    2,905.5    3,036.8    3,189.6    4,096.6    4,918.0    5,941.6    

Yrly.% chg. 1.2% 9.8% 6.0% 7.2% 6.5% 1.9% 6.0% 5.5% 4.5% 5.0%

Baltimore, MD Import 289.0      309.6      327.7      340.0      367.4      399.8        417.1        443.8        466.2        481.3        502.4        620.1        720.5        838.7        

Export 197.8      206.0      220.8      219.9      221.7      222.1        211.0        230.6        250.3        268.4        281.9        362.9        433.6        523.5        

Empties 118.1      111.9      129.8      145.3      181.1      218.4        242.2        252.9        262.6        270.7        286.7        378.7        470.1        586.3        

Total 604.9      627.6      678.3      705.2      770.1      840.3        870.3        927.3        979.1        1,020.5    1,070.9    1,361.7    1,624.2    1,948.4    

Yrly.% chg. 3.7% 8.1% 4.0% 9.2% 9.1% 3.6% 6.6% 5.6% 4.2% 4.9%

Philadelphia, PA Import 144.7      152.2      143.0      160.4      219.9      209.8        218.5        232.6        246.5        252.7        261.2        308.0        347.3        391.9        

Export 91.2         108.4      84.2         94.2         104.2      70.6          62.2          67.3          71.9          76.7          80.4          101.9        118.3        138.1        

Empties 40.2         27.1         40.2         112.2      125.0      147.2        164.0        173.6        183.7        185.9        191.4        220.6        248.3        279.4        

Total 276.1      287.7      267.4      366.8      449.1      427.6        444.7        473.5        502.0        515.3        532.9        630.6        713.9        809.4        

Yrly.% chg. 4.2% -7.1% 37.2% 22.4% -4.8% 4.0% 6.5% 6.0% 2.7% 3.4%

NY/NJ Import 2,579.1   2,683.7   2,749.6   2,760.6   2,944.7   3,214.3    3,348.4    3,564.3    3,746.6    3,870.1    4,046.9    5,040.3    5,878.0    6,866.4    

Export 1,518.3   1,621.3   1,543.3   1,466.7   1,428.8   1,391.6    1,319.3    1,433.8    1,551.4    1,653.6    1,732.4    2,200.9    2,623.4    3,161.8    

Empties 1,194.6   1,198.5   1,237.0   1,240.1   1,398.8   1,765.8    1,920.2    2,007.9    2,089.1    2,145.7    2,261.4    2,913.0    3,512.1    4,251.5    

Total 5,292.0   5,503.5   5,529.9   5,467.3   5,772.3   6,371.7    6,587.8    7,006.0    7,387.2    7,669.5    8,040.7    10,154.2  12,013.5  14,279.7  

Yrly.% chg. 4.0% 0.5% -1.1% 5.6% 10.4% 3.4% 6.3% 5.4% 3.8% 4.8%

Total 4-ports 8,068.0   8,336.8   8,581.4   8,771.1   9,384.6   10,188.9  10,501.7  11,161.1  11,773.8  12,242.1  12,834.1  16,243.1  19,269.6  22,979.1  

Yrly.% chg. 3.3% 2.9% 2.2% 7.0% 8.6% 3.1% 6.3% 5.5% 4.0% 4.8%

Source: Datamyne historical statistics, AECOM/R. K. Johns forecast

Actual Forecast

Mid-Atlantic Ports Container Forecast, in 000 TEU
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Chapter 1 

1.0 Introduction 
 
As part of the development of a Master Plan for the Diamond State Port Corporation’s long term 
use of the Port of Wilmington (POW) several port expansion alternatives were considered.  
These include: 
 

• Expansion of the existing POW facilities located at the mouth of the Christina River; 

• The Riveredge site located south of the Delaware Memorial Bridge; and  

• The redevelopment of the Chemours (formerly DuPont) Edgemoor facilities located 
several miles north of the POW.   
 

Prior iterations of this study considered First Sate Crossing in Claymont, Delaware, and the 
Pigeon Point Landfill, but the AECOM team’s initial efforts eliminated them from final 
consideration as primary alternatives and a dredging assessment is not included herein. 
 
The dredging and channel maintenance requirements of each of the above defined expansion 
options are considered in this report.  Due to the limited remaining capacity of the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers’ Philadelphia District (USACE) dredged material disposal sites at 
Wilmington Harbor North Disposal Area (WHN) and the Wilmington Harbor South Disposal Area 
(WHS), located north and south of the Christina River, this study also evaluated the 
development costs, capacity and operation of several locations that were identified as possible 
future dredged material disposal areas.   
 
For various hydraulic and hydrodynamic reasons, the POW at the confluence of the Christina 
River accumulates a large volume of maintenance sediments on a yearly basis.  Annual 
shoaling volumes in the Christina River vary, but historic records communicated by the USACE, 
suggest that the annual volume of dredged material can be generalized as up to 750,000 cubic 
yards.  Dredging is typically performed at 9-month intervals, scheduled to avoid restricted 
windows.  The need for intermediate, emergency dredging, particularly at the Magellan berth 
along the jetty near the confluence of the Delaware and Christina Rivers, is not atypical.   
 
This volume and rate of dredging has historically necessitated the use of two separate and 
alternating areas for dredged material disposal.  Since the late 1980s, the areas utilized have 
been the WHN and the WHS, located north and south of the Christina River.  In emergency 
situations, the USACE has also utilized one of the Pedricktown Disposal Areas and the 
Killcohook Disposal Area.   
 
The USACE and POW, recently implemented a new Dredged Material Management Plan 
(DMMP) that involves replacing the nearly full WHN with a new USACE facility in Pedricktown, 
New Jersey.  That plan is summarized in a report titled “Wilmington Harbor, Delaware, Thirty-year 
Dredged Material Disposal Plan, 2012-2041”, prepared by the USACE, Philadelphia District, 
dated July 19, 2013.  This report addresses maintaining the channels at the current POW, the  
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capacity limitations of the WHN and WHS dredged material disposal areas, and the future use 
of alternative USACE operated disposal sites. 
 
The report identified additional costs to the POW for dredge disposal storage, but does not 
address additional operational costs to transport the dredged material from the adjacent WHN to 
the new site in New Jersey, approximately 5 miles from Wilmington Harbor.  The data provided 
in Table 1, “Wilmington Harbor Disposal Area Schedule, 2012 – 2041” of the July 2013 report 
was utilized to prepare enclosed Table 2, “Existing Port of Wilmington Dredge Material 
Maintenance Schedule.”   
 
Based on recent discussions with the USACE, their plan is to utilize WHS for as long as 
practical to avoid incurring these additional costs.  Currently, the USACE intends the next two 
dredging cycles in WHS and then return to WHN for at least another two cycles.  This 
represents a deviation from the dredging cycles summarized in Table 1 of the July 2103 USACE 
report.  The proposal to construct a deep water berth along the Delaware River at the POW, 
Riveredge or Edgemoor necessitates the need to identify nearby areas where new dredge 
disposal sites can be developed.   
 
The following chapters address the initial dredging and maintenance dredging requirements 
related to the new access channels that would be required at the three proposed berth location 
alternatives, as well as quantification of the area, long-term capacity and utilization of alternative 
dredge disposal sites.    
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Chapter 2  

2.0 Initial and Maintenance Dredging for New Port Operations 
 

In addition to expansion at the existing POW, the two alternative sites under consideration, at 
Riveredge and Edgemoor, will be discussed in this section. 
 
Available bathymetry indicates that constructing a new berth, along the Delaware River at the 
current POW, will require dredging excavation of an initial volume of approximately 50,000 cubic 
yards at the upriver-most portion of the berth to take the river bottom elevation from 
approximately -42 feet Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW) to -45 feet MLLW.  The area of required 
dredging and the associated bathymetry is provided on Figure 1.  Based on the lack of shoaling 
at the existing automobile berth and similar areas along the Delaware River, it is inferred that 
only minor annual maintenance dredging ranging between 0 and 25,000 cubic yards will be 
required to maintain a river bottom elevation of -45 feet.  
 
The proposed construction of a new port facility at Riveredge, just downriver of the Delaware 
Memorial Bridge is a more complex dredging situation than at the existing POW.  A concept 
access navigation channel and turning basin was developed by Paul F Richardson Associates.  
This concept was discussed with representatives of the Delaware Rivers pilots and the USACE 
and adjustments were made to promote navigation and dredging, which increased in plan area 
from 110 acres to approximately 130 acres as indicated by Figure 2.  Based on the available 
bathymetry in the area, it is estimated that an initial dredging volume of approximately 7.5 to 
8 million cubic yards of material will be required to bring the area proposed to – 45 feet MLLW.  
This relatively large quantity of initial dredge material will present a disposal challenge, as the 
USACE is not authorized to utilize the existing WHSDA, WHNDA and Pedricktown facilities for 
its disposal and those facilities were not constructed to receive this volume of material, if the use 
was authorized.   
 
Estimating future maintenance dredging requirements for the Riveredge will require sediment 
characterization and transport modeling, which is beyond the scope of this preliminary planning 
level evaluation.  To gain some insight into the order of magnitude of dredging that could be 
anticipated for planning purposes, Duffield Associates considered other known shoaling rates 
for similar geometry and locations on the River.  One such comparison for inference is the 
historical existing dredging information from the Delaware City Refining Corporation (DCRC) 
channel adjacent to Delaware City, Delaware, which has a variable sedimentation rate.  DCRC 
estimates that they have been dredging an average of approximately 400,000 cubic yards per 
year to maintain a narrow channel 12,000-feet long and 37-feet deep.  Making a number of 
assumptions to prorate the DCRC channel to a future channel at the Riveredge site indicates 
that the annual channel maintenance dredging volume could be estimated to be between 
1.0 and 2.0 million cubic yards annually.  This estimate is a conceptual level estimate and would 
need to be refined with complex numerical sedimentation modeling, but the estimate does 
indicate that a substantial additional maintenance volume will be required to maintain the 
channel at -45 feet MLLW.  
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The former Chemours (formerly DuPont) Edgemoor site (Figure 3), located 2.5 miles north 
(upriver) of the POW is also being considered as an expansion location.  The potential berth 
location at the Edgemoor site is parallel and within 500 to 800 feet of the Federal Channel.  
Dredging and maintenance requirements at this location are anticipated to be relatively minor 
when compared to the Riveredge location, and consistent with expansion off of the existing 
Automobile berth at the POW (initial volume of 50,000 cubic yards and annual maintenance of 
less than 50,000 cubic yards).     
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Chapter 3 

3.0 Existing Dredged Material Disposal Capacity for the Christina River 
 

After the dredging cycle sequence summarized herein, the USACE has indicated and 
demonstrated through action, that they plan to utilize WHN as long as practically possible, but 
are restricted by stability, water quality, and permitting concerns.  Based on feasibility studies 
that Duffield Associates previously performed for the USACE in 2001, it is unlikely that they will 
be able to utilize WHN beyond the planned 3 to 4 cycles for maintenance of current POW 
dredging needs.  Therefore, a disposal site, in addition to WHS is needed for long-term 
maintenance dredging.  The DMMP arrangements to utilize Pedricktown CDF, as an alternative 
facility, have to be modified because this site was utilized extensively for the Delaware River 
Deepening.  Despite efforts to obtain information, no accurate current information is presently 
available regarding this current topography and its effects for proposed expansion of 
Pedricktown CDF for use in the POW DMMP.  
 
One particular means of extending the useful life of the status quo – WHNDA and WHSDA - 
identified by the USACE, is to excavate and transport materials from the WHNDA during its 
forthcoming “resting” maintenance cycle.  They estimate that excavating and removing 
500,000 cubic yards/year, during 3 fiscal years, could prolong the existing arrangement for 6 to 
9 years.  Such a plan, could utilize a portion of the First State Crossing site or land on or 
adjacent to the Pigeon Point Landfill as a receptacle for these materials. 
 
Based on information from the USACE, the current top-of-dike elevation at WHS is 
approximately 35 feet (site datum) and has an existing remaining capacity of approximately 
2 million cubic yards within the existing dikes.  The USACE has active plans to raise the dikes 2 
more times in 10-foot increments, after which they anticipate that elaborate and expensive 
ground improvements and water quality control measures may be needed to sustain adequate 
factors of safety against slope stability failure and to obtain a water quality certificate for its 
continued use as a disposal area.  Accordingly, these constraints could limit WHS to a top-of-
dike elevation of 50 to 55 feet.  Faced with no other alternatives, the USACE will attempt to 
continue to raise the dikes to its permitted maximum elevation of 70 feet.  Even if WHS can 
remain in use indefinitely, another facility will be needed for the Christina River maintenance 
dredging after capacity in the WHN site is exhausted, regardless of POW expansion or the 
selection of a new port site.  Table 1 indicates the estimated capacity for increasing the dikes 
from elevation 35 feet to 70 feet in 10-foot increments over a period of many years.  Larger 
intermediate dike raising are precluded by subsurface stability constraints.   
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Chapter 4 

4.0 Alternative Sites for Disposal Capacity 
 
Duffield Associates has identified several alternative sites for potential disposal of dredged 
materials.  Reference Figure 4 for approximate locations of the disposal areas.  These sites 
were conceptually evaluated for long-term capacity utilizing the USACE Disposal Area Life 
Cycle Program (DALP).  DALP is a Philadelphia District-developed, computer algorithm that 
estimates the capacity and potential life span of a disposal area based on acreage, dredging 
load, freeboard, bulking, and shrinkage factors.  Raising the dikes in 10-foot increments was 
assumed in this evaluation.  DALP is a greatly simplified methodology for estimating capacity 
and does not account for any inherent geometric inefficiencies when estimating potential 
volumes.  However, DALP is recognized as a good initial approximation by the USACE 
Philadelphia District.    
 
The 15G site on Oldmans Creek in Salem County, New Jersey, came under USACE control in a 
land swap with PSE&G for land at Artificial Island.  For the USACE to accept material from 
Wilmington Harbor or Riveredge, the USACE would likely require some form of compensation or 
in-kind contribution, which would need to be negotiated. 
 
PBF maintains a large perimeter of undeveloped lands as a buffer to its Delaware City Refinery 
operations.  Faced with dredging and dredge disposal issues of their own, PBF has expressed 
interest in collaborating with the POW in some form on dredge management.  For the purpose 
of this report, two conceptual areas for hypothetical quantification purposes were identified 
within a large area of land potentially available at the refinery.  Actual locations would be 
determined based on optimization of available area, natural resource constraints and the needs 
of the refinery and USACE.  As consideration for the use of their land (referred to in Table 1 as 
the Delaware City Upland Area and River Area sites), PBF would likely at least require that it be 
developed by the POW and that any developed disposal areas could be used for PBF’s use as 
well.  PBF also desires the POW’s active support to federalize dredging of their approach and 
cooling water channels.   
 
The First State Crossing site, located near Claymont, Delaware, includes property to the 
southeast (riverward) of the Amtrak Northeast Corridor tracks.  The current land owner has 
expressed interest in developing this portion of the property, identified as Operable Unit 2, for 
storing dredged materials.  The land only portion (Table 1: First State Crossing Upland Area) of 
the property considered for a disposal area is approximately 150 acres.  The limits of the First 
State Crossing property extend into Delaware River.  Including the subaqueous portion of the 
parcel increases the dredged disposal area (Table 1: First State Crossing Full Parcel) to 
approximately 250 areas.   
 
Table 1 provides a summary of DALP volumes for the alternative sites identified. 
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Chapter 5 

5.0 Dredged Material Management 
 
POW expansion by the construction of a new berth at the POW or a new port facility at 
Riveredge or Edgemoor will require management of dredged material during its initial 
construction and also during the lifespan of operations of the facilities.  The magnitude of this 
management will vary significantly for the different alternatives being considered and also, to a 
lesser extent on the specifics of the final design.  As noted, the construction of a new berth at 
the POW, along the Delaware River, upriver of the existing Autoberth, will require excavation for 
berth access (50,000 cubic yards estimate), yearly access maintenance (25,000 cubic yards 
estimated), and development of an alternate dredged material disposal area to WHS.  Similar 
dredging quantities are anticipated for Edgemoor. The Riveredge facility will require excavation 
for an access channel (7.5 to 8 million cubic yards estimate), as well as yearly channel 
maintenance (1.5 million cubic yards preliminary estimate).  A concept DMMP for each site is 
provided in the attached Tables 2, 3, and 4.  Initial construction dredge disposal is also 
considered on these tables.  Because its magnitude is much larger than the other sites, 
containment of the initial dredging of an access channel for the Riveredge site limits available 
options of sites with sufficient capacity to contain this volume (assuming a bulking factor of 2.0 
at the time of initial placement) and the construction and operation of the disposal facility, which 
may necessitate phasing.  Several sites with adequate capacity are included in Table 1.     
 
Table 2 is the DMMP for the current POW facility prepared by the USACE, Philadelphia District 
and relies on existing dredged material disposal sites.  Tables 3 and 4 consider the POW 
Expansion and Riveredge sites, respectively.  These DMMPs were based on the data 
summarized in Table 1.  Individual disposal areas are not identified.  A combination of these 
disposal areas, referenced as Site 1, Site 2, Site 3, and Site 4 are considered adequate for 
maintenance dredged material disposal.  For all practical purposes, the Edgemoor DMMP is 
identical to the expanded POW option summarized in Table 3.     
 
The long-term capacity for WHS as indicated in Table 1 was estimated to be approximately 12.3 
million yards.  As noted, constructing a new berth at the existing POW would require developing 
an alternative disposal area to WHS.  The existing 15G Oldmans Creek site, the Delaware City 
Refinery sites, and the First State Crossing Full parcel site all have projected estimated capacities 
similar to or exceeding WHS.  If fully developed, the Delaware City Refinery Sites are projected to 
have better than 50-years of life. 
 
Developing a berth at Riveredge likely will require several new disposal areas to manage the 
initial construction and maintenance volumes.  Initial estimates indicate that development of the 
Delaware City Refineries sites, should provide adequate capacity to manage the initial and 
maintenance dredged materials for a minimum 20-year period for Riveredge.  However, 
management of these sites will also need to consider the Delaware City Refinery City channel 
maintenance dredging needs.   
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Chapter 6 

6.0 Cost Share 
 

The USACE Policy Guidance Letter (PGL) No.47, ”Cost Sharing for Dredged Materials Disposal 
Facilities and Dredged Materials Disposal Facility Partnerships”, dated April 1998 outlines the 
USACE policy “regarding the cost sharing for construction of dredged material disposal facilities 
associated with  the construction and operations and maintenance of Federal navigation 
projects for harbors and inland harbors.”  In addition, this document provides guidance for cost 
sharing relative to the placement of non-federal dredged material in USACE dredged disposal 
facilities and public-private partnerships for the provision of dredged disposal facilities.  PGL 
No. 47 is a guidance document for interpreting “Section 201 of the Water Resources 
Development Act of 1996” (WRDA 96).  Section 210 of WRDA 96 addresses cost sharing for 
dredged material disposal facilities and establishes cost share for disposal at facilities 
associated with federal navigation projects, including disposal facilities for federal maintenance.    
  
In general, for the construction of new disposal areas under control (e.g., lease agreement, 
ownership, etc.) of the USACE, the non-federal sponsor pays 25% of the cost of constructing a 
disposal facility for that portion of a deep draft project with depths greater than 20 feet, but not 
greater than 45 feet and will also provide the lands, easements, and rights-of-way, and perform 
relocations (LERR - pipelines, electric, lift stations, etc.) for the construction of the land based 
and aquatic disposal facilities.  The non-federal sponsor will also have to pay an additional 
10 percent of the cost of constructing the disposal facility, as well as other General Navigation 
Feature(GNF) costs, over a period of not to exceed 30 years, but with the value of lands, 
easements, rights-of-way and relocations credited against this additional 10 percent payment.  
 
The cost for the construction and operation and maintenance of new dredge disposal facilities 
that will remain under control of the non-federal use will be the responsibility of that non-federal 
user.      
 
The cost of dredging, transportation, and placement of materials into a disposal facility resulting 
from the operations and maintenance of a federal channel is 100 percent federally funded.  The 
non-federal use of a USACE controlled dredge disposal area for disposal of dredged material is 
to be reimbursed to the USACE on a unit cost basis (e.g., “tipping fee”).  The non-federal 
interest must enter into an agreement to pay the capital costs associated with the capacity to be 
used and pay all operation and maintenance costs associated with their use of the facility.  The 
calculation of the non-federal share of the costs will be based on the capacity to be used by the 
non-federal interest compared to the total capacity of the disposal facility. 
 
The costs of dredging, transportation and placement of material into a disposal facility resulting 
from operation and maintenance of a federal navigation channel is 100 percent federally funded. 
 
At the current POW facilities, the Christina River is federalized and is maintained by the USACE.  
The POW is responsible for the cost of maintenance dredging along the Christina River berth.  As 
discussed in Section 5.0, the additional excavation and maintenance for a new berth at the POW  
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would be a non-federal use.  This cost would be the responsibility of the POW.  Based on 
current POW dredging needs the operating and maintenance cost to POW based on the current 
POW and USACE agreement are provided on enclosed Table 5.  
 
Each of the alternative POW expansion sites (Riveredge and Edgemoor) will be non-Federal 
costs associated with initial access dredging to the Federal Channel, as well as access channel 
maintenance.  For the alternative dredge disposal sites under consideration, the cost for the 
initial containment construction and subsequent dike raising has been summarized in Table 5.  
The cost share for construction, operation and management will depend on agreements that 
can be developed concerning control and planned use (e.g., federal vs. non-federal) of the 
containment areas.  It may be possible to federalize these access channels and change the 
federal cost-share, but such evaluation is beyond the scope of this study.  
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Exhibits: Table 1 Summary of DALP Volumes 
 Table 2 Existing Port of Wilmington DMMP Schedule 
 Table 3 Port of Wilmington Expansion DMMP Schedule 
 Table 4 New Port Facility Riveredge DMMP Schedule 
 Table 5 Master Plan Cost Estimate 

Figure 1 Port of Wilmington Site 
Figure 2 Riveredge Site 
Figure 3 Edgemoor Site 
Figure 4 Dredge Disposal Areas 
Figure 5 Wilmington Harbor South 
Figure 6 Oldmans Creek Site (Site 15G) 
Figure 7 Delaware City (Upland Area) 
Figure 8 Delaware City (River Area) 
Figure 9 First State Crossing (Upland Area) 
Figure 10 First State Crossing (Full Parcel) 
 

 
 



 

 

TABLES  



 

 

Table 1.0 
Summary of DALP Volumes 

Port Expansion Project 
  
 

 
Site 

 

Initial 
Area 

(Acres) 

Final 
Area 

(Acres) 

Estimated 
Volume 
(Million 

Cubic Yards) 
Notes 

Wilmington 
Harbor South 225 125 12.3 

Includes approximately 2 
million cubic yards of 
existing capacity and dikes 
conceptually being raised to 
70 feet.  See Figure 5 for 
area of dredge disposal. 

Oldmans Creek 
(Site 15G) 300 125 27.0 

Site is currently owned by 
PSE&G to be granted to 
USACE under real estate 
agreement.  See Figure 6 for 
area of dredge disposal. 

Delaware City  
(Upland Area) 325 125 32.3 

Site is currently owned by 
Delaware City Refining 
Company.  See Figure 7 for 
area of dredge disposal. 

Delaware City  
(River Area) 200 125 10.1 

Site is currently owned by 
Delaware City Refining 
Company.  See Figure 8 for 
area of dredge disposal. 

First State 
Crossing  

(Upland Area) 
150 125 4.0 

Site is currently privately 
owned.  See Figure 9 for 
area of dredge disposal. 

First State 
Crossing 

(Full Parcel) 
250 125 17.7 

Site is currently privately 
owned.  See Figure 10 for 
area of dredge disposal. 

 
  



Table 2.0[1] 

Existing Port of Wilmington 
DMMP Schedule 

  
  
 

 
Existing Port of Wilmington 

Dredge Material Maintenance Schedule 
 

Year 
 

Wilmington 
Harbor South 

 

Wilmington 
Harbor North   

Pedricktown 
South  

Pedricktown 
North  

2012  o   
2013  o   
2014 o    
2015 o    
2016 o    
2017 o    
2018    o 
2019    o 
2020   o  
2021 o    
2022 o    
2023 o    
2024 o    
2025   o  
2026   o  
2027   o  
2028 o    
2029 o    
2030 o    
2031 o    
2032    o  
2033   o  
2034   o  
2035 o    
2036 o    
2037 o    
2038 o    
2039   o  
2040   o  
2041   o  

Total[2]  16 2 10 2 
 
Note: 1. Table 2 prepared from “Table 1, Wilmington Harbor Disposal Area Schedule, 2012 – 2041” included in the 

report titled “Wilmington Harbor, Delaware, Thirty-year Dredged Material Disposal Plan, 2012-2041”, 
prepared by the US Army Corps of Engineers, Philadelphia district, dated July 19, 2013.   

          2. Totals represent the number of dredge disposal events at each site. 



Table 3.0 
  Port of Wilmington Expansion   

 DMMP Schedule 
 

 
Port of Wilmington Expansion 

Dredge Material Maintenance Schedule 
 

Year 
Wilmington 

Harbor 
South[1] 

 
  SITE 1 

 
SITE 2 SITE 3 SITE 4 

Pedricktown 
North & 
South[1] 

 0  x       
 1   x     
2   x     
3   x     
4   x      
5    x   o 
6    x   o 
7    x   o 
8   x     
9   x     
10   x     
11   x     
12    x   o 
13    x   o  
14    x   o 
15   x     
16   x     
17   x     
18   x     
19    x   o 
20    x   o 
21    x   o 
        

Total  13 9   9 
 
Notes:   1. Port Expansion at Wilmington Harbor will result in Wilmington Harbor South no longer being available. 

Schedule for Pedricktown North & South sites prepared from USACE Table 2 (beginning in year 2021) and 
includes only maintenance dredge material (750 KCY per year) from Wilmington Harbor and approach 
channel for Port expansion (25 KCY).  Site 2 is considered as an alternative to the Pedricktown sites.  

 
2. Sites 1- 4 reference the alternative locations to Wilmington Harbor South listed in Table 1.  Sites 1 & 2 
would be those sites closest to POW (e.g., Delaware City Upland Area and Delaware City River Area, or 
First State Crossing), with Site 1 being the site with the largest initial capacity. Site 2 will require a capacity 
of greater the 750,000CY (pre-bulked) for each event. 
 



Table 4.0 
New Port Facility River Edge 

DMMP Schedule  
  
 
 

New Port Facility River Edge 
Dredge Material Maintenance Schedule 

 

Year 
Wilmington 

Harbor 
South1 

 
  SITE 1 

 
SITE 2 SITE 3 SITE 4 

Pedricktown 
North & 
South1 

 0   x  x x  x    
 1 o x      
2 o x      
3 o x     
4 o  x    
5   x   o 
6    x  o 
7  x    o 
8 o x     
9 o x      

10 o  x    
11 o  x    
12      x  o 
13  x    o 
14  x     o 
15 o x     
16 o   x    
17 o   x    
18 o    x   
19  x     o 
20  x     o 
21  x    o 
       
       

TOTAL 12 13 7 3 1 12 
 
Notes:   1. Schedule for Wilmington Harbor South and Pedricktown North & South sites prepared from USACE 

Table 2 (beginning in year 2021) and includes only maintenance dredge material (750KCY per year) from 
Wilmington Harbor, as assumed in the USACE July 19, 2013 report  
 
2. Site 1- 4 reference the alternative locations to Wilmington Harbor South listed in Table 1.  Sites 1 & 2 
would be those sites closest to River Edge (e.g., Delaware City Upland Area and Delaware City River Area.)  



Table 5: Conceptual Cost Estimate Dredged Material Management Port of Wilmington Master Plan

Delaware City       
(River Side) Delaware City (Upland)

First State Crossing 
(Upland)[2]

First State Crossing 
(Subaqueous and Upland) Benchmark - Pedricktown Current 

Land Aquisition Costs To be negotiated To be negotiated To be negotiated To be negotiated 0 na

Tipping Fee To be negotiated To be negotiated

To be negotiated, but 
excavating and trucking 
costs likely to be at least 

$15/CY from WHN to 
FSXing

To be negotiated - Would likely 
require a $8 - $10/CY tipping 

fee to justify First State 
Crossing financing.  Can this 
approach be Federally cost 

shared? 

$3/CY per recent USACE data 0

Initial Perimeter Dike $4.5M [3] $4M [4] $6 to $7M [3] $60M to 80M [3]
$3.8M/3 years - federally 

funded [5]
na

Subsequent Dike Raising 
[4]

$3.0M $4.0M $3.6M $4.5M $3.5M

Dike Raisings to Final Aea   
(125 acres)

3 8 1 5

Total Capacity (MCY) 10.1 32.3 4 17.7

Permitting/Design/Fees 
(7%) [4]

$0.3M $2.8M $0.5M $5.0M

Total initial Cost  [5] $4.8M $4.3M $7.5M $66M to $86M
$91,000/year increase non-

federal disposal area 
management [5]

Operating Costs for Wilmington Harbor, Delaware [6]

Dike  & Mainteance - Unit 
Cost per Capacity Created

$1.50-$2.00/CY $0.9 -$1.60/CY $1.50-$2.00/CY $1.20-$1.80/CY  $1.60/CY

Dredging   - Federal   Cost 
Share (630,000 CY/Yr. @ 

$5.5/CY) [7]
$3.4M $3.4M $3.4M $3.4M

100% federally funded for 
channel and turning basin. 

$4.25 - $5.25/CY

Dredging - Non-Federal 
(120,000 CY/Year @ 

$5.5/CY)[7]
$0.7M $0.7M $0.7M $0.7M

100% locally funded for 
average 120,000 CY/Year at 

berth
$4.25 - $5.25/CY

Assumptions
1. The Chrsitina Rver channel is federalized and the majority of dedged material  disposal is a federal cost.  Expansion beyond Christina's authorized depth may require WRDA action. 

2. Could be utilized to prolong the lifespan of WHN, for use with Pedricktown.

3.  Includes landside dikes, areas of subaqueous fill, and areas of riprap protection along exposed shorelines.  Subaqueous fill estimated at $15/CY to $20/CY.

4. Includes dewatering and rasing dikes using previously place materials or exisintg site soils.

    ($0.90 to $1.60/CY of capacity created based on historical USACE data on Delaware River and WHS/WHN dike raisings)

5. Reference Sept 23, 2015, DSPC acceptance of USACE "Thirty-Year Dredged Material Disposal Plan, 2012-2041"

6. Based on cost through initial perimeter dike construction cost only. 

7. 750,000 CY/Year from Wilmington Harbor- 120,000 CY Non-Federal and 630,000 CY Federal
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PLATE E

Limited interchange service adopted 1974. Revised 1976.

EXHIBIT 1



PLATE C

Limited interchange service standard (will clear 95% of total rail mileage) adopted 1963.
Revised 1983, 1988, 1991.

EXHIBIT 2



PLATE F

Limited interchange service adopted 1974. Revised 1976.

EXHIBIT 3



PLATE J

Limited interchange service adopted 2005. Revised 2007. This standard applies to conventional
19 foot autorack cars.

EXHIBIT 4
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5)  Looking East towardsCSXT Connection. Note tidal marsh on
both sides of ROW.

6)  Looking East along River Lead at Frawley stadium Parking
Lot on right.

Existing track facitites for NS and
CSXT

1
MILE POST NS HE 5.2 DATE March 29, 2012

SITE INSPECTION FIELD PHOTOS

PROJECT LOCATION Wilmington, DE DESCRIPTION
Field Report No.

 1)  Looking West on Shellpot Sec. MP HE 5.2. towards Amtrak
CP "Regan". Note road crossing to Heniz Wildlife Refuge.

2)  Looking East on NS Shellpot Sec. at site of former River
Lead connection. Note overhead bridge access to Heniz Wildlife
Refuge Observation building. Overhead clearance is in excess

of 25 feet.

PROJECT NUMBER

3)  Looking West at former track bed of the River Lead. 4)  Looking East on old track bed towards Shellpot Sec.

EXHIBIT 7 Page 1



EXHIBIT 8 Page 2

11)  Looking West along Connecting track towards CSXT West
Yard, and Amtrak Material Yard. Connection to restored River

Lead would diverge to the left of the center piers.

12)  Looking East toward CSXT West Yard connecting track
diverging right.

9)  Looking West at connection track beneath I-95. 10)  Looking Eastfrom Beech street.

7)  Looking West at End of Track, CSXT connection. 8)  Looking East from End of Track along former track ROW at
South Madison Street.

PROJECT NUMBER Field Report No. 1
MILE POST DATE March 29, 2012

SITE INSPECTION FIELD PHOTOS

PROJECT LOCATION Wilmington, DE DESCRIPTION
Existing track facitites for NS and

CSXT



EXHIBIT 9 Page 3

17)  Looking West towards Wilsmere Yard on Market Street
Running Track. 18)  Looking West riding Market Street Running Track ROW.

15)  Looking West at CSXT West Yard. 16)  Looking East toward CSXT West Yard at Maryland Ave.
crossing onMarket Street Running Track

13)  Looking West on Connecting Track at Amtrak OH Bridge.
OH clearance 18'11", Side clearance 7'-4" from centerline of

track.
14)  Looking East on Connecting Track at Amtrak OH bridge.

PROJECT NUMBER Field Report No. 1
MILE POST DATE March 29, 2012

SITE INSPECTION FIELD PHOTOS

PROJECT LOCATION Wilmington, DE DESCRIPTION
Existing track facitites for NS and

CSXT



EXHIBIT 10 Page 4

23) Looking East on former track ROW at Justinson Street. 24)  Looking West from Justison Street on former track ROW.

21)  Looking West on former track ROW. End of existing track
in in the trees across South Madison Street.

22)  Looking East on former track ROW from South Madision
Street.

19) Westbound Home Signal CP Elsmere Jct. 20)  Looking West at connection to Philadelphia Sub. And
Wilsmer Yrad.

PROJECT NUMBER Field Report No. 1
MILE POST DATE March 29, 2012

SITE INSPECTION FIELD PHOTOS

PROJECT LOCATION Wilmington, DE DESCRIPTION
Existing track facitites for NS and

CSXT



EXHIBIT 11 Page 5

29)  Looking East along Water Street and S Tatnall Street. Note
existing street rail left in place.

30)  Looking East along Water Street and Avenue of the Arts.
Note existing street rail left in place.

27) Looking East on former track ROW at West Street. Note
former ROW now a 2 way paved street.

28)  Looking East along Water Street. Note existing street rail
left in place.

25) Looking East on former track ROW between Justison Street
and West Street. 26) Looking West on former track ROW at West Street.

PROJECT NUMBER Field Report No. 1
MILE POST DATE March 29, 2012

SITE INSPECTION FIELD PHOTOS

PROJECT LOCATION Wilmington, DE DESCRIPTION
Existing track facitites for NS and

CSXT



EXHIBIT 12 Page 6

31) Looking West at End of Track on former track ROW at
Orange Street.

32) Looking East at End of Track on former track ROW at
Orange Street. Amtrak's Wilmington, DE station in background.

PROJECT NUMBER Field Report No. 1
MILE POST DATE March 29, 2012

SITE INSPECTION FIELD PHOTOS

PROJECT LOCATION Wilmington, DE DESCRIPTION
Existing track facitites for NS and

CSXT
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  Appendix F-1 

 

Operations and Capacity Analysis Details 

AECOM is developing a Strategic Master Plan for the Diamond State Port Corporation at the Port of 

Wilmington. The purpose of this report is to summarize existing Port infrastructure from a capacity 

perspective, and to document capacity assumptions, calculations, and results for each of the Port’s 

main commodity types. Key Port infrastructure which affects capacity includes the berths, vessel 

loading / unloading equipment, warehouses, and storage areas for containers, RO-RO, and other 

outdoor storage parcels. This report will eventually be used in conjunction with an upcoming market 

forecasting study to provide a basis for determining the most useful and valuable potential Port 

improvement and expansion projects to be included in the Strategic Master Plan. 

The Port handles a wide variety of commodity types, including containerized fruit, palletized fruit 

and juice, dry bulk products, RO-RO, steel, paper products, bulk juice, livestock, and project cargo. 

Many of these commodity types share infrastructure, such as berthing locations and warehouse 

storage. There is therefore no simple, straightforward answer as to the Port’s capacity for each 

commodity type, because to optimize capacity for one product may be to reduce or eliminate 

capacity for another. In order to provide meaningful capacity results for the Port as a whole, 

AECOM will determine relevant capacities for the following categories of products: 

 Containers (Dole, Chiquita, other existing, and potential new user) 

 Dry Bulk (berth only, no storage) 

 RO-RO 

 Palletized Fruits and Juices 

 Steel / Other Breakbulk 

 Bulk Juice 

The purpose of this capacity summary is to provide a baseline to determine how highly each of the 

Port’s key assets are utilized, identify cargo types of need of additional capacity, and to identify 

assets that are lightly utilized and could potentially be repurposed. This will form a baseline to aid in 

development of potential improvement projects, in conjunction with the market forecast for each key 

commodity type. 

 



  

 
  Appendix F-2 

1.1 Berth Infrastructure and Capacity 

1.1.1 Existing Berth Infrastructure and Operations 

Figure 1.1 is a section of the Port’s facility map showing the locations of berth infrastructure. The 

main berths (Berth 1 – 7 and Floating) are along the Christina River, with an additional Auto and 

RO-RO berth along the Delaware River.  

Figure 1.1 
Port of Wilmington Berth Map 

 
 

Berths 1 – 3 are in the majority of cases effectively two total berths due to current vessel sizes. As 

such, they are combined in the analysis into Berth 1 – 2 and Berth 2 – 3 in order to calculate berth 

capacity. Berth capacity analysis does not include the petroleum operation operated by Magellan, 

which has exclusive rights to the Petroleum Berth in Figure 1.1. The Port currently has two gantry 

cranes which can serve either containers or bulk cargo via a bucket loader, as well as a mobile 

harbor crane (MHC) with the same container or bulk capability. They are currently in the process of 

adding two new gantry cranes, as well as extending the current crane rails.  
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Table 1.1 summarizes key existing berth infrastructure, current cargo uses based on 2015 vessel 

calls, and equipment accessibility and types at each berthing location. 

 
Table 1.1 
Port Berthing Locations 

Berth Depth Cargo Users Vessel Work Equipment Used 

1-2 38’ 

- Chiquita; weekly call arrives Monday morning, 
departs Wednesday night 
- Bulk 
- General Refrigerated Cargoes 

Gantry cranes, MHC, and ship’s gear 

2-3 38’  

- Dole; weekly call arrives Sunday morning, 
departs Monday night 
- Bulk 
- General Refrigerated Cargoes 

Gantry cranes, MHC, and ship’s gear 

4 35’ 
- Bulk 
- General Refrigerated Cargoes 

MHC, and ship’s gear currently; gantry cranes in 
future with extended rails 

5 35’ - General Refrigerated Cargoes MHC and ship’s gear 

6 35’ - Refrigerated Cargoes, Clementines Ship’s gear only 

7 35’ 

- General Refrigerated Cargoes (Chilean pallets 
primarily) 
- Bulk, rarely, for certain commodities only 
- Livestock 

MHC and ship’s gear 

Floating 38’ 
- Citrosuco bulk juice tankers 
- lay-by berth 

Bulk juice pipeline 

RO-RO 38’ 
- Autos and other RO-RO 
- Breakbulk (primarily steel) 

Ship’s gear for breakbulk 

Petroleum 38’ - Magellan tankers and barges Pipelines 

 

AECOM used our proprietary statistical berth analysis model, BERTHA, to determine the capacity 

of Berths 1 – 2 and 2 – 3, as these are the most congested berth locations on the Port and have the 

most complicated berth sharing arrangements. Model inputs are based on Nov 2014 – Dec 2015 

call data provided by DSPC. The following sections will describe berth capacity analysis in more 

depth for each primary berthing location or group of locations. Berth capacity analysis will consider 

both the current operation with a single weekly call by Dole and Chiquita and only two gantry 

cranes, and the future operation with two calls each by Dole and Chiquita, and four gantry cranes. 

While the Port is currently considering purchasing a second MHC, all cases will consider only the 

current case with a single MHC. 
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Figure 1.2 is a screenshot of the BERTHA model.  

Figure 1.2 
BERTHA Model Screenshot 

 
 
 

1.1.2 Berths 1 – 2 & 2 – 3 

Currently, the effectively two berthing locations at Berth 1 – 3 handle the vast majority of all 

container and bulk activity, along with some other general and refrigerated cargo. This is due to the 

fact that they have the deepest draft and access to both the gantry cranes and the MHC. These 

berths are currently highly congested in the peak fruit season in particular, and are likely to become 

more so as both Dole and Chiquita add a second (albeit smaller) weekly call to their rotations. Both 

Dole and Chiquita have berth priority on their respective berth, so any ongoing cargo activity which 

requires that space has to vacate the berth, wait for the Dole or Chiquita vessel to depart, and then 

resume loading. There is a considerable risk that this will drive away bulk customers in the future, 

especially if additional container users begin calling the Port and require use of these berthing 

locations, which would increase competition for berth space. In addition, both Dole and Chiquita 

operate on fixed berth windows. While the upcoming addition of two gantry cranes will speed up 

loading of other cargoes, it is unlikely to reduce the existing call duration of Dole and Chiquita 

vessels due to these fixed berth schedules. 

 

Three capacity cases were modeled for berth operations at Berth 1-2 & 2-3: 

 Case A: Existing call patterns and equipment (2 gantry cranes, 1 MHC) 

 Case B: Future call pattern w/ added Dole & Chiquita and new equipment (4 total gantry 

cranes, 1 MHC); Dole & Chiquita maintain existing berth windows, but all other calls work 24 

hours a day, 7 days a week and depart as soon as loading is complete. 

 Case C: Case B with around the clock work schedules for all vessel operations (no fixed 

berth windows) 
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Table 1.2 summarizes a calendar years’ worth of vessel call activity by primary commodities on 

Berths 1 – 3, from Dec 2014 to Nov 2015. 

 
Table 1.2 
Berth 1 – 3 Dec 2014 – Nov 2015 Throughput Statistics and Existing Model (Case A) Inputs 

 
Existing 

Container Users 
Bulk General / Refrigerated 

Total Calls 104 
63 (18 export, 45 

import) 
32 (7 export, 25 import; 24 

total from Nov-April) 

Total Import Volume  84,500 containers 1,063,000 tons 166,000 tons 

Total Export Volume (excluding empty 
containers) 

38,800 containers 630,000 tons 117,000 tons 

Peak Season Typical Call Volume 
840 import,  
440 export,  
400 empty 

27,000 tons (ranges 
from 4,000 to 57,000) 

8,400 (ranges from 5,000 to 
12,000) 

Peak Season Winter N/A Winter 

Peak/Mean Season Call Volume 104% 
100% (calls vary year 

round, no peak 
season) 

400% (calls are approx. 
weekly from Nov – April, then 

monthly from May – Oct) 

Effective mean existing productivity per 
hour of berth occupancy (typical volume / 
hours at berth) 

36 moves/hr 
500 tons/hr (varies 

from 100 – 800 
tons/hr) 

250 tons/hr (varies from 100 – 
500 tons/hr) 

2015 hours at Berths 1- 3 5,700 3,800 
1,560 (1,300 hrs from Nov – 

April) 

2015 % occupancy of Berths 1-3 (% of 
calendar hours of two berths) 

33% 22% 
9% annually; 15% from Nov-

April 
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Figure 1.3 below shows an example weekly schedule for existing vessel calls in Case A, with 

average call volumes in the peak season noted. Bulk and General calls will be assigned to either 

berth as available. Note that while existing container user call durations are fixed in Case A (at 40 

or 64 hours), Bulk and General calls durations shown in Figure 1.3 are nominal and depend on 

crane availability and actual tonnage per call, based on the ranges give in Table 1.2. Additionally, 

there will sometimes be more than one bulk call per week, based on typical 2015 bulk arrival 

patterns with on average 1.2 calls per week. 

 
Figure 1.3 

Case A (Existing Operation) Typical Weekly Calls (Berths 1-3) in the Peak Season 

 
 

Both Case A (existing operation) model results patterned after the four call types in Table 1.2 and 

Figure 1.3 from the existing operation and discussions with cargo users and stevedores indicate 

that Berths 1 – 3 are operating at (or above) capacity, particularly in the peak season, based on 

high peak season queuing levels of around 10%. This is not surprising given that annual berth 

occupancy in Table 1.2 is currently 63%, and over 70% in the peak season. A typical industry rule 

of thumb is that maximum berth occupancy to reach capacity is 60% - 70%. The Case A (existing) 

capacity of Berth 1 – 3 is therefore: 

 

 About 170,000 annual containers for existing container users, of which 85,000 are import 

loads and 38,000 are export loads; 

 1.7M annual tons of bulk; and 

 300,000 tons of general / other refrigerated cargo. 

 

In Case B, initial model inputs were adjusted as listed below: 
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 Added two gantry cranes capable of working at 500 tons/hr for bulk or general cargo, or 25 

moves/hr for container cargo; 

 Fixed berth windows were not assigned for the two additional calls by existing container 

users, but berth windows for existing calls were maintained, i.e. existing container call 

durations are not reduced by the additional cranes, but their new calls will arrive, work 

continuously until completed, and depart immediately when work is complete; 

 One of the new weekly containership calls has 800 containers (import and export 

combined), while the other has 600 containers; and 

 Ships can be assigned up to three cranes if they are available (combination of gantry cranes 

and MHC). 

 

Figure 1.4 shows an example weekly pro forma for Case B0 with only the planned additional calls 

by existing container users. 

 
Figure 1.4 

Case B0 Typical Weekly Calls (Berths 1-3) in the Peak Season 

 
 

Initial model results for Case B with only existing vessel call patterns plus the two additional 

containership calls, designated Case B0, showed that queuing levels would reduce significantly to 

around 5% in the peak season with the above assumptions, due primarily to reduced call durations 

for bulk and general cargo with more mean crane assigned per call. The Port could therefore add 

some additional vessel volumes through Berths 1 – 2 and 2 – 3 beyond the new Dole and Chiquita 

calls while maintaining current peak season service levels (i.e. queuing).   

 

An additional model (Case B1) was therefore run with the following additional vessel call: one 2,000 

lift container call per week, assigned up to four cranes when available. B1 results indicated queuing 
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levels jumped back up to the typical existing baseline level of 11% in the peak season. Alternatively, 

Case B2 considers instead an additional weekly bulk call of around 25,000 tons, yielding similar 

queuing levels. Both of these cases should be considered as absolute maximum capacity. Any 

additional calls beyond those included in Case B0 (existing calls plus two new containership calls) 

will require careful scheduling, and result in significant queuing, especially in the peak season. This 

may eventually have the effect of driving cargo away to other less congested markets. Figure 1.5 

and 1.6 show example weekly schedules for both of these cases during the peak season. New calls 

are highlighted in red and represent maximum additional berth capacity usage beyond the new 

containership calls. Note how calls must be carefully schedule to prevent having more than two 

vessels scheduled simultaneously.  

 
Figure 1.5 

Case B1 Typical Weekly Calls (Berths 1-3) in the Peak Season 
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Figure 1.6 
Case B2 Typical Weekly Calls (Berths 1-3) in the Peak Season 

 
 

Finally, the C Cases consider the optimal berth operation where all users, work around the clock 

and depart as soon as vessel loading is complete. It also assumes vessels do not wait for export 

cargo to arrive on terminal, or for chassis availability. Rather, call duration is governed primarily by 

crane availability and productivity.  

 

Case C0 includes existing and planned existing container user calls (at optimized call durations), 

existing bulk and general cargo calls, and an additional container service with 4,000 containers in a 

peak week. Alternatively, C1 considers adding two weekly bulk calls of about 30,000 tons each to 

the schedule (i.e. 60,000 additional tons per week), in lieu of the containership call in C0. 
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Figure 1.7 and 1.8 show example weekly schedules for Cases C0 and C1, respectively. Note that 

existing container users have shorter call durations for their existing calls. Like the B cases, these 

pro forma also require careful scheduling to ensure only two vessels are scheduled simultaneously. 

 
Figure 1.7 

Case C0 Typical Weekly Calls (Berths 1-3) in the Peak Season 

 
 

Figure 1.8 
Case C1 Typical Weekly Calls (Berths 1-3) in the Peak Season 
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Table 1.3 summarizes the capacity of each these berth models. Each capacity figure includes 

relevant peak/mean throughput figures from Table 1.2. For new container capacity, a 120% 

peak/mean call factor is used, i.e. the annual throughput generated by a 2,000 peak week container 

call is 2,000/120%*52 = 86,700 annual containers. 

 
Table 1.3 
Berth 1 – 3 BERTHA Capacity Results 

 
A 

Existing 2 Cranes 

B0 
2 New Cranes, 
Maintain Fixed 

Berth Windows, 
No New Volumes 

B1 
2 New Cranes, 
Maintain Fixed 

Berth Windows, 
Maximize 

Containers 

B2 
2 New Cranes, 
Maintain Fixed 

Berth Windows, 
Maximize Bulk 

C0 
2 New Cranes, 
No Fixed Berth 

Windows, 
Maximize 

Containers 

C1 
2 New Cranes, 
No Fixed Berth 

Windows, 
Maximize Bulk 

Existing Container User 
Capacity (containers) 

168,000  238,000  238,000 238,000 238,000 238,000 

Bulk Capacity (tons) 1,700,000 1,700,000 1,700,000 3,000,000 1,700,000 4,800,000 

General Cargo Capacity 
(tons) 

300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 

New Container Capacity - -  86,700  - 173,000 - 

Peak Season Queuing % 11% 8% 12% 12% 12% 9% 

Mean Lifts per Crane 56,000  47,600   64,900   47,600   82,200   47,600  

Mean Tons per Crane (not 
incl. containers) 

400,000 400,000 400,000 660,000 400,000 1,020,000 

Mean Berth Utilization (% 
of Calendar Hours) 

64% 50% 68% 69% 68% 71% 

 

Future berth capacity results are based primarily on the B1 and B2 cases which include the two 

forthcoming new cranes, but do not assume that the existing fixed berth windows can be reduced.  

1.1.3 Berths 4 – 7  

Each of Berths 4, 5, 6, and 7 handle mostly different cargoes and are analyzed independently. 

Table 1.4 summarizes key recent data for each berth. 

Table 1.4 
Berths 4, 5, 6, and 7 2015 Data and Capacity  

 Berth 4 Berth 5 Berth 6 Berth 7 

Total 2015 Calls 24 14 10 13 

Total 2015 vessel volume (tons) 231,000 60,000 44,000 85,000 

Vessel Call types 
Bulk, Refrigerated, 
General, Livestock 

Refrigerated 
cargoes 

Refrigerated 
cargoes 

Bulk, 
Refrigerated, 

Livestock 

Typical call volume (tons) 
1,200 – 33,000,  

9,600 mean 
1,200 – 33,000,  

7,700 mean 
2,000 – 5,000,  

3,600 mean 
1,200 – 19,000, 

6,500 mean 

Mean Productivity (tons/hour) 180 30 30 62 

2015 Utilization (% of calendar hours) 15% 23% 17% 16% 

Capacity at 50% utilization (tons) 770,000 130,000 130,000 265,000 

2015 Bulk Utilization (% of calendar 
hours) 

2.5% 0% 0% 10% 

Approx. Bulk Capacity (Bulk/Total 
Utilization * capacity), tons 

128,000 - - 166,000 

Approx. General / Other Capacity, 
tons 

642,000 130,000 130,000 99,000 

 

Overall, Berths 4 – 7 are lightly utilized because there is a limited market of vessels that can be 

physically accommodated by them. Table 1.4 presents a simple capacity analysis based on a ratio 
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of current utilization vs. a conservative 50% utilization at capacity, multiplied by 2015 berth 

throughputs. Capacity is nominally segregated into the two major cargo categories being 

considered: dry bulk and general / other (mostly refrigerated cargo). Capacity figures for these 

berths are somewhat nominal overall, as without upgrades to accommodate larger vessel sizes, 

there is unlikely to be a market to fill any excess capacity.  

1.1.4 Floating Berth  

The floating berth handles exclusively bulk juice tanker calls by Citrosuco vessels via pipelines. 

Table 1.5 summarize December 2014 – November 2015 vessel call data and approximate capacity 

at this berth.  
 
Table 1.5 
Floating Berth 2015 Data and Capacity  

 Floating Berth 

Total 2015 Calls 13 

Total 2015 vessel volume (tons) 106,000 

Vessel Call types Bulk Juice Tankers 

Typical call volume (tons) 4,000 – 14,000; 8,700 mean 

Mean Productivity (tons/hour) 130 

2015 Utilization (% of calendar hours) 10% 

Capacity at 50% utilization (tons) 530,000 

 

As with Berths 4 – 7, the floating berth has a limited market of potential vessel calls to serve, as it 

can accommodate only bulk juice tankers. It can theoretically achieve a capacity of at least 530,000 

annual tons, but there it is highly unlikely there will ever be a market demand to support this 

volume. 

1.1.5 Auto Berth  

The Auto berth accommodates both auto export activity and breakbulk calls (primarily steel). Table 

1.6 summarizes Dec 2014 – Nov 2015 data for both types of activity.  

Table 1.6 
Auto Berth 2015 Data and Capacity  

 RO-RO Breakbulk Overall 

Total 2015 Calls 70 6 76 

Total 2015 vessel volume  
57,700 units; 
133,000 tons 

50,000 tons 183,000 tons 

Typical call volume 200 – 2,000 units; 820 mean 4,000 – 11,000; 8,300 mean  

Mean Productivity  43 units/hr 90 tons/hr  

2015 Utilization (% of calendar hours) 15% 7% 22% 

Capacity at 50% combined berth utilization  
123,000 units; 
284,000 tons 

132,000 tons 416,000 tons 

 

Overall, the Auto berth is also lightly utilized due to accommodating only auto exports and 

occasional breakbulk imports. A lack of sufficient storage capacity also limits the berth from being 

able to attract a RO-RO import account. If DENREC permits to load bulk at the Auto berth could be 

obtained, at least for some bulk commodity types and with proper equipment, that may be a viable 

way to increase utilization of the Auto berth, while also easing congestion on Berths 1-3, which may 

in turn allow the Port to attract additional containership or bulk calls or users. Capacity may also be 
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shifting between RO-RO and breakbulk in Table 1.6; the division of capacity is nominally based on 

2015 relative utilization rates. 

 

Table 1.7 summarizes the potential maximum capacity of the Auto Berth if mostly dedicated to auto 

activity (vs. breakbulk), and also serving auto import accounts with larger calls. Note that Table 1.7 

conservatively uses 50% maximum berth utilization for RO-RO calls on the Auto Berth. Up to 60% 

utilization is achievable with efficient scheduling and coordination, which would leave sufficient 

spare berth capacity to also accommodate breakbulk vessel calls as-needed. 
 
Table 1.7 
Maximum Auto Berth Capacity (Auto Imports & Exports) 
Index Factor Value 

 a   Total Berths Available to RoRo  1.0 

 b   Work Hours per Day  21.0 

 c   Work Days per Week  7.0 

 d   Maximum Practical Berth Occupancy  50% 

 e=a*b*c*d   Effective Berth Hours Available per Week  74 

 f   Mean Units per Call - Peak Month  3,000 

 g   Productivity (Units/hour of vessel work)  100 

 h =  f/g   Mean Ship Work Time  30.0 

 i   Non-Work Time per Call (tie-up, etc.)  4.0 

 j=h+i   Mean Berth Occupancy Time per Ship  34.0 

 k=e/j   Ship Calls per Peak Week  2.2 

 l=f*k   Throughput During a Peak Week  6,485 

 m   Seasonal Peak  120% 

 n=l/m   Throughput During a Mean Week  5,404 

 o=n*52   Annual Berth Capacity (units)  280,000 

 p   Tons per Unit  2.20 

 q=o*p   Annual Berth Capacity (tons)  620,000 
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1.2 Storage Facilities and Capacity  

1.2.1 Existing Storage Facilities and Operations 

Port storage facilities include cold and dry warehouses, containers, RO-RO, breakbulk, and bulk 

juice. Figure 1.9 is the Port’s map of their existing facilities, marked up to point out key storage 

areas and assumptions, including areas assigned to Dole and Chiquita, potential new container 

user or flex storage area, breakbulk and other outdoor storage, storage for other containers (or 

equipment), and RO-RO. 

Figure 1.9 
Port Storage Areas 
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1.2.2 Warehouse Storage Capacity 

Table 1.8 summarizes existing Port warehouse infrastructure, uses, age, and condition. 
 
Table 1.8 
Port Warehouses 

 Commodity Type(s) Age (years) Notes 

A Cold storage for pallets (Domestic) 18  

B Cold storage for pallets (General) 
53 original / 22 

converted 
In need of repair; converted from dry to cold 

C Cold storage for pallets (Canadian) 
63 original /  22 

converted 
In need of repair; converted from dry to cold 

D Cold storage for pallets (General) 56 In need of repair 

E Cold storage for pallets (General) 17 
New rack system allows up to 3-high pallet stacks 
(typically stacked around 2-high in actual operation) 

F Fumigation 22 
Only rarely used for storage in offpeak fruit season; 
not included in capacity 

G Dry (paper and steel, rail access) 16 
At or above capacity in peak steel season (winter) per 
users. Paper products loaded into reefer containers; 
volumes are not tracked specifically by the Port.  

H Cold storage for pallets (Dole) 12 
No pallet racks; Dole could install if needed for 
capacity. Busiest in peak pineapple season (April), 
but sufficient capacity currently. 

 

Table 1.9 shows the calculation method used to estimate annual cold storage warehouse capacity. 

DSPC provided the physical pallet storage capacities per warehouse for warehouses A-E. 

Warehouse H, which is assigned exclusively to Dole, has an area of about 135,000 ft2, is estimated 

to have 4,500 pallet positions at 30ft2 each, based on other Port warehouses. David Lennon from 

Dole indicated in an interview that pallets are not currently stacked and that in peak pineapple 

season in April, the warehouse is very full but has sufficient capacity; inputs were selected to reflect 

these discussions. For warehouses A-E, DSPC provided mean monthly pallet inventories from Nov 

2014 – Nov 2015. The value in line f represents the maximum of these mean month inventory 

values over the course of the year, to represent average inventory over the course of a month in the 

peak season. Line ‘f’ does not however account for the surges in storage volumes that occur when 

a vessel arrives and offloads cargo, which can lead to temporary warehouse congestion until cargo 

leaves the warehouse via truck. In line ‘g’, a general factor of 150% is applied to account for these 

surges and yield the peak storage demand in the peak season factor on line ‘h’.  
 
Table 1.9 
Port Cold Storage Warehouse Capacity 
Index   Factor  A B C D E H Total 

a  Floor pallet positions  3,590 3,905 6,791 4,457 4,704 4,499  

b  Pallet stack height  2.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0  

c = a*b  Total pallet capacity  7,180 5,905 13,582 8,914 9,408 4,500 49,489 

d  Maximum practical utilization  75% 75% 75% 75% 75% 75%  

e  Maximum static pallet storage capacity  5,385 4,429 10,187 6,686 7,056 3,374 37,116 

f Peak average monthly demand in 2015 2,272 1,800 7,060 2,500 2,675 2,000 16,961 

g Peak / Mean inventory within month 150% 150% 150% 150% 150% 150%  

h Peak inventory demand in peak season 3,408 2,700 10,590 3,750 4,013 3,000 25,442 

i = f*g Capacity / Demand 1.6 1.6 1.0 1.8 1.8 1.1 1.5 

j FY 2015 volume (tons)       254,000 

k Cold Warehouse Capacity (annual tons)       302,000 

 

Overall, DSPC data indicates that cold storage warehouses are highly utilized in the peak season. 
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The capacity of Warehouse G, the Ports only dry storage warehouse, depends highly on the cargo 

type being considered. Most of its physical storage capacity is used for paper products arriving via 

rail, for instance for export in Dole reefer containers, which is not a commodity tracked by the Port 

or being considered for capacity purposes. Warehouse G is also used for steel products, 

specifically cold-rolled steel per DSPC inventory summaries. From interviews with both cargo users 

and labor, during the peak steel season in particular, this warehouse is highly congested and at or 

beyond capacity, to the point of making operations difficult. Peak steel inventory in Warehouse G 

over the past year occurred in January 2015, with 55 rolls of steel, far more than the average 

monthly inventory of around 24 rolls in other months. Maximum storage capacity for rolls of steel in 

Warehouse G is thus likely around 55 rolls, assuming ongoing paper operations are maintained. 

 

1.2.3 Container Storage Capacity 

Four separate sections of container yard capacity are calculated for this study, as highlighted in 

Figure 1.9 presented previously: Existing container users (Dole & Chiquita), Other, and New User. 

Existing container user storage capacity is calculated based on existing operations and footprint, 

along with a potential expansion lot (the green outside storage lot pointed out in Figure 1.9). The 

two ‘Other Container’ parcels are calculated assuming grounded front loader (e.g. top-picks) based 

storage yards, as is the potential New User parcel.  

Table 1.10 summarizes key container yard capacity inputs. Existing container user inputs are based 

on current vessel throughput data and discussions with operators. The ‘Other’ / ‘New’ categories 

are based on typical industry parameters. 

Table 1.10 
Container Storage Capacity Inputs 

 
Existing Container 

Users 

Existing 
Container Users 
w/ Added Parcel 

Other New 

Import Load % 50% 50% 50% 50% 

Export Load % 27% 27% 25% 25% 

Export Empty % 23% 23% 25% 25% 

Seasonal peaking (peak/mean month) 108% 108% 120% 120% 

Import Load Dwell Time (days) 4 4 4 4 

Export Load Dwell Time (days) 4 4 4 4 

Export Empty Dwell Time (days) 4 4 5 5 

Export Load Storage Peaking Factor 115% 115% 115% 115% 

Empty Storage Peaking Factor 115% 115% 115% 115% 

Import Load Storage Peaking Factor 110% 110% 110% 110% 

Static Storage Capacity (forty-ft. slots) 2,365 3,326 930 3,605 

TEU per Container 2.0 2.0 1.7 1.7 
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Table 1.11 gives an example container yard capacity calculation using inputs given above for 

existing container users. Table 1.11 begins by calculating the storage capacity necessary per 

10,000 annual container moves, and then applies a ratio of container storage capacity / demand to 

determine annual storage capacity. This process is duplicated for each of the five container 

capacity cases in Table 1.9 to determine the individual storage capacity of each. 

 
Table 1.11 
Example Capacity Calculation for Existing Container Users 

Index Factor 
Import 
Load 

Export 
Load 

Export 
Empties 

Total 

a Fraction of vessel moves by container type 50% 27% 23% 100% 

b=a*10,000 Annual vessel moves by type 5,000 2,700 2,300 10,000 

c=b/52 Vessel moves per mean week by type 96.2 51.9 44.2 192.3 

d Peak/mean month 108% 108% 108% 108% 

e=c*d Peak week vessel moves by type 103.8 56.1 47.8 207.7 

f Container dwell time (days) 4 4 4 4 

g=e*f/7 Container population by type (containers) 59.3 32.0 27.3 118.7 

h Peak/Mean Inventory 115% 115% 110%  

i = g*h Peak Inventory Demand per 10,000 annual moves 68.2 36.9 30.0 135.1 

j Static Container Storage Capacity    2,365 

k = j/i Capacity / Demand per 10,000 annual moves    17.5 

l = k*10,000 Annual storage capacity (containers) 88,000 47,000 40,000 175,000 

 

Table 1.12 summarizes annual container storage capacity by user. 
 
Table 1.12 
Annual Container Storage Capacity Summary 

 
Existing 

Container Users 

Existing 
Container Users 
w/ Added Parcel 

Other New Total 

Total Annual Container Storage Capacity 175,000 187,000 68,000 263,000 578,000 

Annual Import Load Container Storage 
Capacity 

88,000 94,000 34,000 131,500 289,000 

Annual Export Load Container Storage 
Capacity 

40,000 45,000 17,000 65,800 147,000 

 

Storage capacity results indicate that existing container users are currently operating near their 

annual storage capacity, which is consistent with the fact that they have needed to have overflow 

container volumes stored in additional parcels on the Port to accommodate their current throughput. 

Adding a new parcel will ease this congestion somewhat, but not eliminate it. Eventually, existing 

container users will need to expand onto even more land, or increase grounding of containers (vs. 

wheeled storage).  
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1.2.4 RO-RO Storage Capacity 

RO-RO storage capacity is calculated based on Figure 1.9. Table 1.13 summarizes the capacity of 

RO-RO storage based on typical industry parameters. Acreage for the RO-RO storage parcel is 

roughly estimated using Google Earth aerials. Two cases are presented: storage capacity  of the 

existing storage parcel, and a second case with the area in Line ‘a’ selected to reach 620,000 

annual tons, the maximum RO-RO berth capacity in Table 1.7. 

Table 1.13 
RO-RO Storage Capacity  

Index Factor Existing Acreage 

Acreage to Reach 
Maximum Market 
Demand w/ Ro-Ro 

Imports 

Acreage to 
Balance Maximum 

RO-RO Berth 
Capacity 

a RO-RO Storage Area (acres) 31 82 (51 new) 115 (84 new) 

b Vehicles per acre static capacity 150 150 150 

c = a*b Maximum vehicle capacity (slots) 4,650 12,300 17,250 

d Mean vehicle dwell time (days) 15 15 15 

e Peak / mean throughput 150% 150% 150% 

f = 365/d/e Annual turnovers per auto slot 16 16 16 

g = c*f Annual auto capacity (units) 75,000 200,000 280,000 

h Mean Tons / Auto 2.2 2.2 2.2 

i Annual Auto capacity (tons) 165,000 440,000 620,000 

 

Dwell times are conservatively estimated at 15 days based on typical market demands and storage 

patterns for the region. Line ‘b’, vehicles per acre, is a general industry rule of thumb. Peak / mean 

throughput is also based on vessel call patterns in 2015; peak calls have about 50% more units 

than average calls. 

Table 1.13 indicates that the Port can store 4,650 autos at any one time, but in 2015, only one RO-

RO call exceeded 2,000 autos, with the average call including about 850 units. Total Dec 2014 – 

Dec 2015 RO-RO export volume was about 58,000 units, moderately less than the 80,000 unit 

capacity indicated in Table 1.13 even without the full RO-RO parcel. However, it should be noted 

that large RO-RO carriers have vessels with capacities of 6,000 – 8,000 car units, including liners 

such as Hoegh which are calling the Port currently. Even with the full RO-RO parcel, the size of 

these import calls will make it difficult for the Port to attract and accommodate RO-RO import 

activity with existing infrastructure.  

1.2.5 Bulk Juice Storage Capacity 

Table 1.14 shows a calculation of annual storage throughput capacity for the bulk juice import 

operation, assuming a mean product dwell time of 30 days. The peak / mean throughput value is 

based on the peak call size in 2015 divided by the mean call size. The six million ton static capacity 

facility tank size is per DSPC data. Capacity is presented both in terms of gallons and tonnage, 

using a density conversion factor.  
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Table 1.14 
Bulk Juice Import Storage Capacity 

Index Factor  

a Static Storage Capacity (gallons) 6,000,000 

b Product dwell time (days) 30 

c Peak / mean throughput 170% 

d = 365/b/c Annual turnovers 7.2 

e = a*d Annual storage capacity (gallons) 43,000,000 

f Gallons/ton of orange juice 228.5 

g = e/f Annual storage capacity (tons) 188,000 

 

It is important to note that the 30 day dwell time is a rough, conservative estimate based on the fact 

that bulk juice vessels call approximately monthly (13 total calls in 2015). It is possible that lower 

dwell times can be achieved, assuming a market demand high enough to warrant it. The Port 

handled about 106,000 tons of bulk juice in 2015 according to vessel call data. Overall, the bulk 

juice facility is operating below its theoretical capacity, but as this is a dedicated-use operation and 

market demand is unlikely to increase dramatically, it is unlikely additional volumes can be realized 

through this excess capacity.  

1.2.6 Breakbulk Storage Capacity 

Currently, the outdoor storage area alongside the RO-RO berth is in poor condition and lightly 

utilized. These 13 acres are primarily an open laydown area for steel and other breakbulk. In the 

future, this area could potentially be a flex storage area for multiple users to store overflow cargo, 

with some upgrades. For the existing operation, the capacity of this area is estimated based on a 

dedicated breakbulk operation. At the Port, this is primarily steel cargoes (some of which are also 

handled through Warehouse H). 

Table 1.15 
Breakbulk / Outdoor Storage Capacity 

Index Factor  

a Terminal area (acres) 13.0 

b Static Tons of Storage per acre 1,500 

c = a*b Total static storage capacity (tons) 19,500 

d Dwell time (days) 30.0 

e = 365/d Annual storage turnovers 12.2 

f = c*e Annual capacity (tons) 237,000 

 

Table 1.15 is a very high level calculation based on storing about 1,500 tons of breakbulk products 

per acre, consistent with other similar operations. This factor can however vary dramatically 

depending on the type of breakbulk cargo being handled, and the efficiency of storage 

methodologies used. In addition, the 30 day dwell time is a conservative factor, as cargoes such as 

steel products oftentimes are stored for long periods of time once offloaded from a ship. However, 

lower dwell times can certainly be achieved, if market demand warranted. For comparison, the Port 

handled about 98,000 tons of steel products in FY2015, although not all of this was stored in the 

outdoor parcel. 

 

Overall, this parcel has significant spare capacity, and could be more effectively utilized if upgraded 

and made available to other cargo types, such as containers or RO-RO. 
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1.3 Existing Capacity Summary vs. Demand 

Table 1.16 provides a summary of all existing capacity findings by commodity type / user. 
 
Table 1.16 
Existing Annual Berth & Storage Capacity vs. 2015 Annual Throughputs 

Commodity / User Units 
Annual Storage 

Throughput 
Capacity 

Annual Berth Capacity 
Dec 2015 – Nov 

2014 Throughput 

Existing Container 
Users 

Containers 
187,000 (w/ added 

parcel) 
238,000 

169,000 (123,000 
loads) 

New / other container 
users (100% 
grounded) 

Containers 331,000 
86,700 – 173,000 (high case 
24/7 berth operations and no 

fixed windows) 
(1)

 
N/A 

RO-RO 
Tons (2.2 

tons/unit avg.) 
165,000 620,000 133,000 

Dry Bulk (Berths 1 – 3) Tons N/A 

2.0M existing (1.7M through 
Berths 1-3); 

3.3M – 5.1M future (high case 
24/7 berth operations and no 

fixed windows) 
(1)

 

2.0M 

Breakbulk Tons 237,000 132,000 50,000 

Refrigerated & Other 
Cargoes 

Tons 
370,000 (Cold 

Storage 
Warehouses) 

1.0M annual tons (Berths 4- 7 
combined capacity) 

254,000 

Bulk Juice via tankers Tons 188,000 530,000 106,000 
(1)

Note that future capacities for new container activity and bulk are not in combination, i.e. Berths 1-3 can accommodate  

either an additional 86,700 containers or 3.3M tons of bulk in the future when the new gantry cranes are operational, or 

some intermediate combination thereof. 

Overall, existing container users are essentially out of storage capacity, but have sufficient spare 

berth capacities due to the structure of their berth window guarantees, and additional container 

capacity nominally assigned to the ‘new/other container users’ category. Existing container users 

will need to either expand onto new parcels or increase grounding of containers in order to maintain 

growth. 

 

Existing berth operating methods will yield sufficient berth capacity for another 87,000 annual 

containers with acceptable service levels, whereas development of the backland for this purpose 

could yield a much higher capacity. This assumes that any new container calls will also have to 

utilize Berth 1-3. An additional 173,000 annual containers could be realized across the berth with a 

highly coordinated, 24 hour a day 7 day a week style of berth operation, although with significant 

queuing levels in the peak season, akin to today’s operation. 

 

If all additional capacity at Berths 1 – 3 were dedicated to dry bulk activity, dry bulk capacity would 

increase from existing levels of 1.7M annual tons at these two berths to 3.0M tons with the two new 

cranes, or 4.8M tons with 24/7 berth operations. Some additional dry bulk capacity is provided by 

Berth 4 – 7. 

 

Overall, RO-RO volumes through the Auto Berth are limited by storage capacity. Berth capacity can 

be shifted between the two cargo types as needed. For instance, in FY2013, there was 156,000 

tons of steel (although not necessarily all through the Auto Berth), and 116,000 tons of autos. 
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Refrigerated cargoes are limited by cold storage warehouse capacity to about 370,000 annual tons. 

Excluding Warehouse B, cold storage capacity is around 326,000 annual tons. Overall most 

Warehouses, cold and dry, are very highly utilized and near capacity. In the case of refrigerated 

cargo however, volumes have held relatively steady over the past six years, and may not grow 

significantly enough to exceed capacity.  

 

Finally, the bulk juice facility has significant excess capacity, but it is unlikely to be realized by 

market demands. 
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Existing Conditions 

This appendix reviews the Port of Wilmington’s existing infrastructure and operations, with 

descriptions of the Port’s landside and waterside facilities, and an operating summary.  As a deep 

water seaport, the Port’s land uses are solely for commercial cargo handling operations. This 

information provides the framework for the Port’s Implementation Plan and Development 

Alternatives presented in Chapters 4 and 5. The Port Landside and Waterside Infrastructure are 

summarized below.  

Landside and Waterside Infrastructure 

Physical Attributes Explanation 

Landside 

Terminals (by leasehold)  

Dole Dole leases a portion of the Port of Wilmington just east of Warehouse B, 

directly behind Berths 2-4. Dole also operates an internal truck processing gate 

on the Tideworks system and is the sole leaser of Warehouse H. Dole primarily 

imports containerized bananas and other produce, with some exports of used 

autos, waste paper, etc. Containers are stored primarily in wheeled mode, 

along with a single rubber-tired gantry (RTG) block.  

Chiquita Chiquita leases the container storage area just east of the Dole RTG block. All 

of Chiquita’s containers are stored on wheeled chassis. Chiquita primarily 

imports bananas and other containerized fruit, and exports used autos and 

waste paper. 

Global Reefers Global recently signed a lease for the cold storage warehouse complex on the 

west side of the port between Dole and Lobdell Canal. 

Magellan Magellan owns and operates the petroleum terminal and holds sole berthing 

rights to the petroleum berth. The facility handles around one tanker vessel per 

month and one barge per day. Refined products leave the oil terminal via 

tanker truck. 

AutoPort  AutoPort primarily uses the Auto and RoRo Berth for auto export activity. 

They also lease 47 acres of storage on Port property adjacent to the 

Magellan. 

 20,000 SF processing center 

 10,000 SF maintenance facility 

 10,000 SF truck shop 

 50,000 SF modification center 

Hoegh Hoegh leases 26 acres of storage on Port property adjacent to Magellan.   

Roads  

Internal Circulation  Currently most street truck traffic to and from the Port enters via the main 

gate. Dole traffic turns left along Hausel Road and enters the Dole lease area 

via the internal gate south of Warehouses A and B. Chiquita and bulk cargo 

truck continue from the main gate along Ferry Road down the center of the 

terminal south of the Dole lease area to the T-intersection where the Chiquita 

lease area begins. Chiquita trucks will turn right to access the Chiquita 

internal gate. Bulk trucks will turn left to the berth and after being loaded or 

unloaded; will U-turn at the dock and return via the same T-intersection and 
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Physical Attributes Explanation 

Ferry Road. As a result, this T-intersection can become highly congested 

during peak operations. Bulk trucks are not allowed to continue along the 

main berth face beyond Berths 1-3 to prevent bulk materials from being 

released into the food processing warehouse areas behind Berths 4 -7. 

 The path along the berth can also become highly congested with a mix of 

internal yard tractors serving Dole or Chiquita vessels and bulk trucks u-

turning on the dock. Existing fence lines which separate Dole and Chiquita 

properties from the wharf can add to congestion and interfere with truck 

maneuverability on the docks. There are also bucket attachments to the 

gantry cranes in various locations along the berths while internal and external 

traffic must maneuver around.  

Rail  Norfolk Southern freight rail service to the Port operating over their Shellpot 

Secondary line 

 CSXT 

 The limited vertical clearance along the sections of the NEC connecting the 

port facilities to the Class I railroads serve as an impediment to fully utilize 

and offer double stack service to the proposed terminals. 

Internal  The Port handles only a small amount of cargo via rail. There is a rail 

connection directly to Warehouse G which is used primarily for paper and steel 

products. There is also a rail connection leading to Warehouse D which is used 

only for internal Port activities (e.g. moving equipment and cargo onto and off 

of railcars with forklifts) but no import / export activity.   

Offsite connectivity Norfolk Southern services the Port from the south via the Port Road Branch 

with services out of Harrisburg, PA. Norfolk Southern and CSXT can access 

the Port via the Arsenal Connection from Philadelphia, PA 

Yard Equipment  

Container Terminal  1 Mobile Harbor Crane commissioned in 2011 with a 100-ton per lift capacity. 

The MHC can work either container or bulk vessels (via bucket attachments 

for the latter).  

 There are currently two ship-to-shore (STS) cranes (C-4 and C-5) on the Port, 

both of which can serve either container or bulk cargo, also via bucket 

attachments. These cranes are diesel operated. Both cranes are nearing the 

end of their useful life; C-4 was built in 1988 and C-5 is of a similar age. 

 DSPC has commissioned two new STS cranes with the same container and 

bulk functionality as the two existing cranes. 

Dry Bulk  Dry bulk products are often loaded directly to and from the dock via external 

bulk cargo trucks and the two STS cranes or MHC with bucket attachments. 

 There is a new hopper on the Port intended for use with dusty products that 

impact air quality, but due to a permitting restriction it has never been in use. 

 STS crane C-4 has a working hopper, but the hopper on C-5 has not been 

operational for many years.  

RO-RO  Ro-Ro cargo is loaded via auto labor gangs which drive vehicles onto vessels 

via a ramp, which is the typical operating mode for a Ro-Ro terminal. 

Security The DSPC provides 24-hour security services to customers, employees and 

visitors of the Port, via a 24-hour manned security entrance, vehicle patrol, and 

perimeter fencing.  High mast lighting is provided throughout the Port. 
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Physical Attributes Explanation 

Warehouses  The Port has about 750,000 square feet of cold storage warehouse space in 

warehouses A – E and H. Overall cold-storage warehouses are highly utilized 

in the peak season in the current palletized operating mode, although this 

may change if palletized cargo shifts to containers. 

 Warehouse G is the Port’s only dry warehouse. It is also operating close to 

capacity in the peak season 

Warehouse A  Cold storage for pallets (domestic) 

 Approximately 18 years old in 2016. 

 105,000 square feet 

Warehouse B  Cold storage for pallets (general / as needed) 

 Original build as a dry warehouse was about 53 years ago as of 2016; 

conversion to a cold warehouse via the “box in a box” method was 22 years 

ago.  

 124,000 square feet 

 In very poor condition overall and will need to be either undergo significant 

repairs or be demolished 

Warehouse C  Cold storage for pallets (Canadian produce) 

 Original build as a dry warehouse was about 63 years ago as of 2016; 

conversion to a cold warehouse via the “box in a box” method was 22 years 

ago.  

 181,000 square feet; about 6,800 floor pallet positions 

 In very poor condition overall and will need to be either undergo significant 

repairs or be demolished 

Warehouse D  Cold storage for pallets (general / as needed) 

 Original build as a dry warehouse was about 56 years ago as of 2016; 

conversion to a cold warehouse via the “box in a box” method was 22 years 

ago.  

 144,000 square feet 

 In poor condition overall and will need to be either undergo significant repairs 

or be demolished 

Warehouse E  Cold storage for pallets (general / as needed) 

 About 17 years old as of 2016  

 128,000 square feet 

 Has a new three-high pallet rack system installed 

Warehouse F  Primarily for fumigation 

 About 22 years old as of 2016  

 Rarely used for storage of cargo in off-peak fruit season 

Warehouse G  The Port’s only dry storage warehouse, primarily for paper and steel 

products. Dole paper exports are processed through Warehouse G. 

 About 86,000 square feet 

 About 16 years old as of 2016  

Warehouse H  Leased exclusively by Dole 

 About 12 years old as of 2016  

 67,000 square feet 

Administrative Offices  Port 

 Hiring Hall 
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Physical Attributes Explanation 

 Seaman’s Center 

 Tenants 

Outside Storage Areas  There is a 13 acre outside storage lot near the Ro-Ro berth that is used as 

needed for storage of containers, breakbulk cargo, and equipment. 

 There is another outside storage lot of around 6 acres just north of 

Warehouse G used primarily for containers and equipment. 

Autos AutoPort leases a 47 acre lot in the southern-most portion of the Port. 

Land Use Designation General Industrial 

Waterside 

Channel Depth 35 feet berths 4-7; 38 feet berths 1-3, floating berth and petroleum berth; 

40 feet RoRo berth 

Berths  Construction of the main numbered berth face along the Christina River 

began around 1920 and continued incrementally until about 1987 when Berth 

7 was completed. The total length of Berths 1-7 is approximately 3,450 linear 

feet. 

Berths 1 - 3  Berths 1 – 3 are the deepest of the numbered segment of the main berth face 

at 38ft. Although historically labeled as three unique berths, with current 

vessel call patterns this segment is generally considered as effectively two 

berths, 1-2 and 2-3. The total length of this berth segment is about 1,500ft. 

 Chiquita has berth priority on Berth 1-2, with a weekly call arriving Monday 

morning and departing Wednesday night. 

 Dole has berth priority on Berth 2-3, with a weekly call arriving Sunday 

morning and departing Monday night. 

 STS cranes are currently restricted to Berths 1-3, which can also be served 

by the MHC. 

 A majority of bulk activity is also served on Berths 1-3. 

 Palletized refrigerated cargo is also served on Berths 1-3 in the peak season. 

 This berth segment is by far the most highly utilized and impacted of all 

berths at the Port due to its depth and crane access. 

Berth 4 - 7  Berths 4-7 have a draft of 35ft and a total length of about 1,950ft. 

 Berth 4 and (rarely) Berth 7 sometimes handle bulk cargo. 

 The majority of Berth 4-7 cargoes are general and refrigerated products, 

primarily palletized fruit.  

 Overall these berths are lightly utilized on an annual basis.  

Floating Berth  The floating berth is currently used exclusively by Citrosuco for bulk juice 

product tankers and sometimes for lay-by vessel storage when not occupied.  

 A specific year of build for the floating berth was not given, but it is generally 

known to be old and in a state of significant disrepair. The construction type is 

a floating tethered barge.  

 It likely makes more sense to demolish this structure entirely in the long run 

rather than repair the existing structure. It could be replaced by either a new 

floating berth, or by extending the main numbered berth section to the east 

and filling in the related backland. 

Petroleum Berth  Magellan uses the Petroleum berth to handle refined oil product via tankers 

and barges 

 The Petroleum berth is intended to accommodate a tanker vessel and a 
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Physical Attributes Explanation 

barge simultaneously. There is however a conflict with the floating berth 

wherein when the monthly juice tanker vessel is present, both the barge and 

tanker vessel cannot be accommodated.  

 The Petroleum berth also requires frequent maintenance dredging due to its 

position on the rivers, which leads to aggressive silting. 

Ro-Ro Berth  The Auto berth is the newest at the Port, having been constructed in 2002. 

Overall, it seems to be in good working condition overall 

 Currently, by DNREC permit, this berth can accommodate only auto, RO-RO, 

and breakbulk cargoes, and no dry bulk. 

 

The Port operates as a landlord port, in that they lease parcels to individual tenants.  The dry bulk 

users do not have leased parcels within the Port. Their storage operations are maintained on 

privately owned property outside the Port boundaries. Port Operations are summarized below. 

Port Operations Summary 

Existing Port 

Operations 

Explanation 

General Port  Hours of operation depend on the Port user. Dole and Chiquita typically run 16 

hour/day berth operations, while bulk users work vessels 24/7. 

 The main gate is located along Terminal Avenue. Both TWIC and Non-TWIC 

truck drivers can access the Port through this gate. TWIC users show their ID 

for access and are typically processed quickly. Non-TWIC users are directed to 

an appropriate Port location or to the non-TWIC staging yard just south of the 

main gate. POVs also access the Port through the main gate and need either a 

TWIC or a TWIC escort to access. 

 DSPC leases land and berthing space to a number of container, dry bulk, auto, 

refrigerated cargo, and other users. The Port serves a variety of unique, niche 

businesses and is the largest perishable commodities terminal in North 

America, handling a variety of containerized and palletized refrigerated 

cargoes, as well as bulk juice tankers. 

Petroleum  The petroleum is owned and operated by Magellan Midstream Partners; L.P. 

Built in 2009, the facility is now capable of handling and storing shipments of 

gasoline, ethanol, heating oil, fuel oil and many other types of petroleum 

products. 

Dry Bulk  Primary dry bulk users are ICS and Port Contractors, both of which have 

significant warehouse and storage space just outside of Port property. All bulk 

vessel activity is direct ship to truck or vice versa with no bulk storage on 

terminal. 

 Bulk commodities include industrial salt, minerals, scrap metal, and petroleum 

coke.  

Container  A major of import container to the Port container Dole and Chiquita bananas, as 

well as a small portion of other produce types, such as pineapples.  

 Export containers are either loaded with used autos, waste paper, or other low 

value products, or returned empty to be reloaded with produce in South 
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Existing Port 

Operations 

Explanation 

America. 

 Containers arrive via vessel and are offloaded via gantry crane, mobile harbor 

crane, and in some cases ships gear. From there they are primarily stored on 

chassis to await pick up by a street truck. All containers arrive and depart via 

truck, with none moving via rail.  

  Dole and Chiquita operations run 16 hours per day and have fixed berth 

windows. 

Break Bulk  The primarily breakbulk commodity at the Port is steel, particularly during the 

winter months when the Great Lakes become inaccessible. These products are 

primarily moved via the Ro-Ro berth via ship’s gear or truck cranes.  

Ro-Ro  Autos received directly from assembly plants via Norfolk Southern to privately 

owned parcels.  Onsite rail owned by NS and 6 rail spurs used to bring vehicles 

in. Autos are serviced that could include tire inflation, car wash, protective 

coating, undercoating, electric, and Arabic labeling/manuals.  After the autos are 

serviced, they are transported to the Port’s 42-acre site for future loading onto 

outbound ships.  Turnaround time from receiving autos from the assembly plants 

to ship loading is one week. 

 2 vessel operators currently operate at Port - Hoegh Autoliners and Liberty 

Global Logistics. Both liner services ship mostly POVs and high/heavy vehicles 

(and some Navy vehicles periodically) to the Middle East.  Approximately 15,000 

to 18,000 trucks per year transport POVs to a private facility near the Port where 

customs clearing is performed.  Then the vehicles are individually driven to the 

Port’s 42-acre parcel where they are loaded onto outgoing ships.  Currently, 

there are approximately 70,000 to 75,000 POVs per year handled for this 

operation. 
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Funding Sources 

 

1 Federal Funding Programs 

This section documents Federal funding and financing options and identifies which programs are 

likely to be most applicable for port improvement projects and associated landside improvements.  

The following Federal programs and opportunities are examined:   

 Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act 

 Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) 

 Railroad Rehabilitation and Improvement Financing Program (RRIF) 

 FHWA Surface Transportation Program (STP) 

 Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) 

 Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) Grants 

 FEMA /Homeland Security (HMT is collected by Customs, part of HS) 

 Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ) 

 Grant Anticipation Revenue Vehicles Bonds (GARVEE) 

 Tax-Exempt Financing of Highway Projects and Rail-Truck Transfer Facilities 

Several of the federal funding programs are connected to one another whether this is in a hierarchal 

or complementary relationship. Larger federal bills such as the recently passed FAST Act are likely 

to guide, provide funding to, envelop, or even supersede smaller existing federal programs.  None 

the less, each of the federal programs which could be applicable to the Port of Wilmington is 

assessed. For each of the programs the legislation is briefly discussed, the funding levels are 

outlined, and the applicability of the programs to the Port of Wilmington is assessed with respect to 

assisting future port investments depending on program eligibility and funding criteria. 

1.1 Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) ACT  

The Program: The FAST (Fixing America’s Surface Transportation) Act  was signed by the U.S 

Executive in early December 2015, and pledges $300 billion in funding over the five years through 

2020 towards the development and upgrading of surface transport infrastructure, as well as towards 

establishing new programs and oversight committees to facilitate the development of a new national 

strategy to ensure that surface transportation policies (and the implementation of programs under 

these policies) address the needs of the nation’s travelers, infrastructure providers and 

transportation operators.  The Act seeks to identity, and to refocus resources on, surface 

transportation programs and projects of national priority. The implementation of the Act, and of the 

various policies and strategies which are to be developed under it, will have implications on the 

several of the subsequent federal funding programs identified in this section as it supersedes, or 

envelops under its umbrella, several pieces of legislation which previously guided these programs.    

Largely focusing on highway and transit projects and policy, the FAST Act also addresses railroads, 

safety (both in regard to users/operators of rail/road, but also in regard to the transportation of 

hazardous materials). Included within these typologies of surface transportation are provisions for 
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ports and multi-modal freight focused infrastructure, though only the latter is directly addressed in 

the Act in any depth.  Aside from the establishment of a committee to oversee program to collate 

and measure performance statistics (top 25 by tonnage, TEU and dry bulk volume, respectively) of 

those maritime ports currently receiving federal assistance, there is very little direct mention of port 

facilities and associate infrastructure within the FAST Act as ports (both sea and air) do not 

necessarily form part of the country’s surface transportation infrastructure. Rather, ports are largely 

addressed via their connection of various surface transports (road and rail).  Noted exceptions to 

this is the designation of intermodal facilities where one or forms of transportation interact (with road 

to rail and vice versa specifically identified) as well as agriculturally or resource focused freight 

centers where a bulk commodity would be loaded onto rail or road based transport.   

The optimization of the movement of freight is identified as a program of national significance, with 

freight included together with highway projects in terms of classification of nationally significant 

projects.  This coupling is both advantageous for freight projects –$800M in funding is allocated for 

this grouping in year one, ascending $50M each subsequent year to a ceiling of $1B in 2020 – as 

well as detrimental in that there exist myriad highway projects across the US which could likely be 

classified as critical and of national significance.   The consolidation of rail grant programs for freight 

activities is also identified as a major objective of the Act.  

The Act does not address any specific policy or regulation which is likely to be impacted across any 

of the transport infrastructure types.  These strategies are slated for delivery by the end of 2016, the 

same timeline proposed for the establishment of the various committees tasked with the 

development, oversight and implementation of said strategies.  Despite the absence of the 

developed strategies and systems for these transport typologies and activities, the implications and 

objectives of the FAST Act for freight, multi-modal and port infrastructure are relatively clear, and 

will include: 

 The establishment of a National Multi-modal Freight Network (NMFN) to identify priority 

projects across road, rail, ports (both sea and air), waterways and lakes, and intermodal 

facilities.   The NMFN will them develop a national strategy to designate key facilities which 

make up the National Freight Network (NFN) and to establish new programs (or to 

amalgamate and modify existing programs) to advance critical freight projects.  The key 

objective of the NMFN is to assess and prioritize federal investment into multi-modal freight 

projects.  It is noted that the FAST Act sets threshold criteria which the ports must meet (2 

million tons or TEU equivalent per annum for sea ports/ top 50 by landed weight for air 

ports) to be considered for inclusion in this list of critical components of the NMFN.  It is the 

States which are responsible for the nomination of infrastructure for inclusion in the NMFN, 

as well as advising the NMFN of the funding needs and priorities of this nominated 

infrastructure; 

 Provisions for land based ports (or intermodal facilities), particularly in regard to  

agriculturally focused (rail to road and vice versa) facilities; and 

 Establish of both the formula and discretionary grant programs to fund critical projects that 

benefit freight movement.   It is worth noting that the FAST Act does not identify, implicitly or 

otherwise, any current funding schemes or grants programs which would be impacted.  
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In regard to the financing of programs and projects related to the nation’s critical surface 

infrastructure systems and facilities, the FAST Act seeks to: make funding programs more 

accessible,  to streamline and better coordinate the system of administration of these programs; 

and to be more proactive in facilitating public-private-partnerships (PPP) relationships for key 

projects.   Under the umbrella of the National Surface Transportation and Innovative Finance 

Bureau (NSTIFB), systems will be developed to include the development of guidelines to identify 

the best practice processes of PPP models which work best for specific applications and asset 

types and to promote greater transparency measures for PPP project appraisal, assessment and 

implementation.   The process of establishing the NSTIFB will comprise the elimination of 

duplicative offices and programs and the consolidation of administrative functions.   By the end of 

2016, the NSTIFB will have established systems which make Federal credit assistance programs 

more accessible to eligible recipients, which promote greater efficiency and transparency in the 

assessment of financing applications, and which streamline the decision making process.  

Funding Levels: The Fast Act authorizes $300 billion in funding over the five years to 2020. The 

allocation (both temporal and spatial) of this quantum of funding to various programs and projects 

has yet to be disclosed. In early January 2016, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) issued 

the formal apportionment notice, identifying the specific funding allocations to Delaware for each of 

the major highway programs in the 2016 fiscal year.  These apportionments are summarized in the 

tables below. 

 

Program National 
Highway 

Performance 
Program 

Surface 
Transportation 

Block Grant 
Program 

Highway Safety 
Improvement 

Program 

Railway-
Highway 

Crossings 
Program 

FY2016 
Apportionment 
Under the Fast 
Act ($M) 

95.2 47.6 9.4 1.1 

Source: FHWA 
 

Program Congestion 
Mitigation & 
Air Quality 

Improvement 

Metropolitan 
Planning 

National 
Highway 
Freight 

Program 

Total 
Apportionment 

for Delaware 
Highway 

Programs 

FY2016 
Apportionment 
Under the Fast 
Act ($M) 

11.6 1.8 4.9 171.6 

Source: FHWA 
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Status:  As identified earlier, the FAST Act does not identify any specific projects, programs or 

initiatives which its implementation will impact.  The national strategies for the respective surface 

transport typologies targeted under the Act have yet to be developed – these are slated for delivery 

by the end of 2016.  Furthermore, the FAST Act, as it names implies, is to focus on surface 

transport systems, with ports (sea and air) related only within the context of their interface with 

these surface transport systems.   The FAST Act places a strong emphasis on the optimization of 

the movement of freight, with specific programs to be established addressing a national multi-modal 

freight network. As the Port of Wilmington is the largest perishable cargo port in North America, it 

would likely be designated a key facility within the NFN and eligible to apply for financing and 

funding underneath the various programs to be implemented under the FAST Act.   

1.2 Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) 

The Program: Under the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21), signed into law 

in 2012, HSIP is a core federal-aid program for States with the purpose of achieving a significant 

reduction in fatalities and serious injuries on all public road ways.  MAP-21 has been superseded by 

the FAST Act, which continues HSIP, albeit with modest changes.  These changes include the 

addition of new investment options for programs focusing on safety, and a reduction in its funding 

levels (from 7% after provision of Major Projects and CMAQ programs to 6%). The FAST Act will 

also put greater focus on ensuring that funding goes towards construction related projects through 

ending the ability of states to shift funds from infrastructure safety projects to behavioral or 

educational programs.   

Funding: Authorized to be $2.2 billion in FY 2016, rising to $2.4 billion by 2021.1 The FY 2015 

authorization was $2.2B with $220M set aside for Railway-Highway crossings.   For 2016 fiscal 

year, at total of $10.4M in funding has been apportioned for the state of Delaware, with allocations 

of $9.3 million and $1.1 million for the HSIP and the Railway-Highway Crossings Programs, 

respectively.  

The following amounts were authorized to be appropriated for the Highway Safety Improvement 

Program in recent years: 

Fiscal Year 2013 2014 2015 

HSIP Funds Authorized ($B) 2.4 2.4 2.2 

Source: Apportioned amounts are FHWA estimates. Other program amounts are from the FAST Act 

 

                                                
1
 Federal Highway Administration.   Federal Aid Highway Program Authorizations under the FAST ACT. Accessed at 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/fastact/estfy20162020auth.pdf 

 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/fastact/estfy20162020auth.pdf
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Under the FAST Act, the following funding amounts for HSIP have been authorized for the next 5 

fiscal years: 

Year 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Total 

HSIP Funds Authorized ($B) 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.4 11.6 

Source: Apportioned amounts are FHWA estimates. Other program amounts are from the FAST Act 

Status: Applicable. HSIP funding is specifically available for grade crossing improvements and 

removal of high-risk at grade crossings.  Although the program’s status has been modified under 

the recently passed FAST Act with authorization of funding through to FY 2021, it is noted that 

these only provide enough resources to guarantee the first three years of investment.  

1.3 Railroad Rehabilitation and Improvement Financing Program (RRIF) 

The Program: Administered through the Federal Railroad Administration, the Railroad Rehabilitation 

and Improvement Financing (RRIF) program was created to provide credit assistance, in the form of 

direct loans and loan guarantees for railroad capital improvements.  The USDOT may provide direct 

loans and loan guarantees to state and local governments, government sponsored authorities and 

corporations, railroads, and joint ventures that include at least one railroad.  Direct loans and loan 

guarantees are to be used to acquire, improve, develop or rehabilitate intermodal or rail equipment 

or facilities, including track, bridges, yards, buildings and shops.  Under the FAST Act, RRIF loans 

can now be used to finance transportation oriented development (TOD) and station development 

projects.   

Funding under RRIF has largely gone unutilized since its inception, due in large part to complex 

eligibility requirements.  Amendments have been made in the past to encourage greater 

participation, and under the FAST Act, actions are being taken to shorten the application 

assessment process, to expand eligibility and to incentivize greater infrastructure investment by the 

private sector.   The FAST Act also maintains the Federal Transit Administration’s TOD planning 

grant program, which can be used to conduct planning activities around public transportation to 

enhance economic development and ridership on the project, improve access and connectivity, and 

enable mixed-use development and private-sector participation.   

Funding Levels: Loans and loan guarantees up to $35 billion with 20% of this quantum allocated to 

freight rail projects. However, the Program has not been well used to date as RRIF loans have 

taken a long time to process and there have been significant obstacles to participation, and this 

allocation has largely gone unused. 

Status: Applicable, particularly to grade crossings or choke points to rail access on the landside 

network serving the port.    
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1.4 Surface Transportation Program (STP) and Surface Transportation Block Grant 

Program (STBGP)  

The Program: The Surface Transportation Program (STP) provides flexible funding that may be 

used by states and localities for projects on any Federal-aid highway (includes the NHS), bridge 

projects on any public road, and projects on rural minor collectors. The STP program was converted 

under the FAST Act to the Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STBGP) which will provide 

states with greater flexibility on how funding under this program may be obligated and thus used in 

the most efficient manner to address unique local circumstances for which a nationwide approach 

may not be the effective solution.  

Funding: Current authorization for FY 2016 of $10.2 billion. The Federal government, for fiscal 

years 2016 through 2021, has placed approximately $55 billion in the Surface Transportation 

Program, as shown in the table below.  

Year 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

STP Funds Authorized ($B)2 10.2 10.4 10.6 10.9 11.1 11.4 

Source: Apportioned amounts are FHWA estimates. Other program amounts are from the FAST Act 

For 2016 fiscal year, at total of $47.6M in funding has been apportioned for the state of Delaware 

from the FAST Act for STBGP. 

Status: Applicable: Port of Wilmington landside improvements would be eligible for limited STP 

funding to fund requisite construction on highway structures in the corridor such as those a grade 

crossings/separations in and/or near the port area, including its strategic intermodal system.   

1.5 Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) 

The Program: The Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) established a 

Federal credit program for major transportation investments. As TIFIA is a credit program, not a 

grant program, projects must be capable of generating their own revenue streams through user 

charges or other dedicated funding sources in order to use this program.   

The TIFIA credit program provides for the following three types of financial assistance: 

1. Direct Federal loans to project sponsors; 

2. Loan guarantees provide full-faith-and-credit guarantees by the Federal government to 

institutional investors; and 

3. Lines of credit represent standby secondary sources of funding that may be drawn upon to 

supplement project revenues. 

Eligible project sponsors include state departments of transportation, local governments, public 

private partnerships, or any legal entity undertaking the project and authorized by the Secretary. 

The Reauthorization Bill expanded the definition of freight-related projects eligible for TIFIA 

                                                
2
Ibid. 
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assistance to allow private rail facilities that serve a public benefit for highway users. Public freight 

rail facilities, intermodal freight transfer facilities, and projects providing access to freight rail or 

intermodal freight transfer facilities are also eligible. 

TIFIA assistance improves access to capital markets, offers flexible repayment terms, and 

potentially more favorable interest rates than can be found in private capital markets for similar 

instruments. The FAST Act will reduce the minimum size for projects seeking TIFIA funding (from 

$50 million to $10 million), thus allowing for smaller projects to be eligible.  The FAST Act also 

reduces application costs for low-cost, low-risk projects, including $2 million in annual grants to help 

defray application costs for smaller projects.   Project financing may be repaid in whole or in part 

from toll, user fees or other dedicated revenues; other dedicated revenues include: tolls, user fees, 

special assessments, tax increment financing and any portion of a tax or fee that produces 

revenues that are pledged for the purpose of retiring project debt.  Under the Fast Act, TIFIA will 

also provide funding to cover the loan evaluation costs which have historically been borne by the 

borrower. 

Funding: $300 million a year has been authorized for each fiscal year from 2016 to 2021, a 

substantial decrease from its FY 2015 funding level of $1 billion. This reduction in the level of 

funding is reflective of the recent passing of the FAST Act, which has authorized $300 billion in 

funding for surface transportation projects and programs over the next 5 year, and into which 

several of aspects of the TIFIA program may be folded. The FAST Act includes organizational 

changes that will provide an opportunity for important structural improvements with the potential to 

accelerate the delivery of innovative finance projects.  However, this organizational change 

resulting in cuts to the overall level of funding of the TIFIA program could constrain growth in this 

area over duration of the FAST Act bill, which is to run until 2021.  

Status:  Applicable. TIFIA is a candidate financing source for port projects that ease landside 

bottlenecks in the network serving a port. There is precedent for using TIFIA for rail projects, though 

the majority of the funding is generally allocated to highway projects.  The Reno Transportation Rail 

Access Corridor (included in case studies) received TIFIA funding support. The Alameda Corridor 

project was the predecessor and model for TIFIA, bringing together several funding sources from 

federal, state, and port programs, along with a user fee applied to shipments either using, or 

capable of using the corridor  

1.6 Transportation Investment Generating Recovery (TIGER Grants - National 

Infrastructure Investments)  

The Program:  Transportation Investment Generating Recovery (TIGER) is a discretionary grant 

program funded through the National Surface Transportation System which provides funding for 

capital investments in surface transportation projects. The TIGER program, now in its 7th round of 

funding, targets a variety of transportation typologies, including several not included in the FAST 

Act (such as for pedestrian and bicycling projects). Furthermore, funding for TIGER is provided by 

annual appropriation rather than by a periodic bill (such as FAST).   
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Funding Levels: TIGER grants have provided approximately $5.7 billion since the program’s 

inception. While the level of funding is specific to the project and the amount of funding sought by 

the applicant, the average TIGER grant funding level is approximately $10 million.  The largest 

grant award was for $105 million for a multi-state freight rail project in 2010.  

Status:  Applicable.  It is possible that funding for the larger surface infrastructure projects and 

programs which have targeted TIGER grants over the past several years will now instead seek 

funding from provisions created by the FAST Act, thus allowing for other projects and programs to 

seek funding under TIGER. It is noted that the Port of Wilmington received TIGER grant funding in 

2013 for the rehabilitation of Wharf Unit 1 (Berths 5/6). 

1.7 FEMA/Homeland Security: Port Security Grant Program (PSGP) 

The Program: PSGP provides funding for transportation infrastructure security activities to 

implement Area Maritime Transportation Security Plans and facility security plans among port 

authorities, facility operators, and state and local government agencies required to provide port 

security services.  The purpose of the PSGP is to support increased port-wide risk management; 

enhanced domain awareness; training and exercises; expansion of port recovery and resiliency 

capabilities; and further capabilities to prevent, detect, respond to, and recover from attacks 

involving improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and other non-conventional weapons. Eligible port 

applicants are sorted into two groups, depending on their assessed risk. In FY 2014 – the last year 

these risk gradings were published – seven port areas were included within Group I – the highest 

assessed risk classification.  All other port areas were included in Group II.  

Funding Level: Total Funding Available in FY 2015:  $100 million3.  This is significantly lower than 

past appropriation levels for this program, which were once around $400 million per annum.   

Annual funding for this program is determined as part of the US Department of Defense 

Appropriations process. A cost-match requirement (non-federal) of at least a quarter of the total 

project cost is required for nominated projects. Total cost of nominated project must not exceed 

largest $1 million, though a greater amount of funding – up to 10% of the program’s annual funding 

budget – can be approved by the Secretary of Homeland Security.   

Status: Programs or projects related to general security issues at the Port of Wilmington given its 

importance as the largest perishable cargo port in North America would be eligible for this program.   

1.8 Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ) 

The Program: The Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ) funds are 

provided to state DOTs, MPOs and transit agencies to invest in projects that reduce transportation-

related pollutants. This long standing program focuses on reducing highway traffic congestion and 

improving air quality with a particular focus on states and areas that do not meet current air quality 

standings.  These states, local governments and areas are given the non-attainment classification. 

                                                
3
 Department of Homeland Security. DHS Announces Grand Guidance for Fiscal Year (FY) 2015 Preparedness Grants”. Accessed from 

http://www.dhs.gov/news/2015/04/02/dhs-announces-grant-guidance-fiscal-year-fy-2015-preparedness-grants 
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The CMAQ provisions recognize ozone and carbon monoxide (CO) as the primary transportation 

pollutants.  CMAQ funds can be used on projects to improve the air quality within or in close 

proximity to nonattainment or maintenance areas.  The Federal government issues CMAQ funds to 

each State based on population and the severity of the area’s air quality problems.  The State is 

then responsible for allocating the money to various projects throughout the year.  Freight projects 

are eligible for CMAQ funding if they show an air quality benefit. 

For those States that do not have classified non-attainment areas, they may use their CMAQ 

funding to aid programs that qualify for their STP program.  Generally speaking, the CMAQ program 

was created to provide States with flexibility in which programs receive funding from this source.  

Funding Levels: As with several others of the programs mentioned, CMAQ’s funding falls under the 

FAST Act recently passed by the Senate. The program will receive the same share of formula funds 

under the FAST Act as it did under MAP-21. In the last reauthorization, the Federal government has 

appropriated approximately $14.7 billion in CMAQ funds between 2016 and 2021. For 2016 fiscal 

year, at total of $11.6M in funding has been apportioned for the state of Delaware for the CMAQ 

program. 

Status: Applicable, as New Castle Country, in which the Port of Wilmington is located, is classified 

as a nonattainment county. CMAQ funding is a candidate-funding source for port projects, 

particularly those where truck traffic is projected to be highly congested in the future.    

1.9 Grant Anticipation Revenue Vehicles Bonds (GARVEE) 

The Program: Grant Anticipation Revenue Vehicles (GARVEE) are debt financing instruments that 

permit an issuer to pledge future Federal highway funds to repay investors.  Prior to 1995, states 

could use their Federal highway grants to repay only the principal component of debt service on 

most projects.  Section 311 of the National Highway System Designation Act of 1995 changed the 

rules by conferring Federal-aid eligibility on a wide array of bond-related costs.  Specifically, a state 

may use future obligations of Federal-aid funds to retire principal, interest payments, issuance and 

insurance costs, and other expenses incidental to the sale of an eligible debt financing instrument. 

To be eligible, the project must be eligible for Federal-aid funding under one or more program 

categories as set forth in Title 23, section 115 such as NHS or STP. Reimbursements of debt-

related costs must be made with obligations of eligible categories of Federal-aid funds. GARVEEs 

can be issued by a state, a political subdivision of a state, or a public authority. 

GARVEE financing mechanism generates up-front capital for major highway projects at tax-exempt 

rates and enables a state to construct a project sooner than it would use traditional pay-as-you-go 

funding sources. By accelerating projects, costs are lower due to inflation savings and the public 

realizes safety and economic benefits. 

As GARVEE instruments are secured against future federal monies, they carry appropriation risk 

and can carry authorization risk.   

Funding Levels: Amount of funding varies with program use.  FHWA considers GARVEEs to be 

debt instruments backed directly by federal-aid funds. Other forms of indebtedness where the debt 
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is repaid indirectly by federal project reimbursements are very similar to GARVEEs, but do not 

appear in FHWA tallies of GARVEE issuances. This program is expected to carry forward in the 

next reauthorization bill. 

Status:  Applicable. GARVEE bonds are a financing vehicle and not a new revenue source.  

GARVEE bonds primarily help by adding flexibility to a financing plan and by accelerating the 

construction process.  The primary challenge with respect to the port projects is to first find a federal 

funding program that is applicable and can be secured against.   

1.10 FASTLANE Discretionary Grants 

Earlier in the year, the DOT introduced Fostering Advancements in Shipping and Transportation for 

the Long-term Achievement of National Efficiencies (FASTLANE) grant program.  With $800M in 

allocated funding for FY2016, FASTLANE aims to providing funding contribution to projects which 

address major issues facing the nation’s surface transportation infrastructure in regard to the 

efficient movement of people and freight.  Divergent from TIGER grants in that it largely targets 

road projects, FASTLANE has approximately 10% of its FY16 budget allocated for rail and port 

projects so long as they contain an interface with other surface transportation systems.    The 

application period for FY16 FASTLANE grants closed in mid-April, though it is assumed that further 

rounds of funding for this program, with similar allocations, will occur in subsequent years.    

1.11 Tax-Exempt Financing of Highway Projects and Rail-Truck Transfer Facilities  

The Program: The interest on state and local bond issues is typically excluded from Federal income 

taxation. By contrast, the interest on state or local bonds issued to finance the activities of entities 

other than state and local governments (including the Federal government) is typically taxed, unless 

the bond was issued for a particular purpose that is eligible for tax-exemption. Among the current 

exempt purposes for these so-called Private Activity Bonds (PABS) are bonds issued for certain 

transportation facilities (airports, ports, mass commuting and high-speed intercity rail facilities). 

SAFETEA-LU creates a new type of exempt facility—the “qualified highway or surface freight 

transfer facility.” This new exempt facility includes (1) an surface transportation project receiving 

Title 23 funds; (2) a project for an international bridge or tunnel which receives Title 23 funds and 

for which an international entity authorized under Federal or State law is responsible; and (3) 

facilities for the transfer of freight from truck to rail or rail to truck (including facilities for temporary 

storage during such transfers) state receives Title 23 or Title 49 funding. 

Funding Levels: To date, approximately $5.9 billion in PABS have been issued across more than a 

dozen projects. A further $5.7 billion approved by the DoT to support a further six projects.   The 

law limits the total amount of such bonds to $15 billion and directs the Secretary of Transportation 

to allocate this amount among qualified facilities. The $15 billion in exempt facility bonds is not 

subject to the state volume caps. 

Status:  Applicable. Government must issue the bond, but this program largely aids private parties 

to financially support the project reducing the cost of financing private parties’ share of freight 

intermodal projects. 
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2 State and Local Funding Options 

This section documents state and local funding and financing options and identifies possible 

applications for port improvements.  While Delaware’s Transportation Trust Fund is the state’s 

primary source of revenue for transportation infrastructure, a handful of alternative sources of 

funding and financing are discussed below. 

2.1 Delaware Economic Development Fund (DEDF) 

Created by the State General Assembly and administered by the Delaware Economic Development 

Office (DEDO), the DEDF, is used to fund projects and programs under the State’s Strategic Fund 

to support and facilitate economic development and fund specific infrastructure improvements.  A 

standing allocation within the DEDF is for the Diamond State Port Corporation (DSPC), the Port of 

Wilmington’s owner.  For FY2016 and FY2016, the DEDO has approximately $45M in funding, with 

$10 million allocated to the DSPC to fund infrastructure improvements and the purchase of new 

cranes for the Port of Wilmington.  

2.2 Delaware Transportation Trust Fund (TTF) 

The TTF is overseen by the Delaware Transportation Authority is the primary funding source for the 

Delaware Department of Transportation (DelDOT). Its purpose is to provide funding for public 

transportation programs and projects, construct and maintain roads and bridges, and to provide 

motor vehicle related services to Delaware residents.  The TFF receives revenue from fuel tax, tolls 

and motor vehicles fees, and in addition to funding transportation infrastructure projects and 

programs, it also holds responsibility for the DelDOT’s operating costs.  Generally, the TFF will 

allocated approximately $100 million per annum to fund projects and programs largely targeting 

road repaving, bridge preservation, public transportation and road safety.  In 2015, House Bill 140 

authorized the further addition of $55 million from the TFF to fund DelDOT’s transportation 

infrastructure projects, bringing that agency’s FY2016 estimated expenditures to over $850 million, 

or just over 20% of the State’s total budget.  

The allocation of funding from the TFF is at the discretion of the DelDOT.  They have estimated a 

current shortfall in funding for transportation infrastructure projects of $780 million ($180 million of 

which is for projects deemed critical by that agency) over the next six years.  

2.3 Motor Fuel Tax 

Delaware does not have any state sales tax nor do its residents pay property tax.  The state does 

impose gasoline and diesel taxes of $0.23 and $0.22 per gallon, respectively, with this revenue 

going into the TFF.  Legislative action would be required to raise the tax, and the is partial support 

within the State assembly for an increase in the fuel tax as long as the proceeds are solely used for 

transportation infrastructure and if there are spending offsets to cover any additional revenues 

required.   

3 Opportunities for Private Sector Investment 

This section describes options for obtaining private sector funding for the port projects.  
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3.1 Direct Investment by Railroads 

There are three considerations when negotiating funding shares for port-related improvements: 

ability to contribute, receipt of benefits in return for contribution, and willingness to pay.  

In terms of ability to contribute, the Class I railroads that operate in the state have large capital 

investment budgets and have partnered nationally with public sponsors to secure federal funding, 

such as for TIGER funding. In terms of willingness to pay, this is a matter of negotiation rather than 

analysis. There may be instances where a project yields operational savings to the railroad; in these 

instances it may be possible for the railroad to participate.  

3.2 User Fees 

As the port is owned publicly, then fees can be charged to the users. These fees are used to cover 

the cost of operating and maintaining the facility, with the balance applied to repaying construction 

debt. An advantage of the user fee approach is that port users (or railroads) can transfer at least 

some of this cost to shippers, who are also beneficiaries of the improved rail service afforded by the 

relocated line. User charges are applied in the Alameda Corridor and the Shellpot Bridge Project.  

3.3 Sale/Leaseback of Port and Rail Assets 

DSPC could sell port assets within and near the port to terminal operators and/or rail operators 

(assuming that each does not already own these assets). These assets could be sold with the 

understanding that some percentage of the proceeds would be applied to port and freight 

improvements. The sale of assets need not wait until the new project is developed. Conversely, the 

DSPC could purchase assets within and near the Port owned by terminal operators and the 

railroads and then lease them back to the operators, providing a revenue stream to the state.  

3.4 Public-Private Partnerships 

Public-Private Partnerships (P3s) have gained acceptance over the past decade as another tool in 

the project development and delivery toolbox. Delaware recognizes that public/private partnerships 

can be an effective means of meeting infrastructure needs, and in Title 2, Chapter 20 of the 

Delaware General Assembly’s State Code authorizes, and encourages, opportunities for P3s in 

transportation infrastructure projects.  The General Assembly does not require the use of any 

specific mechanism, which offers built-in program flexibility and will consider a proposal from any 

source. The program also established a Public-Private Initiatives Program Revolving Loan Fund, 

though there is no evidence of how, or if, this fund was structured utilized.  

In implementing a P3, framing the concession agreement is essential to having a successful 

project. A concern for the public and for public agencies, for example, is that the public authority or 

agency will lose control over pricing policy once the asset is operated by a private concessionaire. 

This can be prevented by including an escalation formula in the agreement. For example, in 

Indiana, the formula set by the Governor is the greatest of 4.5 percent, CPI, or GDP.  For the 

Pennsylvania Turnpike, the proposed toll escalation formula is the greater of 2.5 percent or CPI. 

The concession agreement can cover details of how the facility will be operated as well. For 

example it can include Operating Standards that describe minimum levels of service, minimum 
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asset condition, and intervention times for snow removal, accidents and other events. The public 

agency can retain the ability to resume full control in the event of default.  

Public private partnerships can offer project sponsors several benefits when administered carefully.  

Key potential benefits are summarized below. 

3.4.1 Value for Money 

The P3 project provides value to facility users and taxpayers. This determination is typically 

evaluated using a public sector comparator as a benchmark. A Value for Money analysis will 

assess whether P3 delivery offers tangible benefits to the public. Value for Money is calculated as 

the net present value of project costs as delivered through P3 as compared to an equivalent quality 

project delivered through traditional public processes.  Quantitative measures included in the Value 

for Money assessment may include design, construction, finance, operation and maintenance costs 

as well as value of earlier operation that may be realized through P3 delivery.   

3.4.2 Risk Transfer 

The P3 arrangement can be structured to transfer risk from the public sector to the private sector. 

Risks include revenue shortfall, construction cost overruns, greater than expected growth in O&M 

costs. This risk transfer can be accomplished because the private sector has the flexibility and 

reactivity to manage complex risks. Also, the multiparty transaction (banks, concessionaire, and 

public sponsor) all work to identify, quantify and mitigate risk—ensuring a disciplined financial risk 

approach and a comprehensive review. 

3.4.3 Timely Delivery of Projects 

Data from the UK National Audit Office found that a higher percentage of privately financed projects 

were delivered early or on-time at the agreed upon price, compared with pure public projects.  

3.4.4 Preservation of Public Borrowing Capacity 

By privately financing a project, the public sector can leverage its finite bonding capacity and apply 

this bonding capacity to other projects. 
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General Cost Estimation Approach 

Rough order of magnitude cost (ROM) estimates were prepared for each capital improvement 

project utilizing the AECOM’s experience in port design and planning throughout the world.  Our 

typical approach to ROM estimates begins with identifying the key items related to any project and 

then developing volume-based quantities for these main features.  Typical items generally 

encountered in port related projects include: 

 Berth structures 

 Berth and Channel Dredging 

 Crane and Yard Equipment 

 Earthwork 

 Pavement 

 Civil Work 

 Underground Electrical 

 Fire Protection, Lighting 

 Gates 

 Rail  

 Buildings 

 Demolition, if needed 

For each of the key items, volume-based quantities were developed to derive ROM costs.  The 

capacity analyses in chapter 3, determined quantities for items such as berth structures and 

equipment.  Other items are quantified based upon existing conditions and intended use.  Unit costs 

were based on recent contractor bids for similar work items and/or detailed estimates recently 

formulated for similar work items by our cost estimating team.  Note that there is very limited data 

on the existing site conditions and geotechnical parameters.  Assumptions were established, using 

the available information and the recommended improvement, to determine volume-based 

quantities and unit cost.  Specific unit cost considerations and assumptions follow. 

 Each alternative is assumed to have the same existing conditions and unit prices, unless 

otherwise noted.  Further studies would be required to refine existing condition assumptions 

for engineering concepts and cost.  

 Where information is not available, quantities from aerial accuracy is adequate. 

 Virtually unlimited surcharge material is available from WHS at no cost. Surcharge cost only 

includes allocation for earth movement and wick drains.  

 At the Port of Wilmington it is anticipated, based upon experience at the Port and other sites 

along the Delaware River, that soil conditions will be very poor for any load bearing 

structures and pavement, therefore premium unit costs were applied to these items based 

upon our experience in similar conditions.  Further geotechnical testing would be required to 

refine unit costs. 
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 Each new berth is assumed to be 1,000 ft long x 125 ft wide, to provide structural support for 

100 ft gage container cranes.  Two berths are assumed at new container alternatives. 

 Duffield Associates provided dredging unit cost utilizing cost sharing options with federal 

contributions. If federal cost sharing is not attained, unit price to account for material 

extraction, movement, disposal and other expenses are significantly larger. 

 Site lighting, fire protection and storm sewer area installed at all paved or graded areas.  

Typical to AECOM’s ROM estimates, additional costs are included to consider potential 

procurement scenarios and to allow for risk.  These are described below: 

 GC/CM/Bonding – for large capital improvement projects, it is likely that a General 

Contractor will bid on work utilizing any number of Subcontractors to perform certain items.    

To account for this likely scenario, additional costs are added to our ROM estimates.  A 

typical project includes 25% for subcontract work.  This additional cost is not applied to 

items such as equipment. 

 Contingency – The cost estimate is based on high level conceptual master planning or 

assumed information, with uncertain quantities for many categories of work.  Contingency is 

applied, in part, to address the risk of quantity growth.   Additionally, the contingency is 

intended to address the risk of future unit cost market changes.  AECOM used 25% for cost 

estimates for this master plan. 

 Permitting, Design, Construction Management – Capital projects typically require permits 

and design and construction management services.  While likely permitting costs were 

provided by Duffield Associates, an additional 14% was applied for design and construction 

management. 

Cost excluded in estimates. 

 For capital improvement projects involving land acquisition, we have excluded this cost. 

 All cost estimates were prepared for 2016 dollars.  Escalation factors were not included in 

these base cost estimates. 

 Environmental mitigation costs are not included.  

 Hazmat remediation is not included. 

Considerations in Cost Estimation Approach for Alternative 1 & 1A 

Alternative 1 and 1A are several sub-projects that consist of existing commitments and investment 

options to maintain and grow capacities within the current footprint of the port.  The key items for 

each submitted sub-project follow.  

 Key items identified for the new tenant are to clear the site of existing obstructions, improve 

site conditions and construct new facilities.  The cost includes demolition and reconstruction 

of a new general maintenance facility of similar size elsewhere onsite.  A new internal four 

lane gate, and allocation for 10 acres of site, pavement and civil improvements are also 

considered.  Additional pavement, permitting, utilities, site improvements, tenant specific 
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equipment and facilities, and other cost items may be required, but demands are unknown 

at this time are therefore not included in the cost estimate. 

 Key items considered for the cold storage warehouse are the demolition of existing 

warehouses B/C/D and construction of approximately 448,750 sf of new warehouses 

elsewhere on site.  The existing structure type and condition is not known and allocation is 

provided.  Additional utilities, deep foundations, permitting, and other cost items may be 

required, but demands are unknown at this time are therefore not included in the cost 

estimate.  

 Key items identified for the new main gate are the demolition of the existing gate and nearby 

buildings, site improvements, pavement, new gate structure, security/IT allocation and new 

building elsewhere on site.  The quantities and material of existing structures are not known 

and allocation based on aerial quantities is provided.  The new gate is sized for 12 lanes 

with an allocation for security.  Additional deep foundations, pavement, site improvements, 

permitting, building and other cost items may be required, but demands are unknown at this 

time are therefore not included in the cost estimate. 

 Key items identified for the crane rail extension through floating berth are demolition of 

existing floating structure, new berth structure, fill behind berth structure, pavement, site 

improvements, modification to Citrosuco connections and intake, and equipment.  The 

existing structures are unknown and an allocation is provided.  The new berth structure is 

assumed to replace the footprint of the floating berth, which is considered 800 ft long.  

Construction near and connecting to the existing structure may require unique details with 

cost implications, which are beyond the scope of this study.  Quantities of fill behind the 

structure are assumed to be 15’ height and area of 190,000 sf from aerial measurements.  

Equipment includes 2 new cranes, 5 RTGs, 5 Top Pics and 12 Yard Tractors.  Modifications 

to Citrosuco are assumed to demolish the existing intake and replace with pile supported 

trench boxes, housing four pipes reusing connection equipment.  Surcharge, additional fill 

and supplementary mechanical and electrical equipment for Citrosuco and other cost items 

may be required, but demands are unknown at this time are therefore not included in the 

cost estimate. 

 Key items identified for the 10 acre container storage are surcharge and site improvements.  

It is assumed the 10 acres will require surcharge and new pavement with fire protection and 

lighting. Surcharge material is assumed available from WHS.  Importing fill, internal gates 

and other cost items may be required, but demands are unknown at this time are therefore 

not included in the cost estimate. 

 Key items identified for the pigeon point landfill RoRo site are pavements, gate, fire 

protection and lighting.  The existing landfill and soil conditions are considered capable of 

supporting Ro-Ro pavement and vehicles without additional remediation.  Medium weight 

concrete is supplied for the anticipated lighter loads.  A 5 lane gate similar to an internal 

gate is included in the cost.  Special lightweight concrete, landfill monitoring equipment and 

other cost items may be required, but demands are unknown at this time are therefore not 

included in the cost estimate. 
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Considerations in Cost Estimation Approach for Alternatives 2, 3 and 4 

ROM Cost Estimates for each new multipurpose terminal development opportunities on the 

Delaware River were prepared to allow a side-by-side comparison of each site.  For these different 

alternatives, numerous site infrastructure features were provided.  To provide neutrality of this 

approach, items were intentionally maintained or adjusted throughout each alternative, as 

appropriate.  Site specific considerations were then applied to indicate possible differences in 

options.  Actual required infrastructure, equipment, facilities, etc... will vary on user demands and 

some items may be viewed non-essential for different intentions.  As such, these estimates are 

intended to be used solely for alternative comparisons at the conceptual planning level and further 

design, facility optimization and staging could lead to a significantly different ROM Cost Estimate.  

Alternative costs include the following. 

 Alternative 2 is the WHS expansion, envisioned as a conventional container terminal.  Key 

items are listed in the table below.  Existing elevation and topo is unknown and assumed to 

be 10’ above finished grade elevation.  Existing administration building, front gate, storm 

water treatment, and other common features of existing port are assumed to be co-used in 

place of new construction.  Shoreline berm support is unknown and rehabilitation for 

dredging is not considered.   

 Alternative 3 is the Riversedge location, envisioned by others as a fully-automated container 

terminal.  Key items are listed in the table below.  Paul F Richardson had developed a 

previous ROM Cost Estimate and information specified from this document was used for this 

study, such as base quantities, equipment, utilities and buildings.  Adjustments were made 

to the previous estimate, as appropriate, for the typical approach taken in this comparison 

study between alternatives, except for the automation specific to this alternative.  Existing 

elevation and topo is unknown and assumed to be near water elevation, requiring rill to 

finish elevation.   

 Alternative 4 is the Edgemoor site, envisioned by others as a conventional container 

terminal.  Key items are listed in the table below.  The existing site has many buildings that 

range from warehouses to complex pipe support structures.  Actual conditions are unknown, 

allocation for site demolition for container yard is provided.  Available topo indicates 

significant elevation differences with steep slopes. Assume earthwork and earth retaining 

wall is required to “flatten” site for container operations and soil does not require 

surcharging.   
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Key Items Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4

Vision Conventional Terminal
Automated 

Terminal
Conventional Terminal

Container Yard 85 Acres 55 Acres 85 Acres

Total Grading, Pavement 

& Utilities Area
85 Acres 108 Acres 108 Acres

Demolition - Minimal Significant Allocation

Dredging 2,700,000 CY & Berm 8,000,000 CY & Berm Minimal

Surcharge Container Yard Container Yard -

Earthwork -
Container Yard 

& Gate Area Fill
Level Container Yard

Berth Structure

2,000 ft x 125 ft 

Pile Supported

2,000 ft x 125 ft 

Pile Supported

w/ Apron

2,000 ft x 125 ft 

Pile Supported

Retaining Structure -
1,200 ft 

Yard Perimeter

3,000 ft

Upland Wall

Access Bridges - Rail and Highway -

Rail 2 Working Tracks 6 Working Tracks 2 Working Tracks

Buildings

Gate, Security, Crane 

Maintenance, Roadability 

Station, Marine, Electrical 

Substation

Gate, Security, Crane 

Maintenance, Roadability 

Station, Marine, Electrical 

Substation, Guard Station, 

General Maintenance, 

Admin.

Gate, Security, Crane 

Maintenance, Roadability 

Station, Marine, Electrical 

Substation, Guard Station, 

General Maintenance, 

Admin.

Equipment
6 Cranes, RTGs, Top Pickers 

& Yard Tractors

8 Cranes, RMG, Shuttle 

Carriers & IT System

6 Cranes, RTGs, Top Pickers 

& Yard Tractors



Client Name Error! No text of specified style in document. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Duffield Associates, Inc. (Duffield Associates) has prepared this report to summarize 
probable environmental and site use permitting and approvals that would be needed to 
implement several conceptual port expansion alternatives.  Those alternatives are 
identified as: 

• No Build which essentially implements currently planned improvements to 
existing port infrastructure to improve cargo capacity. 

• Port Berth Expansion which includes the No Build alternative as well as:  
 Replacing the existing floating berth and petroleum berth;  
 Moving bulk material handling, including petroleum transfers to the existing 

RO/RO berth (Autoberth) along the Delaware River; 
 Installing bulkhead from the location of the floating berth to the Autoberth; and 
 Placing fill on the mudflats between the new bulkhead and mainland to create 

container handling areas.   
• Container and RO-RO Expansion which includes: 
 Replacing the existing floating berth and petroleum berth;  
 Moving bulk material handling, including petroleum transfers to the existing 

RO/RO berth (Autoberth) along the Delaware River; 
 Installing new pile supported berths along the Delaware River downstream of 

the Autoberth; and 
 Constructing point of rest for containers partially pile supported and partially 

fill supported on the mudflats between the new berths and the mainland.   
• Riveredge which includes the NO Build alternative and development of a new 

container port at Riveredge Industrial Park 
• Edge Moor which includes the No Build alternative and redevelopment of the 

existing Chemours Edge Moor facility as a container port. 

Each alternative has its own issues and challenges associated with permitting and 
environmental studies as outlined in this report.   
 
In addition to a summary of probable environmental and local and state site permitting 
associated with each site, as the report provides an opinion of probable environmental 
studies that experience suggests likely will be required as part of the permitting process.  
There are significant differences in the local requirements of the City of New Castle, City 
of Wilmington, and New Castle County.  Those differences should be taken into 
consideration during project planning.  General time frames, permitting budgets, and 
budgets for environmental studies have also been included in this report.  
 

II. EXPANSION ALTERNATIVE 1 – NO BUILD 
 

A. Environmental Permitting 
 

Environmental and site civil permitting and approvals for Alternative 1 are minimal 
compared to the other expansion alternatives being considered.  Environmental 
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permits and approvals would be limited to State of Delaware Department of Natural 
Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC) – Site Investigation and 
Restoration Section (SIRS) approval of soil management, groundwater management 
and health and safety plans associated with earth and groundwater disturbing 
activities.  Federal permits, most probably Nationwide Permits Number 3 (NWP-3), 
will be necessary for wharf repairs occurring below mean high water (MHW).  
Similarly, a State of Delaware Subaqueous Lands Permit or letter of authorization 
would be necessary for wharf repairs that occur below MHW.  Multiple interrelated 
projects could be processed for permitting and approval simultaneously, and not 
sequentially, if budgeting allows for simultaneous design of multiple projects.  A 
City of Wilmington demolition permit will be needed to demolish the existing 
maintenance building and that permit will require a certification that all asbestos 
containing materials have been removed or will be removed by a licensed 
abatement contractor.   
 
The Port of Wilmington has entered into a Voluntary Cleanup Program (VCP) 
agreement with the DNREC-SIRS to identify, remedy and manage subsurface 
conditions that pose unacceptable threats to human health and the environment due 
to the presence of hazardous substances.  Understanding and addressing hazardous 
substance related issues is the most significant environmental permitting/approval 
issue for this alternative.  Identification of the presence, extent and character of 
hazardous substance related conditions is in progress.  Until the process is complete 
and a Contaminated Material Management Plan (CMMP) has been developed and 
approved by DNREC-SIRS, all earth disturbing or groundwater disturbing activities 
associated with specific aspects of Alternative 1 will need to be reviewed by 
DNREC-SIRS.  Individual project plans to manage soil, groundwater and worker 
exposures will need to be developed for each activity and approved by DNREC 
SIRS, prior to starting construction.  Projects such as installing highmast lighting 
poles, realigning the main gate, installing truck scales, installing concrete landing 
gear strips, constructing a secondary gate, wharf repairs, ground leveling and road 
widening likely will include soil and groundwater disturbances.  As such, 
development of those plans, including soil and groundwater sampling and analyses, 
should start two to three months in advance of the planned start date for earth or 
groundwater disturbing activities.  This time frame could be simultaneous with 
project design efforts.  Generally, costs associated with development of specific 
individual material management and health and safety plans, including regulatory 
agency liaison during plan reviews, are anticipated to be less than $25,000.00.  Total 
costs associated with this activity would be linked to the number of such plans that 
are developed.  Project planning should attempt to reuse excavated materials on site 
to minimize disposal costs.  Off-site disposal costs of soils would be expected to fall 
between $100.00 and $200.00 per ton, assuming that they characterize as non-
hazardous materials or waste, which has been the general experience for Port of 
Wilmington soils.  These costs include loading, transportation, and disposal fees. 
 
Use of NWP-3 and acquiring letters of authorization for wharf repair projects should 
take less than three months to acquire, once the project designs have progressed to 
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the stage where they are adequate to identify the scope of jurisdiction activities.  
Jurisdictional activities are those that occur below MHW.  The consulting fees 
associated with assembling notification letters or Preconstruction Notifications to the 
State of Delaware and United State Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) are 
anticipated to be less than $10,000.00 for typical wharf repair projects.   
 

B. Civil Permitting 
 
Prior to demolishing the DSPC Maintenance Shop, a demolition permit must be 
issued by the City of Wilmington.  To obtain a demolition permit, an application is 
submitted to the Department of Licenses and Inspections.  The environmental 
stipulations required to obtain the demolition permit are addressed above.  
 
To construct the proposed DSPC Maintenance Shop, the City of Wilmington would 
need to issue a site plan approval.  This plan would be considered a Major 
Subdivision because the site is larger than 2.5 acres and is partially located within 
the floodplain.  All Major Subdivision Plans are subject to a review by the City 
Planning Commission.  In addition, all land development plans are required to 
submit a site plan to the City of Wilmington Fire Marshal for review and approval.  
Per City of Wilmington code, all plans are required to conform to the Delaware 
State Fire Prevention Regulations and National Fire Protection Association Codes 
(NFPA).  After all site plan approvals have been released, a building permit must be 
obtained through the Department of Licenses and Inspections at the City of 
Wilmington prior to the start of construction. 
 
The City of Wilmington also requires that land disturbing activities shall maintain 
stormwater control facilities to manage stormwater runoff.  Compliance with the 
Stormwater Ordinance is required in order to receive a construction permit.  
 
Because the proposed DSPC Maintenance shop is located within zone AE of the 
floodplain, special permitting will be required.  Development is allowed within the 
special flood zones if a permit is issued by the Floodplain Administrator for the 
City of Wilmington.  However, the lowest floor (including the basement) of 
nonresidential structures are required to be a minimum of 18 inches above the base 
flood elevation, also known as the 100-year flood elevation.  The base flood 
elevation at the Port of Wilmington is elevation 9 (NAVD 88).  Buildings 
constructed within areas where ground elevations are lower than the base flood 
elevations would require fill or piles beneath them to raise the first finished floors 
sufficiently to be permissible.  To obtain a permit, an application is prepared and 
submitted to the City of Wilmington.  The applications must include all components 
listed under Section 48-573 of the City of Wilmington Code.  
 
The proposed secondary gate will require entrance and roadway permits through 
DelDOT.  DelDOT permitting can take upwards of one year to obtain approvals.  
The time frames for permits are typically dependent upon the complexity of the 
entrance project.    
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The approval and permits cited for Alternative 1 are expected to add approximately 
$50,000.00 to design cost.  Typically, these permits and approvals are sought during 
finalization of project design and project bidding.  This estimate of cost does not 
include preparing the site design.   
 

III. ALTERNATIVE 2A – PORT BERTH EXPANSION 
 

A. Environmental Permitting 
 

Environmental and site civil permitting and approvals for Alternative 2A will take 
considerably more time, effort and money to obtain than those necessary for 
Alternative 1.  In addition to Alternative 1, DNREC-SIRS approval of soil 
management, groundwater management and health and safety plans associated with 
earth and groundwater disturbing activities.  A State of Delaware Coastal Zone Act 
(CZA) decision or legislative change will be needed to support movement of 
petroleum operations from the current location along Christina River to a berth along 
the Delaware River.  A federal permit, most probably an Individual Permit for 
wetlands filling per Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA Section 404) and for 
structures in navigable waters per Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act (RHA 
Section 10), will be necessary for replacement of the existing floating berth, 
replacement of the existing petroleum berth, construction of new berths along the 
Delaware River, approximately 50,000 cubic yards of dredging adjacent to the new 
berths and placement of approximately 48 acres of fill at locations below MHW (see 
Figure 1).  Approximately 6 acres of fill are estimated to be in State of Delaware and 
federal jurisdictional wetlands.  Mitigation for the loss of wetlands would be 
required, likely through replacement at a ratio of 3 acres of new wetlands for each 
acre of wetland filled.  The requirement for an Individual federal permit or permits 
necessitates compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  A 
State of Delaware Wetlands and Subaqueous Lands Permits will be required for new 
structures and fills installed below MHW.  U.S. Coast Guard approvals will be 
required for navigational aids placed on the new berth structures.  City of 
Wilmington demolition permits and attendant asbestos certifications will be required 
for demolition of buildings in the main gate area and Warehouses A/B, C, and D.   
 
Initial cost estimating suggests a budget of $750,000 for funding the anticipated 
assessments and the environmental permitting for Alternative 2A.  Details of this 
initial estimate are provided in Table 1.  This estimate of cost does not include 
purchasing property or constructing new wetlands to mitigate the filling of wetlands 
at the project site.  Environmental permitting, including performance of 
environmental assessments and acquiring permits is anticipated to require 18 to 
24 months to complete.  Data collection activities should commence concurrently 
with the start of design activities and impact analyses should be used to inform 
design activities, thereby avoiding and minimizing potential adverse impacts to the 
extent practical and potentially enhancing positive project impacts.   
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In addition to the VCP approvals discussed for Alternative 1, the most significant 
environmental permitting tasks will be determining and minimizing the adverse 
environmental impacts associated with the project, in advance of applying for a 
federal wetlands and/or rivers and harbors permit and clarifying the CZA 
boundaries for the Port of Wilmington to include the new berths and activities 
associated with those berths.  To obtain federal permits and comply with NEPA, 
DSPC will need to demonstrate that environmental impacts are being avoided, 
minimized or mitigated through preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA).  
Completion of a more rigorous Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the 
Alternative 2A expansion does not appear to be necessary at this time.  The EA 
should address potential impacts to wetlands, surface water quality, groundwater 
quality, air quality, threatened and endangered species, species of special concern, 
cultural and historical resources, socio-economic resources, aesthetics, noise, glare, 
odors, and navigation, including changes in sedimentation locations and rates.  The 
potential adverse impacts associated with filling the mudflat and wetlands along the 
Delaware River shoreline adjacent to the existing South Jetty or for the dredging of 
new berths along the Delaware River likely are not significant, based on past 
assessment of resources in those areas.  Completion of a single EA for the entire 
expansion project is recommended to minimize time required for completion and 
costs associated with the evaluation of potential impacts.  Based on the current 
understanding of environmental resources within the Alternative 2A project area, 
State of Delaware and federal wetlands likely will be the only resource that requires 
mitigation for adverse impacts.  At a nominal 3 acres to 1 acre ratio of replacement 
for wetlands for filled wetlands, approximately 18 acres of wetlands mitigation will 
be required.  Potential wetland mitigation projects could be welcome at Pea Patch 
Island, according to comments received from DNREC executive personnel.  Private 
property locations may also be available in the vicinity of Pea Patch Island.   
 
The Regulations Governing Delaware’s Coastal Zone, promulgated pursuant to the 
CZA, 7 Del C., Chapter 70, indicate that the boundary of the Port of Wilmington 
follows the Delaware River shoreline, along the riverward side of the Wilmington 
Harbor South Disposal Area(WHSDA), confined dredge facility.  Uniquely within 
the Coastal Zone, bulk materials are allowed to be transferred between berths and 
vessels.  Outside of the Port of Wilmington boundaries, bulk transfer of materials in 
the Coastal Zone is prohibited.  Alternative 2A proposes to move petroleum 
operations to the existing “Autoberth,” which is located outside of the Port of 
Wilmington boundaries illustrated in the Regulations Governing Delaware’s 
Coastal Zone.  Petroleum operations are considered bulk transfers.  A decision must 
be obtained from the Secretary of the DNREC or legislative action will be needed 
to allow petroleum operations and/or other bulk transfers to move to any of the 
existing or proposed Delaware River berths.  That decision or legislative action 
must occur before any other State of Delaware or local permits or approvals 
attached to bulk material transfers can proceed.  Initial reconnaissance suggests that 
a favorable CZA decision is probable due to favorable environmental and economic 
considerations associated with the movement of deep draft petroleum vessels from a 
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portion of the Christina River where rapid shoaling occurs to a location where 
maintenance dredging may be unnecessary to maintain adequate draft for vessels. 
 

B. Civil Permitting 
 
Civil permitting for Alternative 2A will be similar to Alternate 1, with the exception 
of special considerations for Zone VE floodplain permitting.  Demolition of the 
Hiring Hall, Administration Building, Warehouses A-D, DSPC Maintenance Shop, 
and berths would each require demolition permits as discussed in Alternate 1.  As 
with Alternative 1, the City of Wilmington requires that land disturbing activities 
maintain stormwater control facilities to manage stormwater runoff.  Compliance 
with the Stormwater Ordinance is required in order to receive a construction permit.  
 
Permitting for the construction of the proposed Hiring Hall, Administration 
Building, DSPC Maintenance Shop, Ro-Ro Expansion, Grounded Container 
Storage and the new berths will require a Major Subdivision Plan and Fire Marshal 
Approval through the City of Wilmington as discussed in Alternate 1.  If budgeting 
allows, the Major Subdivision Plan can include all of the proposed improvements 
shown with phasing.  The design, review and permitting for the all-inclusive Major 
Subdivision Plan may take substantially longer due to the size of the project.  
 
The proposed secondary gate will require entrance and roadway permits through 
DelDOT as discussed in Alternate 1.  DelDOT approval may be required for the 
relocation of petroleum pipelines to the existing “Autoberth.”   
 
Floodplain permitting for the habitable structures will require floodplain permitting 
and design considerations as discussed in Alternate 1.  The significant difference 
with floodplain permitting with Alternate 2A is the special design considerations for 
proposed improvements within Zone VE.  Zone VE is subject to inundation by a 
100-year flood event with additional hazards due to storm induced velocity wave 
action.   
 
The base flood elevation at the Port of Wilmington in Zone VE is 13-feet (NAVD 
88).  Buildings constructed within areas where ground elevations are lower than the 
base flood elevations would require fill or piles beneath them to raise the first 
finished floors sufficiently to be permissible.  It should also be noted that there are 
additional design considerations for foundations and structures within Zone VE 
related to wind and wave loads.  
 
Initial cost estimating suggests a budget of $70,000 for funding the civil permitting 
for Alternative 2A.  Details of this initial estimate are provided in Table 1.  This 
estimate of cost does not include preparing the site design.  Civil permitting, 
including acquiring permits is anticipated to require approximately one year to 
complete.   
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IV. ALTERNATIVE 2B – CONTAINER/RO-RO EXPANSION 
 

A. Environmental Permitting 
 

Environmental and site civil permitting and approvals for Alternative 2B closely 
parallel those for Alternative 2A.  In addition to Alternative 1, DNREC-SIRS 
approval of soil management, groundwater management and health and safety plans 
associated with earth and groundwater disturbing activities will be required for 
earth disturbing activities like site grading associated with Alternative 2B.  A CZA 
decision or legislative change will be needed to support movement of petroleum 
operations from the current location along Christina River to a berth along the 
Delaware River.  A federal permit, most probably an Individual Permit covering 
requirements of CWA Section 404 and RHA Section 10, will be necessary for 
replacement of the existing floating berth, replacement of the existing petroleum 
berth, construction of new berths along the Delaware River, approximately 
50,000 cubic yards of dredging adjacent to the new berth up-river from the existing 
“Autoberth,” and placement of approximately 29 acres of fill at locations below 
MHW (See Figure 2).  This estimate is based on approximately one-half of the 
proposed container platform being supported on fill and the other half being 
supported by piles.  Initial estimates suggest that approximately 6 acres of wetlands 
would be removed by the placement of fill materials along the Delaware River 
shoreline and replacement of those wetlands would be required.  The requirement 
for an Individual federal permit or permits necessitates compliance with NEPA.  A 
State of Delaware Wetlands and Subaqueous Lands Permit will be required for new 
structures and fills installed below MHW.  U.S. Coast Guard approvals will be 
required for navigational aids placed on the new berth structures.  City of 
Wilmington demolition permits and attendant asbestos certifications will be 
required for demolition of buildings in the main gate area and Warehouses A/B, C, 
and D.   
 
Initial cost estimating suggests a budget of $730,000 for funding the anticipated 
assessments and the environmental permitting for Alternative 2A.  Details of this 
initial estimate are provided in Table 2.  This estimate of cost does not include 
purchasing property or constructing new wetlands to mitigate the filling of wetlands 
at the project site.  Environmental permitting, including performance of 
environmental assessments and acquiring permits is anticipated to require 18 to 
24 months to complete.  Data collection activities should commence concurrently 
with the start of design activities and impact analyses should be used to inform 
design activities, thereby avoiding and minimizing potential adverse impacts to the 
extent practical and potentially enhancing positive project impacts.   
 
Similarly to Alternative 2A, the most significant environmental permitting issue 
will be determining and minimizing the adverse environmental impacts associated 
with the project in advance of applying for a federal wetlands and/or rivers and 
harbors permit, closely followed by obtaining a favorable CZA decision regarding 
the boundaries of the Port of Wilmington.  As discussed for Alternative 2A, initial 
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reconnaissance suggests that a favorable CZA decision is probable due to favorable 
environmental and economic considerations.  To obtain federal permits and comply 
with NEPA, DSPC will need to demonstrate that environmental impacts are being 
avoided, minimized or mitigated through preparation of an EA.  Completion of a 
more rigorous EIS for the Alternative 2B expansion does not appear to be necessary 
at this time.  The EA should address potential the impacts to wetlands and aquatic 
environments, surface water quality, groundwater quality, air quality, threatened 
and endangered species, species of special concern, cultural and historical 
resources, socio-economic resources, aesthetics, noise, glare, odors, and navigation, 
including changes in sedimentation locations and rates.  Prior assessment of natural 
and cultural resources at the time that the “Autoberth” was constructed suggests that 
adverse impacts associated with filling the intertidal wetlands and mudflat along the 
riverward side of WHSDA and the dredging of a new berth located up-river from 
the existing “Autoberth” would not be viewed as significant.  Completion of a 
single EA for the entire expansion project is recommended to minimize time 
required for completion and costs associated with the evaluation of potential 
impacts.  Based on the current understanding of environmental resources within the 
Alternative 2B project area, federal wetlands likely will be the only resource that 
requires mitigation for adverse impacts.  Potential wetland mitigation projects could 
be welcome at Pea Patch Island, according to comments received from DNREC 
executive personnel.  Private property locations may also be available in the vicinity 
of Pea Patch Island.  At a nominal 3 acres to 1 acre ratio of replacement for 
wetlands for filled wetlands, approximately18 acres of wetlands mitigation will be 
required.  Data collection activities should commence concurrently with the start of 
design activities and impact analyses should be used to inform design activities, 
thereby avoiding and minimizing potential adverse impacts to the extent practical 
and potentially enhancing positive project impacts.  The EA process for Alternative 
2B is anticipated to require approximately one year to complete. 
 
The CZA issue regarding bulk material transfers outside the boundary of the Port of 
Wilmington is the same for Alternative 2B as it was for Alternative 2A.  A decision 
by the Secretary of DNREC or legislative action must occur before any other State 
of Delaware or local permits or approvals attached to bulk material transfers can 
proceed.   
 

B. Civil Permitting 
 
Civil permitting for Alternative 2B is nearly identical to the permitting discussed in 
Alternative 2A.  Demolition, Major Subdivision Plan, Fire Marshal, DelDOT, and 
Floodplain permitting are required as defined in Alternate 2A.  
 
Initial cost estimating suggests a budget of $70,000 for funding the civil permitting for 
Alternative 2B.  Details of this initial estimate are provided in Table 1.  This estimate 
of cost does not include preparing the site design.  Civil permitting, including 
acquiring permits is anticipated to require approximately one year to complete.  
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V. ALTERNATIVE 2C – CONTAINER/RO-RO EXPANSION WITH DREDGING 
 

A. Environmental Permitting 
 
Environmental and site civil permitting and approvals for Alternative 2C closely 
parallel those for Alternatives 2A and 2B.  In addition to Alternative 1, 
DNREC-SIRS approval of soil management, groundwater management, and health 
and safety plans associated with earth and groundwater disturbing activities will be 
required for earth disturbing activities like site grading associated with Alternative 
2B.  Dredging of the mudflat may add to the breadth of subjects needing to be 
addressed by DNREC-SIRS.  A CZA decision or legislative change will be needed 
to support movement of petroleum operations from the current location along 
Christina River to a berth along the Delaware River.  A federal permit, most 
probably an Individual Permit covering requirements of CWA Section 404 and 
RHA Section 10, will be necessary for replacement of the existing floating berth, 
replacement of the existing petroleum berth, construction of new berths along the 
Delaware River, dredging adjacent to the new berth located along WHSDA, and 
placement of fill at locations below MHW (see Figure 3).  Initial estimates suggest 
that approximately 6 acres of wetlands would be removed by the placement of fill 
materials along the Delaware River shoreline and replacement of those wetlands 
would be required.  The requirement for an Individual federal permit or permits 
necessitates compliance with NEPA.  A State of Delaware Wetlands and 
Subaqueous Lands Permit will be required for new structures and fills installed 
below MHW.  U.S. Coast Guard approvals will be required for navigational aids 
placed on the new berth structures.  City of Wilmington demolition permits and 
attendant asbestos certifications will be required for demolition of buildings in the 
main gate area and Warehouses A/B, C, and D.   
 
Similarly to Alternative 2A, the most significant environmental permitting issue 
will be determining and minimizing the adverse environmental impacts associated 
with the project in advance of applying for a federal wetlands and/or rivers and 
harbors permit, closely followed by obtaining a favorable CZA decision regarding 
the boundaries of the Port of Wilmington.  As discussed for Alternative 2A, initial 
reconnaissance suggests that a favorable CZA decision is probable due to favorable 
environmental and economic considerations.  To obtain federal permits and comply 
with NEPA, DSPC will need to demonstrate that environmental impacts are being 
avoided, minimized, or mitigated through preparation of an EA.  Completion of a 
more rigorous EIS for the Alternative 2C expansion may or may not be necessary, 
due to the potential impacts associated with area and depth of dredging.  The 
EA/EIS should address potential impacts to wetlands and aquatic environments, 
surface water quality, groundwater quality, air quality, threatened and endangered 
species, species of special concern, cultural and historical resources, 
socio-economic resources, aesthetics, noise, glare, odors, and navigation, including 
changes in sedimentation locations and rates.  Prior assessment of natural and 
cultural resources at the time that the “Autoberth” was constructed suggests that 
adverse impacts associated with filling the intertidal wetlands and dredging the 
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mudflat along the riverward side of WHSDA may not be viewed as significant 
regarding historical or cultural resources.  The presence or absence of substances of 
potential environmental concern within the sediments of the mudflat currently is 
unknown.  Completion of a single EA or EIS for the entire expansion project is 
recommended to minimize time required for completion and costs associated with 
the evaluation of potential impacts.  Based on the current understanding of 
environmental resources within the Alternative 2C project area, federal wetlands 
likely will be the only resource that requires mitigation for adverse impacts.  
Potential wetland mitigation projects could be welcome at Pea Patch Island, 
according to comments received from DNREC executive personnel.  Private 
property locations may also be available in the vicinity of Pea Patch Island.  At a 
nominal 3 acres to 1 acre ratio of replacement for wetlands for filled wetlands, 
approximately18 acres of wetlands mitigation will be required.  Data collection 
activities should commence concurrently with the start of design activities and 
impact analyses should be used to inform design activities, thereby avoiding and 
minimizing potential adverse impacts to the extent practical and potentially 
enhancing positive project impacts.  The EA/EIS process for Alternative 2C is 
anticipated to require approximately one year to one and one half years to complete. 
 
The CZA issue regarding bulk material transfers outside the boundary of the Port of 
Wilmington is the same for Alternative 2C as it was for Alternative 2A and 2B.  A 
decision by the Secretary of DNREC or legislative action must occur before any 
other State of Delaware or local permits or approvals attached to bulk material 
transfers can proceed.   
 
In addition to the assessments of environmental topics discussed for Alternatives 2A and 
2B, the mudflat dredging associated with Alternative 2C should include an assessment of 
sedimentation dynamics and rates as well as a geotechnical assessment aimed at ensuring 
the stability of the current WHSDA dike.  The mudflat adjacent to WHSDA appears to be 
perennial and stable, suggesting that sedimentation would occur within a newly dredged 
berth area located within the mudflat area and the newly dredged area would not be 
self-scouring.  The rate and volume of maintenance dredging should be factored into 
planning decisions and will be factors considered during applications for federal and State 
of Delaware permits.  Frequent dredging likely will concern the permitting agencies and 
resource protection agencies. 
 
The environmental assessment required as part of NEPA should look into potential 
sturgeon impacts relating to potential sturgeon use of the newly created deep water within 
the dredged mudflat.  That consideration should also include understanding how 
maintenance dredging would interplay with sturgeon use of the berth.   
 
Dredging of the mudflat may increase State of New Jersey interest in the project, triggering 
that state to require a certification of compliance with the federally approved Coastal Zone 
Management Plan for the State of New Jersey.   
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B. Civil Permitting 
 
Civil permitting for Alternative 2CB is nearly identical to the permitting discussed 
in Alternatives 2A and 2B.  Demolition, Major Subdivision Plan, Fire Marshal, 
DelDOT, and Floodplain permitting are required as defined in Alternate 2A.  
 
Initial cost estimating suggests a budget of $70,000 for funding the civil permitting 
for Alternative 2A.  This estimate of cost does not include preparing the site design.  
Civil permitting, including acquiring permits is anticipated to require approximately 
one year to complete.  

 

VI. ALTERNATIVE 3 – OFFSITE EXPANSION TO RIVEREDGE INDUSTRIAL PARK 
 

A. Environmental Permitting 
 
Environmental permitting and approvals for the two new berths envisioned for 
Alternative 3 at Riveredge Industrial Park are anticipated to be more challenging 
than those identified for either Alternatives 2A or 2B.  Environmental due diligence 
should be performed by any new owner or operator of the land that will be occupied 
by the proposed port facility.  Provided that the new berths would be used for 
containerized cargo operations and not bulk product transfer operations, the use 
would not be regulated under the CZA.  A federal Individual Permit, issued per 
CWA Section 404 and RHA Section 10, for dredging, wetlands filling and new 
structures installed below MHW will be required for the project.  As presented in 
more detail below and as shown on Figure 4, the areas of wetlands and subaqueous 
lands impacts are substantial as the project is envisioned currently.  Compliance with 
NEPA will be required before a federal permit can be issued for the project.  A State 
of Delaware Wetlands and Subaqueous Lands permit will also be needed for the 
same activities.  Additionally and unlike the potential expansions at the Port of 
Wilmington, a subaqueous lease will be needed for publically owned subaqueous 
lands occupied by the berth structures.  The proposed entrance gate to the port 
facility will be located in New Castle County, not the City of New Castle.  
Therefore, New Castle County demolition permits and attendant asbestos 
certifications will be required for demolition of the existing buildings and structures 
at the site.  These permitting and approval requirements are in addition to permitting 
and approvals cited for Alternative 1 that are intended to improve bulk, RO-RO and 
break bulk cargo handling within the existing Port of Wilmington footprint.   
 
Initial cost estimating suggests a budget of $1,400,000 for funding the anticipated 
assessments and the environmental permitting for Alternative 3.  Details of this 
initial estimate are provided in Table 3.  These permitting costs are in addition to 
the costs cited previously for Alternative 1.  This estimate of cost does not include 
purchasing property or constructing new wetlands to mitigate the filling of wetlands 
at the project site.  Environmental permitting, including performance of 
environmental assessments and acquiring permits is anticipated to require between 
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24 and 30 months to complete, assuming that no significant environmental impacts 
are identified that cannot be mitigated in a timely manner and that public or 
resource protection agency opposition does not develop.  Other recent projects 
located along the Delaware River with far less impact to the environment have been 
opposed vigorously by environmental resource management agencies and public 
advocacy groups.  Therefore, these assumptions are optimistic and considerably 
more time may be required to address environmental impacts and mitigation of 
those impacts.  Data collection activities should commence concurrently with the 
start of design activities and impact analyses should be used to inform design 
activities, thereby, avoiding and minimizing potential adverse impacts to the extent 
practical and potentially enhancing positive project impacts.   
 
Extensive NEPA assessments will be necessary to support federal permitting 
decisions regarding filling approximately 23 acres of wetlands to create the wharf 
and container yard, support road and railroad access to the port working area; fill or 
cover on approximately 41 acres of shallow tidal flat environment and dredging an 
estimated 7.5 to 8 million cubic yards of material from the existing tidal flats to 
create an approximately 4,000-foot long navigation channel and maneuvering basin 
for ships to access the proposed Riveredge site from the Delaware River navigation 
channel.  Environmental characterization of the sediments to be excavated and the 
future exposed river bottom will be necessary to support assessment of potential 
impacts to water quality and biota at the project location and impacts to the future 
dredge material disposal site.  The value of these tidal flats for fish spawning 
currently is unknown and may require sampling at various times of year to ascertain 
ecological value.  However, the ecological conditions at this expansion site may not 
be unique.  The tidal flats and the shallow estuarine waters near shore are typical of 
the lower Delaware River.  The open, silt covered bottom is not known to support 
expanses of submerged vegetation, but an assessment to establish the presence or 
absence of vegetation may be required to support a no impact finding.  The 
potential for significant cultural or historical artifacts to be present in either the 
landside or waterside areas of disturbance currently is unknown.  Phases 1 and 2 
historical and cultural assessments will be needed on the land side and water side of 
the project.  The implications of long-term sedimentation and maintenance dredging 
for the proposed channel and turning basin will require in-depth hydrodynamic 
modeling.  The site is within the boundary of the Pea Patch Island Heronry Region 
Special Area Management Plan (SAMP).  The value of the wetlands destined to be 
covered or filled to the heronry would need to be assessed.  The magnitude of the 
proposed ecosystem disturbances suggests that an EIS would be necessary, rather 
than an EA, to fully vet potential impacts, means of mitigating those impacts and 
alternatives to the project that would be less impactful.  At a nominal 3 to 1 acre 
ratio of replacement for wetlands for filled wetlands, approximately 69 acres of 
wetlands mitigation will be required.  The potential Pea Patch Island mitigation site 
may be large enough to accommodate that acreage. 
 
The current conditions of soil and groundwater at the site relative to potential 
hazardous substance or petroleum related issues are unknown.  Environmental due 
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diligence should be performed before the proposed project site is purchased or a 
lease is initiated.  Given the location, soil and/or groundwater may be present that 
would require management under the terms of the State of Delaware Hazardous 
Substance Cleanup Act (HSCA).  This potential should be accounted as contingent 
budget and schedule items in project planning.  The suggested budget contingency 
assumes that discovered conditions of environmental concern can be managed 
within the site and would not add significant costs for remedial action independent 
of costs for construction of the proposed facilities.  Project scheduling should 
account for the process from the beginning of a Phase 1 Environmental Site 
Assessment through development of a CMMP and a Long-Term Stewardship (LTS) 
Plan taking approximately 12 to 18 months to complete, if pursued diligently.  The 
Phases 1 and 2 Environmental Site Assessments should be completed prior to 
property acquisition.  The remedial investigation through development of the LTS 
Plan could occur concurrently with project design.   
 

B. Civil Permitting 
 
Civil permitting for Alternate 3 is expected to be extensive in comparison to the 
other Alternates proposed.  The reasoning behind this opinion is mainly due to fact 
that the proposed expansion straddles the dividing line between the City of New 
Castle and New Castle County municipal limits.  The entrance road and parking 
areas fall within New Castle County’s jurisdiction and the container yard falls 
within the City of New Castle’s jurisdiction.  Site development requirements differ 
considerably between these two jurisdictions making compliance with the 
requirements of both entities difficult.  Therefore, the project developer may want 
to request annexation of the portion of the project that is located in unincorporated 
New Castle County by the City of New Castle to simplify jurisdiction and land use 
requirements.  
 
New Castle County 
 
Prior to the demolition of the existing buildings and roadways along the proposed 
entrance road, demolition permits must be issued by New Castle County.  To obtain 
a demolition permit, an application is submitted to the New Castle County 
Department of Land Use.  The environmental stipulations required to obtain the 
demolition permit are addressed above.  
 
In New Castle County, any land development that proposes a new public or private 
street is required to submit a Major Land Development Plan for approval.  This 
permitting timeframe is typically 1-year to obtain approval.  A Major Land 
Development Plan would require the submission of General Development Plans, a 
Pre-Exploratory Plan, an Exploratory Plan and a Record Plan.  The submitted plans 
must include features such as landscaping, utilities, fencing and screening, lighting, 
architectural plans, erosion & sediment control plans, stormwater management 
plans, parking and driveways, and signage.  Applicants are required to submit a 
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Traffic Impact Study.  Additionally, all Major Land Development Plans are 
required to be approved by the County Council and the Planning Board.   
 
Portions of the proposed roadway improvements are located within the riparian 
buffer areas.  Specific types of development are permitted within the riparian buffer 
areas, if a variance is granted by the New Castle County Board of Adjustment.  
Applications for variances are subject to a review and recommendation by 
RPATAC prior to the New Castle County Board of Adjustment hearing.  
 
Portions of the proposed development are located within the following special flood 
hazard areas:  Zone VE, 100-year and the 500-year floodplain as established under 
Section 40.10.300 of the New Castle County Unified Development Code 
(NCCUDC).  In accordance with Section 40.10.370 of the NCCUDC, development 
is permitted within the special flood hazard areas if a variance is granted by the 
New Castle County Board of Adjustment.  However, the lowest floor (including the 
basement) of structures are required to be a minimum of 18 inches above the base 
flood elevation.  The base flood elevation in the New Castle County jurisdictional 
area is elevation 10 feet and the Zone VE elevation is 12 feet (NAVD 88).  It should 
also be noted that there are additional design considerations for foundations and 
structures within Zone VE related to wind and wave loads.  Applications for 
variances are also subject to a review and recommendation by the Resource 
Protection Area Technical Advisory Committee (RPATAC).   
 
The proposed improvements within the New Castle County jurisdictional limits will 
require approval from the Delaware State Fire Marshal Office.  
 
The proposed entrance and roadway will require permits through DelDOT similar 
to those described in Alternate 1.  
 
City of New Castle 
 
Prior to construction of the container terminal, the City of New Castle’s Planning 
Commission would need to issue a site plan approval.  Site plans submitted for 
approval must include features such as landscaping, utilities, fencing and screening, 
lighting, architectural plans, stormwater management plans, parking and driveways, 
and signage.  
 
Additionally, portions of the container deck and roadway are located within Zone VE, 
100-year and the 500-year floodplain, as established under Section 130-4 of the City 
of New Castle Code.  Development is allowed within the special flood hazard areas if 
a permit is issued by the Floodplain Administrator for the City of New Castle.  
However, to site a building, the ground elevation must be brought to at least elevation 
9 feet (NAVD 88) and the first finished floor of the building must be constructed at 
elevation 12 feet (NAVD 88) or above.  The base flood elevation at the Riveredge 
Industrial Park is elevation 9 (NAVD 88) and the Zone VE elevation is 12 feet.  It 
should also be noted that there are additional design considerations for foundations 
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and structures within Zone VE related to wind and wave loads.  To obtain a permit, 
an application must be submitted to the City of New Castle and include all 
components listed under Section 130-12 of the City of New Castle Code.  
 
Prior to construction, a building permit must be obtained through the City of New 
Castle and must be accompanied by a lines and grades plan required by Chapter 215 
of the Code.  
 
Initial cost estimating suggests a budget of $156,000 for funding the civil permitting 
for Alternative 3.  Details of this initial estimate are provided in Table 3.  This 
estimate of cost does not include preparing the site design.  Civil permitting, including 
acquiring permits is anticipated to require approximately 18 to 24 months to complete.  
 

VII. ALTERNATIVE 4 – EDGE MOOR EXPANSION SITE 
 

A. Environmental Permitting 
 

Environmental permitting at the potential Edge Moor Expansion Site is anticipated 
to be similar in scope, cost and duration to Alternatives 2A or 2B at the Port of 
Wilmington.  Environmental due diligence should be performed by any new owner 
or operator of the land that will be occupied by the proposed port facility.  Provided 
that the new berths would be used for containerized cargo operations and not bulk 
product transfer operations, the use would not be regulated under the CZA.  A 
federal Individual Permit addressing the requirements of CWA Section 404 and 
RHA Section 10, will be necessary for demolition of the existing berth structures, 
construction of new berths and dredging approximately 50,000 cubic yards of 
dredging adjacent to the new berths.  Construction of the new berths is anticipated 
to require the placement of fill materials in an approximately 5.5 acre area below 
MHW.  Development on land may include impacts to approximately 13 acres 
federal jurisdictional wetlands, based on currently available resource mapping (see 
Figure 5).  Mitigation for the loss of wetlands would be required, likely through 
replacement at a ratio of 3 acres of new wetlands for each acre of wetland filled.  
The requirement for an Individual federal permit or permits necessitates compliance 
with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  A State of Delaware 
Wetlands and Subaqueous Lands Permits will be required for new structures and 
fills installed below MHW.  U.S. Coast Guard approvals will be required for 
navigational aids placed on the new berth structures.  Closure of the site likely will 
be necessary under the auspices of the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery 
Act (RCRA), due to the presence of solid waste management units and the prior 
industrial history of the site.  RCRA obligations typically are completed by the 
industrial owner of the facility.  Coordination of site redevelop for port activities 
and RCRA closure of solid waste management units will be necessary.  New Castle 
County demolition permits and attendant asbestos certifications will be required for 
demolition of the existing buildings and structures at the site.   
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Initial cost estimating suggests a budget of $770,000 for funding the anticipated 
assessments and the environmental permitting for Alternative 4.  Details of this 
initial estimate are provided in Table 4.  These permitting costs are in addition to 
the costs cited previously for Alternative 1.  This estimate of cost does not include 
purchasing property, constructing new wetlands to mitigate the filling of wetlands 
at the project site or costs that might be incurred dealing with hazardous substances.  
Environmental permitting, including performance of environmental assessments 
and acquiring permits is anticipated to require 18 to 24 months to complete.  Data 
collection activities should commence concurrently with the start of design 
activities and impact analyses should be used to inform design activities, thereby 
avoiding and minimizing potential adverse impacts to the extent practical and 
potentially enhancing positive project impacts.   
 
A unique environmental challenge for the Edge Moor site will be coordination of 
site redevelop for port activities and RCRA closure of solid waste management 
units.  Typically, RCRA obligations are completed by the industrial owner of the 
facility.  No regulatory time frames attach to RCRA closure and they commonly 
proceed at a schedule controlled by the former industrial owner.  Management plans 
and remedial actions necessary for RCRA closure may not correspond with 
redevelopment requirements and the proposed property use unless those actions are 
carefully coordinated between the industrial owner and the port developer.  
Additionally, the port developer should budget for addressing specific conditions 
that relate solely to the future use of the property and would not need to be 
addressed by the Industrial owner to achieve RCRA closure.  For instance, RCRA 
closure of a solid waste management unit might be achieved by installing a cover or 
cap over the unit.  If the unit is in an area where excavation is necessary for the new 
port facility, the port developer might want to contribute to the remedial costs to 
pay the difference between cover or capping and removal. 
 
Similarly to Alternatives 2A and 2B, the most significant environmental permitting 
issue will be determining and minimizing the adverse environmental impacts 
associated with the project in advance of applying for a federal wetlands and/or 
rivers and harbors permit.  To obtain federal permits and comply with NEPA, 
DSPC will need to demonstrate that environmental impacts are being avoided, 
minimized or mitigated through preparation of an EA.  The EA should address 
potential impacts to wetlands and aquatic environments, surface water quality, 
groundwater quality, air quality, threatened and endangered species, species of 
special concern, cultural and historical resources, socio-economic resources, 
aesthetics, noise, glare, odors, and navigation, including changes in sedimentation 
locations and rates.  Completion of a more rigorous EIS for the Alternative 4 
expansion does not appear to be necessary at this time.  Unlike the Port of 
Wilmington, the Edge Moor site is located adjacent to “Cherry Island Flats,” an 
identified spawning area for striped bass and the deep water of the channel may be 
wintering or feeding habitat for Atlantic and/or shortnose sturgeon, based on 
literature.  The potential relationship between that spawning area and the mudflats 
adjoining the Edge Moor site likely will need to be assessed and that assessment 
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may include collection of ichthyoplankton samples during the anadromous fish 
spawning season, approximately March 15 to June 15.  Potential sturgeon use of the 
project area and avoidance of potential impacts will be required since both species 
are listed as endangered.  Completion of a single EA for the entire expansion 
project is recommended to minimize time required for completion and costs 
associated with the evaluation of potential impacts.  Based on the current 
understanding of environmental resources within the Alternative 4 project area, 
federal wetlands likely will be the only resource that requires mitigation for adverse 
impacts.  Potential wetland mitigation projects could be welcome at Pea Patch 
Island, according to comments received from DNREC executive personnel.  Private 
property locations may also be available in the vicinity of Pea Patch Island.  At a 
nominal 3 acres to 1 acre ratio of replacement for wetlands for filled wetlands, 
approximately 39 acres of wetlands mitigation will be required.  Data collection 
activities should commence concurrently with the start of design activities and 
impact analyses should be used to inform design activities, thereby, avoiding and 
minimizing potential adverse impacts to the extent practical and potentially 
enhancing positive project impacts.   
 

B. Civil Permitting 
 
The Edge Moor site is located in unincorporated New Castle County and civil 
permitting requirements will be similar to those outlined under Alternate 3.  
Demolition, major land development plans, riparian buffer, Fire Marshal, DelDOT 
and flood plain permitting and variances are required as discussed for Alternate 3.  
 
Initial cost estimating suggests a budget of $135,000 for funding the civil permitting 
for Alternative 3.  Details of this initial estimate are provided in Table 4.  This 
estimate of cost does not include preparing the site design.  Civil permitting, 
including acquiring permits is anticipated to require approximately 18 to 24 months 
to complete.  
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TABLES  



Table 1
 Budget Estimate for Alternative 2A Permits

Port of Wilmington Expansion Site

Duffield Associates, Inc.
P.N. 6783.LF

April 2016

Permitting Tasks
Anticipated Cost Contingent Cost

Contingency 
Rate

CZA Status Decision $15,000 $3,000 20%
CZA Permit Application Not Anticipated $30,000 100%
Wetlands:

Delineation, survey, JD Report,Support $35,000 $6,000 20%
Mitigation Site Search $10,000 $5,000 50%

Mitigation Site Acquisition (legal and consulting) $50,000 $5,000 10%
Mitigation Design $70,000 $13,000 20%

Sediment Sampling and Analysis for Dredging $80,000 $7,500 10%
Bathymetry $50,000 $20,000 20%
Fish Studies (Desktop) $3,000 $500 20%
Fish Studies (Spawning) Not anticipated Not anticipated
Benthic Studies (Desktop) $3,000 $500 20%
Benthic Studies (Field) Not anticipated $20,000 100%
Submerged Cultural Resources (Desktop) $3,000 $500 20%
Submerged Cultural Resources (Field) Not anticipated $20,000 100%
NEPA Agency & Advocate Meetings $11,000 $1,100 10%
Environmental Assessment Report $20,000 $2,000 10%
Environmental Impact Study Report Not anticipated Not anticipated
Hazardous Substance Cleanup Act (HSCA):

Conceptual Site Model & Work Plan $15,000 $3,000 20%
Soil Assessment (sampling, analysis, report) $75,000 $25,000 33%

Contaminated Material Management Plan $12,000 $2,400 20%
Federal Section 10 or 404 Permit:

Permit Application Package $15,000 $3,000 20%
Application Support $25,000 $5,000 20%

State Wetlands and Subaqueous Lands Permit
Permit Application Package $5,000 $1,000 20%

Application Support $15,000 $3,000 20%
Design Support (Meetings and Commentary) $50,000 $10,000 20%
Totals $562,000 $186,500

Suggested Environmental Permitting Budget $750,000

Notes:
Acquisition of land for wetland mitigation and construction of new wetlands would be an additional capital cost for the project and
 is not included in this estimate of permitting costs.

Civil Permitting Summary

Permitting Tasks
Anticipated Cost Contingent Cost

Contingency 
Rate

Floodplain Permitting - Application Package and 
Support $10,000 $2,000 20%

Demolition Permitting - (Hiring Hall, Admin Building, 
Warehouses A-D, DSPC Maintenance Shop and 
Berths) - Support for Design and Permitting Only $5,000 $1,000 20%
Stormwater Ordinance Compliance - Support for 
Design and Permitting Only $8,000 $1,600 20%

Major Subdivision Plan - Support for Design and 
Permitting Only (Hiring Hall, Admin Building, DSPC 
Maintenance Shop, Ro-Ro Expansion, Grounded 
Container Storage, Berths) $20,000 $4,000 20%
Fire Marshal Permitting - Site Only $5,000 $1,000 20%
DelDOT Entrance Permitting - Support for Design 
and Permitting Only $10,000 $2,000 20%
Totals $58,000 $11,600

Suggested Civil Permitting Budget $70,000

Notes:
The Civil Permitting budgets do not include project design costs.  The budget estimates reflect the time and effort to prepare applications, meet with 
regulatory agency staff and providing feedback to the design team regarding design changes needed to support permitting.

This table is part of a Duffield Associates, Inc.document titled, " Permitting Summary Report, Proposed Port Expansions, New Castle County, Delaware," 
dated April 2016 and should be viewed in the context of that report. 



Table 2
Budget Estimate for Alternative 2B Permits

Port of Wilmington Expansion Site

Duffield Associates, Inc.
P.N. 6783.LF

April 2016

Permitting Tasks
Anticipated Cost Contingent Cost

Contingency 
Rate

CZA Status Decision $15,000 $3,000 20%
CZA Permit Application Not Anticipated $30,000 100%
Wetlands:

Delineation, survey, JD Report,Support $25,000 $5,000 20%
Mitigation Site Search $10,000 $5,000 50%

Mitigation Site Acquisition (legal and consulting) $50,000 $5,000 10%
Mitigation Design $70,000 $14,000 20%

Sediment Sampling and Analysis for Dredging $80,000 $8,000 10%
Bathymetry $50,000 $10,000 20%
Fish Studies (Desktop) $3,000 $600 20%
Fish Studies (Spawning) Not anticipated Not anticipated
Benthic Studies (Desktop) $3,000 $600 20%
Benthic Studies (Field) Not anticipated $20,000 100%
Submerged Cultural Resources (Desktop) $3,000 $600 20%
Submerged Cultural Resources (Field) Not anticipated $20,000 100%
NEPA Agency & Advocate Meetings $11,000 $2,200 20%
Environmental Assessment Report $20,000 $2,000 10%
Environmental Impact Study Report Not anticipated Not Anticipated
Hazardous Substance Cleanup Act (HSCA):

Conceptual Site Model & Work Plan $15,000 $3,000 20%
Soil Assessment (sampling, analysis, report) $75,000 $25,000 33%

Contaminated Material Management Plan $12,000 $2,400 20%
Federal Section 10 or 404 Permit:

Permit Application Package $15,000 $3,000 20%
Application Support $25,000 $5,000 20%

State Wetlands and Subaqueous Lands Permit
Permit Application Package $5,000 $1,000 20%

Application Support $15,000 $3,000 20%
Design Support (Meetings and Commentary) $50,000 $10,000 20%
Totals $552,000 $178,400

Suggested Environmental Permitting Budget $730,000

Notes:
Acquisition of land for wetland mitigation and construction of new wetlands would be an additional capital cost for the project and
 is not included in this estimate of permitting costs.

Civil Permitting Summary

Permitting Tasks
Anticipated Cost Contingent Cost

Contingency 
Rate

Floodplain Permitting - Application Package and 
Support $10,000 $2,000 20%

Demolition Permitting - (Hiring Hall, Admin Building, 
Warehouses A-D, DSPC Maintenance Shop and 
Berths) - Support for Design and Permitting Only $5,000 $1,000 20%
Stormwater Ordinance Compliance - Support for 
Design and Permitting Only $8,000 $1,600 20%

Major Subdivision Plan - Support for Design and 
Permitting Only (Hiring Hall, Admin Building, DSPC 
Maintenance Shop, Ro-Ro Expansion, Grounded 
Container Storage, Berths) $20,000 $4,000 20%
Fire Marshal Permitting - Site Only $5,000 $1,000 20%
DelDOT Entrance Permitting - Support for Design and 
Permitting Only $10,000 $2,000 20%
Totals $58,000 $11,600

Suggested Civil Permitting Budget $70,000

Notes:
The Civil Permitting budgets do not include project design costs.  The budget estimates reflect the time and effort to prepare applications, meet with 
regulatory agency staff and providing feedback to the design team regarding design changes needed to support permitting.

This table is part of a Duffield Associates, Inc.document titled, " Permitting Summary Report, Proposed Port Expansions, New Castle County, Delaware," 
dated April 2016 and should be viewed in the context of that report. 



Table 3
Budget Estimate for Alternative 3 Permits
Riveredge Industrial Park Expansion Site

Duffield Associates, Inc.
P.N. 6783.LF

April 2016

Permitting Tasks
Anticipated Cost Contingent Cost

Contingency 
Rate

CZA Status Decision $15,000 $3,000 20%
CZA Permit Application Not Anticipated $30,000 100%
Wetlands:

Delineation, survey, JD Report,Support $53,000 $10,600 20%
Mitigation Site Search $10,000 $5,000 50%

Mitigation Site Acquisition (legal and consulting) $50,000 $5,000 10%
Mitigation Design $65,000 $13,000 20%

Sediment Sampling and Analysis for Dredging $100,000 $10,000 10%
Bathymetry $100,000 $20,000 20%
Fish Studies (Desktop) $2,500 $500 20%
Fish Studies (Spawning & Use) $100,000 $33,000 33%
Benthic Studies (Desktop) $2,500 $500 20%
Benthic Studies (Field - SAV, Sturgeon Habitat) $50,000 $17,000 33%
Submerged Cultural Resources (Desktop) $2,500 $500 20%
Submerged Cultural Resources (Field) $30,000 $10,000 33%
NEPA Agency & Advocate Meetings $16,000 $1,600 10%
Environmental Assessment Report Not anticipated Not anticipated
Environmental Impact Study Report $90,000 $18,000 20%
Phase 1 and Phase 2 Environmental Site Assessments $65,000 $13,000 20%
Hazardous Substance Cleanup Act (HSCA):

Conceptual Site Model & Work Plan Not Needed? $18,000 100%
Remdial Investigation Not Needed? $150,000 100%

Contaminated Material Management Plan Not Needed? $15,000 100%
Long-term Stewardship Plan Not Needed? $10,000 100%

Federal Section 10 or 404 Permit:
Permit Application Package $15,000 $3,000 20%

Application Support $100,000 $20,000 20%
State Wetlands and Subaqueous Lands Permit

Permit Application Package $5,000 $1,000 20%
Application Support $25,000 $5,000 20%

Design Support (Meetings and Commentary) $50,000 $10,000 20%
Totals $946,500 $422,700

Suggested Environmental Permitting Budget $1,400,000

Notes:
Acquisition of land for wetland mitigation and construction of new wetlands would be an additional capital cost for the project and
 is not included in this estimate of permitting costs.

Civil Permitting Summary

Permitting Tasks
Anticipated Cost Contingent Cost

Contingency 
Rate

Demolition Permitting - City of New Castle and New Castle 
County $15,000 $3,000 20%
Major Land Development Plan - Support for Design and 
Permitting Only - RPATAC and Board of Adjustment 
Hearings $75,000 $15,000 20%
Floodplain Permitting - Application Package and Support, 
RPATAC Hearing $15,000 $3,000 20%
Fire Marshal Permitting - Site Only $5,000 $1,000 20%
DelDOT Entrance Permitting - Preparation and support of 
application, feedback to design team $10,000 $2,000 20%
City of New Castle Site Plan Approvals - Preparation and 
support of application, feedback to design team $10,000 $2,000 20%
Totals $130,000 $26,000

Suggested Civil Permitting Budget $156,000

Notes:
The Civil Permitting budgets do not include project design costs.  The budget estimates reflect the time and effort to prepare applications, meet with 
regulatory agency staff and providing feedback to the design team regarding design changes needed to support permitting.

This table is part of a Duffield Associates, Inc.document titled, " Permitting Summary Report, Proposed Port Expansions, New Castle County, Delaware," 
dated April 2016 and should be viewed in the context of that report. 



Table 4
 Budget Estimate for Alternative 4 Permits

Chemours Edge Moor Expansion Site

Duffield Associates, Inc.
P.N. 6783.LF

April 2016

Permitting Tasks
Anticipated Cost Contingent Cost

Contingency 
Rate

CZA Status Decision $15,000 $3,000 20%
CZA Permit Application Not Anticipated $30,000 100%
Wetlands:

Delineation, survey, JD Report,Support $25,000 $5,000 20%
Mitigation Site Search $10,000 $5,000 50%

Mitigation Site Acquisition (legal and consulting) $50,000 $5,000 10%
Mitigation Design $65,000 $13,000 20%

Sediment Sampling and Analysis for Dredging $75,000 $7,500 10%
Bathymetry $75,000 $10,000 20%
Fish Studies (Desktop) $12,000 $2,400 20%
Fish Studies (Spawning) $50,000 $10,000 20%
Benthic Studies (Desktop) $2,500 $500 20%
Benthic Studies (Field) Not anticipated $20,000 100%
Submerged Cultural Resources (Desktop) $2,500 $500 20%
Submerged Cultural Resources (Field) $20,000 $4,000 20%
NEPA Agency & Advocate Meetings $11,000 $1,100 10%
Environmental Assessment Report $20,000 $2,000 10%
Environmental Impact Study Report Not anticipated Not Anticipated
Coordination with RCRA Corrective Action $50,000 $10,000 20%

Contaminated Material Management Plan $25,000 $5,000 20%
Federal Section 10 or 404 Permit:

Permit Application Package $15,000 $3,000 20%
Application Support $25,000 $5,000 20%

State Wetlands and Subaqueous Lands Permit
Permit Application Package $5,000 $1,000 20%

Application Support $15,000 $3,000 20%
Design Support (Meetings and Commentary) $50,000 $10,000 20%
Totals $618,000 $156,000

Suggested Environmental Permitting Budget $770,000

Notes:
Acquisition of land for wetland mitigation and construction of new wetlands would be an additional capital cost for the project and
 is not included in this estimate of permitting costs.  Costs associated with moving or removing hazardous substances from the
property are not included.

Civil Permitting Summary

Permitting Tasks
Anticipated Cost Contingent Cost

Contingency 
Rate

Demolition Permitting - New Castle County $7,500 $1,500 20%
Major Land Development Plan - Support for Design 
and Permitting Only - RPATAC and Board of 
Adjustment Hearings $75,000 $15,000 20%
Floodplain Permitting - Application Package and 
Support, RPATAC Hearing $15,000 $3,000 20%
Fire Marshal Permitting - Site Only $5,000 $1,000 20%

DelDOT Entrance Permitting - Preparation and 
support of application, feedback to design team $10,000 $2,000 20%
Totals $112,500 $22,500

Suggested Civil Permitting Budget $135,000

Notes:
The Civil Permitting budgets do not include project design costs.  The budget estimates reflect the time and effort to prepare applications,
 meet with regulatory agency staff and providing feedback to the design team regarding design changes needed to support permitting. 

This table is part of a Duffield Associates, Inc.document titled, " Permitting Summary Report, Proposed Port Expansions, New Castle County, Delaware," 
dated April 2016 and should be viewed in the context of that report. 
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Diamond State Port Corporation  

Strategic Master Plan 

2016 
 

 

“To contribute to Delaware's economic vitality by sustaining and promoting the Port of 

Wilmington as a competitive and viable full service, multi-modal operation by providing for the 

efficient, economical, and safe handling of cargo.” 

 

 

 

 

 

Port of Wilmington Administration 
1 Hausel Road,  
Wilmington, DE 

Phone: (302) 472-PORT  

Fax: (302) 472-7740    
www.portofwilmington.com 

 
 


